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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

The subject of collective agreements is no new one for the 
Organisation, which h~s had to deal with it on several occa&ons. 
At the First SessioQ of the International Labour Conference, in 
1919, the question arose in connection with the application of 
the Hours of Work (Industry) Convention. Articles 2 (b) and 5 
of that Convention provide for certain arrangements for the appli
cation of the Convention being made by collective agreement. 
This precedent was followed in a number of subsequent Conven
tions. 

In 1927, at its Tenth Session, the International Labour Con
ference adopted a resolution, submitted by the Italian Government 
delegate, requesting the Governing Body to consider the desir
ability of placing on· the agenda of an early Session of the Con
ferencethe question of the " general principles of contracts of 
employment". This expression included both collective agree
ments and individual contracts of employment. 

The problem came up again in 1928, but this time it was 
restricted to one branch of the economic system. The Conference, 
at its Eleventh Session, instructed the Office to supplement its 
information concerning collective agreements in agriculture with 
a view to the discussion of the question at an early Session of 

..the Conference. The Office prepared a report, which was submitted 
to the Conference at its Seventeenth Session.l The special Com
mittee appointed by the Conference to study this report proposed 
that the Governing Body be inVited to consider the possibility 
of putting this question on the agenda of a future Sessi?n of th~. 

I Cf. INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OJTIClI: : ColleclitHl· Agreement.t ." Agricultunl. 
Studies and Reports. Series K (Agriculture). No. 11. Geneva. 1933.· . 
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Conference.1 The Governing Body subsequently referred the 
matter to its Committee on Agricultural Work. J 

At a meeting held on 29 September 1934, the Committee on 
Agricultur8J Work decided to urge the Governing Body - if it 
, decided to submit the question of collective agreements in general 
to the 1936 Session or some la.ter Session of the Conference -
to include agriculture in the scope of the question, since the Office 
had already prepared' a report on the subject and that report 
had been discussed by a. Committee of the Conference in 1933. 

The question was again brought before the Conference at its 
Nineteenth Session, and it remains before the Organisation in & 

peculiarly urgent form, It will be remembered that the Conference 
adopted a Draft Convention concerning the reduction of hours 
of work to forty a. week and also a Resolution concerning the main
tenance of the workers' standard of living. 

According to Article 1 of the Forty-Hour Convention, each 
Member of the International Labour Organisation which ratifies 
'the said Convention declares its a.pproval of: 

(a) The principle of a forty-hour week applied in such a manner 
that the standa.rd of living is not reduced in consequence; and 

(b) The taking or facilitating of such measures as may be judged 
appropriate.to secure this end .... 

The Resolution concerning the maintenance of the workers" 
standard of living is as follows : 

The Conference, 
Having adopted a Draft Convention declaring its approval of the 

principle of the forty.hour week, . ' -
ConsiCieripg that the application of this principle should not as a 

consequence reduce the weekly, monthly or yearly income of the workers, 

1 The following passage from the report of the, Committee to the Conference 
should ,be noted : 

, " The Committee noted the general accuracy of the description of the facta 
concerning collective agreements in agriculture given in the report. At the aame 
time, attention was drawn to the fact that the' Conclusions' of the report took 
account almost exclusively of the importance of those colleotive agreemente which 
result from a free bargaining between organisations of employers and workers or of 
agreements or guiding principles serving as a basis for individual contracta drawn 

.. ' up under the auspices or with the assistance of public authorities, but that they 
did not sufficiently note other forms of collective regulation where State action or 
SiI\,te initiative played a large part and which in certain circumstances can be 
considered at leas!; as efficacious. " • 
. ~ In view of these commente, the present repart deals not only with coll8l.-tive 

a8leements in the strict sense, but also with the other forms of collective regulation 
to which the Committee drew the· attention of the Conference . . 
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whiohever may be'the customary method of reckoning, nor lower their 
standard of living. 

Invites Governments : 

(1)' To take appropriate measures in order to ensure thllot Bony 
adjustment of wages and salaries should be effected as far as possible 
by means of direct negotiations ~tween employers' and workers' 
organisations concerned ; and 

(2) After consultation with the organisations of employers and 
workers concerned, to take or facilitate appropriate measures to enable 
either of the parties concerned, if agreement between them cannot be 
reached, to submit the dispute to bodies competent to deal with wage 
questions, such bodies being set up, where they do not exist, for the 
purpose; and ' , 

(3) To furnish to the International Labour Office periodic 1-'eports 
npon the measures they have taken ~or the introduction of the forty
hour week a.nd for the maintenance of the standard of living of the 
workers. 

These texts show that the procedure recommended to States 
for giving effect to the principle of maintaining the workers" 
standard of living is based, in 'the main, on collective agreements 
or some similar method of regulation. This fact lends greatly 
increased importance to a comprehensiv:e' a.nd detailed study of 
the problem of collective agreements. ' 

Therefore, at its Sixty-n.htth Session, in January 1935, the 
Governing Body of the International Labour Office decided to 
submit to the International Labour Conference a report on col
lective agreements. According' to this decision the report 'to be 
prepared by the Office was intended not to provide the necessary 
background of information for the drafting of a Convention 
or Recommendation in [the traditional manner, but rather to 
give a general survey of the main aspects of the problem on 
which the discussion might ,concentrate. 

With this end in view, the report has been ,divided into four 
parts. 

The first deals With the practical problem. The part played 
by collective agreements or similar regulations in different coun
,tries and in· various industries is analysed. 

The second part is devoted to the legal aspect of the~problem : 
the various methods of regulating conditions of emploYment 
collectively and the effects of such regulation. 

In the third part the social and economic problem is analysed 
and, the place of collective agreements in the economic system 
is examined. ' 
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The fo~ part deals with the possibilities that collective 
agreements offer, in conjunction with national labour legislation, 
of facilitating the ratification and application: of International 
Labour· Conventions. 

The conclusions' of the report suggest certain problems specially 
suitable for discussion, and possibly for action at some future 
date, by the International Labour Organisation. I' 

. . 
1 The International Labour Office is indebted to Mr.J. H.Richardson. pror_ 

of Industrial Relations at Leeds University. ~ valuable collaboration in the pre
paration of the present ~rt. 



PART I 

" COLLECTIVE AGREEMENTS IN PRACTICE 

f' 

INTRODUCTION 

'~J.n many countries conditions of employment, which for long, 
were governed by individu~ c~ntract8 of" service, are now fixed 
on a collective ba~is - most freqUently by; .collective agreemen~. 
~e collective agreemen~ ~~a~~9_and developed in Great ~!:ita¥ 
during the nineteenth century/spreading to the Continent of 
Europe and to some, countries in other COntinents towards the 
end of that century and the beginning of the present one. '\rIle 
movement gained greatly in strength and in depth immediatery 
after the war;., Since thEm, while it has continued to pro~es~ in 
some countries, it has done so much more slowly in others, mainly 
as a consequence of the economic dep~ssio:rY;' in the last year 
oi'two, however~-it would seem to be advancing with rene~ed 
vigour, especially in the United States of America, and more 
recently in France, Luxemburg and BelgiUm. 

\ In some countries the' extension of the. movement has, been 

h~~d by ,the .. spread of S~~~~~~i.~~_~!>.~ial"aff~, ,~ 
the development oCfiade-unionism and of social orgamsation. 
Moreover, State intervention 'has led to the adoption of certain 
methods of tix1ng workiDgc~ilditions that also substitute collective" 
regulation fur' the'-llidiV1iliiif~;;ct and suppleinent,'Or'·eVeiJ. 
take-- the--pl~c,e _ of". ()~llec~ve a1{l'8Elments. One example is-line 

, fiX~g of minimum wa~ - a method that is primaffiy employed 
,m occupations where the collective agreement is still. unknown 
but that is also sometimes more generally applied'. Again, conci-
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liation and' arbitration have certainly 'facilitated the conclusion 
'Or-agreements forcertainoccupatiOUS:-Out8£ the --same--ume 
~.-.- ... -- - . . ,.,. 
a~bitration a~, el!peCi.llJlI where arbitratioD has been made 
_co~~. -:-nave ..4rg~aken the place of volun~~ents. 
lreiltion may alSO be mad}-6f the ~s of'1iibour courts, the 
decisions of. mixed committees and ~ 'instittition of collective 
!abour rules by the State. There are thus nl!!!lerous coll~<, 
methods in existenco/and ev~ in which th~~pli
c~ co~tivel, tricte th~ problem~g widely 
discus~'The. first pomt to be COnsl r therefore is'! what 
is i1iereal extent, and ~'p2rtanc~.,?f the collec~i!J' regulati?n of 
conditions oi'employmeni--ar-tlie present time t ' 

It would be ra-ther difficult to reply to this question by means 
of figures, for there are comparatively few countries that publish 
statistics of collective agreements, and the available statistics 

, are not easily comparable; the statistics on other collective methods 
are not mu:ch m,ore numerous or more detailed.1 \ A general surVey 
of the quantitative importance of collective agreements and 

• iJiriilar measures jg . fhus practically impossible, but it is perhaps 
~asier ,to ass~sstheir qualitative importancy It has therefore 
Deen thought more useful to examine the texts of the existing 
collective agr~ements" arbitration awards, etc.; with a view to 
deducing therefrom their real practical significance in determining 
conditions of employment. 

But even this method is subject to ~rtajD ]~ions : it is 
imjl,Q~sib~!Lt any given moment, to state exactly what are the 
~onditionB of work obtaining in the v~~ccupa
tion~-2!.~j)~!!~it is e~y impossible 
to '~p the .s-tnaIDlc asp~fuovement by demonstrating 
'tIie progressmad~eCtive a~ments and regulations 
within a given period .. The more m~ oUhe present s~ 
will be t~~ th~variO'!IJ ~je~d~alt with by the BY!luzm 
of collective regulation or;ro;king condiiiO'J18&hd.-the various 
forms of the system'. 

Even within these limits it is ~ble to claim tha, the, 
s~ will""'b be ~~t will be m~ly_~ne~~, 
illust~y n~~mples.>ken from coilective agree
ments, arbitration awards ~simi1ar decisions, wherever these 
texts seem in some respect particula~ly typical of the methods 
adopted. 

~ 
1 Of, Appendix n : Statistics of Collective Agreements. 
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Some indications will'fust .of all be given as to the external 
structure of collective . agreements and similar decisions; the 
main problems 'Constituting the substance of the agreements will 
then be exa~d ; in conclusion, the attempt will be made to 
deduce from that study what practical functions can be considered 
as peculiar to the various eollective methods of regulating working . 
conditions. In this way, the practical value of these collective' 
methods will be made clear. • 



CHAPI'ER I' 

STRUCI'URE OF COLLEC11VE AGREEMENTS 

' .. 
Before PJ:o~g to consider the material substance of 

collective agreements and other similar texts, it will be well to 
make a few brief comments on their scope, their validity in 'time 
and certain of the more typical forniS' of regulatioD.,.-:It· is true· 
th.a.t-~e-·agreementS themselves 'make mention' of the parties, 

i ,'the scope of the agreement, etc., but these points do not form part 
of the subst.a.nce of the agreement ~ they are conditions attached 

, to it, In many cases, too, these matters are settled by legislation. 
, The following pages contain merely a few genera.l remarks, intended 
to facilitate the study of the substance of the agreements. 0-

SCOPE .AND VALIDITY IN TIME 

~1n the case of actual agreements, the scope is often identical 
wiili.,t!?-~, ~~~~c~ r~~. It is sufficieiit-tiO-note tli&t a Cone~tive 
agreement may bind a single employer, a group of employers or 
one O'fmore-employers' associations and~ generally sjJeaking, 'one 
or'more trade'uri.ionSo!workers/Irithe case o! other methods of 
re~ti6ri~ there is 'of cOurse-no question of contracting parties. 

T.he ~<:.«?pe of the regulations is defined with reference to the 
occupationS. the persons and tlle'area .covered. ,Very -often the 
undertakings to which the scheme applies are -enumerated in the 
text or in a schedule. The trade to be covered within the under· 
takings is either made clear W the nature of the contracting trade 
union or is specified in the ~xt. • 

'-In voluntary agreements the scope as regards persons is also 
often identicalWiih'tlte"oo:utractIDg partiea' ; it may be- determined 
poSitrvelybj-an~~~~tion'of the 'ca~Qries of persons concerned, 
or negatively...!>y' t}te exclusion of certai.n groups. In current practice, 
\w~~_~f:e.s ~~!he normal basis for defining the groups ._of ~,~~ 

, . 
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covered by the agreement~ Exemptions may be general or may 
be governed by speciJprovisions. Casu81 workers and domestic 
servants . are often among the general exceptions. Sometimes 
apprentices are also excluded, but they may, as will be seen later, 
-bQl conred by the agreements 'and even be subject to certain 
special rules. 

Vbe territorial scope is regularly specified ; it may be local,' 
regional, provincial or nationall But the substance of the- regli.r
lations does not permit ot general conclusions being drawn as to 
the practical importance of each of these types: 1 

\ The duration, -of the validity of the agreemeJ;lt depends on 
the date of commg into force and the dat~ Of expiry.) In so far 
as the matter is not s.ettled by legistatldn,' the agreements or other 

.texts. usually - in some countries compulsorily - contain pro
visionll on: this subject. The date of the agreement or decision 

~is practic8.qy always given, but that date, does not necessarily 
~inc1de with the co~g into force of the regulations, which may. 

, be .. an<1 sometimes is, fixed for a later or for &>n earlier date. 
, \ The text g~ner~~ _~es the daj;e of comingint9 fofce~ but the 

date at .which its validity expires is not always statedL In the 
case of collectwe agreements, a distinction -must be made between, 
trio~~or an indefi.nite and those for a definite period. In the case 
of other methods, the question is a legislative one ; the regulations 
veri often remain. 'in force until they are repealed. ,,' 

\If a (lollective agreement is for an indefinite period, .the par- [ 
tie~ cab ~rnlinate it at '\ViII, generally ~ubject to a certain period. 

, oriiotro;;-;Whlch":.v8.rltis"from a. Jew weeks to a few 'monthS. In: 
some-cases notice of ternlination of the agreement can take effect 
only at certain fixed datel,! ; in other cases notice cannot be given 
until. the agreement has been in force for a certain ininimum 
perio3.. ",' , ' 

l\I~!_",,~~e~l'!':e'?-t!". are dra;wn upJ?!. a specified n:wn~er of 
months or years; the more general the agreement, the longer 
the period' usually is. ,Basic agreements and those"laying down 
general principles are. n~J:'IIlally, concluded by large organisations 
or federations for a long period, w~reas ~age agreements, "for' 
example, are often. of much shorter duratlon/ But no general 
rule can be-'jmunciatedon' this pomt. • " 

Often even.,~ short-period agreement automatically remaip.s 
in force in~efinitely or for a fixed period (e.g;' one year)" »wess 

.. .; f - ... 

1 But cf. below, p. 206 ; ..... Standardisation of Working Conditions ". 
. -

• 
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notice of withdrawal from the agreement is given & certain time 
before the original date of exPiry . 
. \No~c:e of termin~tion must be given in the p~scribed manner I 

(m wntmg, by regIStered letter, etc.). Somet~es the notice" 
of termination or even the intention to terminate the agreemen' 
.must be communicated to a joint board responsible for instituting 
fresh negotiations between the parties. 

STANDARD FORMS 011' AGREEMENT 

\Originally, the collective agreement was drawn up at the con
clusion' or-a. disp1l:~ to regulate some of the questions at issue! 
wages, hours of work, ete. ;\in course of time, however, it has 
become more stabilised and of more general application. These 
tende!1cies are reflected in the various typical forms of agreement;' 
and also to some extent in the other methods of regulation. 

\Although ad hoc agreement~ of limited scope are still to be 
met '!ith, collective agreements tend more and more to 1088 their 
connection with any open dispute and simply to regulate in general 
all the conditions of employment in some occupation and govern 

• the "OOUective relationships betWeen the parties. The forms 
vary ; very often a single agreement deals with all the questions 
affecting a given occupation at anyone timetBut, as the agreement 
must always be adapted to the march of eeononuc-iwd social 
developmeri~--if nee(fsmany changes and additioJ?SY ~ere are 
thus often quite a number of agreements in force for one and the 
same occupation/'~gain, certain questions are sometimes purposely 
left to be dealt With by special agreements, either because they 
concern only a smaIl group of persons (e.g. apprentices) or because 
they are of limited scopej{e.g. holidays with pay). But there 
are sometimes disadvantages in such & system. On the one hand, 
the ~ultiplicity of texts and the risk of contradictory provisions 
it entails may create uncertainty as to the validity of the various 
clauses; on the other ha.,nd, the whole collective system may be 
called in question whenever the whole agreement has to be revised 
merely in order to alter one single point~ Consequently, as this 
method of regulating workhig conditions developed, the need for 
certain differentiations made itself felt.:/" 

\One meth~~ __ .?!_~tl~~~i~~0!l is··to_~Jlara.~ _ wages, ~hich 
are subjeet--to frequent variations, from other conditions and .. , 

. deahVitIi theni'lIiapecial agreements. '. There will then be general 
agreements and Wage agreements iilde by side., Some countries 

• 
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have endeavoUred to systematise agreements by grading them, 
80metiuies even by legislation. H local agreements are made 
subordinate to regional ,ones, and they in turn to national ones, 
the various questions to be settled ca.n be. dealt with by different 
agreements according to their scope and stability. This method 
may produce the same result as the first one, :,wages being dealt 
with in regional or local agreements, while the general, b~ 
agreements are national or provincial in scope/ 
--a' similar result can be achieved by developing the provisions 

governing the collective relationships between the parties. On the 
one hand, these relationships are usually regulated by general 
agreements of long duration which serve as a basis for other 
special agreements. On the other,~he agreements provide for the 
creation of joint committees for a variety of purposes; they 
thereby facilitate the adoption of minor amendments, the settle

,ment of partial disputes, etc., without the necessity for reopening 
'the whole question of the existence {)f the agreements. Again, 
the agreements may simply regulate collective relationships and 
lay down certain principles to be included in future individual 
agreements, or they may set up a system of joint bodies to settle 
the conditions of work f~ various' branches of industry, groups. 
of workers and districts? 

In the following survey, the connection between these various 
standard forms and, the actual regulation, of different questions 
will be brought out. 



CHAPTER II 

WAGES 

\ The regulation of wages necessitates two sets of clauses: those 
dealing with the fixing of wages and those con'cer~g'payment. 
The fixing of wages 'may lie 'conSidered as being peouliarly witIUn 
the province of colleotive agreements ;' the payment of wages may 
~e, and 'mmost"ooUiitries is; dealt with-a1so-r,_y:l~.w.tion.-; 

WAGE-FIXING 

The two forms of remuneration for services are wages in oash 
and in kind. Wages in oash are the more important and will there-

"fore' be discussed first. Some of the problems' oonneoted with 
wages 'in kind will'be studied separately later. 
'\ Ca~, w~~~_lnay be fixed ~!:2P~rtio~ t~th~, t~lII.e spent by 

the worker at the employer's disposal or to the amount of the 
worke(s ,~u~p~~, o~~~~ .. ~~_~~~t~r~ .. lIlay)~, oomb,ine<!!The way 
in whioh oolleotive agreements have dealt with these different 
oases' will be examined in the light of a feW typical examples. 
The question of the aotual amount of the wages is naturally 
outside the soope of this study. . 

Time Rates 

It is impossible in the' present report to oonsider in ,what 
industries a.nd for what groups of workers time rates are the normal 
form pf remuneration. It must suffioe to state tha~ it is the form 
applied to the great majority of workers .,.and that in many countries 
~olleotive agreements are m9st _ widesp;ead in industries, ~here 
t[l!!.~j8;tes are the twe,"b-;;;:-use they can-more eaSily be uniformly 
regulated~ /' , • '. 

GrOUpB 01 Worker8 

\'1)1,e J?uipo,s.e._of the. _ c:!ollective agreement is to guarantee the 
same wagQ to, w~rkers ,doing the' saJlle" work, b~t t~at does not 
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mean that they prescribe. uniform wages f()r ..l!JI~1 It is in the 
interests of the employers as well as of the workers to make certain 
distinctions, and these are all the more necessary the wider the 
scope of the 'agreement as regardS area, occupations or persons./ - .. 

\ ~em.~! ~istinctiona. - Collective agreements usually take 
account of the :factth'at the cost of living varies according as 
the worker lives in a rura:! or anurban area, in.a small or in a large 
~;tt' may therefore be provided that the wage should' be 
increased by a certain percentage when the worker is employed 
in a town of over a. certain population (e.g. the agreement for 
horticulture in Silesia, Germany, 1935). Different rates may be 
laid down for the various industria:! areas .to which the agreement 
applies (Ozechoslovakia, glassworks). As the system of agreements. 
develops, the main loca:lities come to be graded into categories 

. (Ortsklassen) ;\wage rates then, vary according to the category 
in which the plac~ of employment is located.; , 

The ,grading of loca:lities is apt to give rise to discussion or 
evep to disputes, so that the drafting or the revision of the list 
is often entrusted to specia:! bodies or to joint committees (e.g. 
for the building industry in England, the Netherlands and Scotland), 
the procedure of which is regulated in detail so as to ensure that 
all the relevant factors are taken into account, In Sweden, the' 
grading established by the social administrative authOrities ,hi 
generally adopted in' drawing up collective agreements., 

Distinctiona' by undertakings. ~ - As a rule all undertakings 
covered by the agreement are subject to its provisions without 
distinction. But an- exception may sometimes be made for the 
benefit o{certain employers if the strict observance of the collective 
provisions would be likely to cause them economic or financia:! 
difficulties. Wuch~ll!-us,~I;I~e_ra~~~;)t is more usual to find texts 
applying to a whole indUstry or branch of industry and grading 
the undertalrings .. according to the nature of their work, the 
number of workers, and, sometimes even the success of the 
~dertaking, etc., the wag~-rates varying for each' grade. 

\Pistinctiona by groups 0; persons. - The main distinction is 
balled on the ~$l£!!p~!!~~L9..~~~~_~~.ions - of the. '~orke:r:" There
is first of a:ll that between workers and sa:laried emploIees. In
many--countXies these ~two . groups fill 'under' separate--collebtive 
agreements because they belong t,o different trade unions, but . . 
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, ". 
" I 

in some cases a single agreement may apply to both (Great Britain, 
co-operative agreement). 

\Amongst manual workers there is a fundamental difference 
between ·~killea;::~~d· unskil!e~/ The fust collective agreements 
were concluded by skilled workers, and the system then spread 
graduaJ,ly to all other categories. The agreements make allowances 
for the existence of these different groups by prescribing different 
wage rates for them. ~istinctions are made, for instance, between 
skilled, semi-skilled' and unskilled workers, labourers and 
appreIltices. Some agi-eements discriminate between experienCed 
workers and those, whether adult or younger, who are still being 
trained. :1n order to prevent disputes, or provide for their settle
ment if they arise, many agreements appoint joint])oards to grade 
the. workers or. salaried employees concernedY 

In some industries the collective agreements make distinctions 
aocording to the\duties otiQbs_'p"~rfol"J!le.d. by the workers.) This 
distinction may amount to the same as the" preceding one, as 
is the· case in mines, where o~y skilled workers are employed 
on extraction work. The two sYstems may be combined, as when 
a distinction is made between craftsmen, workers engaged in 

• production, assistants, etc. In industries embracing many different 
trades, very extensive grading may be met with. 

Agreements covering salaried employees ~ften have a wide 
range of "occupational groups (Beru/sklassen), such as senior and 
-junior managing -staff, or sales staff, office staff, technical workers, 
etc., according to the branch in question. Lists showing the various 

" grades and the corresponding rates of SIUary are often annexed 
to or incorporated in the agreements. 

The transference of the worker into another category, his 
advancement, or similar measures, effected without his consent 
and entailing a. reduction of wages, are often expressly prohibited, 
except where it is a question of preventing unemployment (e.g. 
France, agreement~ concluded during the summer of 1936). 

Other distinctions may be of 8. personal n"iure : many agree-
ments have\.diJ!e!~E-_~!a~~ "()(llay ~()r ~~ "tw~."~~~!.;.:o.thers again 

i fix the same rates but stipulate that output must be the 80le 
( basis for the payment of remuneration. In. agriculture, wages 
" ~ often fixed for men, excluding women and children. 
" '!;\ As a rule, the rates vary according to t)lE~,worker'8 age .. " A I 

cerlaiD."age isconBidered as the stand$-d for the payment" of a 
normal wage; lower rates are paid to younger workers. The 
standard age depends on the nature of the work: it is often 18 years 
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for ¢ unskilled worker, whereas for a, skilled worker it may be 
21 years, or even more if several years of experience are required 
before the worker reaches complete efficiency. 

Special lower rates of pay may be arranged for workers over 
a certain age or of reduced working capacity, as well as for disabled 
or infirm persons. Such cases may be settled. equitably by 
representatives of the two parties. Sometimes the ruling of a 
joint committee is required, or the fixing of wage rates may even 
be left to direct negotiations between the persons concerned. 

\ Length !>LIl.~m~~.Js, another f~ctor that may affect wages.! 
In reckoning length of service, account must 1>e taken either of 
the time worked in the undertaking or of the number of years 
spent in a given occupation. Agreements often contain detailed 
provisions on this subject, prescribing how the calculation should . 
be made and what interruptions or periods of work in the occupation 
should be taken into consideration (sickness, holidays With pay, . 
military service, etc.). When a worker, and more especially a 
salaried employee, is bound by close ties to the undertaking and 
may be considered as in stable employment, rules may be laid 
down in the agreement for regular promotion or increments. Joint 
committees are sometimes set up to be consulted regarding the 
application of these rules or to intervene in the event of a dispute. 

The \worker's civil status pnay also be taken into account, 
higher rates being paid to a married worker with a family or to 
a woman worker with' family responsibilities than to an unmarried 
person' 

Regulatioo of Wages 

\~e ",.aIlle o(the pl"Qv:isions of collective a~~ents fixing wages 
differs according as the rates fixed are minimum or staiulard rates) 
In the former case, any wage lower than that stipulated iIi -the 
text is contrary to the agreement, unless provision is made for 
exceptions. In the second case, the wage actually paid may be 
below or above theltandard rate (e.g. building industry, Friesland, 
Netherlands). As a rule, the exact meaning of the wording of the 
agreement is a matter for interpretation. When a minimum. wage 
is fixed, the payment of a higher wage is usually permitted unless 
expressly pl:Ohibited. With a standard rate it is exceptionli.l for 
the actuli.l wages to exceed or fall below this figure (Great Britain), 
but the rate fixed in the collective agreement may merely be an 
average. intended for guidance and. not be striCtly -oiridirig.~ On 
the other hand, many collective a.,,~m~nts ~xplicitly state' that 
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. the rates they mention are fixed or minimVm, rates.\ A sy~tem of 
combined' ininimUIIi and standard rates is possible ;(Scotiand, 
coach-building agreement of 1934).' _.-' ' .. 

Wages are Usually fixed by the hour, day, week or month. 
Longer units of time are rarely met with in collective agreements, 
except in agriqulture (in Sweden, for example). When work is 
ptrformed in shifts,' the unit of measurement may be the shift 
(in mines). 'Payment by' the month is practically restricted to, 
salaried employees, although it. sometimes occurs in agriculture.! 

\Oomponents of\;rigeJ!. --. A distinction must'be made between 
~~~~ .. w.ages . a:nd aIlQwances. .The methods of determining the 
'fb;ed wage vary. Often· separate rates are laid down for various 
groups of workers, but it is equally common for one standard rate 
to b~"d, with percentages to be added or deducted for certaui 
. "'IO'4! (,'Thus the wage of a skilled male worker over the age of 
20 -,. o~ considered as the standard (100 per cent.), lower 
percentages being prescribed for younger or less skilled workers. 
OIi the other hand, the Australian agreements and arbitration 

\ awards take the official basic wage. as the standard and prescribe 
I higher rates for various categories of workers. , 

...... he allowance is added to the fixed wage/It may take the form 
of Ii' suppleinent proportionate to :'Wages;' in .which case, if it is 
regularly paid, it may for all practical purposes be' considered 
along with the fixed wage. The ·second possibility, which alone 
will be dealt with here, is that the' allowance is given at the 
employer's discretion. 

There are\se,veral circumstances in. which allowances may be 
paid/ Reasons of service are the commonest. Sometimes the 
allowance tepresents ,\ompensation for loss arising out of the 
worker's employment - wear and tear of clothing, provision 

.. of tooIS, etc. ,A special allowance may be paid for some actual 
t~sk,' s~c1i as' ~n Unhealthy or extremely unpleasant job, work 
involving traveiling expenses, residence awa,. from home, eto/ 
In th,is Jas,t case the worker usu.!illy O'eceives a certain increase 
in wages as 'well as ·the actual compensation. 
~worker or salaried. employee who !s responsible foJ' super

visory work or work of s:(lecial responsibility r. ~uch as the foreman 
of a gang, the head of a. group or the manager of a branch;-fOrmally 
receives ~ special allowance/ . . " -' 

In certain occupations it' is customary to payallow-ances' 
for'f~using, food, light and heating/These allowances take l~ 

.. - \ ~-

'-";11 
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pl&ce of former pajments in kind, or they may}:le a JOlE of compen
sation to certain group~ of workers w:ho' do not receive the wages 
in kind still paid to others. 
\!l,2!'~ses may be provided, b~~a~. of e~c~urageinen~ _-or 

recompense, for workers who a,re particularlY skilled or .who 
reach a certain output, effect certain savings, etcl Other agreements 
prohibit the payment of bonuses, so as to prevent the worker 
from being exploited. \ When bonuses '&regiven as a stimulUS,\ 
the question of output' enters into the fixing of wages ; the 
method is. therefore a mixed ono/' and· as s,ch will, be dealt . 
with later. " 

There .is also the Christmas box or similar gratuity given at 
New Year, when the annuai'i)aiance is struck or at some such 
time. . Provision for this, is more commonly made in salaried 
employees' tl),an in workers' agreements, btit examples t"V also 
be found' in the latter (e.g. the agreements enterect-X to b)) 
certain municipalities in Czechoslovakia). The amounrM; this 
payment may be a full week's wage or a " thirteenth month's" 
salary or ,a fraction (e.g. one-half) of the weekly wage or a given 
traction of the average annual earnings. It may be payable to 
every person in the employme~t of the undertaking at the date 
in question, or only to thos~ ~th a certain length of service (say, 
six months or a year). The amount may vary with the length 
of service. 

\ F~~~allo:wances are based o.n social considerations)i It was 
,mentioned above that collective agnlCments may preli!cribe different 
rates of p~y for, married' and unmarried workers. This difference 
beoomes, still more ~arked when a special ,allowance is guaranteed 
to the fathers of families,. 

H the collective agreement makes provision for family allow
ances, tJ:i.e possible beneficiaries are carefully defined. In, some 
agreements all married persons are entitled to the ,~owan.ce, and 
male or fem8J.e workers who are widowed or divorced and have 
children to suppon.are assimilated to them. There have eyen been 

I cases in which persons coha~ting but legally deb~ ~m marrying 
, can claim a.n allowance (agreement of 1929 in the Alpine Montan
geseUschaft, Austria). ,Often no allowapce is payable unleSs there 
are, say, two or m~re.children in the family, the sum varying accord
ing to the number (e.g. in some Italian agreements). 'Very often 
.the principle is: one hoUsehold, oDe,allowance, so tha1l- even if 
sey~ral'D\embers of a. household are working in an undertaking' 
only one 'of them can re~ve 8. ·family allowance. It may ~er ' 

? " .'- . ..1 
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be stipulated that a worker loses his claim to an allowance if his 
wife is engaged in some other occupation or runs 8. shop, or if he 
makes any faIse declaration. 

The agreements may set up mutual aid funds for the payment 
of these allowances (Italian agreements of 1934 for the reduction 
of, houra of work). 

In some countries the question is regulated by legislation which 
recognises or prescribes the ~li$.w._~~.LQCequalisatiol1. funds 
organised and entirely maintained by the employers (Australia, 
Belgium and France). 

.. .... .~ 

Remuneration based on Output 

The regulation of remuneration based on output by means 
of collective agreements is a question that would repay careful 
analysis, ~})ut for the reasons already given it must suffice here 
to consider only the most typical cases dealt with by such 
agreements. 

\!lestrictions imposed by collective agreementB. - The system 
of piece rates, as is well known, is often condemned by the tr~ 
unions, and some collective agreements prohibit its use." Piece 
rates' are strictly forbidden, for instance, in the building trade 
agreements in England and Scotland. Sometimes the prohibition 
applies only to some forms of payment by results, such as the 
Bedeaux system, which is banned by the Italian agreement of 
26 February 1935 for the Fiat works in Turin. Many agreements 
provide that certain 'groups of persons, such as workers . below 8. 

certain age, may not be employed on piece or task rateS'. 
\ Other agreements permit piece rates subject to certain condi

tio~. Payment by output may, for example, be allowed for certain 
·operations'''8.iid''prohibited-f()i' others that mighimvolve 'Undue 
physical'8ti'a~ upon the .~or!~~/\A.nother method "ls"io permit 
piece rates only with the consent of the parties concerned.: Under 
the German national agreement of 1929 for tilt building industry, 
piece wo~k had been made the subject at special regulations. It was 
provided that the local or district organisations should not agree 
to payment by output except when it was cust?mary (i.e. the 
method in force for more than 50 per cent. of the workers concerned) 
in their area. \In the event of any disagreement, the arbitration 
body mentioned. in the covering agreement would decidel' A 
similar provision exists in the agreement for the furnishing trades 
• • • .1..... , , • , m BIqIUDghaIlol.,f' , .r 

t' , f 
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\ Under some agreeme~ts.a joint committee is responsible for 
deciding whether piece work should be introduced; pnder others, 
the employer may be authorised to use this method if he guarantees. 
certain minimum conditions. to the worker, such as a fixed hourly 
wage, certain allowances, etc/(British heavy metal industry). 

In many industries piece rates are widely used.:S:ewers. in 
mines, the great majority of textile workers, quite a large proportion . . 
of metal workers and many others are paid by output. ~ometimes 
time rates and,piece rates exist side by side, but certain collective 
agreements impose restrictions in this direction so as to avoid the 
possibility of a section of the workers being. exploited! (clothing 
industry in Quebec Province, Canada), 

The following passage is taken from the agreement drawn 
up in the U.S.S.R. for the first State motor-car factory 
(" Staline ") : ' 

31. The main form of remuneration for labour shalf be direct. 
individual task rates, subject to no limitation. 

Remuneration shall be fixed in such a way that the increase in wages 
je directly linked up with the worker's output on the tasks assigned to 
him ; it should act asa material stimulus for the workers to become 
more skilled. . . . 

The fixing of piece rates. - \When collective agreements recognise 
piece rates they generally try to gi'y.~.p.1;t,E> .-yvorker c~rtainguarantees/ : 
What is of importance here is therefore not so much the details 
of the systems in force 'but rather the general functions of agreements 
in this sphere. It should be noted that, 'l:n contrast to the fixing 
of time rates, collective agreements concemmg piece rates do not 
specify the actual amount to be paid to the worker, fOr this 
naturally varies with his Qutput.B'utthey mention certain factor!! 
that should be taken into account in calculating his actual 
earnings, or else they aim at eliminating factors that would prove 
detrimental to the worker,.;' ~ 
~e question of the ~t/of output for the .. pwp~Of~ages\ 

(number of articl~s, volume, weight, etc.) must depend. c;>n.t.h~ ./ 
nature ofth~.wor~./But~ order to enable the worker#p follow . 
the calcula.tioris, some agreements stipulate that the rates should " 
be expressed in terms of moneyand not, say, in Bedeaux units 
(Turin agreement of 1935 cited above). . 

The main point dealt with by the a.greements is· that of the 
\t,a!e!'l.j;Q..p'~,.~~k~I1:._/l.s a, ~asis for individual earDings. These rates 

may .be fixed directly, or the procedure for establishing them may 
~; b~laid'dowo/ In the former ca.se, lists of prices wijI be ~~luded 
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in the agreement or in a schedule. Deta.iled ta.bles of the articles, 
~ parts of articles or operations peculiar to the industry in question 

show the corresponding values in each case ; these may be expressed 
directly in money or indirectly in time units (e.g. in the textile 
industry, ready-made clothing industry, cutlery, stone-cutting, 
etc.) '" variant of the method is to fix a normal rate for a standard 
article or operation, all other rates being expressed as a percentage 
of the normaJ~ 

Such a system is workable only with mass production, where 
the operations are largely uniform. IIi many industries the productS 
a~d the operations vary from undertaking to undertaking and 
even within a single factory. The rate. cannot then be a. general 
one; it must be fixed separately for each factory or for the dif
ferent types of work.;' ' 

Collective agreements take full accoUnt of this fact. \ Some of 
them simply stipulate that the rates shall be fixed by direct I 

agreement between the employed( arid 'the worker or group of 
worke~s concerned; in order to protect the workers, however, it 
is often proVided that they should have the help of a committee, 
which may collaborate in every case or only when the parties 
are unable to agree/The composition of these bodies varies greatly; 
they may' consist of the shop stewards, staff representatives 
appointed in virtue of legislation or of the provisions of the agree
ment, persons appointed ad hoc or persons selected by the joint 
committees. 
'~Wlt~n the eIllploye~ is left. ~ee _ to _fix ,the, rates,. he is obliged , 

to complY'''W1'th certam conditIons, such as inf01'ID.lttg the trade i 
u.moris of the classification of operations, the method of striking / 
.averag~, etc.) It is frequently stipulated, or even prescribed by \ 
,raw" that the 'r~te~ sh()uld be posted up in .tk~~ fa~t?ry and that 
the worker should receive a document showing the conditions of 

.. liinmploymenY This ensures that he will not remain in ignorance 
of1*-se ¥wtions. The worker may also be obliged to keep a 
•• d .o.{ the time taken for his various jobs. 

" .. ,(Pie9lr.ates of wages may be fixed with reference to the average 
~ output of a worker or, with reference to time}:.a.te~ the former 

case, in order to ensure equitable results, many agreements specify 
the groups of workers to be taken into consideration (e.g. only 
skilled workers of a certain age, engaged on certain specified 
jobs), the operations to be taken into account and the working 
period to be selected as a basis for ca,lculating the' average (e.g. 
several weeks or a few months, with due allowance for . certain , 

.. . . _~ ._, ..... ~ .. _ ",tJI 
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stoppages, f~r the normal working hours, etc.)l The above-men-

\ 

tioned representatives of the workers and joirit committees may . 
co-operate, acpording to the agreement, in fixing the averages. 

\ Special investigations are often undertaken to determine these 
averages, and the agreements sometimes stipulate that the worker 
must not try to avoid such experiments or to obstruct the investi
gators, and also that precautions should be taken to ensure that 
a true average and not a maximum is finally selected as a basis/, 
It may also be provided that special attention be paid to the fatigue 
of the worker, to the periods of beginning and ending various 
operations, to personal factors, etc. (cf. the ruling of the British 
Industrial Court of 10 May 1935 concerning the North 'British 
Rubber Co. Ltd.). 

In the U.S.S.R., output standards have been fixed because 
" technical standardisation is the most effective means of increas

, ing the work~rs' output and their skilL .. " (section 21 of the 
agreement cited above). 

, When piece rates. are calculated on the basis of time rates,.' 
the Iatter·iii"ayoe"emierfiied·t.ul hoc or they maybe the .general· 
rates stipulated in. the agreement. It is generally provided that 

\ t~e piece ratesshoul~ be so .fixed that the average worker c~ 
'earn at least as much as on tune rates or, more usually, a certam : 
percentage more' than on time rates./ This percentage'vanesfrom . 
1 <no"SO m-'diliererit·-iildustries-a.nd undertakings. 

A system combining the general list of wage rates and the 
establishment of special rates exists in the English coal.mining 
industry. In Northumberland and Durham, for example, county 
averages are fixed, and ruso rates per seam. Provision is made 
for an adjustment of wages when the worker's ·actual earninglij 
do not reach the country average. . . 

Different rates may be laid down not only for different ope
rations but also for workers of different.ages or for men and wo$en 
(cf. the decision of the British Industrial Court'ciW a~oye). 
On the other hand, many agreements state that the slJme ~~ 
lfIust apply to men" and women workers. ....". 
\ { Some . agreements stipulate that output shQuld be the sole 
criterion in determining earnings; others guarantee the worker 
a certain minimum level of earningsyPrecautions are often taken. 

\ to ensure that the worker is not dePrived of part of the amount 
ne might normally count on earning through defective material 

. '. or temporary interruptions for' cleaning, repairs or other necessary 
r~~'!rs/ln su.ch cases, the time rate is often paid; if it is "not high 

\ 

./ 

.' . 
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enough, it ~lI.y be increased by a certain fraction (say, 10 per cent.). 
t The tiirie rate may alsd betaken as the minimum when the worker, 

for reasons connected with the service, is temporarily removed 
from his job. 
\(Finally -- and this is the most important case - w!l'ges at 
time rate or a fixed minimum wage may be guaranteed to all 
workers employed on piece rates/': 
'\ There is also the case where wages' are fixed for groups of 

workers collectively. .some' tasks are often entrusted to a group 
working together. It may then be thought desirable to fix a rate 
of remuneration for the group and lay down rules for the distri
bution of the total sum among the various members. The shares 
maybe equal if all the workers are of the same category, but th& 
group often consists of skilled and unskilled workmen, and the 
former are then entitled to a higher percentage of the total. In 
order to ensure a certain minimum wage for all, the agreement 
may stipulate that the number of persons in the group may not 
exceed a given maximum/ 

It is sometimes provided that all the members of the group 
must be considered as working for a single employer, and the 

. foremen or leaders of groups or the skilled workers are then' for-
bidden to engage assistants in their own names. " !) 
\00llective agreements often make provision for bonuses as all 
incentive to the worke;~ This method has spread considerably 
in recent years, more especially in connection with rationalisation. 

As a rule,'\!>onuses are payable when a certain normal output 
is exceeded, when the standard output is reached in less than the 
normaltinie,when a gi,ven standard of quality is reached or passed, 
,when a saving in materials is effected, etc/ . 
, . The follOwing passage f"ronlthe R~ssian agreement to which 

reference has several tiIDe~ been ~ade is of interest in this con
nection: 

'11. The system of bonuses should. be widely used for rewarding the 
best workers, engineers, salaried employees, " adv&iJ.ce guards", econo~ 
groups and workshops for having accomplished or exceeded the tasIqt 
assigned to them, as regards both quantity aqd quality, for having 
displayed initiative in the field of socialist emulation and. the new 
forms of la.bour organisation, which are calculated to ensure the complete 
fulfilment, or even more, of the industrial and financial plan. 

~~en, as is often the case, the worke~ is guar~~_~_ ~um 
wage (e.g. the normal hourly rates), the'system IS a mixed one. 
,.,' A bO,nus" may also be guaranteed to-a' grouporwodten ~ i 
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Certain level of output is reached or is reached in a ~ven time. 
In some industries in England, more particularly, there is a tendency I. 
to extend the benefit of the bonus, so that not only the workers 
directly engaged in production but aJI those in the undertaking 
should share in tht\ advantage. The system thus takes an inter
mediate position between time rates and payment by outpu¥ 
The special conditions of such systems are generaJIy regulated 
by works agreements. 

Apart from these general provisions, collective agreements 
regularly contain special guarantees for workers working on piece 
rates. \As any change in the scale may easily give rise to disputes,' 
th~ J)I·9.~9J~Lf'Qr.jHnendiDg Act!'!l.tes is prescribed:!n many: agree
ments. If the fixing of the rates is left to t1i.e employer, it is often 
stipulated that they cannot be changed except when new processes 
are introduced or when there is a fundamental change in working 
conditions. H the rates are fixed jointly by the employer and the 
staff representatives or between the industrial organisations 
concerned, it is normaJIy stated that they cannot be changed 
except by agreement between the same persons or bodiey/" 

It is further stipulated that no change should be made in the 
ratlts simply because the workers, by special skill and effort, 
ea:t:n.wgh wages. On the other hand, if the workers are not able , ,:::a.rn the normal wage, or if there has been some mistake in 

. g the rates, it is always possible to· alter them. Many agree
ments expressly provide that· the rates should not be changed 
if only one worker is unable to reach a normal output. 
~t H the work done is unsatisfactory, the worker is not paid for 
it, but many agreements limit the loss of wages to cases in which 
the defect in the product is due to some fault of the worker.) In 
order to guarantee fair treatment for the workers it may be stIPU
lated that jo~t committees 0, staff representatives should check 
the quality of the products and supervise the payment of wages, 

_or that they should intervene in the event .. of a dispute/-·· . 

• Special ca8e8. __ Commissions, percentages or even shares in 
profits are aJI special forms of remuneration based on the worker's 
output. Provisions· concerning them are naturally more frequent 
in salaried employees' agreements than.in workers'. It may 
be noted, however, that certain agreements covering taxi-drivers 
guarantee them a fixed wage with a percentage of takings. 

In view of their special nature, the question of commissions • 
" and percentages is often left to be regulated by individual agree-
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• 
¢ent. But some more definite guarantees may be inserted in 
agreements cOJ?cerning commercia.l travellers, representatives, etc. 
Sometimes the scheduled rates are guaranteed in the event of the 
commission earned falling short of that figure. There are sometimes 
provisions forbidding the employment of commercial travellers 
unless a fixed wage is guaranteed. Joint committees may intervene 
if the parties do· not agree as to the rate of commission, etc. 
Compensation may be paid to a traveller who, for instance, is 
employed on office work. It is often stipulated that the employee may 
apply, at specified. dates, for a statement of the commission earned. · ,In several countries (such as Germany and Italy) the collective 
agreements o~ similar regulations for hotels, boarding houses, 
restaurants, cafes, etc., have abolished tips, replacing them by 
a rercentage (10 to 15 per cent.) added to customers' bills. 

,_ One important function of collective agreements is to regulate 
the ,distribution of the percentages thus charged} There are 
individual and collective systems in force. In the former case, 
the employees in contact. with· the customers are entitled to the 
sums paid by the latter. This method is met with most frequently 
in restaurants and cafes. Under the other system, which is 
commoner in hotels, boarding houses and sometimes in large 
restaurants, all the sums collected are pooled and distribut4td. to 
the staff in accordance with an agre.ed scale. To prevent possibIs 
abuses the agreements must ensUre an equitable distribution ana 
provide for supervision. They therefore state first of all what 
categories of staff are entitled to share in the distribution : only 
those in di:i-ect contact with customers; or those and other groups, 
such as. kitchen s~aff (e.g. in the Italian national agreement). 
Then the shares must be specified. The agreement may merely 
mention the gross percentagCl due to various groups of staff and 
le\ve the details to district 'or lo~al agreements (Italy). Other 
agreements make the undertaking responsible for regulating the 
distribution of ... the sUms received, stating that this should be done 
in . collaboration with representatives of the staff. Again, the 
agreement, especially if it is for a single town or district, maJi 
fix the categories (in hotels, for instance: floor staff, restaurant 
staff and hall staff), classify' the staff in these categories and 
prescribe the, share to which each employee is entitled. 

Various provisions govern the supervision of the distribution 
of gratuities. Staff representatives may be given the right to 
inspect the bills ; in some cases they ate responsible, with the 
approval of the employer, for distributing the m~>ney. 
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\ me agreements generally also lay down guaranteed minimum 
wages, so that if the percentages paid by customerl'i do not reach 
these rates the employer must make good the differenceftUnder 
some agreements the employer must always pay the fixed wage 
irrespective of the fluctuating percent'ages. Sometimes, also, it 
is agreed that the percentages will go to the employer, who 
undertakes to pay fixed rates of wages to his employees. 

In Italian agriculture, some collective agreements are intended 
to guarantee to the workers a. share in the gross output of the 
farm. The distribution of the produce varies according to the . 
type of agreement and the productivity and organisation of the 
farms : as a. rule, the workers are entitled to 33 per cent. of the 
total produce. A monthly or weekly. advance may be granted 
them, subject to certain conditions. 

As profit-sharing is ,limited to, a single undertaking, it is 
unusualto1iii,Hhis method ofremuneraiion dealt with. in c()llective 
agreementS: "'Bur the' agreements oetween certain fums'andtneir 

workers- contain provisions on the subject, the workers being 
entitled to inspect the accounts of the undertaking. 

,s.~~~1I:!!, §Cff~, of Wages 

\There are two sets of factors that may lead to ,f;he adoption 
of a sliding 'scale of wages - soci~ and economic, ones;,.... 

Social factors. -(In view of the fact that the worker depends 
for his livelihood on his' wages, efforts have sometimes been made 
to adjust wages in such a way that the worker Will be able to 
maintaiii a certain standard 'of liVing irrespective ofprioo'variations,) 
MlJ.Dt~ ~~m~Jlts make .. pr?v:ision.,for & fixed basic wage and~ 
fraction varying with. the cost gf living/This method spread in 
some countries when thecu.rrency was fluctuating rapidly (e.g. 
Austria and Germany). \The system adopted may be Simple or 
elaborate. The simplest IS to add to- the wage a cost-of-living 
bonus, the amount or percentage of which is specified in the 
agreemen~. But this empirical method is not usua.iIy considered 
satisfactory. A general cost-of-living index has been foundulOre f 

• satisfactory. the nat~ of the index being the deciding factor 
m 'determiningw:ages/ But it is becomirig increa.smgly rare" for' 
the index to be mentioned in agreements, and the question, although 
of undoubted practical importance, is not within the scope of 
this study. In cOuntries that'regularly publish a cost-of-living 
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index, this official index is generally used for the purpose of collective 
agreements (Australia, Gr.eat Britain, Sweden, etc.). 

'\£'he first necessity is to fix the basic wage/. this may be done 
by agreement between the parties, or the ind.ex may be used to 
determine it also. The basic wage may even be fixed by the 
authorities, in which case the agreement has simply to adapt 
wages for a certain period to the conditions in difierent industries 
and districts'. 
\,!,h~.:va~able fraction may be fixed either by a special committee 

, meeting at regular intervals (say, every three months) or else 
automatically iD.' accordance with the movements of the -iDde£./ 
Sometiit~8-' 'iniDiinum and maximum limits are fixed, beyond 
which wages do not follow the index. Quite often the agreements 
merely fix a minimum. If the limit is reached, the whole agreement 
must be altered to allow for the variations in the index adopted . .. 

\Economic jactors. - In some industries or occupations the 
selling price of the products or the volume of the receipts may 
bethEl, factor' "determining the variable fraction of the wages of 
workers engaged in that branch of productioo/ It is impossible 
to go into details, but the E~&~. coal-mining industry may b~ 

~ taken as an example. The agreements in force provide that the 
variable part of wages should be determined by the receipts for 
the district in question, after deducting. the cost of production 
(not inCb,lding wages). There are detailed provisions as to how 
receipts are to be reckoned ; j~int ,committees are set up by many 
of the English agreements with powers to supervise the proceedings 
and arbitrate if necessary. There are certain restrictions to prevent 

. the wages of the lowest paid workers from falling below a specified 

~um. . 
Wages in KiM 

Many collective agreements try to abolish payment in kind, 
Substituting therefor cash wages. Mention was made in an earlier 
paragraph of certain allowances that took the place of the tradi
tiollal provision, of accommodation, food, heating, etc.1 

. When a collective agreement recognises payment in kind it I 
often ,mentions, in general terms, that this payment constitutes 
part of the worker's remuner~on. Man~ ap-eem!n,ts ~~rly , 

. define the employer's obligations. In brewenes or tlie wine trade, 
{P.~ .... ' -" .-. - '. • 

• 
I ct. ab6ve. p. 16 • . 

It • 
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for instance, the employer must supply the workers with a certain~ 
quantity of beer or wine. In the transport indWltry, clothl.ng 
mWlt be provided (e.g. uniform for railway and tram';;i~~in
ployees, etc.). When it is customary for the employer to provide 
board and lodging, it may be stipulated (as in the case of hotels 
or restaurants) that the food must be sufficient and of good 
quality; sometimes the matter is regulated ,in even greater 
detail. 

\There are two branches particularly in which p~yments in 
kind are still of80ii'ie'"lIDportance i...:... coal-mining and agriculture.,' 

Vn mining'districts more than anywhere else it is customa~y 
for the worKers and employees to be ~ven .<l~~llip.gs either as 
part of their remuneration or at a nominal reny In coal-mining 
and also sometimes in the heavy metal indWltry it is likewise 
Wlual to give the workers a specified amount of coal or to sell 
it to them cheaply. Special agreements are even cOncluded on 
this subject (e.g. Great Britain: Durham coalfield). 

The text generally enumerates the categones of persons entitled 
to this allowance, distinctions being made according to sex, civil 
statWl, length of semce, etc. The rights of members 'of the family 
are also regulated. 

In a~~~~~e, allowances in kind often form an' important • 
fraction- of the worker's remuneration. Working conditions -vary 
so muchindllfereat r~gtoIiS aIld for different crops and also with 
differences in 1!he socia.!, and economic structure of agriculture 
that it is impossible td1 go into details here.1 

The' poirits that may be covered by a collective agreement 
should, however, be noted. The regulations vary according as 
they apply to salaried employees or to workers in agriculture, 
to unmarried or to married persons. The employer mWlt provi, 
either a house or a room of a given size satisfying certain hygie~ 
and economic conditions; heating and 'lighting mWlt also,' be 
supplied, as well as food comprising a given quantity of com, 
potatoes, milk, etc. Sometimes, in place of food, the workel; m'y 
receive a certain amount of land for cultivation and stock-rearing. 
The agreements Wlually make provision for the settlement, oPany 
disputes. (Of. the principles laid down in Czechoslovakia, the 
Swedish ,collective agreements; "etc.) 

( I 

1 Of. lNTERNATIolAL LABoUR OFFICE ': Oollectiwe Agreements. ,..AAgriculh4nl" 
Geneva. 1933 (~iallyChap. II. sees. I and II. 3). ... ~ . " 
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THE PAYMENT OF WAGES 

'\rhe payment of wages u. a matter both for legislation and for 
collective agreements; the latter often contain rules on the subject. 
frequently' supplementary or modifying the, legislation./ 

Date8 and Place of Paying Wage8 

,Agreements, in the same way as the le~lation, often prescribe 
that wages should be paid at specified interva.;fvarying in different 
countries and different industries. When the maximum interval 
is fixed at a fortnight or possibly even longer; many agreements 
stipulate that the worker should receive a payment on account 
every week. This advance is generally fixed at a high percen
tage (80-90 per cent.) of the actual earnings up to the date in 
question. 

"Agreements often go further than the legislation in that they 
prescribe shorter intervals, generally one week, for the payment 
of wages/J.'he strict 'principle of weekly payment is sometimes 
relaxed by a clause permitting fortnightly payment (with the righ .. 
to a weekly advance) when the special conditions of the undertaking I 
so require. In any case, it is frequently stipulated that if ~orker : 
leaves' an undertaking before the usual pay ~y, his wages must' 
be paid immediately. . " 

When workers are paid by output, th~ agreements provide, 
as is done also by many laws, that the eJployer must make pay
ments on account on the usual pay day it ~ worker has not finished 
his task or if his actual earnings have not been calculated. 
9 ,~he." a~~tl~'pay_day.is.- also-often specified/. some agreements 
state'that it must be a working day, sometimes excluding Saturday; 
others mention a definite day. It is normally agreed that wages 
should be paid during or immediately after working hours. In 
the latter case it may be stipulated that the wli'ole operation shall 
not exceed a certain time - from 10 to 30 minutes. Beyond that 
limit the\worker may claim 'compensation for having to wait 
(e.g. in the building industry, Netherlands) or payment for one 
hour's overtime/tsome Austra.1i\D awards). . :"I 

\The p1ace of payment is generally the office, of the undertaking! ' 
but if the workplace is far from the central office (building, public 
works~- etc.) 'payment may be made at the workplace or special I 

, rem~eration given for the time required to go t9 the offide/ 
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Guarantee& 01 Wage Payment 

The rule that wages expressed in terms of money must· be 
paid in cash, which is laid down in the legislation of most countries, 
is often confirmed by collective agreements. Payment by cheque 
may be recognised as equivaleJ1.t (United States, mines). The 
possibility of drawing bills in payment is accepted in the 
coal·mining agreement of lllinois (United States). These bills 
are not negotiable or transferable, and the worker must be paid 
the full nominal amount; the trade unions exercise a certain 
supervision over the system. It should, however, be note~ that 
this method of payment is prohibited in a great many countries. 

Collective agreements often provide, as do some laws, that 
when payment is made the employer must supply the worker 
with a slip indicating the gross wage, its components, any deductions 
made, the net amount, etc. 

The most important provisions are those dealing with the 
negative side of the problem - whether deductions from wages 
~ permitted or not. 

There may be a. general clause prohibiting any deductions 
pot specifically mentioned in the agreement (e.g. some South 
African agreements). In particular, it may"be forbid~en for the 
employer to exert ,Pressure on the worker to make him purchase 
goods from the employer or from a store indicated by him, or to 
make him accept 'a lodging provided by the employer. It is often 
stipulated that the employer must supply the worker, free of 
charge, with tools, :r;equisites, etc., as well as with raw materials, 
and that he make provision for the return of the tools in good 
condition. The workers have often to be paid aD. allowance if 
they are authorised to use their own tools. H accessories art 
supplied by the employer, the agreement sometimes states that 
he may, after consulting the workers' representatives, lay down 
rules as to the normal quantities to be used; a :worker who uses 
more may be required to cOmpensate the employer. 
\ (The amo~t ~a~ may be ded:t!Qte~ from wages may be limited . 

by collective agreement in suc~ cases as the loss of materials 
or tools entrUsted to the worker; for which he must pay compen-

. sation~~is sometimes provided' that the employer may not 
4 withhold, on this I).ccount, more than a given fraction of the weekly 

\Vag~5 per cent. for plumbers in the Netherlands); Htheagreemeiil 
permits the employer to continue the custom of making the worker 
buy c6hain of his working requirements from hinl, it very often 
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stipulates that he may not charg~ more than a fixed price, possibly 
the cost price (e.g. for explosives used in mines), or that the 
worker's wage, after deducting the cost of these articles, may. 
not fall below the agreed rate. Similarly, prices may be fixed for 
the' provision of meals, accommodation, working clothes, etc. 
(South Africa: passenger transport). 
~eductions for faulty work may also be limited by the collective 
agre~men:t;rrn We g!assindnstry, for instance, faulty workmanship, 
breaKages, etc., are' "!'egulated in great detail; the collective 
agreements for hotel and restaurant staff likewise often limit the 
employee's liability for breakages, wear and tear, etc., to cases 
where he was guilty of some fault or restrict the amount payable 
to a certaiD. percentage of the value. The workers are generally 
bound to inform their sup~riors at once of any flaw in the materials 
or defect in the machinery; joint committees may be set up to 
deal with disputes. Several . agreements concluded in France 
during the summer of 1936 prohibit deductions for faulty work. 

\ The problem Ilf disciplinary :penalties/more especially fines, 
is Closely linked up with that of deductions from wages, and the 
~aws or" most countries contain at least some general rules on the 
subject; Italian legislation leaves the question to be dealt with 
by collective agreements. 

'Fines are usually laid down in works regulations, but it is 
interesting to note that many collective agreements stipulate that 
these regulations may not depart from the terms of the agreements . 
. \.Deductions from wages in. respect of .fine~ .. a:re prohibited in 

·marl'y agre~ment~Australia, France, South Africa). Agreements in 
. the mining industry often contain deiailed rules concerning the en
f.0x:ceIIlen~pf.~~!J>~:;t~ ~e~sur.es. In particular, the worker may 
be penalised if the coal or mineral he produces is impure, and the 
.collecti~e agreements prescribe the fines (e.g. in the United States) 
or eveJ: stipulate that the worker is to be suspended temporanly 
from his employment (Great Britain: iron mines in Cumberland). 
If the offence is repeated, the penalty is more severe - prolonged 
suspension or immediate dismissal. In order to protect the worker 
to some extent, it may be provided that staff or trade union repre
sentatives should be allowed to examine the product complained of. 

, 'fenalties may also be imposed if the w~!ker rema.~I!. absent 
lwithout permission. and without valid reason, but the agreements 
loften stipulate that no action should .be taken on account of a 
~single absence;/In the mining industrY, more especially, :workers 
:are punished for stopping work too early, and the traru;'unions 
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undertake'to see that their members observe the regulations (c!. 
the Cumberland agreement cited above). ' 

On the other hand, the workers receive some guarantees in the 
form of clauses permitting them to appeal to a. joint committee 
an~tipula.tin~ ,~at the fines will ~e used for the welfare of 
the workeiS- in generaV(e.g. for a sickness or other insUrance 
f~dj~-'etc:" ,.,- . 

When as in Italy, there are general regulations concerning 
works discipline, the agreements specify the particular cases ':in 
which disciplinary action can be taken and the maximum pen~lties ; 
the latter are graded according to the gravity of the offence (fine& 
of varying amounts, suspension, dismissal). . 

Payment of Wage8 when:,Work is Interrupted 

The two main obligations arising out of the individual contract .' 
of employment - wages and the performance of work - are so 
closely connected that the cessation of the one automatically 
involves the cessation of the other. Yet the strict application of 
this principle would be unjust if it meant that the worker lost 
his wages whenever he was prevented from working through 
no fault of his own. 

Quite a number of collective agreements in several countries 
include provisions on this point, the solutions being adapted to 
the needs of various industries and occupations. A distinction 
is usually made between interruptions in work caused by the 
worker and those caused by the employer. {But it may be noted 
at the outset that\there are agreements which stipulate that 
remuneration is pay},ble only for work actually performed. so 
that, according to ordinary law, the worker receives no wages 
if his work is interrupted.) Other agreements accept the same 
principle but permit exceptions, which are frequently re"Strlcted 
to certain specified cases. On' the other hand, a number of agree
ments lay down general regulationS for the whole question. An 
intermediate solution of the problem is found in some agreements 
[that set up'" mutual aid funds to continue the payment of wages 
;wherever work is stopped or in certain circumstance;vte.g. sick-
:ness). . • ... 

\
The most important ca~I?_I!..c1_~~~.p..ti<?n l~!.. which the worker 

is eld responsible are sickness and accidents,." 
In the e~~;t "of Sickness, the . workiiilia:S certain obligations. 

He mullt send a. medical certificate to his employer; under some 
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agreements, he must allow himself to be examined by 8. doctor 
selected by the employer, or he may be required to be regularly 
inspected • 
. '.\'J.!l~ __ ~~~~o'ye~'~,(Miga.tionsvary. In the first place he must 
keep the wo:.::ker's post, open, for him/- a matter that will be 
discussed 18,ter. "The extent ol'the'ohfigation to pay wages varies 
in different cases. . 

Most agreements make no distinction between different groups 
, of:wfrkers, but casual labourers are often excluded. \ Sometimes 
" !..he, "Payment of wages durin~ sickness is guaranteM only to 
f .ler}afu categorielf' (in British coal mines, for instance, only to I 

?fputies, overmeh and shot lighters). 
. The actual extent of the obligation is often determined with 
reference to'sickDess irisuralice ... It is sometimes provided that 
when a worker is ill he receives only the caSh benefits granted 
by the sickness fund, which may be instituted by the collective 
agreement (as in Italy) or by law. 

Frequent1y, however, the agreements require certain additioQli 
payments from the employer, such as the payment of insurance 
contributions' (in many Netherlands agreements), or 'they may 
regulate the working of the uisurance scheme to the worker's 
8.dvantage (e.g. in the Netherlands: fixing the daily wage to be 
taken as a basis for benefits, determining the length of the benefit 
period, co-ordinating the rules of the insurance institution and the 
terms of the agreement, etc.).\Under quite a number of agreements 
the ~mployer is obliged to pay to 'a 'worker who is ~ick the difference 

• 'betWeenthec~sh benefit of the insurance. institution and his actual 
wage, or it may be' agreed that the employer pays a. fraction of 
the' wage which, with the cash benefit, will make up the whole, 
or a high percentage of the worker's total wages/ 
. Finally, the collective agreement may regulate the payment 
of wages quite apart from social insurance. This is the case more 
especially when the agreement has merely to supplement or adapt 
to the needs of a special industry the provisions concerning wage 
payment that already exist in the legislation of .the country (civil 
code, commercial, code or legislatiOn concerning ~ntracts of 
employment). V 

\ Some agreeme\J.ts make the payment of wa.1fIiring sickness 
conditional on a certain length of service, "W1ille others guarantee 
it from the outset/ . 

~Wt~.may_..dl:aw_..hisJuU....wagf;Lor _ ()n1y 8. percentage. 
In the latter case, the fraction may rise with the duratiob of his 
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illness (e.g. from 10 to 30 per cent. according to several Czecho-: 
slovak agreements) ; but tJie contrary may alSo be stipulated. 
the full wage being paid for the first halI of the period of absence 
and 50 per cent. thereafter (Spain: basic agreement for Madrid 
commercial employees), or half being paid for the first few weeks 
and a quarter for the rest of the perio.d covered (Austria: guiding 
principles for the Vienn~ metal industry). 

The rules may differ for undertakings of different size. the 
~mployees of larger undertakings having more extensive rights 
(e.g. the Spanish regulations cited above, which distinguish 
between undertakings employing less than 5 employees and those. 
employing 50l more). 

Some agreements provide for a . waiting period, usua.lly of 
froin 1 to 3 days, but it is also stipulated that if the illness is a 
lengthy one wages will be paid as from the first day. 

\ Ule~,petiQQ.,£Qf, .• w~ages.Ju·u.'!l!!.~~1!.~2~dj it may be 
,a few weeks or a few months, being longer as a rute for workers 
with long service. When that period expires, the worker may be 
dismissed, in which case he may (e.g. in Italy) be entitled to 
compensation. 

,Some agreements also deal with relapses - i.e. when the 
worker has a. second attacrtorthe~same"diieaSe within a specified 
period after the end of the first attacV As a rule, the worker 
can claim the payment of his wage onfy in so far as he did not 
exhaust his rights during the first period. In the case of a different 
disease, he retains his full rights provided that he worked for a 
certain minimum period between the two illnesses. 

When a worker has to attend a certain place for treatment, 
some agreements, especia.lly in Austria and Czechoslovakia., 
guarantee the payment of wages for the hours thus lost, up to 
a specified maximum (say, one week's wages). ' 

\ ~!u;Ja.ma.rules.-often. govern--si.ckness and accid(jnYl/but in 
some cases the employer's obligation to pay wages applies only 
to industrial accidents. Other agreements provide that in such 
cases the f~ wage must be paid for a longer perioa (e.g. 26 

., we~ks). \ Many,~gr.tl6men~s ~t ~hildbirth o~e same footing 
! as illness/ .... d-

. • -In-additiontd'sic.kness and a.ccident" there are other reasons 
: that may be recognised by agreements as justifying the worker's 

absence and the ~ayment ofremuneration'(These include d~mesti6 
contingencies"summonses to appear in court (provided the worked 
himself is not the cUlprit) 8.nd the performance or'certain functions 

3 
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Qr RubJic duties/f In these cases the !yage, or a. fraction thereof, 
is dri~ only for the hours of work actually lost. The maximum 
period of absence permitted varies from a few hours to 'one or 
two days, according to circumstances. • 

Some texts contain very detailed provisions on this point. 
An interesting example is the ]!21 agreement.j9L~hILVieIl!la. 
metal industrY, which has served as a. model for numerous Austrian 
agreements -ana"which cOl!-tliins a long list of reasonable and 
Unjustifiable absences. 

The cases in which the employer is held responsible for the 
interruption vary greatly in different industries and for different 

• groups of workers. One may distinguish factors external to or 
inherent in the undertaking. 
~ccording to most agreements it would seem that the worker 

cannot claim any remuneration if the working of the undertaking 
is stopped by external factors, especially by force majeurr, Yet 
there are industries that are particularly exposed to uncontrollable. 
external forces-building, surface mines and quarries, in whiW 
weather conditions play an important part. In these industries, 
collective agreements ami' at protecting the worker against a loss 
of earnings through a stoppage due to bad weather. Various 
methods are employed: it may simply be stated that time.J9st 
wPIJ)~.,!Iladellpby extendingl1()~s on other days. In this case 
ordinary or overtime rates of wages may"be 'paid for these hours. 
Again, there are clauses guaranteeing the payment of wages, or 
a fraction of wages, for time lost in this way. In the Netherlands 
building industry, for instance, a worker can draw 70 per cent. 
of his wage for three consecutive days, subject to a maximum 
of 15 days in any three months. Interruptions due to cold are 
excluded from this rule. Many attempts have been made to solve 
the problem in Great Britain, but without any positive result. 
Mention may be made of the plan for creating a fund, to which 

, employers and workers would contribute equally, to guarantee 
the payment of wages during interruptions in work.1 

Another solution is this: a worker who comes to work but 
cannot be employed because of the weather receives! fraction 
of his wage proportionate to the time spent in waitm,g. A worker 
who does not turn up receives nothing (in some English 
quarries). 

I Cf. M:nm!TBY' o. LABOUB : Repm'l on OollectiNe .A.grum.enW bmoeen Employ_ 
CHId Workpeople in Onm Britain aml Norlhem Ireland.. VoL I. p. 390. London. 1934. 
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\ In other industries, wages are paid in respect of interruptions ' 
caused by factors inherent in the production process (shortag'~ of 
raw materiBJa, power, etc.)( Often the agreements Cover only 
workers on piece rates, who are obviously exposed to more serious 
risks than the others (e.g. in the pottery and glaas industries), 
but quite frequently all workers are covered. It is generally sti
pulated that the workers should, 88 far 88 possible, be employed 
on other tasks or that the time lost should be made up later. 
I;. When the payment of wages is guaranteed, workers on piece 
rates usually receive hourly wages or a certain percentage of 
their average earnings. In some industries, more detailed rules 
are laid down (e.g. Czechoslovakia: sheet glass works). 

Payment is limited to a certain period - a few hours or a . 
few days. 

By way of example, reference may be made to the solution 
adopted in the English agreement of 1 June 1930 for the light 
ca.sting industry, in the event of a shortage of raw materials. If 

"'t.\~ shortage is due to the employer's negligence or to an error 
by the foreman or the cupola man, or if the metal, in the foreman's 
opinion, is not fit to be worked, the workers must be paid two
thirds of their wages; if the supply of power (electricity, gas, 
water, etc.) is cut off owing to some cause for which the firm is 
not responsible, the employer is not obliged to pay any remun
eration. If the shortage of metal is due to some cause within the 
undertaking - a lack of power or an accident to machinery -
but that cause escaped the supervision exercised by the employer, 
the latter is not presumed to be responsible, but a joint committee 
must settle the question of responsibility within a fortnight. 
The employer can escape his liability altogether by paying a 
lump sum of £5, provided that the loss to the workers did not 
exceed that amount. No compensation need be Jlaid if the lost 
earnings can be made good the following day/' 
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HOURS OF WORK 

Ol! 

\ The question of hours of work includes the following main 
p,!Oblems that are regu1a~d b, collective agreement ; the limitati2,.n 
.Orb-ouIS, holida1~"':"1t,,?, ps;r,snq ~ weekly hOlidayjThe present 
survey will be restricted to. these points. 

N~ork , 
Re8pective Sphere8' o/Legislation and Oollective Agreements • 

. ----- ~ - . ---

The limitation of hours, like the fixing of wages, was early 
dealt with by collective agreement, and it has also been the 
subject of legislation. In most countries, therefore, the legislation 
and the work of the industrial associations stand side by side. 
In order to have a proper appreciation of the part played by 
collective agreements and similar regulations in this field, it will 
be ';ell, before studying their contents, to consider very briefly 
the main features of the \.El~.~n~i?!_ between. th.ue~~~~~ .... 
hours of work and the collectIve a~mentlI'he vanous posaibilitles 
may be summed' uj) 8sfono';~:- , , .-:~:-. " . 

. \ (a}.l According to the scope of the legislation: 

In the absence of legislation, the regulaik;n of hours of work 
is left entirely to' collective agreements, but this situation rarely 
arises. More' fre~tly the legislation applies only to certain 
indU8tries~8 of persons i' for others, collective agree~~ts 
are necesslJ.!Y/The 'most frequent case of all is that in which the 
legislation deals only with some aspects of the question, leaving 
the others fOJlt collective regulation. 

(b) According to the structure of .the legislation: 

\ When the ~gislation regulates in detail the whole question 
of hours of work, all that ill left ~or the ~e~i~e a~~_entia.~ 
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prescribe conditions more favourable than the le~ minimUDi .. 
--verY OfteiltIleI~ti9n defineS-the-functiOns of the-collectiva-_ 
a~men.t bJT-&ttribllting to it cert~ sp~<i~.c _~as~ inth:e Ee~atio~ 
# ~o~s. There are se.veral alternatives possible. Th~y 
lay down a general principle to be applied by collectivlLagre.eplent 
according to the needS of various· branches or districts. This 
may be done djrectly • ..Dx it may be done~indirectll", ~wh.l'lp.~he 
colle~eement is used as a basis for administrative regulations. 
Again, the legislation may deal with certain Eetans ofhours-o£.. 
work but not regulate it exhaustively. _Th«Lc.<>.Jlec~i.ve a~eement 
must then fill the gaps or adapt the legal standards to gggupatiOnal 
n~~~ Finally, ~e legislation may leav: the way open for ~cep-
tions to be fixed by c61!ectjye agreement/ -

It will thus be seen that the \functions of C«?llectivemethods of 
regulation, and therefore also their !ractlcal va~ue may va~ veri 
gr~y according to the legislat.jtw;n for~1 

> • 

THE LIMITATI.oN .oF H.oURS .oF W.oRK -----. 
Attention may be confined to three aspects that are constan~ly 

dealt with in collective agreements: the definition of hours of 
work, the fixing of limits and exceptions:" 

0. "___ . • .. ~~ __ ........ "., 

Definition , . 

i The scope ofthe legislation depends largely on the interyretation 
of the term" hours of work". Many agreements 8iIDply;;'fe. 
expITcitIy or by implication to the legislation or custom, but severa.l 
others are more definite. It may be stipulated tha hours of work 
~wd b ...-;-----.. ----

This is the most usual method I . . . 
~t is sometImespovided that hours of work include certain 

periods not devoted to a.ctua] work, iiJid the breaks or jntermptions 
that are t.o be included are enumerated. /!'his system 'is common in 
s~ industries or for certain groups 'Of workers. t~ instance, 
breaks m~ be assimilated to working hoill's in undertakings
where wor proceeds contjnuously by dal1', by rught and even on ' 
S~aI!> or when the special nature of the work.so require2J,m 
mmes, for example). If the work is very dirty, the time the worker j 
ne~or washing may be included in working hours. \Yhell th~ 
worker has a considerable ·oume t lace th hole or 
part-of that t.ime may he reckoned as working tim (in mines,: 
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building o~ civil engineering). In some cases the travelling time is 
reckoned and paid for separately.1 

In certain industries~terruptions ~erent in the service may 
})e c0UJ:l~ed as hours of w""OrK/iS -{or instance when a worker~has 
to wait for fresh materials (textile industry) or when he delivers 
finished articles and receives other work (ready-made clothing). 
In ,some occupations, again, the work involves travel or prolonged 
waits in addition to actual work (in various types of transport 
work, for watchmen, doorkeepers, messengers, etc.). In that 
case hours of work, which are often longer than those of other 
workers, are usually taken to be the time during which the worker . 
is at the employer's disposal. 

Fixing of Limits 

Interesting as it might be to. study the various limits set to 
hours of work, that subject is just as out of place }lere as was 

• the study of actual wage rates; for present purposes the important 
thing is the methods by which collective agreements fix these 
limits. It may be mentioned in passing tha\ the limits may refer 
to the day, the week or both these periods/When the work is done 
:in shifts, the length of the shift may-be gi.fen instead of the working 
day. 

The first case to be studied is the most frequent one, where 
hours of work coincide: with the working hours of the undertaking, 
there being stoppages at regular intervals. Certain special features 

~,~ continuous process undertakings will then be considered. 

, Discontinuous Wark 

If hours of work are fixed by the day, this does not necessarily 
l!1ean that all working ,days are of the same length. The working 
day on Saturday or. the eve of a pUblio holiday is often shorter 
than the normal. ending at midday or at 1 or 2 p.m. . 
~en hours are fixed.on a weekly basis, their distx:i!>ution 2!~r 

the working days is frequently left to the employer's discretion 
or to local or works agreements. But collective agreements some
times set limits to the humber of days over which the hours can 
be spread (5 or 6 days) or to the number of hours that may be 
worked per,~;;;i'The same applies whEln a period of more than 

1 With regard to agriculture, cf. I~NATIONAL LABOUR OFrIOB: Collectiw 
:dgreementa in Agriculture, Studies and Reports. Series K (Agriculture). No. 11. 
Geneva, 1933, pp. 79 et seq. 
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a week is taken as a basis. Some agreements fix a limit of two . 
weeks, but longer periods of calculation are not generally permitted 
for discontinuous processes. Such a possibility exists, however, 
in the Italian agreements for a. reduction of hours, concluded at 
the end of 1934 -- e.g. in the agreement of 23 November for the 
engineering and heavy metal industries. 

The actual arrangement of. the time-table and breaks is often 
left to the employer, but some agreements state that he must 
consult or come to an agreement with the staff representatives. 

'\. Quite frequently _ th~ .a~~~!lt specifies the tim~table and bre..~· 
It may, for instance, stipulate that work must begin and end between 
8 a.m. and 6 p.m. Some agreements simply fix either the hour 
at which work will begin (before which no workman can be required 
to work) or the hour at which it must normally cease. Others again 
mention the exact hours at which the working day begins and ends. 

Sometimes it is provided that work will proceed without a 
break, or a~ least with only a. brief interruption a.fter a certain 
time (say, five. hours). More frequently, the agreement stipulates 
that there must be a break, the length of which may also be fixed 
(e.g. from midday to 2 p.m.). . 

\ In certain special cases, the normal limits may be exceeded, 
as 'for instance when time lost has to be made up by extending 
the working day,more especially in undertakings where the work 
is liable to be interrupted because of the nature of the processes 
or because of bad 'weathe, (glass or china. works; building). 
Even the time lost on certain holidays has sometimes to be made 
up. In these cases an hourly or weekly limit is generally set to 
these extra. hours. and it may be stipulated that lost time ca.n"aut 
be made up &fter more than. say, one week has elapsed. The 
staff representatives may have to be consulted or to give their 
consent. 

For similar reasons."the time-table in seasonal industries is 
often difierent in the. s.eas6lt from wnatit1S' m' slack perio@J ()r In 
~~~~er_ and iIlwinter/tbuilding industry in England and in 
Belgium). Some regulations provide that a worker may be required 
to make up individual lost time, even when the loss was not due 
to any fault of his. " 

The regular hours of work of workers employed on unhealthy 
or partioularly arduous tasks, in a. damp atmosphere or at a high 
temperature are usually shorter than the normal hours for other 
workers (e.g. in mines). Some agreements prescribe shorter hours 
for young workers and women (Austria: large flour mills, 1933). 
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OontinU0'U8 Process U nde:rtakings 

The special conditions of continnous process undertakings or 
sections of undertakings which work day and night, perhaps even 
on Sundays, with a system of shifts, require some adaptation of 
the general provisions concerning the limitation of hours. Examples 
are the metal, chemical, pottery and glass industries. When 
continuous and discontinuous processes exist side by side, the 
agreements sometimes enumerate the 'UDdertakings or sections 
belonging to each category. 
~ ~~ ~o.~~ ~. p~~ormedinregular ~hift;l but only the length 

of tlie iiliifts can be exactly limited, their actual distribution being 
necessarily elastic.,There may be two, thrOO or four shifts_~a!lY.: 
Moreover, the hours of' work may be reckoned over several week/, 
and even the length of the shift may vary from week to week 
(e.g. Austr8lia, :tnetalliferous mines in New South Wales: 88 hours 
a fortnight, distributed as 6 shifts of' 8 hours the first week and 
5 shifts the second). Some agreements, however, fix not only the 
duration and the number of shifts, but also the time-table of 
·~e·~ts. 

Breaks are riot usually specified, but the ordinary interruptions 
in the ",mit are often considered· as breaks. 

Agreements that do not directly arrange a plan of rotation 
for the workers try to ensure that they will be employed on the 
various shifts in turn and that, in particular, they will all ha.ve 

\ ~ fair sh~ of night and Sw;tday shiftsfior this purpose Sunday 
is, often taken as the day for shifts changing over; instead of the 
normal three shifts, there are two longer shifts on th"f day, so 
that every worker has a 24 hours' break on one Sunday in three. 
Other agreements provide for a minimum rest period between 
two shifts. These two methods may be combined (e.g. Sweden, 
metal works).!' 

The night shift is often considered as normal work, but some
times higher remuneration may be paid for it, as is generally 
done for sUnday or week-end shifts. 'What is meant by a Sunday 
shift is often defined in the agreement.: It may, for instance, be 
defined as a shift beginning on Sundar morning, as distinct from 

1 For details 'on all these points, the reader ~y be referred to the publica~ioD8 
of the International Labour Office concerning hours of work. aDd more eepeciaIly 
to the Grey,Blue Reports on the reduction of hours of work submitted to the 
Nineteenth and Twentieth Sessions of the International Labour Conference. 
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one ending on-Sunday morning or beginning on Sunday evening 
(coal mines in Upper Silesia, Poland). 

A worker who does two successive shifts may receive special 
remuneration (e.g. as for overtime) or be given a. longer rest 
period. 

Exceptions 

Exceptions to the normal working hours may denote an exten
sion or a curtailment of hours. Collective agreements seek to 
safeguard the worker against the dangers of both possibilities -
in the one case undue fatigue, and in the other a loss of earnings.1 

Overtime 

\CompulBory prolongation 0/ kour8 not reckoned a8 overtime. -
Not ~ ... e~tensio~. <?f;l1~ur:s~~~!,ecognised __ ~ ~vwtime. Generally 

_ speaking, it is often stipulated that the hours of work may be 
exceeded by a few minutes (perhaps 10 minutes) without any 
compensation.y Similarly, the workers of one shift must wait 
for those of t1te succeeding one when changing over. Many regu
lations provide that workerS must change their clothes, waah. 
e£c., outside working hours. Sometimes even certain operations 
connected with the work, such as the cleaning or inspection of 
machinery, attending to animals (agriculture), etc., must be done 
before or after the hours of service. But the. contrary may also 
be stipulated. Some -persons, such as foremen, supervisors or 
inspectorS, may be required to carry out certain of their duties 
after the ·~ormal working hours. 

Vn case\of force majeure, accidents, disasters, etc., the legislation 
usua.lly permits an extension .of hours, and this is often con:6.l-med 
by collective agreemenV\In periods of general- distress it has 
sometimes even been agree~ that extra hours or shifts should be 
worked without being reckoned as overtimr, consequent;ly, there 
was no increase in the rate of remuneration (e.g. in German 
mines and the heavy metal industry after the War). 

Quite a number of agreements provide that workers on short 
time who are required. to work longer than, usual, but not more 
than the normal hours of work, are not entitled to overtime pay. 
But the contrary is stipulated in the agreement for the Nether
lands book trade. 

~xtx:a work performed by the worker of his own accord, without 
, 

1 But of. above. pp. 28, 38. 
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being asked by the management, is not usually reoognised &8 

. overtime by collective agreements!, 

Restrictions. ~'.J;'h..e aDl~.m.tt_<?(~v~rtim.that may be worked 
is very often ~ted by the agreements. Sometimes they merely 
recom,mend that there should be as little of it as possible, that 
it should be exceptional, that'it should 'not be so arranged as to 
exhaust the worker, 'et1" In other agreements it is restricted to 
cases ,of necessity (several French agreements of 1936); the Italian 
agreements of late 1934 for the reabsorption of the unemployed 
prohibited overtime in general, permitting it only in exceptional 
cases of urgent necessity. 

Ip has sometimes been ruled to be an infringement of the 
agreement when overtime was worked instead of engaging extra 
staff or organising a second shift (Belgium, book trade, 1931). 

According to certain agreements, a worker may refuse to, 
work overtime if he can adduce valid arguments for so doing; 
under others~he may not be required to work overtime on Sundays 

• or public holidays (Netherlands: house-painting, 1931). 
<;'ollective agreements may also fix quotas for overtime, spe

cifying the aggregate and the individual number of hours of over· 
time that can be required of the workel's over a given period 
(day, week, year, etc.) 

\ The procedur~ prescribed for authorising overtime or ~or 
paying remuneration for it may. indirectly restrict its am~unt:1' , 

01:ganisation 0/ overtime. - Many agreements leave the employer 
free to decide when overtime is necessary, but others try to restrict 
this 'liberty by obliging him to give due notice ~ the ,workers 
concerned or to conSult their representatives. Some reglllationa 
state that the decision to work overtime mu~, be taken by the 
employer in agreement With. the staff repre~ntatives,. and more 
especially with the works' councils or committees .. • where such 
have been instituted by law. In Poland, th: collectf'\re '~ment 
for the iron industry of the Dombro",," district prescribes that 
overtime must be authorised by the factorf inspector ,and must 
be agreed to b~ the workers~ A joint commi1tee, consisting of' 
the employer and representatives of the trade ll'hion, may also 
be required to take the decision. Again, there may be a mixed 
system, the employer being entitled to decide alone in urgent· 

. (a!;les, whereas the workers must' give their consent in other 
cases. 
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The Italian agreements already cited provide that an employe~ 
who wishes to make use of overtime must inform the employers,' 
organisation, which in turn notifies the ,workers' organisation. 
The two organisations then discuss the validity of the motives 
for the overtime ; in the event of failure to agree, the corporative 
inspectorate decides. 

Definition 01 overtime. - {With 'regard to the meaning of over-
time, collective agreements may provide in general terms tha.t 

\ ~ work performed outside the regular working hours ~ considered 
'overtime. 'Some agreements specify that overtime is to be reckoned 

--on the basis of daily hours, so that the worker can claim special 
payment whenever the gaily limJ1ls exceeded. Others take the 
week as a basis, so that the worker is entitled to overtime pay 
only when his work exceeds the weekll maximum, irrespective 
of the number of hours worked on any gi~en daiJThe two methods 
may be combined (Austria, paper industry, 1931). 

A distinction is often rn,ade between overtime dUe to various' 
causes. These are sometimes enumerated (e.g. repair work and 
other work that cannot be postponed, work essential in the interests 
of the undertaking or the public, etc.). Many agreements make 
a distinction between ordinary overtime, night work and work 
on Sundays or holidays; ,this is mainly a _question ... of different 
rates of pay. 

'llates .. - The increase in the rate of pay for overtirile is generally 
anything from 15 or ~§.~toJOo.,per,.cent! There are sometimes 
special rules fo~n,ing,thE)rates, for ,workers on ,Piece rates, 
thei(:average e8.rnings serving as &- basisy- ,','" , .. , " 
. T.rates may be uniform, but it is more usual to 'find a scale 
- ge'nerally base4 on the above-mentioned distinction between 
ordinary ov~me, night work, Sunday work and work on public 
holidays. For this Jast type, the rate is often 100 per cent. above 
the nOrJI\aI'(e.g. Polish Upper Silesia, coal mines). 

\For ordinary overtime the~ may1l.e a. ~at rate or a. progressive 
scale in a.ccordance with the number of hours of overtime; some-
, ' I 

tim.es, special rates are paid for work during reSt periods I 
A considerably higher rate of remuneration is usually paid 

for night work or Sunday work, but in continuous process urider
takings, where the shifts take turns at working by night or on 
Sunday, any special rates that may be prescribed differ lesswideJF 
from the normal than they do in ordinary factories whe~ such 
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work is exceptional. In certain industries, detailed provisions 
may be drafted to deal with special cases. 

Short Time 

¥ number of collective agreements contain provisions concern
ing short time and the corresponding reduction in wages i this 
problem has become particularly acute during the present economio 
«Jepression. Often the employer is required to give notice in advance 
of J:iiS'intention to work shorter hours i in some cases he must 
terminate the contracts of employment, giving the due period of 
notice. Other agreements make the consent of the staff represen
tatives or of a majority of the staff & necessary conditionl 

Short time may be applied either by rotation among the staff 
or by alternate periods of shorter hours and normal hours. 

The texts may set limits to short time.\ They sometimes fix 8. 

maximum reduction in hours that may not be exceeded without 
the consent of & joint cpmmittey(Netherlands, book trade) i in 
other cases itmay be agreed that wages must not be reduced unless 
hours of work are shortened by a certain minimum amount - say, 
five hou,:s & week. 

Among the Italian agreements to which reference has frequently 
been made, those \:overing industry provide for the institution of, 

..ft. fund to make g~d the loss of earnings suffered by heads of 
fainilies working short time. The fund is constituted by employers' i 
and workers' contributions/ 

H short time is & temporary measure to keep the workers in 
employment in exchange for & sacrifice of wages on their part, some 
very few agreements try to guarantee the workers & certain stability 
of employment. London taxi-drivers, for instance, are guar;rteed 
a 48-hour or a 36-hour week, spread over not more than 6 aay8 ; 
the length of the working day may not be less than 5 or more than 
lQ hours." 

In the ready-made clothing industry in the Netherlands, the 
1932 agreement guarantees 780 hours of work. for six months to 
all workshop hands who have been" in the employer's service for 
not less than 5 months i the employers also undertake not to dismiss 
staff during the slack season (17 December to 4 March and 2 July 
to 17 September), while the trade unions pledge' themselves to 

. prevent workers, as -far as they can, from breaking their contracts 
without good reason during the remaiQder of the year. 
( The question of the reduction of hours of work as & remedy for 

unemployment is irrelevant here i it is cloSely linked up with the 
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question of the regulation of working hours in general.:lt may be 
noted, however, that some agreements concluded for this purpose 
make it compulsory for the employer to re-engage some unemployed 
workers. 

HOLIl)AYS WITH PAY .AND Pu»LIO HOLIDAYS 

After dealing with hours of work, collective agreements gene
rally go on to speak of holidays with pay and, to .some extent, 
publio holidays. 

H oZidaY8 with Pay 

A brief summary of the question is all that will be given here ; 
for fuller details, the reader may be referred to tbe report on the 
subject submitted to the Nineteenth Session of the International 
Labour Conference. 

There are two main problems dealt with in the agreements : 
the existence of holidays and the payment of wagelt. Holidays are 
often granted only to those who have a certain length of service, 
varying from a few months to a year. Detailed rules may be laid 
down for calculating this period, prescribing, for example, that the 
transfer of the undertaking and absence from duty on account of 
.sickness, accident or even, in some cases, the suspension of work 
are not, within certain :uw.ts, to be considered as interruptions in 
the period of service. 

\ The length of the holiday varies from a few days to a few weeks. 
It may be the same for the whole staff, if more or less homogeneous, 
but more usually it is different for various group¢ salaried em- . 
ployee~, workers, apprentices, adults, young persons, etc. 'ft is 
often proportionate to length of servicy Minimum and maximum 
figures are generally fixed for its dura.tion. 

Many agreements stipulate that the holiday must not b~ 
broken up, but must be given all at once. Exceptions are sometimes 
made to this rule (Sweden, agriculture). 

The actual time at which the holiday is to be taken may.be left 
to the employer to decide or may be settled by works agreements 
or regulations. Some agreements fix a period for holidays - say, 
between 1 April and 30 September, or during the slack .season iIi 
seasonal industries. . 

If the holiday is to have its due social value, the worker must 
not engage in other work during this rest period; this is often 
prohibited in agreements, on pain of withdrawal of the right to a 

( 
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holiday. It may also be provided that the employer must not 
commute the holiday for a money payment. 

The worker draws his wages during his holiday. Several Nether
lands agreements provide for the institution of a fund to which 
employers and workers pay contributions to provide holiday 
allowances. Generally, however, the employer remains solely 
responsible for the payment of wages. As a rule normal wages 
are paid, less any bonuses' or special allowances, such as overtime 
payments. Workers on piece rates receive their average earnings. 

Quite a number of agreements deal with the question of short 
time. It is . sometimes stipulated that the normal wage must be 
p!lid even if short time is being worked in the undertaking while 
the individual in question is on holiday ~ on the other hand, he gets 
less than the full wage if he himself was on short time for a certain 
period before going on holiday. 

M,any texts contain special rules governing the case of dismissal 
before th~ holiday period. Some state that the worker must take 
his holiday before leaving and must not· be paid compensation 
unless it is· impossible for him to take his holiday. Others provide 
for compensation in proportion to his length of service during the 
year in question. If the worker is dismissed for some serious 

'reason, however, he loses his right to a holiday, but the agreements 
! often stipulate that he must be guilty of a serious offence before 
. this measure is applied. 

It should also be noted that some agreements make provision 
for special conciliation committees to deal with disputes concerning 
holidays (e.g. Great Britain, printing trades agreement of 1930 
concerning hours of work and holidays). 

Public Holidays 

,. . Public holidays are in general fixed by legislation, but collective 
. ~greem~ts may stipulate special holidays for a certain industry 
or district. Thus, 1 1Ilay is a public holiday in several countries. 
It is impossible to study here ~ detail the number and nature of 
these holidays, for they vary largely from country to country. 

- They ma~lw general, religious or national festivals, 10caJ festivals, 
.' commen:i~tive days, etc. With regard to their number, it may 
"be noted that most Australian agreements provide for 6 to 8 general 

holidays. . . 
In such cases the worker is entitled to a day off ; if he works, he 

receives the overtime rate of pay specified in the agreement. 

," 
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When the legislation has no provisions on the subject, collective 
agreements sometimes regulate the wages to be paid on legal public 
holidays and other holidays mentioned in the agreements. 
ObvioURly, these arrangements affect only workers paid by the 
day, for persons paid by the week or month will continue to receive 
their remuneration irrespective of interVening holidays. Many 
agreements, however, contain no provisions on this point, or even 
explicitly exclude all payment (e.g. Austria, general agreement 
for the textile industry, 1934; Czechoslovakia: glassworks, paper
works, etc.). 

In the Netherlands, compensation for public holidays is paid 
out of the holiday fund to which reference waS already made. / 

In some industries (e.g. the book trade) or in some countries 
more generally (e.g. Australia) the payment of wages for public 
holidays would seem to be the rule. In the case of piece workers, 
wages may be paid at the hourly rate (gold-mines in Victoria, 
Australia) or on the basis of the average wage (Czechoslovakia: 
book trade). . 
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INDIVIDUAL RELATIONSHIPS BF:nVEEN EMPLOYERS 
AND WORKERS 

The following pages deal with the rules for the engagement 
and dismissal of workers and salaried employees. The reciprocal 
rights and obligations of the employer and the individuaL'Y..orker 
will be summarised, in so far as they have not been dealt with 
above, and the provisions of' collective agreements concerning 
certain special groups of workers will be studied. 

ENGAGE~NT OJ!' WORKERS 

This section deals only with the provisions concerning employers 
and individual workers. Collective problems, such as the orga.
nisation of placing and the supply of labour will be discussed 
later. {The successive points to be dealt with are : the person 
of the employer, the nature and methods of the engagement and 
the person of the worker.) 

The texts of agreements, especiany those covering large 
undertakings, may specify the persons responsible for the engag~ 
ment of staff and the place to whic1r workers in search of 
employment should apply. I Sometimes the staff representatives 
have to be consulted be~<:y a worker is engaged. 
\ In certain cases the agreement must define who is the employer, 

especially when some intermediary, such as a 8Ub-contra.c~ 
comes between the main employer and the worker. Manyagree
ments prohibit_sub-contractinry1Great Britain, building} ; others 
perDllTit on condffio1ltha.nhe mtermediary aoeepts the provisions 
of the collective agreement, or - and this is important in the 
event of .the sub-contractor becoming insolvent --"-{that the 

.' 'principal employer remains jointly responsible towards the worker 
for the fulfilment of the obligations ass~ed by the sub-contra.ctoi) 
(Germany: various agreements for parquet-making, the engagemerr( 
of orchestras, etc.). . 

• ' .. 
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Many agreements make a distinotion between permanent;' 
temporary' and casual engagements! The last-mentioned may 
even be excluded entirely from the soope of the agreements. 
Several texts limit the number of temporary or casual workers 
that may be engaged to a certain percentage. 

Special rules often govern engagements on probation. The 
probation period is usua.lly restrioted to a. certak maximum, 
varying with the trade or the nature of the job. During the 
probationary period, the contraot of employment can be broken. 
at any time, but occasiona.lly certain restrictions are placed on 
this right. When the· probationary period comes to an end, it 
is often prescribed that the provisional engagement automatica.lly 
becomes an ordinary engagement. 

When the employment is by nature intermittent, detailed 
rules may be laid down concerning the order and special methods 
of engagement, especia.lly for dock workers, for instance. 

A certain order of engagement is also sometimes stipula~d 
for the event of an undertaking reopening after a. stoppage;· so 
thlif workers who were formerly employed there are guaranteed 
priority over others, fathers of families over unmarried men, 
workers belonging to that trade over those from other oocu
pations, etc. 
~e agreements may also lay down a ~rta.in ratio between 

different groups· of workersr- skilled to less skilled, etc. (e.g. 
London taxi-drivers, South Afrioan railwaymen). Other similar 
rules will be considered later, in conneotion with the employment 
of young persons and apprentices, eto. 

\Some agreements restriot the employment of foreigners by 
stating that only nationals of the country may neeng;..ged.l But 
these provisions are rare, for the matter is rather one for the 
legislator. Regulations conoerning tt employment of women 
are more frequently met with. A number of texts guarantee 
equality. ot" treatment for men an(twomen (e.g. several French 
agreements of 1936) ; others agarntend to reduce the percentage 
of women employed. The Italian agreements of 1934 for the 
l'elief of unemployinent stated that women should be replaced 
by men and young persons by adults. In so far as women were 
kept on, their employment was to be limited to functions that 
are peculiarly sUited to them. 

In certain occupations the agreements prohibit the employment 
of women on spectfied ta.sk.s~ particularly those that are considered 
as men's jobs. In the eyent of a dispute, joint committees are 

" 
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sometimes required to determine what those tasks are. The 
same may hold good for the employment of young workers (e.g. 
in England: national agreement for the boot and shoe industry, 
January 1935). 

In many countries it is customary for the wife of an agricultural 
worker to be obliged to work also for the employer, and many 
German collective agreements impose restrictions on this practice. 
The employer is required, for exatnple, to see that women are 
not overworked - so that they neglect their household duties -
that they are employed on work suited to their capacities, that 
they are permitted to finish their day's work earlier than the 
men, etc. 

The personal characteristics of the worker, as distinct from 
the category to which he belongs, are also the subject of stipulations. 
Very often, his engagement is dependent on his being in good 
health; he may have to submit to & medical examination or 
prod~ce . a doctor's certificate. The cost of this may be borne 
by the employer. According to some agreements, the worker is 
not obliged to go to the doctor paid by the employer, but may 
select his own (United States, petroleum industry). 

Employees who will have to assume certain financial respon
sibilities, such as cashiers and managers, must often furnish 
special guarantees, more especially the, deposit of security, before 
be~g engaged. Collective agreements often offer these employees 
certain guarantees. The security they deposit, for instance, may 
not be used by the employer for his busines,s, but must be deposited 
with a public office or bank, so that neither the employee nor the 
employer can touch it. independently. The interest that accumu
lates must go to the employee, to whom the deposit is returned 
when he leaves the employer's service. 
, The workers' occupaOOal qualifications are obviously the 

essential condition for hIS engagement, and he may therefore, 
according to the nature of the vacant post, be required to produce 
diplomas, testimonials or, in the case of skilled workers, proof 
of having duly completed his apprenticeship. 

Some agreements expressly state that occupational ability 
must be the sole criterion for engagement, which means that the 
employer may not discriminate arbitrarily; in fact, this is of'Wn 
stipulated in these terms. The employer may also undertake to 
re-engage workers dismissed as the result of a. strike or lock-out. 

\More generally, many agreements try to safeguard the workers' 
freedom of association by stipulating that the employer may not 

-. 0- _ •• ~~ ~ •• ~ 
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make the worker's or employee's engage~ent condjt.i~~~l (lnJliE! 
membership or otherwise of a. tra.de union in general or of any 
specifieg .• t.r3d&--UD.ion. Sometimes' the workers give a similar 
unde'"rlaking with regard to their employer or their fellow-workers. 

On the other hand, it may be stipulat~<l1Jl.atpreference should 
be given t~.tr~d"~..!I~~n 'iiiemlieif(e.g:·-Sweden, bakeries). In so 
far as "this is the. direct'consequence of the reciprocal recognition 
of organisations, the matter will be dealt with in connection with 
collective relationships. Mention will be made here only of the 
provisions concerning individual employers. The agreement may 
merely recommend that preference be given to workers who are 
trade unionists. The employers may agree to employ trade 
unionists as far as possible, or to give preference to members of 
the contracting organisation, or to consult that organisation before 
taking on workers. Sometimes the employer's obligation is very 
strict and is supplemented by a corresponding obligation on the 
worker's part (frequent in the book tr.ade). For the workers, 
however, the obligation is often more elastic: they undertake 
not to work for an employer who is not a member of the employers' 
organisation or who does not comply with the conditions of the 
collective agreement. 

In many countries, such as Australia and the United States" 
the problem of the closed shop is extremely important. It must 
suffice here to refer to ~he solution adopted in the awards of the 
Australian Federal Arbitration Court. A recent decision (C.A.R. 
1932, p. 438) summed up as follows the principles by which the 
Court is guided : 

(1) The Court will not grant preference of employment to members 
of a union unless a respondent unjustifiably discriminates against them 
in the engagement or dismissal of employee!!. 

(2) The Court may grant preference when an order is necessary 
or conducive to industrial peace. ;' ,I 

(3) The Court may grant preference for the purpose of aiding the 
Court by encouragin~ unionism or preventing injustice to unionists. 

(4) The Court will only in case of very strong necessity permit a.ny 
. interference with the employer'S discr.etion in choosing his employees. 

DISMISSAL 

\The ?iB~sal ?f worker~, like the~ engagement, may b~.~u~ject 
to ~estr1ctlOns laId down ill collectIve agreements. Tut this is 
not always the case I many agreements,'~"u' the contrary, leave 
the employer entirely free· to dismiss the 'worker, and the latter 
to give up his job i. it may even,. be stipulated .that both parties 
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are free ,to withdraw from the contract of employment at any 
time, on an hour's or a day's notice. \The most recent texts would 
seem to show a desire to make employment more stable! Before 
the stipulations of collective agreements can be appreciated at 
their true value, one .must compare them with the legislation, 
which in many countries contains rules goveiiiliig--c:iismissal. It 
may be noted, for example, that in France the collective agreement 
only - as distinct from the individual contract and works regula
tions . - can take the place of custom in the matter of 
dismissal. 

VTo require that notice be given is the commonest means of 
re~ricting the liberty of the parties to terminate co~tracts of 
employment.~ As a rule, the period of notice is the same for the 
employer as for the workers but the latter may be given the 
advantage of longernotice7The period varies from a few days 
or a week to several months, according to custom, occupation 
(industry or commerce for example), categories of persons (workers 
and salaried employees, and also different grades of the latter 
group) and often also length of service or age. Some groups of 
workers, however, are usually excluded from this protection -
e.g. day laboUrers, assistant workers, probationers, etc. 

'\. When the contract of employment is terminated in a manner 
contrary to the terms of the collective agreement, damages may 
be payablei' Some few agreements state that if the employer 
illegally breaks the contract the workers may refuse to continue 
to work for him. after the joint committee has given its decision ; 
if the worker is guilty of a breach of contract, the other employers, 
after a similar decision, may be prohibited from giving employment 
to the worker (Netherlands, printing trade). ,In addition to ·the necessity for notice, it may be stipulated 

. thal contracts can be terminated only at certain times, such as 
pay-da~r the end of a week~ month or quarter. Often, notification 
ot dismissal has to be given in a prescribed form - for example, 
in writing or by registered letter - even if no period of notice 
is required. Some agreements add further restrictions, stipulating 
that a worker may not be given notice of dismissal while on holiday 
or absent ill. 
~mmediate dismissal with the payment of wages for the 

. statutory period of notice is generally considered to be the equi
valent of due notic0t may also be provided that a worker who 
fails to give due notice forfeits his right to wages. 

\~greements often expressly confirm the possibility of imme-
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diately terminating the contract for valid reason,t The- reasons 
for which a. worker may be summarily dismissed may be enu
merated - absenteeism and other disciplinary offences are the 
most common. 

\The reasons for dismissal may be laid down in general terms 
in collective agreemen~s. ,It is sometimes stated, for instance, 
that the re.asons for dismissal must alw~ys be given, and that, 
if the employer does not do so the worker is entitled to ask for 
the reasor A clause of this kind is of tell found along with other 
clauses prohibiting dismissal for ce~ain specified, motives, the 
chief of which will be examined below. 

The question of freedom of association is very important, as 
. in the matter of engagement. ,D~zni~s.a~ on account 0f~~IllPer@.ip 

or otherwise of aunie.~!, ol()f activity as a trade ~Qr.dst ~~o,~_e!l. 
forbidden/, Brit' employers who have undertaken not to engage' 
non-uirl~nists are always obliged to dismiss any workers who 
refuse to join any union or a certain specified one. 

\Many agreements provide that illness for not more than a 
specified period or an accident to the worker may not be used 
to justify dismissal. The same may be stipUlated concerning a 

'change of ownership of the undertaking/ In Italy, the Labour 
Charter prescribes that such clauses must be included in collective 
agreements. In a few cases, the agreement' contains an exhaustive 
list of the reason~ that justify dismissal. 

In order to ensure the observance of these rUles\the agreements 
sometimes grant the worker the risht <?L~e~l,a~ainst dismissal 
when he considers it unjust, a~4:i:~~~iliatioll !>'raroittati"oI;i1)<>a;rdS, 
may be set up to settle disputes , For example, the standard 
agream'ent betweeiithelfrencli. ':N atonal Federation of Distributive 

, Co-operative Societies and the General Confederation of Labour 
stipUlates that the societies must grant the contracting trade 
union the right to request information concerning the reasons for 
the dismissal of any of its members, if the member appeals to 
the union. If the union contests the validity of these reasons, 
the matter can be submitted to an arbitration board, which 
determines the cOJJlpensation due for the injury,' if any, done 
to the worker. In the British tin industry, a worker directly 
employed in the production process may not be suspended on 
account of an accident to a machine until he has been allowed 
to state his case to the management, and he may not be finallY' 
dismissed until after his case lias been examined by the staff 
representatives. 
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\It is sometimes laid down (as in the Australian arbitration 
awards) that dismissal for the ob\Tious purpose of a10iding some 
obligation, such as the granting of a holiday with payor the 
payment of wages for a public holiday, is deemed null and 
void/ 

\The problem takes on a different aspect when the dismissal, 
affects not one person only but a .]!.?up of wor~e~ ,or employees,! 
or perhaps the whole staff (the undertaking oEiing Closed). Collective 
agreements sometimes try to mitigate the severity of these measures. 
The staff representatives may have to be consulte<! before the 
decision is taken (Czechoslovakia, potteries), or tp,e ~atter may 
be submitted to a conciliation or arbitration board./The agree
ments sometimesgivea. definition of ·oollective~dismissal on the 
basis of a certain minimum number of workers dismissed, or a, 
percentage of the number of persons or groups of persons employed I 
in the undertaking or in one department of it. The cases of sus-! 
pension of work in which the sta:fJ representatives are entitled 
to intervene may also be enumerated. I 

\.The order of dismissal may also be prescribed, the employer' 
being bound to take into consideration the length of service, age,! 

" family responsibilities and capabilities of the workers/ The trade 
union may be consulted on this point. 

There are even agreements prohibiting employers and employees 
from terminating their contracts of employment at certain times 
of the year, as is the case in the Netherlands agreements! 
mentioned above.1 I 

\ Dismissal always involves certain obligati.?ns on both sides. I 
It 18 sometimes expressly stated . that· the worker who is under 
notice must still work conscientiously. The employer, on his 

\ side, must allow t~e worker enough free time to look for another I 
i job or to put in order his toolsi~it being customary in some trades 
. for the worker to supply his own). I 

If the employer provides accommodation or a house for the 
worker, it must be evacuated when the worker leaves his employ-I 
ment, but some agreements allow him a certain period of grace.' 

The employer must also give the worker a certificate and I 
any other documents that he may require for the purpose ofl 
the employment exchange, unemployment insurance, etc. 

\Finally, the agreements inay compel the employer to' pay, 
co~~~~sa~~o~ fox: .~!~~al. This obligation is sometimes laid, 

. ~.Cf. pI 52. 
, . 

'. 
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down by legislation, more especially in the case of salaried em
ployeesJl"J'h~]i;~!':.f~~~~ Ch.arter I?~~~s.}t .~$e.n,eral rule. In 
that country, therefore, most ooUe'ctive agreements stipulate tha~ 
workers must receive compensation for dismissal. The principles 
on which it is granted are usually the following: the worker 
must have a certain length of unbroken service to his credit (one 
year, perhaps) ; no compensation is payable if the worker throws \ 
up his job of his oW1l free will or if he is summarily disinissed . 
for some serious motive; the amount of the compensation varies : 
with length of service, but a minimum and a maximum are regu-. 
larly fixed. The rates sometimes differ according to the size of :i 

the undertaking (the number of workers employed). There are \ 
normally special provisions concerning the calculation of length 
of service, showing what interruptions on account of sickness, 
accident, lack of work, etc., may be reckoned for this purpose. 

The problem of compensation for dismissal has become a. • 
matter of great importance in the United States in recent years J 
(e.g. railways). 

THE WORKER'S OBLIGATIONS 

\ The services that the worker must perform under his contract 
of employment are regulated in various ways by collective agree
ments. Many of them expressly stipulate that he must perform 
hls work conscientiously to the hest of his ability and th~t he 
must not engage in other work on his own account or for another 
employer cfutsidehis"worliliig hour¥tespecially in the building 
trade, the book trade, etc.). 

\Some agreements also state that the em~lo~~~._~llS~ employ 
th~o:r.k.e:r._ on .. t~~ suited to his capacitiesI' A- clause of this 
kind is frequent in theatncal agreements, \The freedom of the 
employer to tr!IDSfer the worker to tasks Qlher than those for 
which he was engaged is often restricted, but· exceptions are 
always made for cases 6f force majeure, accidents, interruptions 
in work, or, more generaJly, with a view to avoiding dismissals 
when trade is sla~k./It was already pointed ,out that workers 
on piece rates may be employed on other jobs for a certain given 
time if no piece work is available for them./' 

'()n the other hand, strict rules may be laid down concerning 
the 'allocation of tasJrs/ Sevej,ai 'agreezr;:e~i~ provide that workt 
n~rmally done by skilled workers must not be entrusted to unskilled 
men; others· limit the number of machines or appliances that 
may be placed under the supervision of one worker (e.g. in the 

.1 
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manufacture of iron bedsteads in Great Britain); or again aJ.J. the 
work pertaining to a certain grade of the staff must, save in cases 
of extreme urgency, be performed by workers of that grade (United 
States, petroleum industry). 

\ The workers must not, however, place obsta~les in j~e_way' of 
the'introduction of ne~ .processes. ; a d~tii~cra.useto this effect 
sometiiiies exists in the agreement/ The ~ameapplies to new 
machines, but one English agreement contains a. reservation that 
may be noted: the employer must guarantee that every worker 
ousted by a machine is given an opportunity of learning how to use 
that machine (Sheffield, precious metals). Staff or trade union 
representatives may he required to discuss with the management 

. l!'ny new distribution or reorganisation of work or working methods. 
'(ln~~ny': '?lts,e,. a worker who is tra:r:J.l!lferred to some new tas~ ~ust not 
1-suffer any loss of wages on account of the change}/ 

FactOry disdpliile was mentioned' m connection with the rules 
for th;p-aymentof-wages'-;-'it may be added here that collective 
agreements often make it compulsory for the worker to begin and 
stop 'work at fixed hours, not to absent himself without permission 
during working hours, to obey the regulations, etc. It may even 
be agreed that the workers should, subject to certain conditions, 
submit to inspection on leaving the factory or workplace. This 
may be limited to certain circumstances, as when a case of theft 
has occurred; a shop steward or other staff representative may be 
required to be present when the inspection is carried out. 

II!- the case' of certain categories, more especially salaried 
employees, the agreements contain rules concerning trade secrets, 
radius clauses, inventors' and authors' rights, etc. There is no need 
to enter into the details of these special questions, although they 
are of great importance, for sometimes there is no legislation on 
the subject, and the collective agreement is the only safeguard of 
the workers' rights. 

THE EMPLOYER'S OBLIGATIONS 

. In addition to the obligation \,0 pq_~e ~greed wage/Which is 
the fundamental one, there are Certain ~uf)srdiary'''obligations laid 
upon the employer by numerous agreements, more especially with 
regard to factory hygiene, accident prevention and insurance: . Here 

~~-.,~.r.<v" ... ""'-~~ ..... ;.;"":~- ,.:.<" .... 'K .... ~ .. .",~ ---~-c~ .~.--- .. 

1 Cf. above, p. 23. 
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again, the agr~e:r:rl.e~ts.play ~ Jess,important.:part. than _doe8dthe 
legislation of the country. l>utthey· often -guarantee-the workers 
more thazii.he l~gal minimum..of'_protectiOIV' 

Collective agreements often require the employer to provide 
certain hygienic facilities or conveniences, such as changing rooms 
and bathrooms, cloakrooms, bicycle stores, dining rooms, etc. 
Good ventilation and heating and the regular cleaning of workplaces 
are often mentioned~ In some industries where outside work 
occurs, particularly in the buildirig trade, shelters must be provided. 
The employer may also be required to enable the workers to heatt 
their meals; sometimes canteens have to be set. up under the 
joint management of the workers and the employer. 

\The workers are often exhorted to give strict obedience to the 
safety regulations and to inform the employer or his representative 
of any defect in materials, plant or machinery I The employer, 
on the ot1ier'haiid~-BometiiriesexpresslYUriderlakes to have all the 
necessary inspections made, with the collaboration of staff repre
sentatives, to provide the workers with the necessary protection, 
etc. A well- equipped first-aid staff, or at least the essential 
materials, must be ava1la'l>'Ie'1OrCases of illness or injury; medical 
attention may even be guaranteed to sick or injured, workmen 
(Swedish metal industries). 

\Quite' apart from his legal c:>bligations, the employer may, in 
virtue of a collective agreement, be bound to insure his staff or to 
insure certain gr()~p~ I)t~~rke,rs 'Yho ~'gr~iit~~~9ccupatioruil'risks 
or wh.o are' not covered by oompU1soi:yinsuranc~/Special compen
sation may be guaranteed to persons who are employed in places 
where they are specially exposed to disease - e.g. malaria (in 
several Italian agreements). _ 

Vf a __ ~~!!~~~~~_ many agreements make the employer respon
sib:& for the payment of compensation to his survivors,.rthe amount 
may be fixed at several weeks' or mcinths"wages;generally varying 
with length of service. This right is often conditio'nal on the worker 
having a certain minimum length of service to his credit. 

SPECIAL CATEGOllJES OF WORKERS 

Reference has already been made several times to various 
special groups of workers, such as women, young persons, workers 
who are partially incapacitated, etc. There remain two groups to 
be considered: home workers and apprentices. --
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H qme Worker8 

There is' no need to deal here with the special collective agree
ments or regulations governing the conditions of home work in 
various industries. It will suffice to study the general agreements 

. that contain clauses concerning home work; these '&reqUite· common 
in certam industries in which home"work exists side by side with 
work in factories or workrooms (e.g. the clothing industry; cf. 
agreements concluded in France during the summer of 1936). 

~ome a~e~ments.p.robibithome_wQl'k.~Iltirely. i6ther~ forbid 
factory-workers to accept home work; yet others specuyOOrtain 
t8:Sks"tnat. must not-be performed outSide the factory (e.g. the 
manufacture of travel goods in the leather industry, etc.). There 
are sometimes clauses laying down a minimum age for home workers. 
Some agreements,· agai:o;simply recommend that the" employer 
should avoid as far as possible giving out work to be done at home. 

Then there are agreements that permit home work subject to 
reservations. It is often stipulated that the conditions of employ
ment of home workers must not be less favouraole' than c6IidiUons 
9.(~o!li·fu:g~ilei~, ISom;-agreements state that home workers are 
entitled to the same advantages as factory workers (e.g. the supply 
of equipment, tools, etc.), that they must have an annual holiday, 

I 

that they must be covered by insurance, that the scope of activity 
. of conciliation boards must extend to them, and so on; they are 
sometimes even entitled to a special allowance or a bonus on output 
(Netherlands, ready-made clothing trade). 

Apprentices 

In some industries, the regulation of apprenticeship and of the 
conditions of work of apprentices is of great importance not only 
for ,the apprentices themselves but also for the other workers. 
The agreem~hts ·ttr the textile industry, for example, contain 
scarcely any provisions on this subject, whereas it is regulated, 
sometimes in great detail, in the book trade, building and other 
industries in which a thorough knowledge of the work is necessary 
before the worker can reach his full output. There are, indeed, 
often sP~,c~.al_agreements for apprentices.' Here again, of course, the 
collective agreement merely flUs the gaps left by the legislation. 
Two types of provisions maybe- 'distmgws1:ied : 'th<!.8!'Jrm iting, 
~pp~n.t~ceship and, those. regulating it .. 

Among the restrictive measures, the following may be noted. 
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It' maybe stipulated that only employers of recognised status in 
their occupation are allowed to employ apprentices and that 
permission may be withdrawn from those who do not give their 
apprentices adequate training or who fail to observe any other 
clauses of the collective agreement. 

The employment of apprentices may be prohibited in certain 
occupations (highly mechanised or'dangerous work); sometimes 
they are warned against entering occupations offering no future 
(Great Britain: agreement between the society of British Gas 
Industries and the Amalgamated Union of Building Trade 
Workers). 

ManL!.~~~J1!..~.specify.~~;W~:I!!ll ,.r!!-~~~L<?f.~.pp~.Il~~<JeS 
to otliei- workers, which may vary with the size of the under
taking -; , ~ 'detailed scale is sometimes laid down. In other cases, 
the number of apprentices is not limited, but the trade unions are 
empowered to discuss with the employers the percentage of appren
tices that may be employed in a given area. Exceptions may be 
permitted for undertakings with a special department for appren
ticeship (e.g. in the heavy metal trade). In order to prevent 
evasion of the restrictive clauses, the agreements often prohibit 
the engagement of unpaid workers, probationers, etc., or p!ace 
these persons on the same footing as apprentices. 

The ,agreements usually prescribe that the apprentice must 
produce a medical certificate, must have an adequate scli.'OOf 
education for iris trade,' possess personal aptitude -'foi"it'''aJidbe 
wiiii.iii cert~ !tge limits.---'-· ".,''.'''" "" .. -

'There are quite often provisions concerning the vocational 
training of ap:(>rentices. 'The"parlle8 Bometllnes expressly under
t~e-·to-do-a.u--they can to train the apprentice. ·Often formal 
articles of apprenticeship must be signed, and sometimes a standard 
form of contract is appended to the agreement. Many texts 
spe<:ify the ~:u.!.!'~i?~ }>(..ItPprenticeship, p~be ~the course of 
trainiDgtObe follo,!ed during the different years and the exami
nations to De' taken, and appoint joint committees to supervise the 
apprentices and set their examinations . 

. The c~~~~i()ns_ot:._w.ork..ofapprentices tnayJ~!LID~llded in the 
general regulations or laid down separately. In the former case, the 
apprentices 8.re automatically assimilated to the workers covered 
by the agreement, and this is sometimes expressly stipulated. 
Many agreements contain special provisions, more especially 
concerning remuneration. In-some caSes- thiS-matter is left to the 
org8.nisations~~n~~~~dor-even to the articles of apprenticeship. 
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(In so~e industries the employment of apprentices on piece 
work is restricted, and it is often stipulated that an apprentice 
must not be attached to a worker on _pi~~J.'ates) Precautions--are 
frequently taken to prevent the apprentice from being exploited 
by the worker in whose charge he is placed, and the number of 
apprentices attached to one worker may be limited on this account. 
It may-also be stipulated that the apprentice is directly responsible 
to the employer. 

Many agreements contain special rules concerning apprentices' 
holidays with pay ; others limit overtime for them, make provision 
for attendance at vocational schools, etc. 

The first months of apprenticeship are generally considered 
as a probationary period during which the contract can be broken 
if the apprentice ~hows no aptitude for the trade. There are 
sometimes special rules governing the interruption of apprenticeship 
or the transfer of the apprentice when the undertaking is closed 
down. 

When apprenticeship is complete the employer must give the 
young worker a certificate, and the worker may be obliged to pass 
an examination.~ 



CHAPTER V 

COLLECTIVE INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 

The following pages deal with the mutual relations between 
the parties in so far as they are governed by the collective agree
ment. For obvious reasons, this survey will be limited to collective 
agreements in the strict sense. The legislative aspect of the problem 
will be touched upon later. 

MUTUAL RECOGNITION OF ORGANISATIONS 

Sf!;n reciprocal recognition. of organisations is a necessary 
pre "'.- My to'the regulation of collective labour relationships, and 
the fact of an agreement being concluded implies such recognition; 
But many agreements contain a formal declaration of recognition, 
especially when the agreement is intended to terminate a period 
of conflict and inaugurate an era of collaboration, e.g. Luxemburg 
(metal industry and iron mines, agreements of 1936). The scope of 
such a declaration may vary, being either limited to the effects 
of the agreement or in the nature of a general. principle that will 
serve as a basis for future collective negotiations or possibly even 
for legislation. Mention may be made of the basic agreements 
concluded in Denmark, in Sweden, and' 1\10re recently also in 
Norway (agreement of 9 March 1935), in France (agreement 
of 7 June 1936) and in Belgium' (agreement of principle of 
17 June 1936).1 

\The practical application of the principle of recognition through 
the collective agreement has several aspects : 

1. 'The creation of joint institutions on an ~ccupational basis ; 
2. ,The adoption of measUres to secure the enforcement or the 

collective agree.m~llt.; 
3 ..... The appointment of joint bodies fol': the renewal OJ;' amend

ment of existing agreements and the conclusion of new ones,">" 

I Of. below, pp. 83 '" aeq. 
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• 
Some of these provisions are to .be met with in a large number 

of agreements' that have reached a certain stage of development, 
but it is only in the agreements for highly organised industries that 
they exist as a systematic whole. 

INSTITUTIONS ON AN OCCUl'ATIONAL BA.SIS 

Mutual Benefit Funds /' 

The organisations that are parties to a collective agreement 
often set up joint funds for making certain payments to workers 
that the individual" employers do not guarantee. Mention"has 
already been made of funds for family allowanceS'l and for holiday 
allowances, 2 but there are many other purposes, more especially 
welfare work and insurance, for which funds may be set up by 
collective agreements. There are, for example, sickness, invalidity 
and widows' and orphans' funds (in several Italian agreements), 
pension funds (in many agreements concerning salaried employees), 
unemployment funds (United States: hosiery agreement of 1930) 
and a variety of more general funds for payments of different kinds 
to the workers (e.g. in German chemists' shops). 

Very often the general agreement lays down the principle and 
defines the purpose of the institution, the beneficiaries and how 
the cost is to be shared; special agreements are then drawn up to 
regulate the details of the structure and working of the fund. 
Provision is always made for some supervisory body. 

Organisation 0/ Placing 

The principle of mutual recognition may be restricted so as to 
exclude trade union intervention in the engagement of workers. 
On the other hand, it may lead to the organisation of placing, in 
so far as this task is not regulated by legislation. 

Some agreements make it compulsory for the employers to 
apply to employment agencies run by the trade unions. But it is 
usually stipulated that if no sui~able worker is forthcomiOg within 
a given period, the obligation lapses (e.g. in many theatrical 
agreements) ; the trade union, on the other hand, may have to 
guarantee to provide the necessary supply of akilled workers. / 

More frequently the agreements set up joint employment 

1 cr. above, p. 17. 
• cr. above, p. 45. 
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agencies, or agencies working under joint management, to which 
the employers are obliged to apply for labour and' the workers 
for employment. Both parties contribute to the expenses of the 
agency and supervise its working either directly 'or through another 
joint body, such as an arbitration committee. 

The agreements often contain detailed rules for the organisation 
and working of these agencies; in other cases they leave the 
agencies to draw up their own rules. It is impossible in the present 
study to go into technical details, but mention may be made of the 
provisions for e~uring impartiality in the work of the 'gency, such 
as the stipulation that in the event of a strike or a lock-out the 
agency should suspend all its activities as far as persons involved 
in the dispute are concerned, 

ENFOROEMENT OF THE AGREEMENT 

\ There are two main types of measures for ensuring the proper 
working of the agreement : those for securing compliance and those 
for settlin~ disputes,/ -

Securing Oompliance with the Agreement 

The agreement sometimes expressly states, especially if there 
is no legislation on the point, that~s ~~a_uses_ automatically becoIIlll 
part of the individual.colltracts of employme~yJt, may be provided, 
for example, that in every undertaking a copy of the agreement 
must be inserted in an employment book Signed by the employer 
or his representative and the worker (Great Britain: steel industry 
in South Wales and Monmouthshire). 

The parties sometimes undertake to do what they can to ensure 
observance of the agreement by their members; they may also 
guarantee specific action, such as the withdrawal of financial 
assistance from refractory members (Great Britain: quarries in 
Aberdeen), 
\ (Many texts prescribe that no_ individual agreements contrary 
to the collective agreement may be entered into, or that any clause 
by which a worker renoun~es, for the future or 9ven for the past, 
his claim to any right or benefit accruing from the agreement is 
null and voiY • 

Exceptions may be made, however, provided that the consent 
of the works committee or a joint committee be obtained./'" 

Provision may be made for measures to give effect to cert8.in 
clauses of the agreement. \Committees may be set up! as has been 
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.' mentioned at various times, to classify undertakings, workers or 
areas, to fix piece rates, to discuss new'methods of work or remnn
era#on~ to dial With apprenticeship, etc. Special mention may be 
nladeof the mixed committees set up to follow economic develop
ments, so as to- aaapt"\vages-aiia'-otIi~i conditions' to changed 
"brrcumstancesi' (e.g. United States: na~jonal agreement for the 
hosiery indU:try).l 
~ ~el'!i~<?£Y- .. !>Qili~!l may be appointed to check the methods 

of calculation and the payment of wages aniltne-due'observance 
of daily hots and other working conditions. Many agreements 
permit the representatives of the trade unionS'to inspect factories 
and workplaces. Joint committees are often set \Ip for this purpose, 
and their delegates' make the necessary investigations/ The 
employers must allow them free access, and the'y--IDust, in return, 
refrain from interfering with the working of the undertaking,,\All 
these tasks may be entrusted to a sirigle body - the conciliation 

comA~jt~~ .. b d L' • I . ' f h 
gam~,J>rOV1810n may e ma e J,or specla representatIOn 0 t e 

staff by means of shop stewards or works committees. These may 
b~ appointed fo~ a specified purpose, such as t(Ulh~Qk.~~_!,-9.~antity 
and quality of the' product (in mines), to collaborate with the 
mamigeiiiehtiiCacCident'-prevention and the mainte,na~;;;"" of 
Jtygienic conditions iIi' the 'tiiidertaking, to assist the faCtory 
,inspectors, et'r. - , '- .. /,-< " ' 

\Ac~ording to oth~r agreements, the ~a.~~~,r!~:~ntative8 have 
extllnslve powers. In such cases, a CIiStmctIon must be"-made 
betweerC<iouritnesthat have legislation on the subject of ,,:orks 
cOmmittees, works councils, confidential councils or the like, and 
those which have no such'legislation./lri the former (such as 
Austria, Czechoslovakia, Germani' ~ 'before 1933 - Luxemburg, 
Norway and the U.S.S.R.),~he collective agreements often contain 
provisions concerning the organisation and working of these bO~~1 
but their scope' is obviouslY limited by the legislation,to which 
indeed the agreements sometimes simply refer. They may give 
the committees some additional tasks (e.g. fixing piece rates) 
or define the details of their competence in respect of a particular 
industry or occupation (e.g. as conciliation bodies in the event 
of a dispute between workers and employer ol' between workers), 
or again make provision.Jor the event of no committee being set up 
under the legislation. Thus, in Czechoslovakia several agreements 

1 cr. also above p. 26. 
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state that shop stewards will be appointed, and it is sometimes 
stipulated that they cannot take up their duties without the 
employer's consent (Forster piano factory). 

In other countries the collective agreements themselves provide 
for the appointment of staff representatives and define their 
powers. There are, for example, the collective agreements in the 
British mechanical engineering and carriage-building industries, 
which make provision for shop stewards and shop committees or the 
" ~illidsmaend " in Denmark. Sometimes only one person is 
appointed for an undertaking or workshop; sometilates there are 
several, the number varying with the size of the staff. They may 
be freely elected by the staff or by those of the staff who belong 
to the contracting union, or they may be appointed by the unions 
concerned. 

In France, the collective agreements concluded in accordance 
with the Act of 24 June 1936 must make provision, and do in 
fact provide, for the appointment of representatives elected by 
the staff in undertakings employing more than 10 :Persons. 

\ The staff representatives may form a joint works committee 
with "rep~_n!~~"y~s_9t~~~P!~y~y'_In this case, some, English 
agreements. stipulate .that the .9.elega.Ws.. JDust be trade union 
,members. Shop committees may also be appoin~d by a central 
joint committee (in the house-painting trade in the Netherlandsl. 

\ Th,~_ bodies have generally a variety of functions in addition 
to supervising the enfot~ment of the. Collectiveagreem~nt. ~y 
are 'the 'sPOKesmen of the staff in dealing with the employer, and 
tliererore'many8.greements make conciliation one of theirinain 
f~ctionsy 

Settlement of Disputes 

\ Although the collective agreement is an instrument intended 
to prevent the occurrence of industrial disputes, it-s appli.cation may 
givel"ise-~(L~ein~.:'- NatUfaJIj,'therefore, most of the 'textS -mlike
pro~iSio; for the' settlement of any disputes arising out of their 
application. Sometimes there is merely a general statement to the 
effect that the organisations should strive to reach an amicable 
settlement in the event of any difference of opinion. More 
frequently, \1.>rovision . is made for submitting any dispute to a 
joint ~~ml,.ttee~, ~hich may have powers of conciliation only or 
may "be permitte(LtQ_~rb~tr~te/ ./ ' .. 

,The important agreements covering great industries or the 
, whole of a country very often go further, laymg down details of the 

5 
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C?nc.iliatiop or ~rbitratio~ procedure. ~he .structure of the system 
varies from industry to industrY-and from country to country.( 
it must suffice, iherefore, to gin a genera1survey of the mainpoIn'ts 
common to the majority of agreements. 

\ When a worker has a complaint to make concerning his 
employers~'he-muBtfir8tofarrappeill to nislmmediate superior. 
In doing so, he may claim the assistance of a staff or trade Union 
represeIl,tl!.tive/where such exist. ,Some agreements state that he 
may appeal directly to the staff ,representativey They must try 
to settle the:2natter with the'employer ; they may; either after an 

, ineffectual attempt at conciliation or, under some agreements, 
directly apply to ~he trade union, which endeavours to settle the 
question through its l()cal delegation or its representative in 'the 
undertaking, 

\ If these attempts fail or if the parties ,are not satisfied with the 
resUlts, the dispute may be submitted to a joint conciliation board 
or to a conference of organisation~ The agreement may provide 
for a single instance or for several. ~stinctions may also be made 
between iIidividual and collective disputes; between subsidiary 
questio~ and those of general inte~st.Wli.eri-a-8ucCession of 
mstances is set 'up, the question first comes before the local com
mittee or conference, then before the district body and finally 
before a central bodY.,J.'requentlythe joint baWea are competent 
to deal with disputes of all )ru.1ds .... bp,t all questioll8 of general 
interest or' directly affecting the' organisations are submitted 
directly to the higher bodie~/ ' 

\PrOvisi(>ll !J1~ybe, made'Jor special conciliation boards to deal 
with specifie~ca&eS~,BlJch as the settlement of disputes concerning 
piece rates, dismissal or other questionr'to which reference ha.e 
already been made at v¢ous points throughout this survey. 
, \The conciliation procedure JD,ay be combined, with or supple· 
mented by arbitration. possibilities. Some agreements stipulate 
"that the final ruJ.i.Dg will be given by a special arbitration board or 
by the central joint committee; others permit the parties to appeal 
to a neutral party. such as the chairman of an arbitration board or 
the Minister of La.OOllL._ 

-;-" -"- The agreements often contain rules for the conciliation and 
arbitration procedure~ , but tliey may also' leave the' details to be 
settled by the organisationsll' Generally speaking, the bodies 
responsible for settling disputes have power to hear the evidence 
of the parties and of witnesses, to send delegates to investigate on 
the spot, to make such investigations directly, to inspect work-
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places, see conditions of employment, etc.\,In order to speed up the 
procedure it may be stipulated that the parties and the conciliation 
or arbitration bodies must observe certain time-limits/ A worker, 
for example, may be obliged to submit any claims or complaints 
within, say, 4 or 6 weeks, on pain of losing his rights. 

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 

All the measures studied above are concerned with the enforce
ment of agreements; they therefore presuppose the existence of 
an agreement. But the~2~t serious ~di!!putes usually arise over the 
renewal or alter~tion of an agreement or the conclusion of a new 
one/It is obvious that~nly a limited number of agreements can 
Contain provisions concerning the procedure for drawing up new 
collective rules. National agreements may constitute a basis for 
district, local' or works agreementy. covering agreements laying 
down general working conditions may prescribe a procedure for 
fixing wages and hours of work ;'{t general agreement between 
large organisations of employers and employed, or even long 
established custom confirmed by agreement, may create machinery 
for collective collaboration. 

The powers of the bodies thus set up vary greatly. Some 
a~m6!:l~ , . .!l-PPC?iIlt. ~central body (Tarifamt) to which -the 
contracting parties may submit any request for a change; the 
central body does all the preparatory work for the amen'dfuen1jl' 
Very often it cannot do more than this, but even if it can make 
proposals for revision, \the final decision often lies . with the 
contracting organisatioDs./--·,_·_····,_· __ ·_· , '., 

\ J~~ committees may be given the task of settling working 
conditions for a whole industry. Their powers may; however, 
be limited to the fixIng of wages and hours· of worY, as is the case 
with the British joint boards and the bodies set up under a covering 
agreement. ~he competence of such bodies is limited in area, as 
their decisions apply in the main only to the districts or localities 
for which they were set up. Covering agreements often make 
provision for the intervention of other bodies if the regional or local 
committees fail to agree. District joint committees and national 
boards Imay [be set up for this purpose: the former normally 
act as- conpiliation bodies, whereas the second have power to 
arbitrate. / . 

\ A collective agreement may also appoint a joint council to. 
regulate working conditions in industry in an entirely independent 
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manner (Great Britain: building, railways, mercantile marine; 
Japan: mercantile marine). rn this case the general agreement 
deals simply with the organisation and working of the council, which, 
in the exercise of its functions, determines the rules governing 
working conditions ; these are then incorporated as adopted in the 
new, amended or revised agreement.' 

If the structure of the industry so requires, this central body 
may form s~b-committees to deal with ·various occupational 
groups; categories of staff or industrial areo/The different bodies 
may be graded and a right of appeal from a lower to a. higher 
instance permitted. At the same time, the decisions of the 
council may not take effect unless ratified by the. organisations 
concerned. 

Some industries, especially in the Central European countries, 
have a system of collective collaboration analogous to that of 
industrial councils. With a view to developing the industry, safe
guarding industrial peace by the adoption and maintenance of 
collective agreements and regulating all matters concerning labour 
relationships, a joint: body (Tari/gemeimcha/tj may be instituted 
by collective agreement, comprising all the employers' and workers' 
organisations that are parties to the agreement. An effort is thus 
made to co-ordinate the work of all the joint bodies set up to fix 
wages, to regulate placing and apprenticeship, to act as conciliation 
and arbitration boards, to supervise and revise the agreed rules, etc. 

"":\ A hierarchy is established among those' bodies, their respective 
" powe1'll are defined, and a central board is appointed to co-ordinate 

'anp. control collective relationships (collective agreements in the 
book trade in Austria, Czechoslovakia and Switzerland; the first 

. agreement of this kind was concluded by the German printers in 
1896). This joint body must often represent the trade as a whole, 
defend its interests and see that persons not belonging to the 
organisations do not work under less favourable conditions than 
members ; for this purpose it may bring pressure to bear on outsiders 
(black-listing them, for instance). In this way it may come to keep I 

a check on competitive conditions, more especially on prices (in I 
the book trade in Austria, CzechQslovakia and Switzerland). 

'\l'he effectiveness of the measures laid down in the agreemen~ is : 
often guaranteed by a solemn declaration made by the contractmg l 
organisations that they will not have recourse to strikes or lock-outs :' 
while the agreement is in forco/'Q'his obligation may also be laid 
down in a narrower form: the parties undertake to a.bstain from 
any collective action. for amending_the __ ter:m}!.~ of the agreement 
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SO long as the prescribed conciliation or arbitration procedure is 
be~g applied/ In order to enforce this, it may be stipulated that 
the conciliation or arbitration procedure cannot be applied so long 
as a strike or lock-out exists. 
l Some agreements make provisions for a guarantee fund, to 

which both the contracting organisations subscribe; it is used 
to pay compensation to either party for breach of the agreement by 
the other:) , . 



PART II 

THE' LEGISLATION 

CONCERNING COLLECTIVE AGREEl\IENTS 

INTRODUOTION 

The preceding survey shows that\ collective agreements 
oonourrently with, but independently 'or;-TaliOur legiSlation in 
the sfrictsense-':::": oonstitute'oneofi!.ie 'm_~i>m8.!'!,oftii!'l_":Q~K~'S .. 
r!g!:tt_s, not only in respecto-rsuch matters as hours of work, holi
days with pay, works regulations, etc., which may often be regu
lated by statute, but also and pre-eminently in re~~ct gf m~~ters. 
such as _,!~g~!!_ that are not hy nature--liuscePtible of uniform, 
general'regulation by law/" 

\ But the regulation of'labour conditions and of wages is such 
an \important factor in the worker's well-being that it might 
almost _ be suggested that social legislation in its v~9.!!-!i..IQl'ms 
- protective labour legislation, 'speciar---msurance-laws, etc. -
merely provide t)le framework within which collectiY«;lJ~taj;!on
shipshave-toDeorga:ii[se_c;l:1eav"ingtIi6syBtemOf coii~ctive regula-
tion -tobWld-up -the solid structure round this framewor~' ../-

Therein lies the originality and importance of the part taken 
by collective agreements within the system of labour law. 

1. - Hi&toricaZ DeVelopment of LegiBlation 

In seeking to determine the line taken by legislation in this 
matter, there is no need to relate the history of collective bar
gaining from the point of view of legislative meas~s, fo~ that • 
history is to a large extent that of the tr':\de unions I- a. subjeot 
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that has a:lready been dealt with in the volumes concerning free
dom of association.! It will suffice to indicate the main stages 
in the legislative development and then to give an outline of 
the plan to be followed in this study of the existing regulations. 

fr2M]!.ition3)LeplJective agreement6. -~uring the nineteenth 
century, the development of collective agreementilproceeaed, as 
a rule, outside the la.w.,The reason for 'thk"Was that the" fixing 
of working conditions," and more especially of wages, seemed 
destined to escape from the control of the law and to be left entirely 
to .competition, that is to bargaining ~d contract. But ~he ?~y 
form of contract recognised by ordinary law was the iD..dividual 
~~~!act~~f'enipI()~~!ltor contract for the hire-of servi~s/ It 
was also theonty'1'orm permitted by law, for the prohibition of 
combination m~de any attempt at collective regulation illegal. 

\ ... ~"- and this point will be elaborated in the third part 
of the Report - economic developments inevitably mll.de labour 
relatiQ..Qshll>s collective-om -character. As a corollary, collective 
a~~ents --'~ame--iii"-practfce~~-arid equally inevitably, to 
supplement if not actually to supersede individual contracts of 
employmt:}no/ 

Indirect regulation '01 collective agreements. -\,!,he first step 
taken by the legislator was to remove the leg,al obstacles that i 

imped;dthe'--rree-aevelopnient o[ co&cti;;- e:~me~ts-:'"""'l1i~ , 
neii' ~~iOP;;~ii~Ovem:~n.or·a." number' of fuclireCt I 
iheas~e,~Iiarneeaonry be-enumerated here, for 'theihave~aay I 
lre~alt with in numerous detailed studies by the InternatlOnal 
Labour Office. They will, moreover, have to be mentioned again ! 
later, for they are closely linked up with the regulation of collec-
tive agreements. . I 

The :first of these measures, which was the removal of legal 
obstacles to th~ht to combine._aI!S-to-8tr.ik~L ~"~.1!!~I 8U~e:I' 
mented by the reco~tion of tr~_unions, was intended'to re- j 

. ;tabliBh on th;;'" I8.bour market tIia.Te'quality between the parties I 
that had been destroyed by economic developments and to ensure, f 
as far as possible, fair play in the relations between employers 
,and workers./ . ' 

When this had been done, the necessary legal and material 

. ., 
I' a. INTERNATIONAL LABOUB O~OB : Frudam 0/ Auociation. Studies and 

Reports, Series A (Industrial RelatiOIlS), Nos. 28, 29, 30, 31 and 32. 
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basis existed for . the normal growth of collective agreements, 
and in most countries the system is still built up on the trade 
unions. 

The second measure, which was,*h~'iIl.s_titution ofconcili~tion. 
~nd arhl.tr~i~!!- bodies 1, was intended to' provide· the parties 
witli.~~ -prcicedtmJ-ror~ollective bargaining that was calculated to 
fac~ the conclusion ~ agreements a~.,the ~ment:::qr 
disputes. ar~m-lhis sOUrco/- .. -

'11le dual part playedDy conciliation and arbitration - in 
the conclusion and in the enforcement of collective agreements 
- will be studied later .• 

The· third measure W88\ the introduction of minimum .wage
fixing machinery.11 Its main~ purpose :;as ~ii~-;jde· :ro~ :the com
pulsory regulation of wages in industries and occupatIOnS-with 
no~ and therefore beyond the reach of 
iii:6c"~iieCtive system of regula'ti6~:-rthe-;~~ure thereoy te~ded . 
to-strengthen-tlre-power."f-th:e1irade unions to conclude agree-
ments in other industriey . 

Reference will be made later to schemes for the actual fixing 
of wages throughout all industries; tIlesa·-take ·t1ie·pYace···Of"tlIe 
c~otive niguIatlon-orworkiDg conditions.' . 
~v~n_ ~_()Ili_,!,!~s~~~_f!.<?!t~IE:~_'!. _l!l~Y be classed 8.J!lo.Ilg the 

forms .oLd4:~.9t in1;enention,- more especially unemployment 
insurance, which guarantees to the worken,in aJi Circumstances, 
a-·cert8.'in minimum of social security and thereby mitigates the 
effects of the competition of unemployed persons on the labour 
market;' ~ 

\The legi8lation. concerning collective agreementB. - With· the 
aid of all these indirect guarantees - at least in countrles;-sU:ch 
a:s--GreiirBrita.m, ·Where they au· actually existed - collective 
agreements were able, in the absence of any direct system--bI 
regulation~- to· deveIop· normalIj'an:d even to make greatstndes. 
- In<Ieed;· ·certaincotinfries gave preference foraTong-Ume-to 

\ ., . 
the method of voluntary regulation, believing that freely concluded 
agreementS:-in whlOllthe--responsibilities of the -parties·were--
... ---.-____ .. _,,,- _-0---

1 Cf. INTERNA.TIONAL LABOUR OFJ'IClil : CotteUiaHo" and .Arbimltioft '" IndVBtrial 
DVput&t. Studies and Reports, Series A (Industrial Relations), No. 34. 

I Cf. INTERNA.TIONAL LABOUR OFFIOlI: M,,,imum Wage Fi3ri"g MacAiraMy. 
Studies and Reports, Series D (Wages and Hours of Work), No. 17. 

The reader is also referred to the Draft Convention and Draft RecommOlldation 
ooncerning Minimum Wage-fixing Maohinery adopted at the ,Eleventh sillmon 
of the International Labour Conference, Gene\l'a, 1928. 
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directly engaged, w~~_~L!ak~ __ f~Elr _ a()Cl~1l!l~_ than could legally 
sancticinea-agreements of the interests of aU the parties concerned 
and could be more easily adapted to changing conditions in 
industry/ --- -., - ,- - - ------------------'-----,,---

. ' \Oitthe other hand, t~~~b!'~~_~,~_«?!~~~_sl,a.tion !nvolves a number 
of grave social, and economic ~~o/'ll0t only for the parties-con
cerned but also for the country as a whole. 

~ '!'he social risk lies in the fact that the application of these 
pu'rely de 1actO agreements, which ordinary 1&W-does""1lot regulate 
or enforce' by penalties- qr' guarantee in any way, is left entirely 
to the good-will of thepat::t~s, and !:~I.AJ:BE~j;e that -maY-arise 
concernmg 'their conclusion, ~ interpretation or renewal must 
necessarily, failing an agreement, be settled, by means_of a. strike 
or lock-out I - --
\.T1ie~~nomic r~ that the lack of any or of an adequate 

coflective system of regulation of working conditions means 
constant disturb~ces in the equilibrium of the ~~~_~lIlic_~stem. 
This risk _ b~co~es -:.:nli"ch-greatet iii"- p~t].o~ 01_ deEres§ion and 
wid.e~p!..~~~ .. -~El~p!~YJll~~V\when the normal weapons of the 
trade unions are sometimes 'too weak to prevent an excessive 
drop in wages and in purchasing poweyThis is one of the main I 
causes of economic disorganisation. I 
, \fn order to meet these risks, the legislator in practicallyevery,J. 

iridustrial country eventually intervened and regulated both the, 
methods of concluding collective agreements and their legal, 
ff 

, . , 
e ects., 

" 
II. - Plan 0/ Study 

- I 
In conformity with the\duaI nature of collective agreements

j 
, as instruments both for !!xin~. wor~~~nditions a~d f£~--.s~cunng;; 
~_s~!'Y_an,~e of ,t~ese ,c,?~~~t~~ tTiiS stu<Ir;nn be divl(Iecf ~toll 
-t;wO'SectlOM,i'Iie"'firSt (lea,ling .with the vado~ means of drawmj! 
up agreements, and the second with their legal effects.' I 
~etkods 0/ drawing up collective .agreementa. - ?e legislat~ojl 

concerning the methods of concluding agreements 18 very vaned 
in character, but there are three main types, determined by the 
aim in view: 

~. Regulation of working conditions on the basis of ~C!~~~ 
, _tradeun.\9!l,S .J>r.. . occupational_ gro.ups. 
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The legislation, which is intended to prevent the disadvantages 
inherent--in "the instability Gf collective agreements, J.~I~_c!c?~ 
rules for their· conclusion but leaves the parties free to decide their cQll1entsr ... ... -. - '" .... -----

-n;; first~apter will deal with trade unions as a basis fQr a 
system Qf collective agreements. But as the Office, as was mentioned, 
has carefully analysed trade unionism in its studies Qn freedQm 
o.f associatiQn, sho.wing the conditio.ns to. be co.mplied with by the 
uniQns in variQUS Co.untries befQre they are legally recognised and 
entitled to. cQnclude collective agreements, it will suffice here to. 
mentiQn the legislative measures taken either to. guarantee the 
right Qf the uniQns to. 'conclude such agreements Qr to extend 
the scope Qf these agreements to as many wQrkers as possible. 

The second chapter will analyse the methQds Gf concluding 
agreements Gn the wider basis Qf the QccupatiQn. 

\@itegulation Qf wQrking conditiQns by ~pulsQry . arbi
~ratiQn, 

The purpQse o.f the 'legislatQr is, Qn the Qne hand, to. aVQid' 
the dangers Qf collective labQur disputes and, Qn the Qther, to 
main£a.m.-niesta.nd~~ -~I:Jl~u.;i~~C?f.~!~~ ~or~t}!:s; he therefQre 
eriforces State arbitratiQn Qn the parties, and this naturally 
invQlves thefixmg'of ;Qrking conditi~ in the light Gf essentially 
sOciaJ oonsideratiQris/ - - ~ .-- .. -- ... " 

Here again it is unnecessary to repeat the study Qf conciliatiQn 
and arbitratiQn systems ; all that is required is to bring Gut the 
criteria governing the fixing Qf collective labQur conditiQns by 
compulsQry arbitratio.n. 

l3J Regulation Gf wQrking conditiQns in the light Gfecono.mio 
\' conditions. -'---'-' .' ,.... 

.~~~~.--

In this case the legislatiQn takes aocount Gf the interdependence 
Qf SQcial and eCQnomio cQnditions and is intended to. maintain 
SQcial and eCQnomio equilibrium by influencing simultaneously 
thelabow:market··a.n(f the' commQdity markeV .... _.. " _ ... _ .... - .. . ." .. - \ 
-AS this sYstem: rans-'Qutside . the sCope Qf a legal study Qf 

collective agreements, it will be dealt with in &. special sectiQn.1 

The legal eDect8 0/ collective agreemenl8. - The second part 
will deal successively with : 

... 
I Cf. below: .. The Place of Collective Agreements in the Economio Structure 

of the Community". 
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~- The conditions of validity of collective agreements ; ~fthe 
legal nature and scope of collective agreements ;\()I) the contents 
of collective agreements ; ~j the scope of collective agreements 
as regards time, area, occupations and persons - more especially, 
their application to third parties ;~he enforcement of collective 
agreements, the responsipilities arising out of ·them and the 
penalties attached to them. . 

In accordance ~th the purpose of this Report, which is intended 
simply. as a basis for the general discussion of the problem of 
<;lollective agreements· by the International Labour Conference, 

. this analysis of the legislation concerning collective agreements 
will aim merely at bringing out the main problems with which 
the legislator has had to deal and the solutions that have been 
adopted. . 

References will constantly be given to the legislation itself, 
and quotations from it will be given. only in exceptional cases 
and for purposes of illustration. 



A. METHODS OF DRAWING 

UP OOLLEOTIVE AGREEMENTS 

CHAPTER I 

TRADE UNIONS AS A BASIS FOR.A SYSTEM 
OF COLLECTIVE AGREEMENTS 

'<By definition, collecti!~ _ agre~mt:nts presuppose. a COllectjve) 
body as contracting party, at least on the workers' side, for all 
thenati6iial regUlations permIt tlie individual employer to conclude 
such agreement~' The extent to which the right to be a party 
to collective agreements is granted is obviously of fundamental 
importance, for -the effectiveness, scope, duration, stability and 
above all the substance of collective. agreements depends mainly 
on the power of the contracting organisations, the discipline they 
can exercise over their members and the extent of their sphere 
of influence. . 

I. - OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS AS CoNTRACTING PARTIES 

I,Some law¥, concerning ~llective agreements, such as the 
Swi88 Federal Code hf Contract of 1911 (sectioDs 322 and 32~), 
the French ri>llective Agreements Act of 25 March 1919 (sections 31 
and 32),1 the Rumanian Contracts of Employment Act of 28 March 
1929 (sections 101-104)11 and the Brazilian Act Of 23 August 1932 

1 Of. Legi~!ati'IJe Series, 1919, Fr. 1. It will be remembered that this Act under
went fundamental changes in consequence of the Collective Agreements Act 
of 24 June 1936. As the principal provisions of the new regulations will be analysed 
later, it will be sufficient to note here that while the coming into operation of the 
new Act.did not·lead to the explicit repeal of the provisions of the Act of 25 March 
1919 concerning the power of casual groups to conclude collective agreements, yet 
these have in fact become inoperative. (See below, pp. 85 fit 8eq.). 

• Of. Legialativs SerieB, 1929, Rum. 2. 
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(section 1),l,."c0.2!er the right of concluding collective agreements 
on groups of workers as weH as un trlJ.~e unions? 

\ Tfle alm .. 9f.t:tte ,legislator in thus pli tmgcasual groups -
usualiystrike'-committees·"':"-' on" a' footiiig or' equiili.ty witll'trade 
~~E:.~~)!-;-~:-int1ienrsrplace~· 'to 'depart as'little as' posSible from 
the ordinary law of contract, which grants no privilege in the 
conclusion of contracts to any given organisation, and, in the 
second place, to facilitate the~on,clusion of collective agt'eements 
even in industries-an(fo9ciipatioIlS.Jn.~WbiCti no tmde:pnionsnad 
becnset up." ' - , '---
\'Blitfhis type of agreement is relatively unimportant in practice, 

for It has proved extremely difficult to conclude ~nd also to enforce 
agreements based on mere occupation~Lgfoups. With regard 
to conclusion, ,these groups ob-rlousiyhave,Jlo legal personality, 
and they must the/More receive special authOrity from -aIItlie 
.",.... -. - ...... 
w~ 89QQilQed whenever a legally valid agreement is to be 

'drawn Up.2 From the point of view of application, such ephe---.. mera! gJ:oups, usually possessing no, o1fi~~rs and no rules, are DOt-
in a position to assumeilie Obligations devolvixig on-lhem under 
collective agreemen~s,_o!,! which is more serious, to enforce respect 
of these ob~ations upon the group. J t For this reason the great majority of laws base the system 
of conactive agreements solely on the trade unions, which have, 
moroover';1llStoncarwmant for assuming this role) 

II. - TRADE UNIONS AS CONTRACTING PARTIES 

There are two groups of laws to be considered: 
Q . - ~ 

l
' v'(I)\Th~~~_~~~t.,reserve the ri ht to c~~clude co~ective ~~ee
menno recogmsed __ ,orporat r onsyas m-Aus!ridza, • 
Aiistria,'tiJiilgariiJ '(LeglS ative'Decree of 22 September 1936 on 
collective agreements), Ohile, 5 Ohina (Act of 28 October 1931 on 
colle~tive agreements), Finland,8 Greece, cf. Legislative Series, 

1 Cf. LegislatitHl Serie8, 1932, Braz. 6. 
a Some laws (see. 31 (b) of the French Act, sees. 102·104 of the Rumanian 

Act, and soo. 1 (2) of the Brazilian Act) have tried to get over this difticulty by 
Bubstituting for the procedure of receiving authority ill accordance with ordinary 
law the simpler procedure of subsequent ratification of the agreement entered 
into by the group. , 

8 Cf. LegiBlatiw Series, 1928. Austral. 2. l!8C. 73. 
& Cf. Legislatitle Serie8. 1934, Aus. 2. see. 9. 
& Cf. LegiBlatitHl Seriu. 1931. Chile I, see. 17. 
• Cf. Legislative Serie8, 1924, Fin. 2, l!8C. 1. 
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1935, Gr. 7, Ifn,ly,l Netherland8, I New Zealand, a Poland, Portugal,' 
Spain, & Union 0/ South A/rica, 8 U.S.S.R., 1 Venezuela (Labour Law 
of 16 July 1936), and Yugoslavia 8 ; 

~Those that c<;lnfi this ri ht.,on_aICt 
Austria '(for er syste), Ca1iiidli, Cue lava ia, Denmark, 
Germany (former system), n Great Brifn,in,12 Irish Free Sfn,te 
(Aet of 14 February 1936 on conditions of employment), Latvia,18 
Mexico, If: Norway, 15 Sweden 18, and the United Sfn,te8. 11 

ut t s di tinc '., has t i , or si~ the le~on on 
collee Ive -agreements ~ - and actually does - en~de 

unions existing ~w~!W!ami' privile~~~as 
re~ unions and may impose the same obliga Ions on tnem. 

From the practical point of view, \more importance must be 
attached to the measures taken to enable the trade unions to be 
parties to ~ciiie aweements for the' "l'iirUi"eranee of the4" 
meMbers' interests. 'These~ineasU'res serve a dual pl1):PQ~e ;,Jf)_~ 
guarantee the right of trad~ ~ons and trade unionists ~ enter 
inm" contracts, ,~d.!J1 tOJjt;;nj1then' the bargaining powei:2r!Jie 
umons by regUlating mter-unioneompefjition on the labour ~et./ ' 

---. ---
1: Protecting the Right 0/ Contract 0/ the Unions 

\In ordert.2..,protect trade unions in the ex;e of ,i;4eir right 
elud~ectlve agreewnts, m~ws p~t any me~ 

1 Cf. LegiBltHiv8 Serie8, 1926, It. 2, Bec. 10. 
a Cf. LegiBlalive Serie8, 1927. Neth. 2, sec. 1. 
I Cf. LegiBlative Serie8, 1925, N.Z. I, sec. 28. 
• Cf. LegiBlalive Serie8, 1933, Port. 5. 
I Cf. LegiBlalive Serie8, 1931, Sp. 14, sec. 12 (1) and (2). 
• Cf. LegiBlativ8 Serie8, 1930, S.A. 3, sec. 2 (1). 
'Cf. LegWative Serie8, 1923, Russ. I, sec. 15. 
I cr. LegiBlalive Serie8, 1931, Yug. 4, sec. 209. 
• Cf. LegiBlalive Serie8, 1920, Aus. 22, sec. 11 (2). 

10 Cf. LegiBlative Serie8, 1934, Can. li (Quebec), 116C1!. 1 and 2 (I). 
11 cr. LegiBlalive Serie8, 1929, Ger. 2, sec. 1. 
II Cf. LegiBlalive Serie8, 1934, G.B. 7, sec. 1. 
\I -Ct. LegiBlalive Series, 1927, Lat. 3, sec. 1. 
"Cf. LegiBl4tive Series, 1931, Mex. I, sec. 42. 
II Cf. LegiBlalive Serie8, 1927, Nor. I, sees. 2. 3, ", "9. 
II Cf. LegiBlalive Serie8, 1928, Swe. 2, sec. 1. 
" Cf. LegiBlalive Serie8, 1933, U.S.A. 2, sec. 7 (a) and 1935. U.B.A. 1. 
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1 "\ 

l
calculate~ to prevent the conclusion of agreements or to interfere' 
with their stability or contillulttion ~concluded/ 

\

. (a) Prohibition 01 non-union agreements. -'(Measures to 
prevent the conclusion of collective agreements generally--"ta.ke 

I t~_~ .. !~~.~Qf.!l(:m .. ~~9A. !'-~~_~l!l~~~) This practice coilSiStsin the 
. insertion of a clause i.rl a contract of employment whereby the 

engagement . or retention of the worker is made depmtdent on 
his formallY: Undertaking . ~ot to' become, or to cease beirii,- a 
I!lemberof a trade ~op., which_~i.~.(JP.:~Inot be'ii"partyto 
a collective agreemeny , . 
\~~.~~acy4S little known in the industrial countries 

of Europe, for even when no legislation exists on the subj,ct, a 
contract discriminating against trade unions would be considered· 
contrary to public policy and contra bono! more8 in e-very country 

~
that legally recognises the right of combination; bout in the United 

. 8~~.jt....~~d an ~ part in industrrar--rerations~ 
ntil-qJill~!!.t~-union agreeme~t~w!L~_~ 

legally, !e~ogl!iseU!.lLwa.s--fl~116iilOrC~ntla~e~n.l.. of 
inj~~i01}.8 • .JP. th~am~.w!t:t_~ ~oper~_.!ig~ / , 

Moreover, Fe-derarIegislation-andthe laws o( certain of the 
• States that prohibited discriminatioq of this kind against trade 

unions were invalidated as being contrary to the Federal Consti-• tution or to the constitutions of the various States.· ~.. . 
This state of affairs, w:hi<lJl threatened to paralyse the progress 

of collective agreements in numerous industries and occupations, 
was' dealt with in re~nt regulations (forming part of a. group of 

. reforms that will be discussed later) which may be briefly out
lined here, because of the important principle it enshrines. 

First of all, section 3 of the Industrial Disputes Act of 23 March i 
.1932 8 -'- which was held by the Supreme Court to be constitu-. 
tional • - declared non-union contracts to be contrary to publiCI 
policy and therefore of no legal validity. : 

Then came the Act of'20 May 1934,6 amending the Railway I 
Labor Act of 1926, section 2 (5) of which not only prohibited, 

1 Cf. IntematU;nal Labour Review, Vol. XXI, No.3, March 1930, pp: 315 eel 
8eq. : .. Injunctions in Labour Disputes in the United States ", by Dr. Edwin; 
E. WITTE. ' 

a Ibid., Vol. XIV, Nos. 5 and 6, Nov.·Dec. 1926: .. The Constitutionalltyj 
of Labour Legislation in the United States ", by William Gorham RICE, Jr. I 

• Of. Legislative Serie8, 1932, U.S.A\2. .. .. :.11 
, International Survey 0/ Legal Decisions on Labour Law, 1934, United Blates,~ 

No.8, third case. ..\ I 
& Cf. Legislative Series, 1934, U.S.A. 1. ,! , I 

.1 
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non-union clauses for the future but ~o \ annulled retroactively 
all clauses of this kind that had been included in agreements. 

A further measure was section 7 (a) (2) of the National t 
Industrial Recovery Act of 16 June 1933,1 which prescribed that!\ 
every code of fair competition must contain a clause to the effect 1\' I 

that no employee and no one seeking employment should be : 
required as a condition of employment to join any company, 
~on ol'to refrain from joining, organising or, assisting a labour \ 
organisation of his own choosing. This provision is mentioned!: 
merely as a matter of historical interest, for it was annulled in 
consequence of the order of the Supreme Court of 27 May,· which 
held the Act of 16 June to be invalid. 

: • Fmally, The eN ational Labgr B elatjops A ct of 5 Tll'¥ J Ql.1 3 

,,} (Wagne~ COnnery Act) prohibits, among other "unfair labo~ 
I· practices ~~,rany action taken 'by the employer" I) . . . 0.-

,~ tl· a or enure of em 10 n or an t~ 0 

~ condition of employment to encourage or discourage m_e~be~p 
in an ~r~liiiij)f;i.iiwr-=--~-~~-·-·--
~~ this Act also authorises the parties to collective agree

ments to ~gree to a cla\1Se requiring membership of a labour 
organisation as a condition of employment. Thus, although non
union clauses are p:r:ohibited, the parties to a collective agreement 
may lawfully agree to a clause requiring the exclusive employment 
of union,labour. 

It is true that the effect of theae measures is limited to the 
relations between employers and workers engaged in " interstate 
commerce ", but non-union contracts are now in 'point of fact 
almost everyw!ere prohibited, since many States have followed 
the example set by the Federal legislation. 

1 Cf. LegisZativs 8M'ieB, 1933, U.S.A. 2. 
• For the text of this order, cf. International 8_y of Legal Decisions 1m 

Labour Law, 1934-35, United States, No.1, second case. 
S Cf. Legialative 8M'ieB, 1935, U.S.A. 1. 

6 
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have led to the adoption of various protective measures, which 
the Office analysed in detail in its studies on freedom of association, 
to which the reader may be referred.1 It may be noted, however, 
that countries which legally guarantee freedom to combine for 
trade purposes and the right of collective bargaining consider 
!lismissaI"because of union membership or because of being party 
to an agreement, or any other discriminatory practice as a:n abuse 
«#.,,~~,~.~,)ig:t>:t~,_~sS)ro.that the work~r who 18 the object-orrxiy~uch' 
measure can claim compensation. Some countries even consider 
such measures as an offence for which penalties can be imposed. 

But in: view of the fact that this protection of the right to 
combine and to conclude agreements is likely to remain inoperative 
so long as the employee is obliged to prove (as is required by 
ordinary law) that the dismissal or discrimination was due solely 
to his being a member of a union or a party to an agreement 
- which can be proved only in very exceptional cases - some 
laws have gone so far as to reversethe,~stem of proof. ,To quote 
merely one example, section lJl4)ofthe .Au~ir&iia.ncommonwealth 
Conciliation and Arbitration Act provides that in any proceec:lings 
for an offence against freedom of association or of contract, if 
all the facts and circumstances constituting the offence, other 

• than the reason for the defendants' action, are proved, it lies 
upon the defendant to prove that he was not actuated by the 
reason alleged in the charge. 

\,!i!~._~_~~~, ~o ,l'r.~'!.~!:l:~~~(~~e })a~ies to.collectiv,ea.~~ments. 
from systematIcally giving preference to non-unionists, some -laws 
make.it',co~plilsoii.'for'the employer, other things'bemg"equal, 
to-giv~ preference' 'to Unlon'members.y .. 

"/.. ....... _'" .-.~.-.,---

~ The Regulation of Oompetitive Bargaining 

The second set of measures taken by the legislative authorities 
to strengthen the power of the trade unions to conclude agreements 
- they are, indeed, closely linked up with those already mentioned 

- is intende.d~~~nj; c:~~es.~'V!. ,c?IIlJ,,:t~t!2..n_ in barg~g 
on t~ Jabol!!' znaJ;k¢<. " '" 
\'~ tegulati:ng competitive bar~~viously 

1 Of. Ff'wlom 01 A88OCi4tion, Vol. I, pp. 25 ., BUJ •• and the chaptenl of the 
national monographs concerning the legaletatus of trade nniOnB. For more racen' 
legislation, BUch ae that of Brazil, Spain, the United States and Mexico. d. I.L.O. 
YeM·Book 1931, 1932. 1933 and 1934·35 • 

. • Of. Awtrolian CommontDe4lth Act, section 40 (1 fa}) ; IlGlitm Labour C1I.GrIer. 
BeC. 23. etc. For further deteile, eee below, p. 161. 
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} 
does not arise in co tries in which the trade union movement 

Ig y cen ra en ... _ argammgis iri practice carried on, in 
a'ce . t " 'an" xpress'or :taCit agreement;, by" the central' 
organisations of employers and workers. 

\!n this c~!?:.mention shoWd be made of the na.tional 
agreements - which are real treaties of mutual recognition -
-oet~~en the' employers' and workers' orga.nisa,tions of}!le sq;n
di~an countriea, which were B~bsequently legally recogrused 
either by legislatiorybr by the practice of the Jaw courts and which 
still form the basis of the system of collective agreements. 

The !iIst treaty of this k,ind was the so-called "Concordat 
, of 5 September 1899 ", concl~ded between the Confederation of 
Trad~ Unions and the ~nfed~~~~()~oL!~p!~ye~s' Organisations 
of Denmark at theend"ofa-senous labour dispute. This Concordat 
Drst:" seU19d' i hequ&8£ian of principle which was the central point 
of the dispute ;~t. decided that collective agreements. concluded 
bet; 'the two central organisations must be respected'" and 
applied b~ all the a" . IOns,· and that the cen ra 
o:t:g~atj Us ~~e re8:pon8ibi~ "for" this being done. It further 
laid down detailed rules to be observed b the arties in the event 

. -------o a strike or ock-out being declared, an.!! fixed the .-!IDnimum 

penod ~f~.nob<:e,for withdrawal from any.agreemen¥concluded 
between any of'lhe affiliated' orgarusatloM at three months. It 
re~d tbe right of the employers to organise ~d distribute 
th work in their undertakings·. and to employ whatever labour ..----.... --"' 

, seemed best suited to their requirements. The Trade Union 
Federatio~ und rtook to <USe -its influence to secure ervance 
of thiS cause necessary. Finally, an arbitration boar . __ 
set~e any disputes arising out 0 e application of the 

. C~ This September Concordat, which was a collective . 
agreement concluded without the intervention of the public 
authorities, has for thirty years formed what may be called the 
constitutional law governing relations between 'employers and 
workers in Denmark, in so far as they are regulated bY'collective 
agreement, which is generally thecase.1 

, This agreement was soon confirmed by the decisions of the 
law courts; it was definitely ratified by the Permanent Arbitration 
Court Act,2 which stipulated that disputes concerning infringements 

I cr. IntemalionalLabourReview.Vol.XXVI.No. 5, Nov. 1932: .. Scandina
vian Employers and Collective Labour Agreements", by E. ERIORBEN. cr. also 
F,.eedom 01 A8BOC1ation, 01'. cit., Vol. Ill, Denmark. PI'> 285 et BIIf. 

I cr. Legislatiw Series, 1929" Den. 2 B. :~ 
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of the agreement of 5 September 1899 must be submitted to the 
arbitration court. . 

The Danish example was followed in 1906 by Sweden, when the 
central orgamsatlOns oIeiiiployers aniiWorkexs conch:fcleiI a national 
agreement on a similar basis, known as the " December Compro
mise ".1 

On 9 March 1935, the central o~tions of employers and 
. workers in ~ay also concluded a national agreement, which 
is ail the more significant m that it led to the repeal of certain 
provisions of the Labour Disputes Act of 1934 that were thought 
to restrict the freedom of the trade unions. I The chief purpose 
of these. provisions had been to organise satisfactorily the vote 
that would have to be taken when the collective agreements expired 
in the spring of 1935, but it was understood that they could be 
repealed if the parties succeeded in establishing a satisfactory 
system of collective bargaining; as the blanket agreement between 
the, parties did in fact regulate (the voting procedure, the whole 
matter was thus settled. ' 

According to the agreement of 9 March 1935, the blanket 
agreement will remain in force until!1 December 1939 and may be 
extended automatically for periods of two years at a time, unless 
either party gives six months' notice of withdrawal from it. It, 
guarantees f~dom of association and the right of collective 
bargaining t , orkers and employers alike. Other provisions deal 
with the pr edure for voting on collective agreements, the i 

appointment and powers of workshop delegates, etc. Voting on l 
proposals for collective agreements must be by secret ballot and 
in writing ; ,no proposal can be validly rejected'unless at least 
half the members entitled to vote have voted in the negative. I 
. \ Th ,rinciple of the recogn!tion of the central organi- , 
satlOns of employers an wor ers as the principal. parties to, 

\ 

coIrecbve agreeiiients has hem defullrety established in the three ! 

Scandinavian countries'~~~o.ut. !l-n~evlOus, ~terxention ~ 
, Ofjh~_=:regiSlat~~;?~./ 

Quite
a 
recentry~a lOna a~~~~~t~ ,of, a .. similar ,kin~L!,ere r 

,conclude i.u- France and in Belgium. . 
As a, resulf"'oT"aii' ext~ns1vij-strlke movement in France, which i 

1 For the text of this agreement, cf. F~ ol.Auociation. 01'. til., Vol. m, t 
Sweden. p. 328. . : 

I For the text of this agreement, cf. IndU8trial and Labour Information, .. 
Vol. LIV. No.8. pp. 247·249, and LelJislatitJfl Series, 1934, Nor. I, and 1935.11 
Nor. 1. ! 

I 

i 
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threatened to spread throughout the country, the French General 
Confederation of Production and the General Confederation of 
Labour, after arbitration by the Prime Minister, agreed on 7 June 
1936 to a collective agreement of a general nature, known as the 
" Matignon Agreement '': 

Under this agreement, which is iritended to form the basis 
of all future regulation of industrial relations in France, the 
employers' representatives agreed to the immediate preparation 
of collective, contracts of employm~nt, which were to include 
also. the ,following clauses on freedom of association, wages, and 
workers' represent~tion : 

."JpreedOm 01 A880ciation. - On the ground that it is thEj, duty of 
citizens to obey the law, the employers acknowledged the right of 
freedom of opinion and the right of all workers freely to join and belong 
to a trad.~ established in virtue of Book III ortheLaboiir ·Code. 
---niEi·· employers undertook that in arriving at decisions in_r,egard 

to e~ga~ement, .. C?~<iuct or~strib~tion of w:ork, ~sciplinaryImeasuresl 
or'dismlssa;l, tney·would not take mto conSIderatIOn the fact of the 
workerlJ' belonging or not belonging. 't9 a trade union. -

~nifiErl)f~hcnontracting parties questiolui th'egroUii<fs for dismissal 
of a worker, alleging such dismissal to have been carried out in breach 
of the aforesaid right of association, both parties are'to take action 
to ascertain the facts and to bring about a fair settlement of all disputed 
cases. Such action will not affect the right of the parties 'to secure 
judicial apportionment of damages by process of law. 

The exercise of the right .of association may not g!ve rise to acts' 
contrary to law. ~ . 

./w age8, - It was agreed that from the day of res~ption of work 
the real wages in effect for all workers on 25 May 193~ should be regis
tered on a descending scale beginning with an increase of 15 per cent. 
for the lowest wages and ending with an increase of 7 per cent. for 
the highest wages, provided that the total wage bill of each undertaking 
might not in any instance be increased by more than 12 per cent. Any 
wage increases granted since 25 May 1936 were to be credited towards 
this adjustment, but when such increases exceeded the adjustment, 
the excess was to remain in effect. 

The negotiations for the fixing by collective agreement of minimum 
wages by districts and occupational classes, which were to be begun 
~t once, were to devote particular attention to. the n~~~~ry .. read-
Justment!! of wages, . which..a.re. Qrdinarily. . .low. ,,' .... 

The employers' delegation undertook to carry out the necessary 
adjustments to maintain a normal relation between ",ages and salaries. 

~ Worker8' Representation. - Apart from the special cases already 
covered by the law, it was agreed that there should be established 
for every undertaking with over 10 workers, after agreement between 
the trade associations or, in their absence, between the parties concerned, 
two workers' delegates or ·several delegates and substitute delegates 
according to the size of the undertaking.· These delegates are to have 
authority to su~mit to the management such individual demands as 
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have not beeri directly met in regard to the observance of Acts, Decrees, 
regulations of the Labour Code, wage scales, and health and safety 
"measures. All workers of both sexes aged 18 and over may participate 

" in the election of delegates, provided that they have at least three 
months' service in the undertaking at the date of election and have 
not been deprived of their civil rights. Rersons eligible to ~e as 
delegates are to be those who are qualified as electors under the preced
ing clause, who are of French nationality and at least 25 years of age, 
and have worked uninterruptedly in the undertaking for a year; 
provided that a shorter period of service "'may be agreed on if insistence 
on the full, year's service would reduce the number of persons eligible 
to less than five. Workers carrying on a retail business of any kind, 

l whether on their own account or through their wives, are not to be 
, eligible. 

The employers' delegation undertook that no penalties would 
be imposed in connection with the strike. The workers' delegation 
agreed to ask the workers on strike to de~ide upon the resump
tion of work as soon as the""" managements of undertakings had 
accepted the general agreement, and negotiations in regard to its 
application had been started between the managements and the 
staffs of undertakings. I 

This agreement was subsequently incorporated in most of the 
collective agreements concluded for various industries and occu
pations, and was finally confirmed by the Collective Agreements 
Act of 24 June 1936, the structure of which will be discussed 
in more detail in the following chapters . . -

In ~gium, too, it was inconsequence of a widespread strike 
movementlhroughout the country that, under the chairmanship 
of the Prime Minister, an agreement of principle was concluded 
on 17"_~une 1936 between the representatives of the Central In
dustrial Comm"iiiee on the one hand and the 13e1gian -Trade Union 
Qommission and the Federation oLCbiistianTrade Unions on the 
~ther~""This aireementd~alt with the following points among others : 

AdjU8tment of Wages. - A general raising of wages wa. considered 
desirable and it was agreed that a minimum wage of 32 francs for 
eight hours' work should be fixed for able-bodied adult industrial 
workers working full time. Any exceptions to this minimum that 
might be needed would be fixed by joint committees. I 

The Government was called on to adjust family allowances to the ' 
new situation. 

JHolidaY8 with Pay. - A system of holidays with pay on the basis 
of six working days' leave a year is to be established without delay. 
It will take into account length of service on the one hand and the 
seasonal nature of certain industries on the other. 

Freedom 01 Association. - It was noted that cases had occurred 
in which the freedom of the worker in regard to trade association had 
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. not been duly res.pected. All were agreed that liuch freedom should 
be effectively secured and that the Government ought to take the 
necessary measures for the purpose. 

- JrOOTs 0/ W ark. ~ It was agreed that hours of work should be 
re~~ graduall;V ·to 40 in the week in industries or branches of industry 
in which work IS perfOrmed under dangerous or arduous conditions. 
The principles in question were to be established by legislation and 
the list of industries and the methods of applying the principles to 
be laid down in Royal Orders. 

~nt Oommittees. - The agreement on the points mentioned above 
was reached between the representatives of the three. Qrganisations 
in question, but they had no authority to bind. their .associations. 
They undertook, however, to recommend the ideas to their. associations 
and agreed that the various joint committees should be convened 
at once and should consider the application of the proposed measures 
in their respective indul\tries. They would be invited to submit their 
conclusions at the earliest possible date. 

In the branches of industries in which there is no joint committee, 
the Government, pending the appointment of such a committee, would 
arrange for the necessary contact between the employers' associations. 
and trade unions concerned. 

As regards salaried employees, the Government would consider 
at an early date how best to establish the necessary contact with 
representatives of the employers' associations and salaried employees 
unions. . . 

In consequence of this agreement most of the joint committees 
established special agreements for the principal industries and 
occupations. As in France, ~n Act on joint committees and col
lective agreements will probably confirm and consolidate the new 
regulations. 

Side by side with this natural trend towards integration, there 
exist among the employers' and the workers' organisations certain 
centrifugal tendencies .. \In ma.ny countries, ~tional.~s!!q;. 

~tionv[ .V:~~.'&.. .. ~ .. e. n.?6. ,;.·~._; .. a~.I.·.ona.l.~:t~~I ~ cOIEllet~ 
!~~seque~~'··fs\h&t·:~t:: 
C~.CIU ::: in. g. difIer. ent conditIOns ... of e .. m .. ployment and of 
produc on, 0 .m ~~U8~ •• 
Va~ which will be very bnefly descnbed, ha~. 

been taken by the Ie . slative autho . . .. ract t . tendency. 
- unde~ systems that ~olifer the'righi"to conclude agreements 

on !!. uccupa£.1QJ:lal Qss99iati9llil without dj§tm~tlOn, 1ibOi Taw 
C~ll:ve retaiDeQ the Fight t9 verify the stat j1S of the contracting 
~~ The German courts, for example, have always refused 

grant the right to conclude collective agreements to mixed 
unions, works unions and others that are not able ·to assume the 
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rights and obligations aiising out of the collective agreements. 
It is of interest to note that the same principles were incorpo

rated in the German-Polish agreement 0415 May 1922 concerning 
Upper Silesia. Section 161 of that agreement defines trade unions 
as being voluntary associations of workeq for the sole or main 
purpose of regulating working relationships by collective agreements, 
provided that they fulfil the following conditions : 

(a) Membership of a union must not be subject to the condition 
of working in, any.,particular undertaking; 

(b) Employers may not belong to a trade union. Trade unions 
are forbidden to accept subsidies or any other assistance 
from employers ; • 

(c) The d~fence of the occupational .interests of ,members 
must not involve any pressure extraneous to the unions, 
more especially political pressure. 

) 

'The, ... tinction thus made between the trade unions~pre
senting the workers in an ill us . " and·'works 
iiiiions;the 'scope of WhlCh IS ObVlOUs1y liriiited to a; sIDgl~.l:IDder-_ 

.! takin- fillds indirect confiririatlOn ill the legi8la:tton of certain 
.! co~'un~t:q~'e:s-c~o~n~c=e~rnm~~g~w~o~r~~c~o~un~c~~--~~~~~--~, 
. "The fOllliet @striun WorkS COuncils Act 1 authorised these 

councils, subject tOtJie-.consent of the trade unions, to supplement 
the collective agr~ments concluded by the latter by, certain detailed 
rules for thek application, but works agreements were not otherwise. 
permitted to take the place of collective agreements. • 

Similarly, the former German Works Councils Act I did not 
allow these councils to enter into collective agreements, but it 
entrusted them with the supervision of the enforcement of agree
ments cOllcluded by the trade unions. They thus had a certain 
p'ower of supervision, but were not a.ble to take the place of the 
trade unions in fixing the working conditions of those employed 
in the ertaking. 

It b dded that the new Austrian regulations concerning 
works commumtIe . .I and also e tIons concerning 
confidential councils, . which replace the older works councils 
legislation, retaiit the principle of this distinction. 

1 Of, Legislative 8eriu, 1920, Ana. 19-20, 
I Of. Legislative 8eriu, 1920, Ger. 1-2, 11. 
I Of. LegislatifHI 8eriu, 1934. Ana. 7. 
• Of. Legislative 8eriu, 1934, Ger. 1. 
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The same problem in a similar form had to be faced by the 
legislative authorities of the U1j,itedBfn,te8. Section 7 a, paragraph 1, 
of the ~~~!..~~c9.Y.e!'l'.-Ac.t.-o£.l(LJm;t~, ,.l93a had 
laid down the rule that-the parties must include in every code of 
fair _ competition the' followiDg ,clause : "That employees shall 
have the right to orgamse and bargain collectively 'through 
representatives of their own choosing, and shall be free from the 
interference, restraint or coercion of employers of labor, or their 
agents, in the designation of such representatives or in self-orga
nization or in other concerted activitiellfor the purpose of collective 
bargaining or other mutual aid or protection ". As the application 
of these provisions in practice gave rise to numer()~sdi.fflculties 
or. jnterpretation, the Government 'setiijf-oii 30 June 1934 a 
National Labor Relations Board,l the duties of which were, inter 
alia, to investigate iS8lles, facts, practices or activities of employers 

. or employees in any controversies arising under section 7 a of the 
Act, and when it appeared in the public interest, to order and 
conduct elections by secret ballot of representatives of employees 
for the purpose of collective bargaining with the employers. 

The rulings of this Board will not be analysed ; suffice it to 
ray that ~ est~_~J.i~h:~~ .~~. p'@9iPl~ _tllatt!t~,.~J;~d~tW!i9;o, ,!,~J<~.!xiPg 
'the maj~nty of votes should.b.e_coI.J:S~«leredasthe only one repre
~enting ~e-',workers·il.iid' theref.ore as' soielyentitl~d' to,',~~~.ciuae 
collec~~:v:e, agreeDlent~/" rhe provisions of section 7 a of the Act 
of 16 June 1933 lapsed, as will be remembered, when th!, Supreme 
fJourt declared the Act invalid. 
, But the National Labor Relations Act of 5 July 1935 revived 
these clauses and defined their scope more closely. This Act 
not only prohibits it as an " unfair labor practice" for the employer 
to interfere with, restrain or coerce employees; it also forbids 
him to interfere in the formation .or administration of any labour 
organisation or to contribute financial or other support to it . 

• Section 90f the Act also maintains the principle laid down by 
the National BOlU'd by stating that the representatives designated 
by the majority of the employees will be the exclusive represen
tatives of all employees in the und,ertaking fo~ the purposes of 
collective bargaining. 

In order to secure the observance .of all these clauses, the 
new Act appointed a ljational Labo.!'..-.Be.latioD&o·Boa1'd-,- haVing 
~te_powm:.,~? settle disp~tesJLrising out of the Violation of the 
---'- ............ ' .......... ~- .. 

1 Cf. Legulative Seriu, 1934, U.S.A. 3. 
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provisions concerning unfair labour practices - subject of course 
to a right of appeal to the ordinary courts - and the power to 

'organise elections for the appointment of representatives to 
conclude collective agreements. 

The Australian Oommonwealth and the separate States have 
adopted' ~other method -\Jihe registration of the association as 
an " organisation ", which gIves it the right to conclude collective 
agreements and to be a party to conciliation and arbitration 
procedure. R~ga.ticm,JI1,ay ,be refused if & registered ~nis~ion 
already exists to which the members of the organisation could 

;5::l~:~~~,/The"same method is appll;} _in the 

The Mexican Federal LaboUl' Code makes it compulsory for 
an employer to conclude the collective agreement with the trade 
union w;w.ch has the largest meIQ.bership among the workers in 
his widertaking. Moreover, the Federal conciliation and arbi
tration boards decline to grant registration to minority unions 
if, the interests of the workers are more effectively furthere.d by 
the more representative unions. 

Similarly, in New Zealand, under the A~t of 8 June 1936 no 
industrial union maybe registered, except with the concurrence 
of the Minister of Labour, if there already exists for the same 
industry in the same industrial district either a regis~red industrial 
union or a trade union registered before 1 May 1936. 

This process of rationalisation in the methods :of concluding 
collective agreements has bee;n carried more or less to extremes 
in the legislation of the U.S.S.R., Italy, Austria, Portugal and 
llulgaria. , 

The Labour Code of the U.S.S.R.l reserves for majority 
unio~s or recognised unions the exclusive right of concluding 
collective agreements, the clauses of which apply to all persons 
employed 'm'-tlie~dertaking, occupation or iIiduitri\vhichtIie 
aw;eement covers, wh~~~er, or not these :peT~oI18 bel~n~ ~~ trade -, 
umon. . ' 

Secti~n III of the Italian Labour Charter, which lays down 
the same principle verY' clearly, reads: " Trade or occupational 
organisation is free. Nevertheless'~J_~l"a4~,I;l-8S0c~~!~on~ ~!llch 
are legally, re~o~~,4., .!l.I~4.-place<lJu.ld.er_ the. , 8UpeIVlB,:-on~. ~f" the 
State have 'the- right to represent at, law ,the whole ca.tegory of 
employersoi"'workers';fQr which~.they . .are_ :(o:r:med, Ito safegua.rd 

• "" •• _ • I .'. ,." • , ! 

1 Cf. Legislative Series, 1922, Russ. 1, sees. 15 and 'I6. 
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their interests in relation to the State and to other trade associatioris, 
to conclude collective contracts of employment binding on all. 
persons belonging to the category concerned, to levy contributions 
upon them and to exercise in respect of them any public functions· 
entrusted to them ". 

~,The Austrian regulations (Order of 2 March 1934, su . temen ed 
byt 6-""-. r r 0 . ecem er concerning the Confederation 
of Workers--and Salaried Employees; Act of 17 October 1934 
concerning the establishment of a Federation of Manufacturers), 
as well as those of PbrtugaZ-{National Labour Code, issued by 
Decree of 23 September 1933) andof'Bul aria (Decrees o( 30 July 

, 1934 and 11 September 1934 concerning e unions) are based 
on the same ideas. Similar trends may be see the bills at 
present un4,er discussion in the Baltic countries an in Hun-
gary.]: .. 

It may also be noted in pas!ting ""7"" for the matter will be referred 
to again later in connection with the scope of collective agreements 
(cf. below, p. 182) - that the former German 2 and Austrian a 

regulations, the A u8tralian conciliation and arbitration laws,' the 
Brazilian Decree of 23 August 1932 concerning collective labour 
agreements,' the Act .of 20 ,April 1934 concerning the extension 
of collective agreements in the Province of Quebec 8 and the 
Industrial Standards Acts of 1935 in Alberta and Ontario, Oa1Wi1a, 
the French Act of 24 J 1llle 1936 on collective agreements (section 
31 v(d), the Greek Act of 16 November 1935 on collective agree- ' 
ments (section 6) 7, the Mexican Federal Lahour Code of 18 Aug
ust 1931,8 the British Cotton Manufacturing' Industry Act of 
18 June 1934 9 and the Legislative Decree of 29 AprU 1935 
to regulate conditions of work in the textile industry i~ 

,. ... " 

1 Of. Decree No. 52000 of 1935, concerning the establishment of wage com· 
mittees in certain branches of industry (LegiBlatiNe S&rie8, 1935, Hung. 6). 

• I Of. Decree of 23 December 1923 concerning collective agreements (LegiBla-
live Series, 1923, Ger. 2) and Act of 28 February 1928 to amend the above 
(Legislative Series, 1928, Ger. 2). This legislation waS repealed and replaced by 
the National Labour Act of 20 January 1934, which aOO prescribes that collec· 
tive regulations and works regulations will be applicable to third parties. , 

a Of. Act of 18 December 1919 concerning conciliation boards and collective 
agreements (Legislative Series, 1920, Aus. 22), amended by the .order of 
16 February 1934 conoerning the maintenance of collective 'agreements (Legis., 
lative Series, 1934, Aus. 2). 

• 

'Of. Legislative S&rie8, 1928, Austral. 2. 
I Of. Legislative Series, 1932, Braz. 6, sec. 11. 
I Of. Legislative Series, 1934, Can. 5. 
1 cr. Legislative Serie8, 1935, Gr. 7. 
8 Of. Legislative S&rie8, 1931, Mex. 1. &ec. 58. 
t Of. Legislative Series, 1934, G.B. 7 • 
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Czecho8looakia 1 empower certain administrative or certain judi
. cia! bodies to declare collective agreements freely en~red into by 
trade unions to be binding on third parties. I 

The Obligation to conclude Collective Agteementa 

t 
~ In systems that take the trade unions as a basis for collective 
agreements, the initiative in concluding collective agree:01Emts 
rests, as a rule, with the parties themselves. y , -- ,- -

H the trade unions have a monopoly of the right to conclude 
agreements (whether only in practice or gtaranteed by law), the 
obligation to enter into collective agreements is more or less an 
automatic consequence of the"'working of this system. 

Some countries, however, have laid down the compulsory 
principle in _their legislation_. In Italy, for example, section XI 
of the Labour Charter lays it ~ as the duty of recognised 
trade associations to enter into ~ective contracts to govern 
the labour relations· between the categories of employers and ( 
workers which they represent. 

Similarly, section 43 of the Mexican Labour Code and sec
tion 34 of the LaboUr Law, Venezuela, stipulate that any em
ployer who employs workers belonging to a trade union must 
conclude a .oollective agreement with that union if the latter 
so desires. t 

In the United States, the Natfonal'Labor Relations Act of 
- 5 July 1935 includes among' .. mifair labor practices" the refusal 

, ' olthe employer to bargain collectively With the organisation selected 
: for this.purpose by. the majority of the workers concerned . 
• \.fBut.,401ong:~ ,j;h;;~.Jegislation does not prescribe compulsory 
arbi~~~" for fixing the. contents of. collective agreements, the 
obligation is merely to negotiate rather than actually to conclude 
,collective agree~enis~y~ , - . -- ,-- -. 

1 Cf. LegialatifJ6 Beriu. 1935. Cz. I. 
• These conditions aIso apply in tha Irish Flee State, in IICCOJ'danoe with 

Bection 50 of the Act of 14 F.,bruary J936 OD conditions of employment eel. 
Legi8lalive Bsriu. 1936, I.F.S. 1). 

• 
• 



COLLECTIVE AGREEMENTS ON AN 

OCCUPATIONAL BASIS , 
\ ~ some. ~~tri.,es this primary iiie~hod of re~ting collective 

agreements' oil the basis of the t trade' unions is supplemented 
by another: regulation of collective relationships on an occu-
pationat.!>~.y· J. . . <! •• _.-

'., Iilt"beSe systems,~here are j~t..,R.6J:.1!la..~e~t. bo.di~,genera1ly 
composed of an equal number of representativeso( the employers' 
and workers' occupational organisations conremed, which are 
responsible for fixing working conditiollil by' .agreel!ll:l~t!'lthat have- , 
tile -sameefiects and the same status as collective agreements in , 
the strict sense of the term/ 1~this system, which might be called : 
the'.rcondary method ~f organising labour relations, the various 
sectIOns of the trade union movement may sink their differences 
and work together, without ,thereby giving up any of their inde-
pendence/ . 

The principal types of regulation of collective conditions of 
employment on an occupational basis will be studied below; first 
for the countries where such regulation is ~~i.YQ!~ta.ry, and 
then for those where it is based more or less 9n legislati<n+;" The 
following will thus be consideredj;"T.um ;-theBriiiSh joint in
dustrial councils, the Belgian ioint committees, the I..tuxemburg 
National Labour Council, th'3 Fren.chJciiit'~U"unittees, the South 
African industrial councils, the joint c~"iiiereii~~ '~f the...Q~~ilIn 
provinces of Alberta and Ontario, the SpaniBh joint-labour boards, 

-and' th.;-N etherliJnd.diuliiStriai councils. 
It will be remembered that; the ~ritiB~ joiIlt iIl~~~!!~_c:~~ 1 

1 With regard to the origin. working and powers of the joint industrial councils 
in Great Britain, cf. Intemational Labotw RevUw, December 1921; .. Joint 
Industrial Councils in Great Britain .. ; Ibid. October 1923; •• Progresa of Joint 
Industrial Councils in Great Britain" ; INTERNATIONAL LAliOUB OITICB : Induatrial 
Relati0n8 in Oreal Britain, by J. H. RIORABDSON, Studies and Reports, Series A 
(~dustrial Relations). No. 36, Geneva, 1933. 
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\ regUlate conditions of remuneration 8J!d a: v,ariety of other matters 
\Y:ithout any legislative intervention what~oever?- Whereas the 

, d~cisions of the trade boards 1 -:- official bodies set up_by Acts 
~-- .' ..... . 

of 1909-191S in ill-organised industries and trades - come into 
force ·8.ssoon'asthey have been approved' by' 'the Minister of 
Labour and are binding on all members of the occupation, the 
decisions taken by the joint industrial councils are - morally 
speaking - binding only on the bodies represented on the councils. 
But there is a certain movement ,in favour of giving legal effect 
to the agreements arrived at by the courtcils. For several years 
back, Bills have been regularly submitted to Parliament for the 

~~~Il:~)i~~~~~;~! lI..c~mplete syste~ ofJo~!2~s: w_or!a! co~c~ 
as a basIS, i ]omt mdustl'fal"1!oiIncm tor VariOUS mdustnes as the 
8econ~ge 8 ~~~~:~~~~~~arrqd.ustiial ~oUIic~r as t4~ ~t:O~-of the 
sYsteiii~e Industrial Councils Bill, which is the one of greatest 
interest in ·th;-l;reseiit'c~;ci~6proposes that ·such joint 
bodies should be set up and their agreements made legally 
J>inding. .- . -......... _.' ""'--.--'''.--... ' .. 

It should be pointed out, however, that there is considerable 
opposition to the movement in ,favour of legalising voluntary 

Itrade agreements. A first step in this direction was nevertheless 
taken by the Cotton Manufacturing Industry Act of IS/June 
193~ .. 8 The Act enables organisations representing the majority 
of the employers and i?f the 'workers fu the cotton mdustry to 
make a J Qiilt :~applicatiOn. to: "the:Minister of I:.abour for the issue 
ofan Order giving statutory effect to any agreement made between 
them as to rates of ~ages. A board of three persons not connected 
with th~' u;,d~strY- decides; ~th the assistance of a certain number 
of representatives of the organisations concerned, whether the 
proposed measure is desirable. This decision must be UDanimous, 
whereupon the Minis\er of Labour may issue an Order epi'orcing 
the agr~d wage rates for all persons in the industry. 

This procedure has been put into practice, and an Order of 
the Minister of Labour of 27 June 1935 made the rates of wages .. '- -. 

1 Cf. Intematiqnal LabOUf" Review. A~ 1923: .. The Economio Effect. of 
the British Trade Boards System n. by DotQthy M. SELLS. The Act of 7 August 
1924 regulating the wages of agricultural wOrkers provides for a similar system 
in agriculture (cf. LegialalWe BBriu, 1924, G.B. 6). 

• Cf. HanBam, C. Vol. 298, NCl.I4o'J" Works CoUDcils Bill n.,' 
it Of. Ibid.: .. Industrial CoUncils Bill n. . 
& Cf. Ibid.: .. National lndUBtrial Council n. 

• Cf. analySis of this text in PM I.L.O: Year:BooiG 1931. pp •• 82-.84. and 
PM I.L.O. Year.,BooJlt 1932. pp. 286-286. 

• Cf. LegialalifJe Berte., 1934, G.B. 7. 

•• . ..1" " ". • ... , • 

, , 
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fixed by collective agreement binWpgDn all. persons employed 
in the industry.1 ... . 

Similarly, in Belgium, the establishment by groups of industries 
of joint committees of representatives of the various interests 
involved is directly linked up with the industrial associations of 
employers and workers. It is based on the mutual recognition 
of these :asociations as the legitimate representatives of the 
occupational· interests of all. the employers and all the workers . 

. The joint committees are appointed by Royal Decree, with a 
Government representative as chairman. The main questions 
with which they deal are 'Yages and other working conditiol1s. 
They are also consulted with regard to the exemp~ions that may 
be granted from the statutory pro~ions concerning the eight
hour day and the 48-hour week. 
. '-As ~_~~ral rule, ~~ __ ~<~e_p~rti~s ~oIl~rned_~h~t .~lls~ .. take 
the initIatlve·iiC establiShing joint coriiinittees. . The authorities 
iritervene oWy·a.r·'tne· request" of 'tlie employerS' and workers' 
organisationy1Ji.ey then endeavour to obtain the consent of all the 
organisations concerned, and they allocate the representation on the 
committee according to the interests of variou.s districts and the 
numerical strength of the groups in questio~.S ~e.se~o~.~it1!ees 
may b~national or reeS;;h..a~cording to "\'Vhet"herthe induatryis\ 
spread over the :whole country or concentrated. in . j\o . certain: area. ... 
The committees carry out investigations and act as concillii:tion ! 

boards, b~t: t.h~.k ~~g!iiQ~ .~~.~ot .1?~diniV So far, therefore,-in 
Belgium as in Great Britain, the organisation of collective relations 
on an occupational basis is an entirely voluntary matter. 

But\in Belgium also there is a tendency to develop in the 
direction--of statutory regulation oi'these agreemepts/ It may be 
noted;· for instance, that a Bill is at present before Parliament I 
for t~ purpose of granting a definite legal status to employers' 
associatf8ris and trade unions, recognising collective agreements 
concluded between these bodies and· settmg up official joint 
committees for every trade. The Bill further proposes the establish
ment of district and national production committees. The preamble' 
states that the purpose of co~bining in a single Bill all the pro
visions concerning trade unioll3; collective agreements, joint trade 

• committees and production committ:e~ is. ~q ,6rganise the various 

.;
'J.J~ .• ,. _ .... ~ -

I Of. the text of this Order in The Min' 0/ Labour tfazette. July J935.-p. 246 .' 
.. Legalisation of Wage Rates ut the Cottl1a Weaving Ind1lstPy 101.: . .- .'. 
. I Of. Ohambre dea f'tI[WUentaN8. No. 12~ Session 1934-3"B'9"Bi1L CQpcerning the 
legal status of industrial assoc~tions, cioll~ve a~~. a-nd joint commituiile.. to. 
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trades, to set up authorities for each occupation and to further 
the adoption of occupational regulations. Moreover, in 1935 the 
Prime Minister announced in his ministerial declaration that the 
Government intended to proceed gradually to organise the various 
trades and that it proposed to entrust certain organisations repre
senting these organised trades with ~ertain powers o( regulation, 
within the limits and in accordance with the economic and social 
aims of the trade in question. 

Quite . recently the question of the regulation of conditions of 
employment through the joint committees again became acute. 
Mention has already been made of the part played by these com
mittees .in the settlement of the national industrial dispute that 
broke out between employers' and workers' organisations in June 
l~~ . 

The Government declaration, read on 24 Junfl. ] 936 by the 
Prime Minister to the Chamber of Deputies, contemplated an 
early settlement through the joint committees and collective 
agreements. (The Government stated that it attached the highest 
importance to the general establishment of the system of joint 
committees and .collective labour agreements.) A Bill would be 
presented f9r the setting up of joint committees in a large number 
of industries in which the need for them had been felt. At the same 
time the Government would submit to Parliament provisions 
intended to ensure the observance by aU the parties conCerned 
of the stipulations contained in collective agreements. The Govern
ment would itself make use of all the means at its disposal to 
secure the observance and wide application of such agreements; 
among other· things, it would introduce in the rules relating to 
the acceptance of tenders a clause which would make possible 
the exclusion of any contractor, whether for works or for supplies, 
who refused to apply the provisions of the collective agreements 
in operation. 1. 

In Luxemburg, too, the organisation of labour relations was 
recently placed on a sta.tJ1~y_.a Decree of 23 January 
.1936, which set up a\~ Labour Council I . 

This Coun..cil, whicili. in reality ~ carry out the duties of a 
·.national industrial relations council, is composed of an equal 
number of delegates from th~ most representative trade unions 
and em~loyers' assoc~tioJ <in fact, the employers' and workers' 

1 Cf. OhM»iwe deB RepriaentantB. No. 79, Jiixtraordinary Session 1936 : Bill 
concerning the legal status of joint oommit~;o' 

. .,.-. '- ~-I " , 
... ~! p~. ,)~~~~: 

.. 
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delegates to the International Labour Conference), the chairman 
being the Minister of Labour and Industry. Special committees 
formed on the same lines have been set up for the various branches 
of industry. ~e main task of the Council is to make for concili
ation between workers and employers in collective labour disputes, 
and more especially to assist in solving the problem of wages. 
The Council may, ex OffiCio, deal with any collective dispute even 
if not referred to it by one of the pa.rties. Concilia.tion procedure 

. is compulsory, but the decisions are not -binding on the pai-ti~ 
Uii1~hey agree of their own free will/In consequence of the 
action of the National Labour Council, national collective agree
ments have been concluded for the principal industries of the 
country, in pa.rticular for the metallurgical industry and iron 
mining. 

This contractual form was also introduced in France by the 
Collective Agreements Act of 24: June 1936. Under the new sections 
31 v (a) and (6) of the Labour Code, the Minister of Labour 
or his representative will convene a meeting of a joint committee 

. with a view to the conclusion of a collective labour agreement 
to regulate relations between employers and workers in a given 
branch of industry or commerce for a given district or for the 
whole of France. 

Q1le joint committee will include delegates of the most repre
sen~tive trade associations of employers and workers in the 
branch of industry or commerce in the district concerned or in 

" the whole country, 'as the case may be.j 
If. thejoillLcommittee so convened is unabl~ to agree on_one 

or more of the clauses to be introduced in theoollectiveagreement, 
the :Minister-of Labo~,-at the~u~ of one of the parties and 
a.ftei- consUlt1D.gthe ~mpetent trade section of· the Natio!l:.al 
Economic Council, m~t _~d~Y91l!, ~_~~g~1?out_~~~nr 

In pursuance of these provisions the Minister of Labour 
addressed a circular on 4: April 1936 to the prefects of depart
ments, instructing them to set up immediately in each department 
a joint consultation committee as prescribed by the Act and 
defining its functions in the following terms: . 

,~It frequently happens that when a dispute arises it cannot be 
settled by direct negotiations between employers and employed, the 
parties having no one to bring them together JoIld help them to reach 
agreement. In future such disputes are to b4.referied to the joint 
consultation committee in each department. ~ 

"The committee will sii under the chairmanship of the prefect 
and will consist of employers and workers in eq~ numbers, appointed 

7 :.' \ '. 
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on the proposal of the Chambers of Commerce in the case of employers, 
and the departplental federations of trade unions in the case o~ the 
lforkers. . 
.. , ,.'~.Whenever a dispute is referred to a committee, it will appoint 
an official lVith the necessary qualifications, lfho will approach both 
parties and try to initiate negotiations. The prefect will not summon 
the parties to appear before the committee unless conciliation by the 
offiCIal fails. 

" The committee lfill not normally give decisions which are binding 
on the parties. Its main function is to act as a. conciliation a.uthority \ 
lfhich, at the request of the parties or on its 01VD initiative, will make' , 
recommendations or propose a. settlement. It will issue, arbitration'~ 
alfards only in very, exceptional cases, when both parties agree in' 
defining the questions submitted to it and undertake to accept the 
alfard." 

\IE- brief, cQnectivelabour disputes w~inJut~e.J>e refe~d 
ip~~~cih3!~~iE~!!~:}~,,!~~J~~~~ C,()~~iii~ti()~.~.o,~~~tteet In the 
Department of the Seine, disputes will continue to be referred 
to,the divisional labour inspector. 

\ The~.~_!e~!~~~~~~~~_ ~~~~,.:,,::~e,r.~course t~, th~".j~ com-
nuttee IS compulsory, the oeClslOn taken by the cOIUnuttee IS not 
bfudfug " 'oii' 'the' parties unless tliey voluntarily accept-ir.--The 

• • - t '.' .• ,' .' ~'" . . ~ • ,. .' • 

agreement, :relL,ched .. hetwe!')l}., the. parties before the commttteeliiS 
tb'e'lega(f()J,'ce of a cone~tive agreemenythe nature of ' which wil 
be considered in other chapters of thiS study. 

In the Union 0/ South A/rica the principle Qbserved is that 
it is for the parties themselves to take the initiative in setting 
up industrial councils. 

Under section 2, subsection 1, o~ the Conciliation Act of 26 
March 1924,1 amended by the Acts of 28 May 1930 2 and 7 March 
1933,8 a registered employers' organisation or any group of two 
or more registered employers' orgaiUsations may agree with a 

, registered ,trade union or group of registered trade unions for the 
establishment of an industrial council for the consideration and 
regulation of matters of mutual interest to them and the pre
vention and settlement of disputes. 

I 

Once formed, however, the council acts under State super-
vision. Any industrial council so set up, adds section 2, must be 
registered. An application for the registration of the council 
must be made in writing to the competent Minister by the parties, 

. lfho must furnish with the application information as to the 

1 Cf. Legislative SeNea, 1924, S.A. 1. 
t Ibid., 1930, S.A. 5. 
a Ibid., 1933, S.A. 1. 
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authority under which the application is made; the numbers and 
occupations of the persons authorising the application; 'the charac
ter of the undertaking, industry, trade or occupation in respect 
of which it is desired that the industrial council shall be registered; 
the area for which it is desired that the industrial council shall 
be registered; and the situation of the head office of the industrial 
council, together with a copy _of the constitution and rules of the 
industrial council- and of any agreements between the parties. 

If the Minister is satisfied that the agreement for the establish
ment of the industrial council is in accordance with the terms 
of the Act and that the industrial council would be sufficiently 
representative within any area of the particular undertaking, 
industry, trade or occupation, he must register the constitution 
and rules. Upon· the application of the 'council he may in his 
discretion from time to time increase or decrease or vary such 
area in order to make it conform with the limits within which 
the council is representative. 

The Minister may also cause the name of the council to be 
removed from the register. if he is satisfied that it has ceased 
to exist or to perform its functions under the Act ; or that a reso
lution for the removal of its name from the register has been 
passed by a majority of its members at a joint meeting; .or that 
a majority of the representatives of the employers or a majority 
of the representatives ()f the workers upon the council have 
resigned. 

The rules of a registered industrial council must provide, 
among other things, for' tlia appointinent of anFequal number of 
representatives of employ~rs and ePlploye<land of substitutes and 
the method of s1i"~h-8.pp~intment and for the election of a chair
man and, whenever. occasion arises, of a person to preside over 
meetings in his absence, and the method of such election. 

The decisions of the industrial councils must be the result 
of agreement between the parties unless they voluntarily refer 
the matter to arbitration. But once an agreement has been reached, 
the Minister may, at the requestorthe-partlcs, pui>lish.-bj-iiotice 
in the Gazette the agreement arrived. at, and therein declare that 
from a date and for such period as may be specified by· him in 
the notice" the terms of the agreeIDellt shall be. binding _uP~Il the 
~'2i~!I to it· and upon . the empioyers and workers represented 
upon the council. 

Similarly, if he is satisfied that the applicants are sufficiently 
representative of the undertaking, industry, trade or occupation 
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concerned, he ll1ay pUblish by notice in the Gazette the agreement 
. arriv:ed at and therein declare that from th.e date and for such 
period aa..may be specified by him in such notice all the terms 
of the said agreement, or such terms as he may specially indicate, 
shall within the area defined by him become binding upon all 
employers and workers in that undertaking, industry, trade or 
occupation. 

Any person who fails to comply with a condition which has 
become binding upon him by virtue ofa notice published in the ... 
Gazette is guilty of an offence, and renders himself liable to a 
fine not exceeding £20. 1 

(Two recent Acts in Oanada, the Industrial Standards Acts 
of Alberta and Ontario, rest on similar principles,) Under these 
Acts,a the main provisions of which are identical, the Minister 
of Labour may, upon the petition of representatives of employers 
or of workers in any industry, convene a conference or series of 
,conferences of employers or workers engaged in such industry 
in any cine or more zones for the purpose of investigating or con
sidering the conditions of labour and the practices prevailing in 
such industry and for negotiating standard or dorm rates of 
wages and hours of work in each industry in the said zone or zones. 

,The employers and workers attending the conference may' 
agree upon a schedule of wages and hours of work for all or any 
class of workers in the industry wit,hin the zone or zones in ques
tion. 

W a schedule of wages or hours of work for any industry is 
agr~d upon in writing by a 'proper and sufficient representation 
of workers and employers, the Minister may approve thereof, 
and upon his recommendation the Lieutenant-Governor in Council 
may declare the schedule to he in force for a period not exceeding 
twelve months, thus making it binding on every worker and 
employer in the industry in the zone or zones in question.- ) 

Th~ Spanis~Act ofJl-N9Y~ 1931' took the place of the 
,.... - " --"'-~-

1 For further details of the system of oonciliation and arbitration in the Union 
of South Africa and its working, of. Oonci.lwi<m and Arbitrati<m in IndU8trial 
Disputes: .. Union of South Africa ", 

• Cf. Legislativ8 BMW, 1935, Can. 3, ' 
• For an account of the application of these Acts cf. The Labour Gautte 01 

Oanada, 1935 and 1936. 
• Cf. Legislativ8 BBriBB, 1931, Sp. 15. This Act had been completely remodelled 

by an Act of 16 July 1935, oonsolidated by the DIlCre6 of 29 August 1935 (cf. Legis. 
latiVB BBriBB, 1935, Sp. 3); but this latter Act in turn was repealed by the Act of 
30 May 1936, which restored the whole of the provisions of the Act of 27 November 
1931. 
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Decree of 26 November 1926 concerning the corporative orga
nisation of the country, which was codified on 8 March 1929 1 and 
changed into an Act on 9 September 1931.1 It makes. provision 
for the establishment of joint boards in all industries and 
occupations (including homework and rural labour), which are for 
this purpose classified in 24 groupS.8 

The joint labour boards, are public institutions, responsible 
for regulating employmen.t in the trade or occupations conceriied 
and~Ior-a.ctin~ra8--con:()iliatiOlland~;~!~rlttion'bodies within the 
groupsoriiidlliiti1e8f'Oi-'which they'are set up. . . -. 

They are se~_u.lU~L~4.Il_W}')}s~Il',Q(kaPQur and Social Welfare, 
either on its own initiative o~ on tIle applicatio~ ()f. ~~e Pltrties 
concerned;' . . ~- . 

-A provinci~ joint labour board will be instituted as a rule 
for each industrial group; it may be subdivided into sections 
with a view to facilitating the performance of its duties. The 
Minister of Labour may :fix geographical boundaries other than 
those specified in tae Act and may- take other measures to 
adapt the system to the needs of any particular industry or 
occupation. 

trite joint boards consist of six employers' members .and six 
employees' members and an equal number of substitutes, all being 
elected by the legally recognised organisations of employers and 
employees. ' ') If one o~ the parties (employers' or employees', 
association) flits to participate in the election, or if the board 
is unable to perform its duties owing to the systematic and un
reasonable refusal of the employers or employees in the industry, 
employment or occupation in question to appoint the members 
of the board for their party, the Ministry of Labour and Social 
Welfare may appoint them ex officio. 

The boards take their decisions by majority vote, whereupon 
the dec1SloD.soecomebiiidiiig'rorilJlemployers and'e~ployOOs in the 
industry or occupation for which the board was set up. 

The duties of the joint labour boards include the following : 

\,1. To determine for their particular trade or occupation the 
general conditions for~!l.~ .t(lg~at!on of employment, wages, 
the minimum duration of contracts, hours of work, over-

1 Cf. LegiBlatiw BMW, 1929, Sp. 1. 
I With regard to the organisation, working and scope of the corporative system 

in Spain, of. Frsedom 01 AB80Ciation, op. cil., Vol. IV, Spain. , . 
• For an enumeration of th8S8 groups, 888 sec. 4. of the Act in question. 
• For the election procedure, of. sections 13 to 20 of. the Act in question. 
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tiJne, the procedure and condjtions for dismissal, and all 
other matters relevant to the above'-mentioned regulation 
of employment, which shall serVe as a basis for the conclu
sion of collective or individual' contracts.l ' 

In the case of rural employment the joint boards also 
lay down the conditions relating to the housing of employ~8 
who are not working merely for a daily wage ; 

2. To take cognisance of all questions submitted to it respecting 
payment for overtime, wages disputes and, the like, arising 
out of the int~~!:~~1t1tQ!:L.!!l.U.\1.J.filment....o£-oontractual 
obligations' ; 

3. To prevent disputes between capital and labour, and 
el1deavour>t~' settIe' such 'disputes if they arise; 

4. 'fo make inspections'liD.' coruorIDity With the law) in respect 
o('ihe--observance of social legislation, and in particular 
of the decisions made by the boards, and also of collective 
and individual contracts, which 'shall conform at least to 
the minimum conditions adopted by the' boards. 

This brief analysis ~hows that this system of regulation is 
very comprehensive - its effElcts will be discussed in subsequent, 
chapters - and covers all the problems affecting the occupations 
or industries concerned. 

The ~ of 7 April 1933 1 is based on similarprinciples, 
'but the organisation of the' system is different. The Minister of 
Labour sets up an industrial council in every industry or branch 
of industry in which circumstances render it desirable, either for 
the whole country or for a part of the country. The order by which 
it is set up specifies the operations' which, according to the nature 
of the work, come within the jurisdiction of the industrial council. 

Each industrial council consists of an even number of members, 
not being less than six or more than twenty. HaJf of the members 
and of their substitutes are ~ppointed by the industrial association 
or associations of employers specified for the purpose by the 
Minister of Labour, and the other half by the industrial association 
or associations of workers, all or part of whose members are 
employed in the industry concerned. In fixing the number of 
members to be appointed to the industrial council by each specified 

-0 , 
1 With regard to the legisl~tion governing .he detennination of conditions 

of employment, cf. the Act of Jl November 1931 concerning the contract of 
employment, sees. 9 U81lq. (LegisZaftve Series, 1931, Sp. 14). 

I Cf. LegiBlaKw Series, 1933, Neth. 1. 
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industria! association, the Minister must take into account the 
number of members of each of the specified associations who are 
employed in the industry, in so far as this is possible in view 
of the other conditions requisite in order to obtain a suitable 
composition of the industrial council. 

On the recommendation of the industrial council, other members 
or substitutes, who are not engaged in the industry for which the 
industrial council is set up, may be appointed to the industrial 
council in respect of all or certain activities, with or without the 
right to vote. 

In matters falling within its competence, the industrial council 
may issue by-laws, provided that at least two-thirds of the members 
of the employers' group, at least two-thirds of the members of 
the workers' group and a majority of the additional members 
are in favour of the by-law. The by-law must then be approved 
by the Minister of Labour; if approval is refused, reasons for the 
decision must be given. When it is approved, it is promulgated 
and becomes binding on all employers and workers engaged in 
the industry in question. The council may impose a penalty of 
imprisonment for not more than two months or a fine not exceeding 
1,000 gulden fQr contraventions of the provisions of its by-laws. 
The industrial cou,~(li1s." a~E}"WlD.petent to deal with. -th&following 
matters-:' ' 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

" • 

To draw up proposals for conditions of employment, if 
possible in th~ for.m of acolle(ltive'agreemeiifi'-~'-
To draw up rules to promote adequate vocational in
~!..~on in trade schools, vocational classes ~Ork:
places; 
To consider measures for preventing and combating 
uIlJ~!!!plc?y.~~p,tand increasing opportunities of'employ
ment; 
To promote consultation between employers and workers 
~ the various undertakings through a body set up for 
'th~- p~o~e;' ' , - ", " 
To promote the creation of funds and other institutions 
for the benefit of' wor~ers~ ~ith~r-for~the-Whole"'rndustry 
or for anunderlaiJDg or undertakings in the industry ; 
To discuss t.t29.h!!!QI~L~n4, .co~~;rcw..~q~~M.O)l8 in the 
industry in so far as the said questions affect the situation 
of the workers; . 
To collect statistical data respecting the industry ; 

.. . - .-... -_.---,.,...------:"",--
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• 11. "*'4-
(k) To, encourage all measures likely to promote a. good 

understanding between employers a.nd workers in· the 
country. 

It will be seen that the powers of the industrial councils in 
the Netherlands, like those of the Spanish joint 'boln'ds, are not 
restricted to the regulation of collective co~ditions of employment 
but "extend to all . questions affecting iji.'e;'sC)cial and technical 

. 'It ..... ' .... 

~r~anisation ,()f th~ underyakin¥., .." . 
It may be '·:re.,paUed in this connection fua_ ",'he. codes of fair 

'competition in t~ United States11re based ·~n.~~~ same technical 
methods, as are ~tso the corporatire systems no:w in force in 
Italy, Austria and Portugal. But as the aim of these systems is 
to regulate working conditions in the light of econoniic conditions, 
they will be studied in the third part of this Report.1 

1 Cf. below : •• The Place of Collecti;e Agreemente in the Economic Struc
ture ". 



CHAPTER-m 

.; CONCILIATION ~vri;:'ARBITRATION AS A BASIS FOR 
(:OLL}:CTIVE AGREEMENTS ,-

\'Conciliation 'and arbitration procedure has a twofold connection 
with collective agreements, for it .E!~~~..!.,~~"t;heapplicati()n 

, ?! the.agree~ents ~ is in i~lf a means of establisllin~_a:w:e~~e!ltsl 
It is a. notable fact ~ and alsQ a proof of the intimate connection 

between the two systems - tha\,.il]..J!_I!11!D-l>er,o( co.~.t!'ies, such 
88 the Union oi South Africa, AUstralia, Denmark and Norway, 
collective agreements are regulated by the actual legislation govem
mg cOnciliation imd -:rbit~atiory, while in all other countries where 
colle'clive- agreeinenil{ are l~g""any recognised, the awards given by 
conciliation and arbiv-ation boards are assimilated in all respects 
to collective agreements. 

The influence of conciliation and arbitration on the application 
of collective agreements will be discussed later (cf. below : "Applica
tion of Collective Agreements"); in the meantime"a. study 'is 
made below of conciliation and arbitration as a meaus of establishing 
co,~ctiv~' a~~l!:'-~~ty" 

• 
I. - VOLUNTARY CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION AS A BASIS 

FOB COLLECTIVE AGREEMENTS 

Voluntary systems of arbitration and conciliation 1 do not 
differ legally from the contractual systems analysed in the preced
ing chapters. (According to the definition _ given in several cases 
by national legislation'\voJEJita.ry conciliation and arbitration ~ J 
an auxiliary procedure f~_t11e conclusion of collective agreeme~tsl 

This qualitjis broUght out, moreover, by a series of chara.cter
istics common to most legislative measures relating to conciliation 
and arbitration. .. 

" 

I For an analysis of the texts. cf. Concilialitm tmtI Arbilmhoti in IndtulriGl 
~.op.ciI • . ' . 
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~
i ~n the ,JiW; place; the laws give precedence to .cOnciliation 
and arbitration. bodies set'lIP on the sole initiative of the parties 
ver similar bodies of an official origin) -- .-

f ~~ the s~ place, t~~.la",s .~fose.~y.ass_o~ia~ the parties 
concerned - the workers' and emplolersi organisa~ions'::"': '~th 

I lhif"procedure, either by calling upon workers'and emEloyeiS" 
f dclegatesto"slt, . usually in equal mimbe~s, on the ~oncili~tion and 

arbitration' b~a.1:ds.l0r by choosmg 'the -membEJ8 of such bodies 
from lists preparea by the trade associations. 
"{Finally, awar~~re legl!-lly' .. b~ding on1yir.b~~ll.parY~s ac~pt" 
t~~~~~,'!!l_fr~~ .. Jri!l. )But -:- and herein lies the real difierence ' 
between voluntary conciliation and arbitration and compulsory 
arbitration - as long as the application of awards depends on 
their aceeptanqe by the parties concerned (even if such acceptance is to be presumed from the presence of the parties at negotiations 
or from their prior agreement to the procedure), there is an actual 
contract based on mutual willingnessj , 

,f ~aturally, betw~en complete willibgness and. a~~~~te c~mpul
i~ ,si°Il the~~ is a whole range of intermediate stag~s. Many, indeed, 

, ; j I are the raws which have introduced certain measures of compulsion 
, in conciliation and arbitration systems, such as the obligation to 
~ submit to conciliation (arbitration remaining opt~~al)-:-'the 
! prohibitioli'ofindustrial disputes during negotiations,the obligation 

,t. to .. a~pearand bear witness before . conciliation and _~x:..~i.~x:ation 
~ bodies, etc./Butthe contractual character is not compromised 
I by sllchrestrictions so long as the legal effect of awards depends 
on their acceptance by the parties to the dispute. 

II. ...L COMl'ULSORY ARBITRATION AS A BASIS FOR COLLECTIVE 

AGREEMENTS 

Systems of compulsory arbitration constitute, on the other 
hand, jJ. special means of estab1i8hing collective labour conditions. 

I 
\Under such systems, t~~_IJ,~a!.'!_~.~.!:n.~g, even against the 

express wish of the parties~In this case, tllere is no longer any 
~ question of a voluntarily contracted agreement, but of rules laid 
down by State institutions/ 

\Thus it is obvious that be~~ .. ~~e~_~y!,~~ .. ~! vo~~ry 
conciliation and arbitration and compUJijory arbitratIOn systems ..... ,._ .................. " ......... --- ... ",. .. . .. , 

~~~~ei::;:::!;f~:::::~~:a' ~~ isc:~~::~r~~:;:!i:t 
leads to a new problem of considerable practical importance whiclu 

• # .. 
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may be summed up in the following terms. \flo long as the proce
dure 'remains optional and the acceptance of the award voluntary, 
the parties interested continue to assume the entire respons.ibi!Jty 
for fixing'collective-working conditions, whereas under comJ>ul.Sory 
··arl>it!at}2.~;Jf 'is-1Ii-'theTlitt·· resort ~~~.,~t_a~_ which, through the 
medium of the competent arbitration authorities, assumes that 
task. But as this method of regulation must necessa.rilyWitlidraw' 
lIle-establishment of conditions of work from the influence of ~ 
comJ?etition, the legislator is bound to replace the guarantees \ 
of contractual freedom by legal guarantees, or, in other words, ,; 
to substitll~_a leg.'!'l criterion for a business cri!e..tioll/ And it is Ii 
from this angle that a study will now be made of arbitration !\ 
systems limited to the public services ; arbitration systems which 
maintain the right of option as a rule and a.IIow compulsion only 
as an exception ; and fina.lly, systems of generaliSed compulsory I 

arbitration. No reference will be made to systems of compulsory I 

arbitration based on reasons of public order and implying no 
effective ,regulation of working conditions. 

Oompu18ory Arbitration limited to Public Services " 

According to section 16 of the; .. ~~~~~A.c,t_ C?.(,l!September 
1920,1 as amended by the, Royal\Decroo., of 17 October 1932,. 
''&rDitration sha.II be compulsory, and. all' collective stOpp_~ges 
ofwork __ .~~~ .. _!>~ p~l1ib~~.d!_.~,,_IIJ~._State,- depiutnier;tii.l .. ~d 
communal ,undertakings a~:lC:L~sti~\l.t!()ns" .ilTespective of their 
nature, and also in the following undertakings which serve public 
interests and the ciosiIlg- down of whichwoUId endanger-the 
eiist&lc~" and health of the people or the economic and social 
life of the country; undertakings for transport by land, water or 
air, including persons employed in loading and unloading; petro
leum wells and distilleries, coal mines, metal mines, and under
takings for the utilisation of natural gas ; gas and electricity 
works; water and power distribution works; mills, bakeries and' 
slaughter-houses; hospitals; sewage and street-cleaning .under
takings; public health services; offices attached to su~h under
takings, and banks. " 

'".But in exchange for the loss of the right to strike which is thus 
imposedon--them, 'wage..earniDg and salaried empioyees in such 
undertakings receive special legal protectiOIV-Tllus~~-ill-(;;d~r 

•• y.-,.. ... _. II l' .--

til 1 Of. LegialatiIJ6 Seriea, 1920, Rum. 4. 
t Of. Legialatit'e SeriuJ, 1932, Rum. 7. 
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to prevent ~mployers from taking undue advantage of the prohibi
tion of the right to strike, section 42 lays down that : 

'.,In all undertakings in which arbitration is compulsory, the ma.nage
ments .or employers. ~oncemed shal!_,be.J·eq1!ired to dr~w up rules/ 
goverrung the conditlons of worK" and the remunera.tion oItheir I 
employees.' .' .. ' .' . . .... - "". "-- , 
"./ 

These rules are submitted to the Minister of Labour and 
Social Welfare, who .approves them either as they stanaor subject 
to the amendirients which he ~onsiders desirable, after' cC;n;ultation 
with the employers' and. workers' organisations concerned.' 

,,~e prepara.tion of rules putting the staff of these undertakings 
on a footing somewhat similar to that of public servantS'is therefore 
the legai counterpa.rt of the deprivation of the right-~ stru:.e/ 

Voluntary Arbitration with. Oompu18ion a8 an Exception 

Under the former Gerrnn,n legislation relating to conciliation 
and arbitration (section 6, paragraph 1, of the Order of 30 October 
1923,1 as amended by the Orders of 9 January 1931 II and the 
Order of 27 September 1931 8), an award not accepted by both 
parties might be declared binding if the settlement contained 
appeared just and reasonable with due consideration for the 

,interests of both parties, and if its application was desirable for 
economic and social reasons. 

In this way, the conciliation and arbitration authorities had 
to base the compulsory establishment of working conditions on 
principles of equity which took. account of the interests of both 
parties.' 

In this connection, it may be noted thlt\ in recent years the 
legislative authorities in a number of countries have insisted on 

) 

making pr~for compulsory arb.itration as JUD-elIoDJL.Qf. .com
bating certain consequences of the depressio.D......an<LoL.preventing 
indum'ial diSputes concerning theexpiry°and ,~he-renewa.l of 

t co1Jru:ti:v&-a~!!teft •. / " . . .u .. _ 

For example, 'under the Gerrnn,n Order of 8 December 1931 
relating to economic and financial stability,& the conciliation and 

1 Cf. Legislatitl8 Ser., 1923, Ger. t 
• Cf. Legislatitle Series, 1931, Ger. 
• Cf. Legislatitle Sllrtu, 1931, Ger. 
• For the working of this Bystem, ct. Ocmcilialiorl and Arbitration '" lndurial 

Diaputu, op. ca. : Germany; and for the effects qJ compulsory arbitratioll, d. 
lmemational Labour RetlietD, Oct. 1925: .. The l::ompulaory Adjustment of 
Industrial Disputes in Germany", by Dr. Fritz Srrii.Jnl. 

• Cf. LegiBZatitlll Sllrtu, 1931, Ger. 9. • I 
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arbitration boards were authorised to iritroduce changes in e~ting 
collective agreements and to reduce w&ges by 10 per cent. These 
measures 'were, however, accompanied by a number of guaranteeS 
of a social character : reduction of rents, reduction of prices of 
commodities of prime necessity (gas, electricity, etc.), which to 
~me extent counterbalanced the sacrifices hnposed.1 

Similarly, in Dwmark..the legislative authorities -introduced on· 
various occasions measures for the regulation of conditions of 
employment in order to counteract the effects of the depression. 
The first occasion was in 1933, when the SociaI-Democratic and 
Liberal Coalition Government, as a part of a general "crisis 
agreement" concluded with the Agrarian Party, procured the 
passing by the Rigsdag of an emergency Act to prolong existing 
collective agreements for a. year, and to prohibit stoppages of 
work during that period. By this means it prevented the outbreak 
of an extensive lock~ut intended to enforce a general reduction 
of 20 per cent. in wages. In the following year the Rigsdag passed 
a Bill for compulsory arbitration in the slaughter-house industry 
the export trade. of which was threatened by 8. strike. During 
the discussion in the Rigsdag on this occasion the spokesman 
of the Social Democratic Party declared that though in an emer
gency . recourse was had to compulsory arbitration, this did no~ 
imply any departure from the opinion unanimously held by workers, 
as well as employers that permanent compulsory arbitration,; 
except in disputes arising out of the interPretation of collective; 
agreements, was undesirable. . 

Finally, in 1936 the biggest industrial dispute which has 
occurred in Denmark for eleven years - a lock~ut directly 
involving some 125,000 workers - was settled on 29 March 1936 
by legislative intervention. 

In the course of negotiations opened at the beginning of the 
year, the Danish Employers' Federation had demanded a pro
longation of the existing collective agreements without alteration. 
The workers, basing their claim on the rise in the cost of living 
and the improved economic situation, had demanded wage in
creases, particularly in the lower-paid occupe.tions, improved 
holiday conditions, and in some cases the introduction of a 40-hour 
week. In a few industries, e.g. the metal and textile industries, 

. 1 For the application of :this Order, of. 1~ Labour RIIfIiaw. April 
1932: .. Recent Emergenoy Legislation in Germany. with Special Reference to 
Wages and Hours of Work" by·Dr. Frits SrrzLBR. See below p. 215 • 

• 
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the 'workers accepted the proposed prolongation without any 
change, . but on the whole they maintained their claims; and the 
Employel"l!' Federation declared the above-mentioned lock-out, 
on 22 February 1936, in order to provoke a settlement of the 
conflict. at the earliest possible date. 

On 17 March, when the dispute was in its fourth week, the 
State Conciliators laid before the parties a series of conciliation 
proposals, including one for revision of negotiation procedure 
which provided in some cases for voluntary arbitration. The 
approval of this . proposal was made a condition of the approval 
of the new collective. agreements, but it was added that this pro
posal could be adopted even if the other conciliation proposals 
~ere rejected. These other conciliation proposals included certain 
wage increases, particularly in the lower-paid occupations and in 
industries which had specially profited' by public economic relief 
measures. In support of their proposals the conciliators referred 
to. the . rising price level, the improved market conditions, and 
the fact that the-majority of the agreements were to be concluded 
for two years, subject to adjustment after one year in the event 
of substantial fluctuations in the cost of living. 

The State Conciliators' proposals - with the exception of the 
new negotmtion procedure, which was approved by a large majority 
both of the employers and of the workers - were adopted by 
the workers but rejected by the employers (though a minority 
of 41.2 per cent voted in favour of them). . 

In these circumstances, the Government introduced on 26 
March a "Bill to prolong agreements between employers .and 
workers and to prohibit stoppages of work ", which provided that 
the agreements on which n~gotiations had given no result should 
be prolonged with such changes and for such periods as had been 
proposed by the State Conciliators. As regards agreements expiring 
during the period April-May, on which no negotiations had as 
yet been undertaken, it was laid down that negotiations should I 
be opened but that no strike or lock-out notice should be permitted. . 

The Bill met ~th strong opposition from both the Conservative I 
and the Agrarian Parties; but on 29 March the. Rigsdag adopted, 
with the approval of all the principal parties, an " Act for the I 

settlement of differences between the Danish Employers' Federation I 

. and the Danish Confederation of a'rade Unions, between the ' 
Danish Employers' Federation and .organisations outside the! 
Danish Confederation of Trade Unions, and between other employ- i 

"",' &nd work"",' o<ga<risations ':. I 
'i 
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The Act provided that the stoppages of work proceeding since 
21 February 1936 should cease on 30 March and work should be 
resumed, with a provisional settlement of wage accounts. It 
further prescribed that fresh negotiations should be opened with 
regard to those parts of the Conciliation· proposals of 17 March 
on which the parties had not agreed. These negotiations should 
be carried on under the direction of the State Conciliation Institu
tion by a special committee, consisting of two representatives of 
each of the two central organisations of employers and workers 
(or of the organisation directly concerned, if it did not belong 
to a central organisation), and must be completed within five 
days. If agreement was reached in the committee with regard 
to the settlement of the differences, this settlement would be 
binding on the parties. If not, the decision - which must not 
be given a validity of more than two years - would be taken 
not later than 8 April by an arbitration board appointed by the 
Prime Minister and consisting of four members, namely, the 
President of the Permanent Arbitration Court as chairman, two 
members appointed by that Court, and a member appointed by 
the State Conciliation Ins~itution. 

As regards those branches of industry for which the collective 
agreements were due to expire between 1 April and 1 July, it 
was prescribed that negotiations should be opened without delay, 
and that if no agreement was reached before 22 April, the decision 
should be taken by the arbitration board. 

As the con.ciliation committee was unable to settle the dispute 
within the prescribed period, the arbitration board issued an 
award in conformity with the. provisions of the Act which on the 
whole confirmed the conciliation proposals and provided, among 
other things, for an increase in the wage rates for the lower paid 
occupations. 
I Steps of a similar nature were also taken in Ozechoslovalcia. 

D€crees issued on 15 June 1934 and 29 April 1935 prolonged until 
I March 1936 the validity of collective agreements in force and 
maintained the conditions of labour fixed by collective agreements 
or by awards of the arbitration boards or other bodies responsible 
for conciliation, and arbitration procedure.I), 

In all these cases the restriction of the contractual freedom 

1 For information on the application of the Acts of 1 ~arch 1922 and 5 February. 
1927 relating to compulsory arbitration in Norway, and now repealed, of. lntema
lioftal Labour Reutew, January 1925: .. Compulsory Arbitration in Norway", by 
J. CASTBEBO. 
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I of the parties to collective' agreements was counterbalanced by 
the maintenance of -existing working conditions. 

But the real problem of ascertaining how conditions of la.bour 
are to be established in the absence of a. commercial criterion arises 
only under systems in which compulsory arbitra.tion is the general 
rule. 

GeneraliBeil Oompu18ary Arbitration 

This is the system favoured by the laws of AUBtralia 
. Commonwealth Act and Acts of the various States-:'::"-and by 

tnos6'''Of'N ewZea"taiUl f 
It is 'no't"1'[~'cessary to give its past history or an analysis of 

the various elements which go to make up the system of compulsory 
arbitration in Australia and New Zealand," but it may' be of 
interest to describe them briefly and to explain the prinoiples 
involved.. 

The initial laws on conciliation a.nd arbitration, a.dopted in 
l~"" foll~;fug-;;ro~trik;~ wiJ~h'thieateneat~'una:ermine the 
social stability of Australia, a.imedat preventing industrial disputes 
and promoting the formation of' trade associa.tions~ "wit1iout any 
idea as to the ,compulsory establishment of conditions of labour. 

Thu~, at the outset, the aim was to establish a. purely contractua.l 
method of regulation, based on the 'trade unions and a. system of 
voluntary conciiiation and arbitration. I--

The idea of esta~lishiDg minimum wages took definite form 
for tht;'fust, time in the Factory Acts adopted ,in '~ew Zealand 
and the Australian State of Victoria., which authorised the 'appoint
mentof wage "bQaras:-~fo~ certiin industries. This system was 
gradually extended to cover industry a.nd trade as a. whole and 
was ultimately put into operation by most of the other Australian 
States: Tasmania, New South Wales, South Australia, Queensland. 
, \" The second stage was thus characterised by the gen~~~tion 
of wage boards or industrial courts empowered to fix minimum 

Wages"[oi'au'fudustnes and tradeB~" '--.. ,-, 
1 Of. list of Ia.ws concerning collective agreements in Australia and New 

Zealand (Appendix m). 
• For information on the arbitration system in ..4.U8Walia. cf. lntemotional 

Labour RetJi&w, Oct., Nov., Deo. 1924:" The Development of State Wage Regu· 
Ia.tion in Australia and New Zea.Ia.nd" by Miss D. McDaniel SBLL8; Feb. 1929: 
.. The New Conciliation and Arbitration Aot in Australia" by O. de R. FOB. 
NANDER; Dec. 1931: .. The New Commonwealth of Australia Conciliation and 
Arbitration Act". by 0.' de R. FOBNANDEB. For information regarding N_ 
Zealand, cf. Inl8mational Labour RetMw, Oct. 1921 : .. Industrial Peace in New 
Zealand" by Sir John FINDLAY; March 1924: .. Experiments in State Control 
in Now Zealand" by J. B. OONDLD'I'B; April 1931; .. The EtJects of Falling 
Prices ,upon Labour Conditions in New Zealand" by J. B. CONDLD'I'B. 
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Finally, the third period, extending from the beginning of 
the century up to the present day, witnessed the introduction 
of industrtat 8J:'1>.itration courts which, while following the procedUre 
of the, wage boards, have a much 'wider social mission, because 
they are responsible not only for the establishment of minimum 
wages for certain classes of workers but they are also required 
to fix a " fair wage " an"- other conditions of labour for all classes 
of workers. 

Nowadays, the .arbitration co~ appointed in New Zealand 
and in different States of the Commonwealth of Australia - but 
not in Victoria. and Tasmania which have kept to the system of 
wage boards - are the principal means of regulating conditions 
of labour in Australasia.· 

It is thus seen that the arbitration system of Australia and 
New Zealand has been built up by successive stages and has 
retained something from each stage. Most of the laws provide 
sewral methods for reguI~ting conditions of labour =\~~a.tion 
of minimum ~ages by wage and iIldustIial boar~, the legal' 
recogiution of collective agreements voluntarily concluded bY/ 
trade associations, and voluntary conciliat~on and arbitration as. 
a first step to a compulSory procedure. But all these me~ods 
lead ultimately to a system of compulsory arbitration by which, 
wiCeii-=&!~~!si!}'-:~ w.irking conditionS 8.re.·goverri~/·This'beiDg 
so, it is interesting tti"8.soorta.in on what principles the system 
works, and what standards are taken:iIi fixing conditions oflabour. 

, ) 
E8tabli8hment of Working Oonditions by Social StandariJs. -

Purely experimental at the outset, the est~blishDi.ent of working 
conditions soon came to be based. on social requirements, 
although these requirements were' 'not expressed in figures at 
that time. 

It was only in ll!9JL~at tb:e amount of. the weekly basic 
wage was fixed for the first time, after an enquiry carried out 
personally by Judge Higgins, at 428., a sum repreSenting the 
amount necessary to satisfy the normal requirements of an average 
wage-earner living in a civilised community. This basic wage, 
called the Harvester Wage, was generally adopted by all the Aus- . 
tralian Sta~saslhe"b~oremuneration for work and was increaSed 
or reduced according to fluctuations in the' cost of living. . 

As all are aware\&- '~ b~ic " or " living " wage is deemed to 
mean the minimum wage considered necessary for the decent 
maintenance of a. typical, working family composed of a. given 

8 
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number of, persons, vari~ble with the cost-of-living index but 
retaining always the same purchasing !~;~ 

It was t!J.erefore a question of a. real .... wage. invariable 
in principle. whereas the secondary wage was liable to vary with 
the qualifications of the labour employed. the nature of the work. 
occupational skill, the age and·sex of the worker, etc.1 

From this brief study it is clear tha~ the fixing of the basic 
wage was left in the main to the authorities. In 1920. the Federal 
.Government, anxious to give a, scientific basis to the awards of 
the Courts, appointed a Committee of Enquiry known under the 
name of the "Basic Wage Committee ". This Committee was 
required: 

(1) To establish accura.te figures concerning the cost of living for 
a. family of five persons living in average comfort. The Committee 
was to take. into account all usual household expenses and to caIcuIa.te 
each item separately; (2) to draw up similar figures for each of the 
previous five years; (3) to state wha.t. in its opinion, was the best 
means of adjusting automaticaIly the basic living wage to any fluctua
tions likely to occur in the purchasing power of the currency. 

The Oommittee came to the conclusion that the wages declared 
to be normal by the various Australian Courts were inadequate 
for the maintenance of a worker, his wife, and three children in 
reasonably comfortable conditions. 

It appeared, moreover •. that the average of five persons per 
family adopted as a uniform basis of calculation was too high 
and that it risked leading to unfair discrimination with regard to 
unmarried wage earners on the one hand, and wage earners with 
large families on the other. One of the indirect results of the enquiry 
.was that New South Wales a introduced the principle of family 
allowances in its legislation, thwi allowing unmanied workers to 
have the benefit of the basic wage while heads of large families 
received supplementary allowances to cover the cost of family 
responsibilities. 

In conclusion, it may be said that the work carried out by the 
Committee of -Enquiry contributed to the improvement of the 
methods employed for the establishment of a living wage without 
in any way undermining the principle of such wages. 

1 For a detailed study of the system of fixing w.agea, d. G. AlIDBBSOJJ : Pi:I:aIiort 
0/ Wages in Atu/tralia. Melbourne, 1929. 

B Cf. Legislative Series, Australia (New South Wales). 1927,4 and 8; 1928, 3 ; 
1929, 3 and 10 ; 1930. 1 ; 1931, 7. 
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Fixing 0/ wage8 by economic 8tanifn,rds. - Now, the regulation 
of conditions of labour by the authorities gives rise to another 
question which, moreover, has assumed first-rate importance as 
~ result of the economic depressi0Y- to what extent should the 

authorities take account of the economic position of the under
takings , 

It is true that the laws governing conciliation and arbitration 
authorise the courts to make allowances for industries in temporary 
difficulties, to review working conditions in the light of changes 
in the economio situation, ~d to~t tempor~exemp.ti.0:1 
to. employers whose. undertakings a£e in a precanous POSltiOn,\'. 
but all such mea.s1ii'esmust not be allowed to endanger the principle 
of a living wage which is considered to be the absolute minimum 
bclow whiCh it is impossible to gOt' Certain courts went even 
further and gave it as their opinion that~t was for the legislative 
authorities to put industry in a position to Conform with arbitration 
awards by protecting and strengthening it when necessary by 
customs tariffs and exportbon~ 

A provision requesting the courts, before making any award 
or certifying any agreement, to take into consideration the probable 
economic effect of the agreement or award on the community 
in general and the industry concerned in particular, was introduced 
in the legislation by a Federal Amending Act of 22 June 1928,1 

but this amendment was withdrawn by the Act of 18 August 
1930.-
\Thus, until recently, social standards remained pre-eminently 

the basis for the establishment of working conditions, economic 
standards being used only as a means of adjustment and in excep-
tional circumstancesL ' 
':tiUrhig193f, -however, the Commonwealth Court of Australia, 
like the Arbitration Court of New Zealand, decided to amend 
most of the awards rendered previously and to reduce the basic 
wage by 10 per cent. iB coinparison with wage rates in force in 1929. a 

But in 1932, the trade associations of Australia requested the 
Court, to restore the 10' per. ,cent. cut made in wages!,,!>asing their 
claim not only on the traditional grounds of the sta.ndard of living 
in Australia but also on the economio argWnent of pUrchiUnng 

'}lower. They pointed' out that'wages paid to adult workers under 

1 Cf. LegislatWe St!Jtiu, 1928, Austral. 2, section 26 D. 
• Cf. Legi&latWe Ssriu, 1930, Austral. 11. 
I For the text of this award, d. CoJDIO~H Bumu.u 01' CENsus .L"iD 

STATISTICS, Australia : Labour Beporl, 1931. . 
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awards of the Court were inadequate to ensure living conditions 
conforming with· Australian standards and that it ~as impossible 
to restore the prosperity of industry unless the purchasing power 
of the community was increased so as to establish an equilibrium 
between production and consumption. 

By an award of 5 May 1933, the Federal Court rejected the 
demand for the total abolition of the 10 per cent. cut, but adopted 
the workers' proposal to establish a new method of calculation of 
the basic wage. The Harvester Index was cOITected by the more 

. comprehensive All Items Index,i which had the effect of consider
ably reducing t~e loss of wages previously imposed. It maybe 
noted that subsequently the. 10 per cent. cut was progressively 
abolished in a whole series of industries and trades. 

t,To sum up, it may be said that the _SY~~I!'LQf~o_IJ,l'p~ory 
arbitration in force in Australia has weathered the economic . '. ,,' ,_ .. ,.". , . , '-

depreSSIon andstp! co~~inues to be the principal means employed 
for" the establlshm,ent of conditions of labour.) ." 

Only a very brief reference has been made here to the principles 
underlying compulsory arbitration in Australia, for this matter 
wil1be discussed later in connection "With the issue of awards, 
their effects and their application; 

In !V ew Zealand the system of regulating wages and conditions 
of employment was. based ... as stated above, on similar principles 
and followed a similar course up to 1932. 

As in Australia rates of remuneration fixed by awards and 
agreements were reduced by 10 per cent. in consequence of & 

general order issued in May 1931 in virtue of special powe1'8 
granted by Parliament .• In t!te following year, however, an Act 
of 27 April 1932 amending :i~: Conciliation and Arbitration Act 
of 1 October 1925 abolished compulsory arbitration except as 
'regards the fixing of minimum rates of wages for female worke1'8.11 

The rejection of the system of compulsory arbitration was only 
temporary, however. A recent Act - the Industrial Conciliation, 
and Arbitration Amendment Act of 8 June 1936 - not merely I 
restored to the Arbitration Court its former jurisdiction in relation /' 
to. industrial disputes that cannot be settled by direct negotiations 
or conciliation, but also profoundly modified the earlier legislation, ( 

I 
1 For information about the new index,. of. CO_ONW:&ALTB BUBBAtT o.~ 

CBx8t1s AND STATISTICS, Australia; Labou,. R&pOrl, 1932. pp. 45 " Hq. I 
. I Cf. J. E. RICHES: .. The Depression and Industrial Arbitration in Newi 

Zealand" in the Intemationol Labou,. R6tliew, Volume XXVIII, No.5. November i 
1933. Of. also below. p. 216. .';: I 
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especially as regards the fixing of the basio wage, the scop.e and 
membership of trade unions, the powers of the Arbitration Court, 
and the regulation of hours of work. 

The provisions relating to trade unions and the powers of 
the Arbitration Court will be discussed in other parts of this 
Report. It will be sufficient here to analyse briefly the clauses 
concerning the fixing of the basic wage and hours of work. 

Under the provisions relating to basic rates of wages, the 
Arbitration Court was required to fix by a general order within 
three months of the coming into operation of the Act (i.e. by 
8 September 1936) a basic rate for adult male workers employed 
in any industry to which any award or industrial agreement 
related and a separate basic rate for adult female workers so 
employed. The basic rate for male workers must be sufficient 
to enable a man to maintain a wife and three children "iP a fair 
and reasonable ,standard of comfort ". .-

In fixing the basic rates, which may be amended at intervals 
of not less than six months, the Court must have regard to the 
general economic and financial conditions affecting trade and 
industry in New Zealand, and to the cost of living. Whate~r 

rates may have been fixed under awards or agreements, no adult 
male or female worker, unless in possession of a permit issued' 
by the Court, in any industry covered gy an award or an agreement 
may receive less than th~ current basic rates. 

In connection with the fixing of a basic wage, the Act also 
regulates the question of hours of work. Under sections 20 to 
22, the Court is directed to :fix the maximum hours (exclusive 
of overtime) at not more than 40" pet W'eek, unless in its opinion 
it would be impractica.ble to c~ ~~n efficiently any industry to 
which the award relates if hours are so liniited. It is further 
empowered to amend existing awards or industrial agreements 
so as to fix the maximum hours at 40, or, if that is considered 
impracticable, at a figure intermediate between 40 and the previous 
maximum. Finally, the Court is required.to endeavour to fix 
working hours when the maximum is not more than 40 per week 
in such a way that no partofthe working period falls on Saturday. 
No award fixing hours at 40 or less was to take effect before 1 
September 1936. 

If in any award made after the passing of the Act hours of 
work are fixed in excess of 40, the Court must indicate in the 
award the ground which, in its' opinion, made impracticable, the 
fixing of a maximum of 40 hours. 
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Where an existing award or agreement is amended so as to 
reduce the maximum hours of work, any rates of pay fixed in 
the award or agreement must, if necessary, be increased, either 
directly by the Court or indirectly by the operation of the order, 
so that the ordinary rate of weekly wages of any worker bound 
by the award or agreement may not be reduced by reason of the 
reduction made in the number of working hours. 

Fixing 01 Collective Labour Conditions by the Labour Courl8 

~ The institution of compulsory appeal to the labour courts in 
lto,ly ,..... as in other countries with a corporative system 1 :;;,;;..- is 
a logical sequence of the organisation of conditions of work through 
Qfficially recognised bodies placed under State control.) I 

The Italian Senate's report on the Bill for the legallfegulation 
of collective labour relations pointed out in its time that as the 
State did not allow the various classes and groups of producers 
to take action in the defence of $eir own interests and as on the 
other hand it did not feel it could remain indifferent to industrial 
~putes but should rather act as a. mediator between the various 

'classes and groups of producers in the interests of social justice, 
l it had a moral and political obligation to set up permanent ,labour 
~ courts which would act as direct representatives of the State and, 
}consequently, in the general interests of the community. 
, Thus, according to section 13 of the Act of 3 April 1926 relating 
to the legal regulation of collective labour relations,- all disputes 
connected with the regulation of collective relations which are 
concerned with the carrying, out of collective agreements or other 
regulations in existence, or with demands for new conditions of 
employment, come within the jurisdiction of the courts of appeal 
acting as tribunals for such matters. 

It will be remembered that the court of appeal competent, 
under section 13 of the Act" to settle collective labour disputes, 
is Composed of three magistrates - one a president of a section 
of a court of appeal and the other two councillors of the court 
of appeal - together with two citizens who are experts in problems 
of production and labom-.8 

1 Cf. LegialatiNe Seriu, 1934, Par. 3. 
I Cf. Legislative Sft"iu, 1926, It. 2. . 
• For information on the composition and working of the labour courts. of. 

Freedom 0/ A880ciation, 01'. cit. Vol. IV, Italy. pp. 70 el8eq., and aonciliation afICI 
Arbitration in IfICIUBtrial Dispt,IIeB, 01'. cit., Italy. 
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As to the criterion to be observed in establishing conditions 
of labour, the Act stipulates that .the court of appeal, acting as 
a tribunal for labour matters, is to prescribe new conditions of 
labour " in conformity with the principles of equity. . . , adjust
ing the interests of employers- and the interests of employees and 
in each case having regard to the superior interests of produc
tion " (section 16). 

Furthermore, the Labour Charter 1 (sections XI-XXI) and 
the Royal Decree of 6 May 1928 2 lay down a certain number 
of minimum conditions of employment which must be established 
by collective agreements and consequently by the labour courts 
(of. below: ",Contents of Collective Agreements "). 

In connection with wages, section XII of the Labour Charter. 
'requires the industrial judge to ~dopt a threefold criterion which 
will take account of social and economic requirements and 
possi.bilities of output. This section reads as follows : 

The adjustment of wages to the normal requirements of 'life, the 
possibilities of production and the putput of la.bour shall be ensured 
by means of trade association action, the conciliation work of cotporative 
organs, and the awards of the labour courts. • 

The ,Charter adds, moreover, that the fixing of wages is not 
to be governed by any general rules and must be based on agree
ment between the parties to collective agreements. 

Thus, contrary to the Australian system of compulsory regu
lation, Italian legislation does not attempt to fix the actual 
amount of wages in advance. 

It is also to be noted that as a result of the organisation of the 
corporations (of. Part ITI of the 'present Report), the social and 
economic standards on which th; judge can base his award can 
be defined with the greatest accuracy. 

Judicial proceedings cannot be taken until the federation or 
confederation to which the trade association belongs, or the 
corporation, has attempted' to secure an amicable settlement of 
the dispute, and such attempt has failed. 

... It is thus' clear that the legislator,~hile providing for recourse 
to the labour courts in the last 1'eSort and as 9. final' instance of 
appeal, has -endeavoured to leave the way open to voluntary 
conci1~lI.~ion and arbitratio~/ And it appears from an enqUiry 
carried out by the Ministrf of Corporations into the working of 

1 cr. LegiBlatWe Berie8, 1927, It. 3. 
• cr. LegiBlaAtJe Berie8, 1928, It. 3. 
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concilia.tion machinery and the labour courts in Italy,l that the 
courts have been ca.lled upon to settle but a very small number 
of disputes although those few concerned important questions of 
principle and legal interpretation. 

Similarly, in ~mpulsory, arbitra.tiOILwaa-recently 
iE:.t!~~,uced by an Act of 16 N<JV!~ber 1935. Under section 8 of 
'this Act 'tg arbitration autho,nbes, when fixing wages, must 
take into account the social ~nfi ebomm:ue n.eeds of the under
takings involved in the disp~teJ. theb:', econctmio and technical 
capacity, the level of wages paid rn--relation to the cost-of-living 
index number, and also general economic interests. 

The new ~~~i9.JlBlLa.h0w:.4£t I also contains provisions 
for the compulsory regulation of conditions of labour and wages. 
Section 32, paragraph 2, of the ,Act states that if it is urgently 
necessary for the protection of the workers in a given group of 
undertakings in a given area, the Labour Trustee concerned may, 
after consulting a committee of experts, issue collective rules in 
writing, the terms of which are binding as standards for the classes 
of employment covered. But as here' again the ~rvision of 
c<*ditions of labour and wages is closely bound up with the control 
of economic life, a detailed study is made of the whole question 
in the third part of this volume. I ' 

1 CE. lntemat~ Labou,. Review. Oct. 11134: .. The Settlement of Labour 
Disputes in Italy". 

ICE. Legi8latifJ6 Seriu, 1934, Ger. 1 and 6, and Intemation4l Labour ReftetD, 
April 1934: .. The New German Act for the Organisation of National Labour". 

I CE. later, under co The Place of Collective Agreements in, the EcoDomic 
Structure of the Community". 



B. - THE LEGAL EFFEOTS OF OOLLEOTIVE 
• AGREEMENTS 

".~""--'or .. 
CHAPTER I 

CONDITIONS OF VALIDITY OF COLLECTIVE 
AGREEMENTS 

All the' laws concerning collective agreements require certain 
conditions of substance and of form to be fulfilled before the 
agreements are valid. 

'. 
C~CE 

The conditions of substance may concern either the purpose 
of the agreement or the status of the contractin ies. 

ith regard to the ~ose of the agreements, it is sufficient 
to point out that in principle they are subject to the same rm!tric
tions as individual contracts of emploY!!lent : lawful cause and 
purpose, possible advantages, conformity with public policy and 
the requirements of morality. 

As to the status of the contracting parlies, the ~slation 
lays down - usually in very exact detail - th~djtiopg te 
be-complied with by the pa.rties to collective agreements (trade 
unions, joint committees, corporative organisations, etc.) or by 
the institutions responsible for regulating collective agreements 
(compulsory arbitration procedure, labour courts, eto.). As 

&hese have already been dealt with in connection with the methods 
of drawing up collective agreements, which WE.re summarised in 
the preceding cha.pters,1 it will suffice to refer the reader to them. 

1 Wit.h regard to the oonditioDS to be oomplied with by trade unione, 01, FrMdowt 
o!.AMOCiaIion, op. oil. 

Wit.h regard to t.he oonditioDS governing the ooostit.ution and working of 
oonciliation and arbitration acheme&, el. OonciliaPoA and .Arbilration ... IfIllUBlrial 
DWpvIe8. op. oil. 
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CONDITIONS OF FORM 

It is for the benefit of the parties themselves that the legislation 
on collective agreements insists on stricter conditions of foon 
for the conclusion of such agreements than are required by ordinary 
law in the case of individual contracts of emplovment. -

. The ffrS£ condition laid down by the laws of every country 
(thus rendering an enumeration of countries superfluous) is that 
a, collective agreement is not valid unless drawn up in writing. --<"-; " 
This applies to every type of oollective agreement: the agreements 
concluded by industrial associations, the decisions of joint com
mittees, arbitration awards, the decisions of labour courts, the 
orders issued by corporations and the collective rules proJ?lulga.ted 
by labour trustees. 

No matter how collective agreements may be concluded, the 
important thing always is that the tights and obligations resulting 
from them for t.he contracting parties and for all the workers -covered should be clearly and unequivocally stated. 

A second condition of form is that collective agreements must 
be lodged, and usually registered.; :with some authority : the 
prObf"viral councils or the conciliation magistrate (jugt de paix) 
in France,l the conciliation and arbitration authorities in Mexico,
in Norway a and in Austria,' the chambers of labour in Rumania,' 
the factory inspectors in ChileS and in Venezuela, the industrial 
registrar in Australia,7 the prefect and the Ministry of Corpo
'rations in Italy,89 the Ministry of Labour or of Social Welfa.re 
in Latvia,10 Finland,11 Brazil,]1 Greece,19 France,14 and in the 
Irish Free State 15. In all these cases, the collective agmePUlnt 
must be deposited, and in some cases registered, before jt C!iLn 
come into force. In this way, those concerned can at anuime 
make themselves acquainted with the obligations by which .!hey 

I Cf. LegiBlatWe B~, 1919, Fr. I, &eO. 31 (e). 
I cr. Legialatitlfl B~, 1931, Mex. I, &eO. 25. 
• cr. LegiBlatiNa B~, 1927, Nor. I, &eO. 3 (1). 
, cr. LegialatWe B~, 1920, Aus. 22, &eO. 13. 
6 cr. LegiBlatWe B~, 1929, Rum. 2, &eO. 107. 
• cr. LegiBlatiNa B~, 1931, Chil. I, &eO. 19. 
, Cf. Legi8latWe B~I 1928, Austral. 2, &eO. 76. 
• cr. LegiBlatWe B~, 1926, It. 2, sec. 10. 
t cr. LegiaZatiNe Beriu, 1928. It. 3. 

te cr. LegiaZatiNe Be"", 1927, Lat. 3, sec. 2. 
n Cf. Legialatitlfl B~, 1924, Fin. 2, sec. 2. , 
11 cr. LegialatiNa Beriea, 1932, Braz. 6, &eO. 2. 
II Cf. LegialatiNa B~, 1935, Gr. 7. &eO. 2. 
II Cf. Legialatitlfl B~, 1936, Fr. 7, &eO. 2 (31 c:l. 
11 Cf. Legialative Beries, ,1936, I.F.B, 1. &eO. 50. 
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a~ boupd. This second guarantee is thus directly complementary 
to the first one, by which agreements must be in writing; its 
purpose is usually merely to ensure publicity and knowledge of 
the agreement. 

In some countries, however, collective agreements have to be 
exammed before being registered, and thus regiStIation

P 

-' and 
the application of the agreement - may be refused if the sta.tutory 
conditions are not fulfilled. 

For example, the Order of 2 February 1923 1 in the U.S.S.R., 
concerning the registration of collective agreements, prescribes 
that no collective agreement can be registered if it contains clauses 
involving conditions of work less favourable than those laid down 
by law or by regulations. 

Similarly, the Italian Legislative Decree of 6 May 1928 11 

concerning the lodging and publication of collective agreements 
makes registration conditional not only on certain statutory 
formalities but also on the substance of the agreement being 
approved, and more especially on its conformity with the principles 
of sections XIV to XX of the Labour Charter 3 (cf. analysis of 
these provisions below, under" Contents of Collective Agreements "). 
Thus, under legislation which contains special gq.arantees as to 
the contents of agreements, the formality of registration enables 
the authorities to soo that .these guarantees are actually enforced. 

A third ~oDdjt~()!:L<# J'Y'!' }i1,. the .publication of collj:lctive 
_~...m~~ts. ThiS is required '!herever. the ~eemeiitS-appTI 
not only to workers who are members of the contracting trade 
w:llons but also to nOD-uniODj~ts (cf. below, " Scope of Collective 
./fgreements "). 

Thus, collective labour agreements in Italy, Portugal and the 
U.S.S.R., .and collective agreements that are declared binding 
on third parties in Austria, Brazil, Canada, Czechoslovakia (textile 
industry), Germany, Great Britain (cotton industry) and Mexico, 
the decisions of joint boards in the Netherlands and Spain, 
Australian arbitration' awards, the decisions of the labour. courts 

o in Italy and Portugal, the orders of the corporations in Italy, 
Austria and Portugal and the collective rules is>med by the labour 
trustees in Germany must all be published in the official bulletin 
of the Ministry of Labour or in the official:collection of legislative 
enactments. 

1 Cf. Legi8JaHw Series, 1923, Russ. 7. 
I Cf. Legialatiw Series, 1928, It. 3. 
I Cf. Legislative Series, 1927, It. 3. 



CHAPTER II 

LEGAL NATURE AND SCOPE OF COLLECTIVE AGREEMENTS 

\ All the laws concerning collective a,~ment, - save only 
the new German National Labour Act, which' prescribes that 
collective rules will be issued by the labour trustees of their own 
motion - ~ont!..in two sets of regu1ations, differing in their nature, 
scope and pUrpose: 

(!l regulations concerning the rights and obligations of the 
parties to collective agreements: trade unions, joint 
~committees, corporative organisations, groups of workers 
on conciliation or arbitration boards; 

(2) re tions concerning the conditions of work of the rsons 
represent y the parties to collective ag:ree~nta.l 

, The regulation of the relationships between the parties tcf 
collective agreements is not an end in itself; it is a method of 
fixing working conditions,serving merely as a framework for the 
regulations of conditions of employment, which is, after all, the 
essential aim arid object of collective agreements. The two sets 
of regulations must therefore 'be studied separately. 

I. - REGULATION OF RELATIOlfSJlETWEEJf PoMtTIES 

TO AGREE,!IE~S 

The legal nature of the relAtions between the parties to collective 
agreements obviously ~ a,ccording to the methods of dri!wing 
up the agreements, whiCh were analysed in Part I (of •. above, 
p. 77). It may be noted again that these relations .!U'e_of.a pure!]' 0 

contractu~l nature in voluntary systems, since tqLrigh~ and 
obligations involved are those arisin ou . jaw-of 
contrac an ou 0 t e engagements freely enk..re..d jp.J,Q by the 
pa.ittes:- The relations are of a legal nature in compnJ5~~~.mS, 
fo!...., their rights and obligatIOns are imposed on the parties with 
the force o(b.w:/ -
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The sco~ of the various methods will be discussed later in 
connection with the scope and enforcement of collective agree
ments and the penalties for contraventions. 

II. - REqm,ATION OJ' WORKING CoNDITIONS BY CoLLECTIVE 

AGREEMENTS 

Whereas the legal value of the rules governing the relations 
between the parties to collective agreements vary according to 
the system, the value of the regulations governing the working 
conditions of the persons covered by the agreements is the same 
in every legislation. It will therefore be possible to give a general 
survey without referring in each instance to the provisions of the 
various laws, which vary on1y on points of detail. 
~ collective agreements, in 80 far &8 they regulate working 

condi~ lay down in advance the conditions of..Jml.~ent 
~t must form part of every individu:~:~~nt 
con between persons bound ______ ents. 

It follows from this definition that the collective agreement 
is not itself a contract of employment between the parties that 
&gg it,..Jor neither the employers' associations nor th~~rs'
unions owe wages or Sel'VlCe8 respectively to each o~er ; the collec
."ve agreement involves the contingent regulation of the con~tions 
of employment of third persons re:e.reseDted by the parties to the 
agreement, and these conditions do not come into force until, at 
8O~te,~di~s Obmploymeiit~--;-cl~ded/ 

Departure from the Provi8ion8 0/ Cpllective Agreements Prohibited 

It is clear that~B)'stem of re~tion is v~uel~un1.ess 
the persons to whom it is_IQ~~p1~ 
LConsequentl~ - and this shows the fundamental unity of 
all systems of collective labour agreements - all t!J.e laws con~rning 
collective agreementsyw~ether these agreements are concluded 
between employers' &ssociations and trade unions or .laid down 
by oecupational or corporative institutions, by arbitration awards 

"or by collective rules,'J>roh~~it .individual contracts of emploIl!'-ent 
from conta.ll;!jDg pmtidODA tba.L~ _n~t in oonformi!l:-_with.-tbe....,
collective agreement; they attach to thiS prohibition a dual . 
minim~t=)' 
--+====---

I It is • minimum effect, for it will be _ later (el. UDder .. Application of 
Collective Agreements '" \hat several laws supplemeD* this civil guarantee by 
penal guaran~ 
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(1) \Individual contracts of employment concluded b~Ons 
covered by t!W conec~e" a~eement are n~ ~ !.oid 
ill; so far as they are not jn rumfonnity wjth t.i\A ;ollect.ive 
agreement/ This nullity is absolute and automatic, but, 
in contrast to ordinary law, \!t ~ect8 only the cJa,l1aeIJ 

that are contr~~ent.-leaving.Jh~~ of 
the contract valid,;'" For to invalidate the whole 'contract 
of employment ~ould be quite contrary to the purpose 
of collective agreements, which is to enforce uniform 
working conditions in a given industry or" occupation; 

(2) \The~lauses that are not in conformity with the collective 
regulations are automaticallyrepIaced by the correspond
~ clauses of the la,tJ~r7The first guarantee - the mere 
invalidation of the clauses in question - would not be 
sufficient to secure conformity between individual contracts 
and the collective regulations;" it must be supplemented 
by the automatic replacing ,of the invalidated clauses 
by the corresponding ones of the collective agreement 
- that is, even against the express will of ' the parties. 

It shouldrbe noted that '\~ dual effect applies not only ~ 
contracts concluded after t,he collective agreement" came into 
force, but also to those that were already in existeJ).ce.-'When-lf 
was concluded and that fall within its scope. Moreover, the dual 
effect remains in operation even after the cOllective agreement 
has lapsed whenever the parties have agreed to proviSions that, 
by their nature, take effect only when the collective agreement 
expires, such as radius agreements, retiring allowances, etc. 

Waiver of the Rights conferred by OoUe.cliVe Agreements 

A final problem that arises in connection with the prohibition 
of contracts that do not conform to the collective agreement is 
whe a erson may subsequen~iy~f..th~ rights. con
fer~~_by t~~ent. n other words, can a worier claim 
arrearsOf"Wagesto whtch.h~itled according to the collective' 
agreement but to which he tacitlyor expres8iyreIiJlquisIled his 
claim " ----

The question is obviously of great practical importance, espe
ciaUy in periods of depression, when workers are often faced 

,with the alternative of giving up a fraction of their wages or losing 
their jobs. 

", 
.. '( 
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Although' the legislation on coll a eements does not 
always deal with t e matter, this lacuna has frequen y een 
made good by the rulings of the cOJllj;s. In Germany and in Italy, 
for instance, the courts have held waivers to be incompatible 
(whenever their purpose was to evade certain obligations) with 
the principle that collective agreements may not be modified 
by individual agreement. This is particularly the case· if the 
waiver, even when explicit - as by signing a receipt" in full 
settlement" - is made 01' is presumed to have been made under 
economic pressure exerted by the employer on the worker in 
his employment. It may be added that a recent dec~ion of the 
German Federal Labour Coul't (13 July 1935) declared any waiver, 
even when explicit and voluntary, of the rights conferred by 
collective rules to be illegal in virtue of the National LaboUf Act 
of 20 January 19~4.. . 

Similarly, in Australia (Commonwealth and States) the waiver 
of any of the stipulations of an arbitration award, except in so 
far as permitted by t~e award itself, is held to be illegal. The 
same holds good in Spain with regard to the decisions of the joint 
boards, in Great Britain (Cotton Manufacturing Industry Act), 
in Oanada (Industrial Standards Acts of Alberta and Ontario 
and Collective Agreements Act of Quebec) and in general in all 
~untries in which collective agreements or collective rules have 
the force of la~. 

The soIutiQn thus gi VAn iDrllerlain cmmtries to the problem 
of waivingrlghts conferred by collective agreement defines and 
strengthens the princWle of po departnre from the terms of these 
a.gteemepts by declaring void any agreements that would...Jlven 
indirectly and subsequently, endanger t.he rights gmnted by the 
collectJve a~em8riflo: 

Exceptions to the Principle 

There are, however, \~wo exceptions "to the principle of no 
departure from the terms of collective. agreements, the nature 
and scope of which has just been described. 

(1) \.AD-lawinx>ncerning collective agreements permit ~r
t~ from the terms of such agreements when they are more favour- , 
able to the wo~; 

(2) All the laws also permit. departures that are ex~' 
au~d and p~vided for by the collective agreemen~elf/ 
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.-
(a) Departures favourable to the worker8. - Individua\ agree-

ments modifying the provisions of collective agreements are, as 
a rule, valid when they change the worker's conditions of employ
ment to his advantage. Thus, as in the case of protective labour 
legislation, the prohibition of modifications by agreement is 
operative only for the benefit of the workers and never to their 
detriment. The reason is that the collective regulation of condi
tions of employment is presumed to lay down minimum conditions 
on which the parties to collective agreements are naturally left 
free to improve, if only in order to enable them to make remun
eration proportionate to the efficiency of the individual worker 
within each category or wage group. Under schemes of compulsory 
arbitration, the distinction between. the minimum living wage 
and the secondary wage serves the same purpose. 

The right which the parties to individual contracts of employ
ment thus possess of modifying the provisions of the collective 
agreement in the worker's favour is, of course, merel,. a right 
and not an obligation. Thus if an employers' association which 
is a party to a collective agreement rules that its members must 
consider the conditions of work laid down in the agreement as 
being maximum conditions that must not be exceeded, it .would 
not thereby contravene the terms of the collective agreement. 
The situation would be different if the collective agreemedt 
expressly stated that the conditions it contained were to be con
sidered as a minimum. 

Although most laws accept the principle of departures from 
collective agreements when they are to the workers' advantage, 
some of them permit the parties to prohibit such departures. 
If a clause prohibiting such departures is actually included in 
an agreement, the consequence is that the conditions of employ
ment it prescribes, which theoretically represented a minimum, ~ 
become ip80 facto a maXimum, applying uniformly throughout. 
the occupation or industry covered by the agreement. Such a 
clause could be met with only in collective agreements applying 
to industries or occupations in which working conditions were 
very similar or practically identical, and the agreements would 
require to regulate in great detail the conditions of remuneration 
of various classes of wage-earners. 
The~s subject do not define what is ~~. by a 

departure to the w's e. e ~rpreta.j;illn--or this 
conllepb beht rteft ~8- They, with a view to preventing 
th~otective provisions of coll~e agreements· from being 
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indirectly evaded, place a dual restriction on these departures 

. in favour of the workers. In the ~~lace, certam CIauses, espe
ctt1:ly'f!hose conceriUDg hours of work, ar~ considel'ed as measures 
.of social protection that cannot be modified by individual awe-
~ n;.ejij; no matter what advantages the change might bring. Thus 
an agreement to prolong hours of work beyond the figure stipu
lated in the collective agreement (but within the limits of the 
statutory hours, of course), accompanied by an increase in wages, 
is not deemed to be a departure to the worker's advantage even 
if he feels himself to be the gainer. 

In the sec~lace, when the law-courts have to interpret 
agreements de ring from t.be collecBve agreement thEii~_!!l,ways 
ado ~ rinci Ie that the collective interests of the trade must 
.Qbme efore the personal interests of an individual worker. In 
otherwor~ement8 to modify the terms of a collective agree
ment must not be interpreted simply in the light of the personal 
advahtage of the parties concerned, but in the light of the collective 
interests of all the p~rsons to, 'whom the collective agreement. 
applies. 

,; ~-.":'(h'}. G~ . 'ted b collectiva ree entB. -
'';' The right to depart from the terms of a. collective agreement for 

the benefit of the worker really accentuates the fact that these 
agreements are essentially protective measures for the workers. 

But one of the fundamental differences between collective 
agreements and ordinary laws is that the legislation authorises 

- the parties to collective agreements - or, in their stead, arbitration 
boards, judicial bodies or the public authorities responsible for 
regulating conditions of· employment collectively - to permit 
general exceptions to the principle that collective agreements 
are sacrosanct. 

The view taken has been that although it was desirable to 
forbid the parties to individual contracts to enter into any stipul
ation that was contrary to the' collective agreement and less 
favourable to the worker - so as to ensure the full effectiveness. 
of the collective regulations and, if necessary, to protect the wor
kers against their own weakness - there was no need for the 
same restrictions in the case of parties to collective agreements 
(trade unions, etc.), bargaining on an equal footing, able to appre
ciate the desirability of the measure in question and able also 
to supervise its application. 

The legal eff~e8BlIre is ~ within the limits. of 
9 

\ 
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the power$ conferred on them by the collective agreement, the 
peiSons--to-whom- it applies---re~~·~~ii"J~eclQ]ri·or- contract 
and"Can agree to· (lon~tio~--of employment that .may be even 
less favour8.bre~t~_~n -th~~~._specified i!!Jh~!~~t. --Here again 
- unlells there is any express stipulation to the contrary - there 
is no obligation to depart from the provisions of the collective 
agreement; it is· simply that such a departure is permitted to 
the parties to indivi~ual contracts of employment a.nd not to 
the employer only. 

Under compulsory systems, this power to grant exceptions 
to the provisionS of collective agreements is conferred on the judicial 
or political authority responsible for collective agreements. 

The social effect of the measure is that the parties to individual 
contracts of employment are enabled to take account of the 
-situation and needs of particular undertakings to which the col
lective agreement applies. 

Here again, then, the. aim of the legislator has been to make 
collective agreements as elastic as possible. 

It will be seen later (cf. below, .. Duration of Collective Agree
ments ") that the procedure for the revision of collective agree
. ments oHers further possibilities of adapting working conditiops 
to the changing 'needs of industry. 

Position of Oollective Agreements 'Under Labour Law 

In view of ilie fact that departure from the terms of collective 
agreements is inadmissible, as is the case also with legislative 
provisions, the texts of these agreements - in so far, that is, 
as they regulate conditions of employment for th~ persons to 
whom they apply - have the same force as legislative texts and 
restrict in the same way the freedom of contract of the parties 
~ them. 

From this point of view collective agreements are in every 
way analogous to protective labour legislation, but they must 
be considered as special laws governing a certain industry or 
occupation, -limited .in their duration and promulgated - as a 
rule - by the parties and not by the legislative authorities. 

Since collective agreements, within the limits of their scope, 
have thus been assimilated to labour legislation, the question of 
the relationship between the agreements and the legislation 
naturally arises. This problem will have. to be studied as a whole 
later, in connection with the possibility of using collective agree
ments as instruments for regulating certain conditions of employ-
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ment internationally. For the moment' it . will suffice to answer, 
in the light of the existing legislation, a few of the questions that 
arise concerning the legal scope of collective agree!Dents: (1) can 
collective agreements ipBo jure depart from the provisions of 
labour 'legislation t (2) to what extent are such departures 
authorised by labour legislation itself t (3) what part can collective 
agreements play in the application of labour legislation t 

(a) Departurea ipso jure from labour legiBlation by collective 
agreement. - It is a general principle of labour legislation that 
agreements, whether individual or collective, may not depart 
from the imperative provisions of social legislation except in so 
far as they are more favourable to the workers. Moreover, such 
agreements become null and void, and those who enter into them 
are liable to the. penalties prescribed for infringements of the 
law . 

. As a general rule, then, even if the text of the law makes no 
proVision on the subject, laws take precedence over agreements 
just as collective agreements, as was shown above, take prece
dence over individual contracts of employment. Some laws indeed 
expressly lay down the order of legal precedence of the various 
tyPes of labour law. An example is to be found in SpaniBh legis
lation, which recognises, in addition to labour legislation in the 
strict sense, other methods for the collective regulation of labour 
conditions, such as the orders of joint boards, collective agreements 
and collective contracts. 

Sections 9 to 12 of the Contracts of Employment Act of 
21 November 1931,1 which deal with the restriction of contractual 
freedom, define the respective status of each of these methods 
of regulation as followS : 

11. "Employment regulations" (bases de trabajo) shall mean 
the rules adopted by the joint juries or-the joint committees legally 
recognised for that purpose which lay d,own the minimum conditions 
as to protection for employees with respect to wages, hours of work, 
rest periods, guarantees of permanent employment, provident schemes 
and 8Jl other measures which may be specified in the contract of 
employment. . 

The employment regulations shall not lay down any condition less 
favourable to the employees than those specified in the statutory 
provisions. , 

12. A "collective agreement" (pacto colectivo) respecting the 
conditions of employment shall mean an agreement concluded between 

1 Cf. LegialatitJe Series, 1931, Sp. 14. 
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an associatiqn or associations of employers and a.n industria.l associa.
tion or associations of, employees, legally constituted for the purpose 
of establishing the standards which must be observed in contracts of 
employment (whether individual or collective) concluded between 
employers and employees in the branch, trade, employment or occupa.
tion to which both parties belong in'the district concerned. 

Collective agreements respecting conditions of employment shall 
not include' conditions which are less favourable to the employee tha.n 
those laid down in the statutory provisions and the regulations adopted 
by the legally recognised joint juries or joint committees. 

But there are certain exceptions to the precedence taken by 
labour laws over collective agreements, more especially in countries 
in which the collective regulation of labour conditions by collective 
agreement is the pJ'edominant method. 

In Italy, for example, some of the courts of first instance had 
ruled that collective agreements could, in their own sphere, lay 
down provisions contrary even to the express principles of labour 
laws. But the Court of Appeal reversed this de~ision and upheld 
the principle that collective ll-greements were not entitled to 
depart 'from more favourable standards laid down by law.l On' 

,the other hand; the courts have clearly asserted the precedence 
of collective agreements over customary practices, even when 
the latter are recognised by some labour law and hence enjoy, 
to some extent, the legal status of that law. 

This problem arose in the following manner. Section 17 of 
the Italian Legislative Decree of 23 November 1923 concerning 
private contracts of employment states that the provisions of 
the legislation apply, notwithstanding any agreement to the 
contrary, except when there is an individual agreement or local 
uSage that is more favourable to the employed person. The 
courts, taking the law as being imperative as a matter of public 
policy, held that it w~s quite impossible to make any departure 
from commercial usages by individual contracts of employment, 
since the employed person might have signed such an agreement 
under stress of necessity. The same arguments were advanced 
in support of the view that collective agreements could not run 
counter to established usage. But on the other hand it was argued 
that in the field of collective labour relationships the problem 
took on quite a different aspect and that, consequently, departures 
from custom by collective agreement were entirely permissible. 

1 cr. IntemationaJ Survey of Legal Deciaions on Labour Law, 1929. Italy. Nos •• 
and 7 and note; 1930. Italy. Nos. 7 and 37 ; 1931. Italy. No. 30. ' 
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. This view was upheld by the Cqurt of Appeal on 12 January 
1933 ; the reasons given for the decision included the following : 

The collective regulation of labour conditions is based on the legal 
. and political principles summed u:{l in section IV of the Labour Charter, 

which states that the individual mterests of employers and employees 
must be subordinated to the higher interes~ of production. This 
principle implies that in exceptional cases the benefit of some local 
custom may be withdrawn from certain groups of employees while 
retaining its full legal force in: respect of other employees whose condi. 
tions of work and of production do not call for any such sacrifice. 

Thus, in Italy, collective agreements may, in principle, decree 
a departure from customary practices, even when the latter are 
more favourable and are recognised by law. 

The question arose in still another form in Australia, both 
in the separate States and ill the Commonwealth. Most of the 
arbitration laws, it will be recalled, empower the industrial courts 
to regulate various matters, such as hours of work, apprenticeship, 
family allowances and placing, which, in . other countries, are 
dealt with by labour legislation, the function of collective agree· 
ments then being merely to fill gaps in the legislation or to lay 
down collective regulationS more favourable than the legal minimum. 
It is thus natural that the laws should authorise the industrial 
arbitration courts to depart from the rules which they themselves 
draw up and have to enforce.1 

The same powers are naturally given to the Commonwealth 
authority responsible for preventing and settling disputes of 
competence between the State courts and the Federal Court and 
giving a ruling· in 'case of conflicting awards. 

The Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitration Act 2 therefore 
prescribes a. number of measures (orders restraining the State 
authorities 'from dealing with a dispute, invalidation of decisions 
contrary to the Federal award, etc.) to ensure that the awards 
of the Federal Court will have complete precedence, not only 
over State awards, but also over State legislation. Section 20 of 
the Act reads : 

If it appears to the Court that any State industrial authority is 
dealing or about to deal with an industdal dispute, with part of an 
industrial dispute or with a matter which is provided for in an award 

I For an instance of the regulation of one of the most important of working 
conditions by industrial arbitration, of. International Labour Review, Vol. XXVI, 
No. I, p. 61 and No.3, p. 364: "The Standard Working Week in Australia ", by 
O. de R. FOENANDEl!.. . ' 

I Cf. Legislatit-"fl Series, 1928, Austral. 2. 
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of the Court or is the subject of proceedings before the Court, the 
Court may make such order restraining the State industrial authority 
from dealing with that dispute or any part thereof, or with that matter, 
as the Court thinks fit, and thereupon the authority shall, in accordance 
with that order, cease to proceed in the dispute or part thereof or. in 
that matter. 

Any award, order or determination of a State industrial authority 
made in contravention of an order made under this section shall, to 
the extent of the contravention, be void. 

Sectlions 30 and 30 A of the Act state 

When a State law or an award order or determination of a. State 
_ industrial authority is inconsistent with, or deals with any matter 

dealt with in an award or order lawfully made by the Court, the latter 
shall prevail;' and the former shall, to the extent of the inconsistency, 
or in relation to the matter !Iealt with, be invalid. 

Any person interested may apply to the Court for a declaration 
that a State law dealing with an industrial matter or an award, order 
or determination of a State industrial authority, is invalid under 
section 30 of this Act. 

These are a few instances of collective agreements or arbi
tration awards being permitted, as a matter of course, to depart 
from ,the terms of labour legislation; they constitute exceptions 
to the rule that labour laws take precedence over collective 
agreements, but the rule remains in most countries one of the 
fundamental principles of labour law. 

(b) Departures autlwrised by the legi8lation. - Although the 
legislative authorities may not wish to give the parties to collective 
agreements power to draft or to amend social legislation, they 
very often use collective agreements as a means of making the 
legislation more elastic. The' classic example is to, be found in 
hOUrs-of-work legislation in which the parties are authorised to 
depart by collective agreement from some of the imperative 
provisions of the law. 

For instance, the German Order of 14 April 1927,1 as amended 
by thejAct of 26 July 1934 I concerning hours of work, authorises, 
subject to certain conditions, departures from the statutory 
hours" of work to' be laid down by collective agreement and -
since'the National Labour Act of 20 January 1934 caPle into 
force - by collective rules. 

, According to section 5 of the Act, if working hours are extended 

1 Cf. Legislative Seriea, 1927, Ger. 2. 
• Cf. Legislative Seriea, 1934, Ger. J 3. 
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by collective agreement (collective rules) beyond the statutory 
limits, the provisions of the collective agreement (rules) will 
then apply. instead of the statutory provisions, to the employment 
of the workers on whom the collective agreement is binding. 
But certain guarantees are added, for it is stipulated that if a 
collective agreement (or collective rules) contains provisions 
relating to hours of work which are incompatible with the principles 
of the legislation for the protection of workers, in 'particular with 
reference to the need for protection of women and young persons, 
the supreme State authority may challenge these provisions and 
if they are not altered within a period fixed by the authority, 
may itself issue regulations concerning the permissible duration 
of working hours. Section 9 also fixes a maximum of ten hours 
in the day that may be stipulated by collective agreement. Thus 
the departure from the statutory hours is permitted only subject 
to . the supervisio~ of the authorities and to the observance of 
limits fixed by the law itself. 

Other examples of departures from legislative provisions concern 
jurisdiction in labour matters. Quite a number of laws concerning 
labour courts (which, theoretically, are alone competent to deal 
with disputes arising out of individ~al contracts of employment 
or apprenticeship) recognise the validity of arbitration clauses 
that remove disputes from the competence of the labour courts, 
provided that they are based on definite arrangements mentioned 
in the collective agreement. 

It may also be noted that conciliation and arbitration bodies 
appointed by agreement between the parties generally take prece
dence over official conciliation and ~arbitration systems. 

(c) Application and adaptation a/labour legislation by collective 
agreement. - The commonest way in which collective agreements 
are made to serve the ends of the legislation is undoubtedly their. 
use as an instrument for the application or adaptation of labour 
legislation. It would be practically impossible to enumerate all 
the legislative provisions that refer to or in some way or other 
depend on the support of collective agreements : legislation con
cerning the minimum wage, works regulations, notice of dismisSlll, 
the weekly rest, the closing of commercial .or industrial estab
lishments, hours of work, workshop discipline, etc. 

It must suffice here to note one particular trend, which is 
to lay down the principle of some proposed social reform in the 
legislation and leave its application to collective agreements. 
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For instance, the French Act of 23 April 1919 concerning 
the eight-hour day lays down the principle and states that the 
public administrative regulations issued under the Act must refer 
to the collective agreements, where such exist, drawn up by the 
associations of employers and workers'in the industry or occupation 
cqncemed. Thus the provisions of these agreements are directly 
uicorporated in the legislation and become applicable, in the same 
way as the legislative provisions, to all persons falling within 
the scope of the Act. ' 

According to the report on the subject submitted to the 
National Economic Council in 1934,1 six million wage earners 
were at that date covered by the eight-hour day, primarily on 
the basis of a system' of collective agreements. 

The part played by collective agreements under the French 
Act of 29 December 1923 concerning the weekly clos~g of industrial 
and commercial establishments is still more important, for the 
application. of the Act is conditional on the conclusion of agreements 
between the employers' and workers' organisations concerned: 

I Ct. CoNSEIL NmONAL ECONOMIQUE: Lu cmwention.t collutimu de 1rcH1Gil. 
Paris, Imprimerie nationale, 1934. 



CHAPTER III 

mE CONTENTS OF COLLECTIVE AGREEMENTS 

In the survey of the de Iac.to situation of collective agreements 
(cf. Part. I, pp. 12 et seq.), the main clauses that go to make up 
these agreements were briefly analysed. The legal value of' these 
clauses must now be studied. . 

The distinction made with regard to the legal nature of collective 
agreements - as regulating conditions of employment on the 
one hand and regulating the relations between the contracting 
parties on the other (cf. the preceding chapter) - must be made 
again with regard to their contents. Indeed, it is here that. the 
full significance of the distinction becomes apparent. The clauses 
specifying the conditions of employment 'of persons covered by 
the a,greement and those defining the rights and obligations of 
the contracting parties differ not only in respect of the persons 
to whom they apply but also in respect of their legal nature and 
the sanctions for their enforcement. 

In the first place, the two sets 'of clauses differ with regard. 
to the persons to whom they apply, for the persons who enjoy 
rights or are under obligations in virtue of the proVIsions governing 
conditions of employment are, primarily, the employers and 
'workers who are parties to the individual contracts of employment 
concluded under collective agreements, whereas the parties affected 
by the rights or obligations conferred or imposed by the clauses 
concerning the relations between the contracting groups are, 
primarily, the employers' and workers' organisations. 

In the second place, they differ as to their legal nature, for 
the dual legal effect of collective agreements - in the prohibition 
of contracts departing from the collective agreement and the 
automatio substitution of the appropriate clauses of the latter 
for the offending clauses of the former - resides only in the clauses 
that regulate working conditions, whereas those governing the 
relations between the parties - apart from compulsory systems, 
which will be. mentioned later - are binding on the contracting 
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organisations only within the limits of the agreement and only 
in so far as' they were freely accepted by both parties. In other 
words, no matter what the system may be, the clauses regulating 
working conditions have the imperative force of law for the persons 
to whom the collective agreement applies, whereas the clauses 
concerning the relations between the parties to the agreement 
have simply the force,of a contract between the signatory bodies. 

The two sets of provisions also differ as regards the legal 
sanctions for their enforcement, for it will be shown later, in 
connection ,with the enforcement of collective agreements, that 
disputes arising out of the interpretation or application of these 
clauses are subject to different procedure and are heard by different 
bodies: 

It may be added that in systems making provision for the 
extension of collective agreements to third parties (cf. below, 
" Scope of Collective Agreements ") only the provisions governing 
conditions of employment are extended beyond their strict legal 
application; the clauses concerning the rights and obligations 
of the contracting bodies are not affected by the extension but 
remain in their origirial form. 

The two sets of clau,ses are of course closely bound up with each 
other and may also impose obligations simultaneously on the 
parties to a collective agreement and the parties to individual 
contracts of employment. It is then a matter for the courts to 
decide in each particular case whether the person (or body) to 
whom a certain tight (o~ obligation) applies is the individual, 
employer or worker, or the contracting organisation, or both at 
once. 

Moreover, as will be seen later in connection with the enforce
ment of agreements, the fact that the laws of many countries 
enable industrial associations to take legal proceedings not only 
in' th~ defence of their own interests but also on behalf of their 
members ensures that the proper legal sanctions will be taken 
in every case to e~orce the rights laid down by collective agree
ment .. 

This first distinction was based on the legal value of the different 
clauses· of collective agreements; a second one depends on the 
organisation ~f the system of collective agreements. In voluntary , 
systems, the parties are in general entirely free to settle the contents 
of collective, agreements, whereas in compulsory systems part or 
the whole of these contents may be prescribed by the aut!lorities. 

The following survey of the contents of collective agreements 
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Will therefore deal first of all with systems in which the contents 
are fixed by voluntary negotiation and then with systems in 
which they are prescribed by the authorities. For the first type 
it will suffice to give a few examples illustrating the difference 
between the clauses determining the condi,tions of employment 
of the workers and those defining the rights and obligations of 
the contracting parties (for details of the system, the reader is 
referred to ~art I of this Report). In the case of the compulsory 
systems, the two sets of clauses will again be examined separately 
in the .same order. 

I. - 'CONTENTS SETTLED BY 'VOLUNTARY NEGOTIATION 

The freedom of the parties to regulate working conditions by 
collective agreement, which is theoretically lmlimited in systems 
of voluntary negotiation, is of course subject to the restrictions 
imposed by the provisions of social legislation : general legislation 
on the individual contract of employmf>nt, private contracts of 
service, apprenticeship contracts, etc., and special laws concerning 
certain social matters, such as the minimum wage, guarantees of 
wage-payment, hours of work, holidays with pay, public holidays, . 
notice of dismissal, workshop and service regulations, etc. In 
all these cases, as has been shown, the relative authority of labour 
legislation and collective agreements prevents the parties to the 
latter from agreeing to conditions less favourable to the workers' 
than t~e statutory ones. 

Voluntary Regulatitm 0/ Working Conditions by Collective Agreements 

Subject to that general reservation, the various clauses that 
actually regulate working conditions may now be studied. 

The criterion for distinguishing between the two types of 
clauses is naturally to be found in the fact that only the clauses 
governing conditions of 'employment are intended and suitable 
for incorporation in the individual contracts to be concluded'l 
subsequently between the employers and workers covered btl 
the collective agreement (a clause concerning wages, for instance)," 
whereas clauses dealing with the relations between the contracting 
parties cannot appropriately be incorporated in individual contracts 
(for example~ a 'clause concerning the institution of an employment 
agency). 

This means that the provisions of the first type are such as 
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by their nature, might be stipulated by the parties to an individual 
contract of employment. They are therefore of four main kinds : 

Clauses defining the employer's obligations under the individual 
contract of employment ; 

Clauses defining the worker's obligations under the individual 
contract of employment ; 

Clauses concerning the termination of the contract of employ
ment; 

Clauses concerning the organisation of individual relationships 
and the settlement of individual labour disputes. 

The employer'8 obligatiooB. - The main obligation of the 
employer that is specified in the collective agreement is, of course, 
the payment of wages. On this subje,ct it may contain very detailed 
provisions concerning such points as the amount of the remunera
tion, the principles governing it (time rates or piece ,rates), its 
components (all sorts of allowances, bonuses and shares in profits), 
measures to guarantee its payment, etc. 

In connecti9n with the fixing of piece rates - which is of 
special importaJ;l.ce to ~he workers,since a cunningly contrived 
system of piece rates over w~ch they had no control could destroy 
the whole value of wage-fixing by collective agreement - it should 
be noted that collective agreements may prohibit this form of 
remuneration, .or permit it only subject to certain conditions, 
regulate its application, subject it to the supervision of joint 
committees, guarantee a minimum rate of earnings that it higher 
by a certain percentage than the normal time rates, which are 
the usual basis' for the calculation - in short, hedge it about 
with all the necessary guarantees. 

,In addition to this main obligation, the collective agreement 
may contain clauses concerning the employer's obligation to take 
measures to protect the worker's person and property, clauses 
concerning his obligation to provide the stipulated work (paying 
remuneration for hours of attendance even if no work is available 
through some fault on the employer'S part, etc.), concerning holidays 
with pay (conditions, duration, time of year, compensation, etc.), 
concerning re-engagement after a strike, and so on~ 

The worker'8 obligatiooB. - The ma.,in clauses of collective 
agreements concerning the worker's obligations include those 
requiring good faith in the performance of the 'agreed task (nature, 
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amount, work-place and, more especially, hours of work), radius 
clauses, clauses concerning inventors' and authors' rights, manu
facturing secrets, etc. 

Pr0vi8icm8 concerning the termination 0/ the contract. - The 
clauses on this point include, inter alia, those concerning the 
period of notice, the method of dismissal (in writing), the reasons 
for dismissal, prohibition of dismissal on account of membership 
of a union or being party to an agreement, restriction of the right 
of dismissal, etc: . 

ProtMion concerning individual relationships. - Finally, among 
the clauses of collective agreements governing the individual 
relationships between the parties to contracts of employment, 
mention may be made of those concerning the organisation of 
the work (time-table, time of beginning and stoppmg work, breaks, 
etc. ; disciplinary rules, fines, penalties, etc.) and those concerning 
the settlement of individual disputes. 

This brief enumeration, which includes, of course, only a 
few typical examples, will serve to show that the regulation of 
conditions of employment by collective agreement may cover 
all the. ~tionships between the parties to individual contracts 
of employment. . 

It must be remembered that aU these clauses are binding for 
the employet"s and workers to whom the collective agreements apply, 
just as a law tDCYUld be, and the parties to individual contractB 0/ 
employ~ may depart from £hem O11ly when it is to the worker's 
advantage. 

Voluntary Regulation of the Parties' Rights and Obligations 

The clauses of collective agreements dealing with the rights 
and obligations of the parties to such agreements are intended 
primarily to ensure their due application, for which the contracting 
organisations are mainly responsible. They inay be grouped 
under the followin~ heads : 

Clauses concerning the enforcement of collective agreements ; 
Clauses concerning the organisation of collective relations 

between the parties to agreements; 
Clauses concerning the establishment of joint bodies ; 
Clauses concerning the engagement of staff ; 
Clauses concerning the collective dismissal of workers. 
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Enforcem,ent of collective agreement8. - Every contract - and 
a collective agreement is a contract· - implies that the parties 
must carry out the agreed terms in a spirit of good faith; otherwise 
the contract may be annulled or damages payable. 

Consequently, even when there is no express stipulation to 
this effect, the parties to a collective agreement are bound to 
refrain· from d~ing anything that might interfere with its loyal 
application and to do all they can to secure its enforcement. 

From the point of view of collective relationships this means 
that the parties must, so long as the agreement is in force, refrain 
from exercising any direct or indirect pressure to bring about 
an amendment of the collective agreement or to endanger its 
existence or application, such as lock-outs, strikes, black-listing, 
boycotting, inciting members of associations to commit these 
acts, etc. It further involves the positive obligation for the parties 
(industrial associations, etc.) to use the means at their disposal (fines, 
exclusion, etc.) to induce their members to respect the agreement. 

This obligation to observe in good faith the terms of the 
collective agreement is naturally a relative one ; it applies only 
to the limited contents of the agreement and for such time as 
it remains in Jorce. Thus, strikes, lock-outs and other forms of 
collective pressure in respect of other matters not dealt with by 
the ,coUective agreement (e.g. a strike for higher wages when the 
agreement does not regulate wages), sympathetic strikes or lock
outs and defensive strikes or lock-outs for the maintenance of 
an agreement that has been broken by the other party are not 
precluded. . 

In addition to this obligation which is inherent in every collec
tive agreement, the parties may agree to any clauses they consider 
calculated to secure the application of the agreement, such as : 
the undertaking' to submit to conciliation or arbitration any 
collective dispute con~rnjng the interpretation of the clauses of . 
the collective agreement; the undertaking not to' have recourse 
to measures of collective pressure, even in connection with matters 
not regulated by the agreement; the undertaking to maintain 
industIjal peace even after the agreement has expired; general 
arbitration clauses providing that recourse will be had to conci-

,liation or arbitration for all collective disputes concerning the 
renewal or alteration of agreements or the drafting of new ones ; 
clauses concerning the contractual respOJ;l8ibility of the parties 
in the event of infringements of collective agreements : fines, 
guarantee funds, etc. 
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Clauses concerning the collective relations between the parties. -
This heading covers, more especially, the various types. of "trade
union clauses". The parties may agree- within the limits, of 
course, of legality and public policy - that they will give prefe'
rence to, 0'1.' even reserve employment exclusively for, trade unionists 
in general, or members· of a given union, or (when the collective 
agreements are concluded by occupational groups) non-unionists.1 

Similarly, collective agreements may make it compulsory for 
the employers to extend the benefits of collective agreements to 
workers not actually covered by them, or, on the other hand, 
to reserve them for members of the contracting organisations. 
Again, they may stipulate that trade union members must be 
re-engaged after 80 strike and that no reprisals must be taken. 

Clauses Concerning the establishment 01 joint bodies. - This 
heading includes the provisions of collectIve agreements concerning 
welfare bodies or insurance institutions: mutual sickness, invalidity, 
survivors' or unemployment funds; pension funds; equalisation' 
funds for family allowances, compensation for dismissal, etc .. ; 
the establishment of trade-union or joint employment agencies ; 
most important of all, clauses concerniD.g bodies for supervising the 
enforcement of agreements - works councils, joint committees, etc. 

Clauses concerning the collective engagement or dismissal 01 
workers. - The parties to collective agreements may stipulate 
that employers, when engaging employees, shall observe certain 
rules, more especially as regards the proportion of various groups 
according to criteria such as occupational ability : skilled workers, 
labourers, apprentices, etc.; nationality : ratio of foreign to 
national workers; sex : ratio of women to men; age : ratio of 
children 'or young persons to adults, etc. 

The agreements may also contain provisions concerning. the 
collective dismissal of workers, stipulating certain conditions of 
form or of substance: written notice to be given to the associat~ons 
concerned; the work to be distributed and hours reduced before 
any mass dismissal takes place ; account to be taken of certain 
factors, such as age, length of service,. occupational skill, family 
responsibilities, trade union membership, etc., when workers have 

I With regard to the legality of such clauses, reserving employment for trade 
union members, giving them preference, or agreeing to employ only non-unionists, 
d.F~ofA~«m,~.~. 
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to be dismissed ; preference to be given to former employees when 
business revives.' . 

TWa brief enumeration of the main clauses governing the 
relations between the parties to collective agreements shows that 
the organisations are free to lay down any reciprocal obligations 
they may consider conducive to the smooth working of the agree
ment. 

It should be noted thattkeae provisiCYM are binding on the ' 
parties only within the limits set by the terms of the agreement signed 
by them. 

II. - THE CONTENTS OF AGREEMENTS l'RESCRIBED BY THE 

AUTHORITIES 

The fact that, in the voluntary systems, the parties are J.eft 
entiXely free to' determine the contents of collective agreeme~ts " 
does not, of course, necessarily mean that agreements will actually 
be concluded to regulate working conditioI18 in every ease (e.g. 
if one of the contracting parties is weak,. the economio situation 
-unfavourable, etc.). 

In order to avoid the possibility of social or economic instability 
as a result of the failure to draw up collective regulations, the 
legislation of some countries prescribes the contents, or part of 
the contents, of collective agreements. 

The legislative provisions concerning working conditions will 
first be studied,and then those concerning the relations between 
the parties. 

Oompulsory RegUlation of Working Oonditiqns by Oollective 
. Agreements 

One form of legislative intervention that is met with in quite 
a number of countries is for the law to enumerate certain matters 
that must be dealt with by the collective agreement or by BOme 
similar procedure, failing which the collective agreement is void. 

For instance, section 8 or the Italian Royal Decree of 6 May 
192's states : 

A collective contract of employment shall not be published unless 
it contains definite provisions respeoting disciplinary regulations, the( 
probationary period, the rate of remuneration, the method of payment 
thereof, hours of work, weekly rest and (iii the case of undertakings 
with continuous processes) annual leave ,with pay, the termination 
of the employment by the death of the employee or by his dismissal 
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without any fault on his part, the transfer of the undertaking, provision 
for the employee in case of illness, the calling up of the employee for 
service in the army or in the volunteer militia for national defence 
in conformity with the principles laid down in sections XIV to XX of 
the Labour Charter. 

Similarly, section 34 of the Portuguese Legislative Decree 
of 23 September 1933 to promulgate the National Labour Code 
reads: 

Collective contracts shall lay down standards for hours of work, 
rules of employment, salaries or wages, penalties for breaches of the 
rules, the weekly rest, holidays, the conditions of the suspension or 
loss of employment, the period during which employment is guaranteed 
in case of sickness, leave for the performance of military service, the 
period of apprenticeship or probationary period for new employees, 
an<l the contributions of employers and wage.earning or salaried 
employees to the provident funds of trade unions . 

. ' ·,,)gain, section 27 of the German National Labour Act of 
- 20 January 1934 stipulates that the following conditions of 

t employment must be included in the establishment rules (which 
~ye taken the place of the former works agreements) : 

i" be beginning and ending of the normal daily hours of work 
and of the breaks ; 

2 •. The times for the payment of remuneration and the nature 
thereof; 

3. The principles for the calculation of jobbing or bargain work, 
if work is done on a job or bargain basis in the establishment; 

4. Regulations for the nature, a.m.ount and collection of fines if 
provision is made for them; . 

5. The grounds on which an employment can be terminated without 
1!~, in cases where this does not rest upon statutory grounds ; 

6. 'l'lI.ll' utilisation of remuneration forfeited by the unlawful 
termination of an employment, in cases where the said forfeiture 
is prescribed in the establishment rules or contract of employment 
in pursuance of statutory provisions. 

Section 32 of the same Act empowers the labour trustees to 
lay down guiding principles for the tenor of establishment rules 
and to issue, ex officio, collective rules prescribing minimum con
ditioIU! of employment for the protection of the persons employed 
in a group of establishments within the territory allocated to each 
trustee. The collective rules take the place of the former collective 
agreements. 

The compulsory arbitration courts ill the Commonwealth and 
the various States of Australia may - within the limits of their 
respective jurisdictions - lay down conditions of employment 
bY,arbitration award. A good idea of the extent of their powers 
in this direction may be obtained from the enumeration of the 

to 
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subjects that fall within the jurisdiction of the Commonwealth 
Court of Conciliation and Arbitration. 

According to section 4 of the Commonwealth Conciliation and 
Arbitration Act of 22 June 1928 1 the" industrial matters" with 
:which the Commonwe;Llth Court of Conciliation ~d Arbitration may 
deal include : 

All matters, relating to work, pay, wages, reward, hours, privileges, 
rights, or duties of employers or employees, or the mode, terms, and 
conditions of employment or non-employment; and in particular, 
but without limiting the general scope of this definition, includes all 
matters pertaining to the relations of employers and employees, and 

. the employment, preferential employment, dismissal, or non-employment 
of any particular persons, 'or of persons of any partic1ilar sex or age, 
or being or not being members of any organisation, association, or 
body, and any matter as to the demarcation of functions of any 
employees or classes of employees, and any claim arising under an 
industrial agreement, and includes all questions of what is fair and 
right in relation to any industrial matter having regard to the interests 
of the persons immediately concerned and of society as 8. whole. 

The laws of the various States have followed this example and 
given equally explicit definitions of the powers of' the State 
Courts.!! 

The New Zealand Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act 
of 8 June 1936 includes in the definition of " industrial matters" 
given in section 2 also all matters affecting the privileges, rights 
and duties of industrial unions or associationS and their officers. 

Under the Fr:ench Act of 24 June 1936 collective agreements 
must, embody provisions relating to : 

1, Freedom of association and the worker's' freedom of opinion; 
2. The appointment in undertakings employing more than ten 

persons of delegates elected by the staff from among members 
of the staff to. submit to the IQ.anagement individual claims 
which have not received direct satisfaction and which refer 
to the application of wage rates, the Labour Code and other 
laws and regulations concerning the protection of the workers 
and their health and safety; these delegates ma., call in the 
assistance of a representative of their trade uwon; 

3. MiDimum wages fixed by category and by district; 
4. Notice of dismissal; , 
5. Organi.8a.tion of apprenticeship; 
6. Pl:pcedure for the settlement of disputes ansmg out of the 

application of the collective agreement; 
7. Procedure for the revision or amendment of the agreement . 

. I Cf. LegialatitJe Series, 1928, Austral 2. • 
• Cf. LegialatitJ8 Series, 1926, Austral. 7, section 5 (New South Wales) ; 1929, 

Austral. 6, section 5 (Queensland); 1926, Austral. 1, section 5 (South Australia); 
1925, Austral. 12, section 4 (Western Australia). 
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A collective agreement may not contain clauses contrary to 
the laws and regulations, in force, but they may stipulate more 
favourable provisions. 

In the U.S.S.R., the parties to collective agreements are 
obliged, when determining conditions of emp~oyIDent, to observe 
the guiding principles laid down by the State. 

But some laws do more than prescribe a part or the whole of 
the· subjects that must be dealt with in collective agreements ; 
they lay down detailed rules for their effective application. Below 
will be found some examples of the compulsory regulation of wages 
and hours of work, followed by examples of the regulation· of 
other working conditions. 

A. - ,Wage8 and Hours 0/ Work 

.The attention of the legislative authorities has been devoted 
mainly to the principles governing wages and the normal hours 
of work, more e~pecia11y in countries in which there is no special 
legislation on this latter point. 

Wages have come to be regulated by collective agreement 
not merely because of their intrinsic importance as a factor in 
social and economic life but,· still more, because the problem of 
wages cannot be dealt with by law in a general and uniform manner, 
as can other' sociaJ questions. 

It will be found, indeed, that· even in countries with the most 
extensive system of wage regulation (such as AUEtralia and the 
U.S.S.R.) the legislation has liad to take account of various 
geographical, 9ccupational and even personal factors, that play 
a very minor part in the regulation of other social questions. 

Minimum wage fixing machinery. - The first form of legis
lative intervention, which, although indirect, is closely linked up 
,with collective agreements, is the establishment of minimum 
wage fixing machinery. However vast 'the scope of collective 
agreements as a means of voluntarily regulating-working conditions 
may be, there is no country in which they cover every branch 
of the economic system. . 

Quite a number· of occupations or industries are e'lrcluded 
from the benefit of· collective agreements, on account either of 
the methods of work (home work), or of the composition of the 
labour employed (women and young persons), or of the absence 
or weakness of trade unions. ' 

This lack of collective agreements and the protection they 
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bring has l~d the legislative authorities to set up special wage 
.. committees, wage boards or trade boards to fix minimum wages 

for certain industries and thereby make good the deficiency . 
. It is sufficient in the present context, where any fuller analysis 

would be out of place, .to have referred to this close and direct 
connection. between mi:D.imum wage fixing machinery and collective 
agreements.1 • 

Moreover, it will be shown later that systems of wage regulation 
by collective agreement often adapt and extend the methods of 
minimum wage regulation. 

Wage regulation in undertakings working lor the public 
authorities .. - Here again it will· suffice to mention the provisions 
contained in the laws of several countries concerning ·the relations 
of Government departments with undertakings working for the 
'States. According to these laws, the public authorities may grant 
the concession only on condition that the contractor undertakes 
to fulfil certain social obligations - inter alia, to pay his workers • 
either the prevailing rates laid down in collective agreements or 
a minimum prescribed in the specifications. 

A distinction must be maa.e between work to meet the normal 
requirements of the public ijervices and emergency work undertaken 
to relieve unemployment. In this latter case the authorities 

'usually reserve the right to prescribe lower rates of wages than 
the prevailing r!ttes· (e.g. in Germany), for it is held that the 
payment of lower rates, even if it may tend to affect the stability 
of wages in similar private industries, is justified as a matter of 
public policy, since the relief of unemployment is 'of paramount 
importance. 

These two methods are more or less on the fringe of the system 
of. wage-regulation by collective agreement; those dealt with 
below, on the other hand, directly regulate the remuneration of 
workers by collective agreement or sonie similar procedure. It 
will be found that they range from the mere legal confirmation 
of wage rates freely agreed upon by the parties to the detailed 
regulation .of wages in advance by the authorities responsible for 
the collective regulation of conditions of employment. 

Legal confirmation and application to third paTties 0/ wage rates 
fixed Py collective agreements. - This i~ the method adopted, . 

1 Cf. hiTEBNATIONAL LABOUR OUICB: Minimum Wage Fi:l:ing Machma.". 
Studies and Reports, Senes D (Wages and Hours of Work), No. 17. Geneva. 1927. 
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with variations on points of. detail, in Great B,itam under the' .. ~. 
Cotton Manufacturing Industry Act of 18 June 1934, in Spain 
under the Joint 'Boards Act of 27 November 1931, in the Ne1her-
14nds under the Industrial Councils A?t of 7 April 1933, in Canada 
under the Industrial Standards Acts of Alberta and Ontario 
passed iil 1935, and in the Union 0/ South A/riCa under the In
dustrial Conciliation Acts of 28 March lQ24, 28 May 1930, and 
7 March 1933. (See above, A, Chapter II: " Collective Agreements 
on an Occupational Basis ".) 

It may be added that in countries such as Austria, Brazil, 
Canada (Quebeo), Czechoslovakia, France, Greece, Italy, and Mexico, 
where the provisions of collective agreements can be extended 
to third parties, the act of extension has similar effects. (See 
below,. Chapter IV, ," The Scope of Collective Regulation ".) 

E8tabli8hment 0/ guiding principle8 to be followed by the authoritie8 
re8ponBible lor the collective regu14tion 0/ conditionB 0/ employment. 
- This is the system adopted for instance in Italy.l It was pointed 
out aheady in the first part of this study that the trade unions', 
the labour courts and the corporative organisations had to 
employ a threefold criterion when fixing wages: the normal 
living requirements of the worker" the capacity of the industry 
to pay and the efficiency of the individual worker. 

In Italy, section XIII of the Labour Charter provides that the 
data. collected by public departments, the Central. Statistica, 
Institute and' legally . recognised trade associations respecting 
conditions of production and labour, the state of the money market 
and variations in the workers' standard of living, . collated and 
prepared by the Ministry of Corporations, will be used as the 
criterion for the adjustment of the interests of the various categories 
and classes among themselves an.d of these interests with the 
higher interests of production. 

So far, conditions of employment and wage rates have been 
fixed in Italy on a. purely contractual basis, by voluntary agree
ments. between the associations of employers and workers. But 
the esta.blishment of corporations by the Act of 5 February 1934 
will doubtless lead to far-reaching changes in the methods of fixing 

1 Cf. ugialali~'8 Seriu, 1!134, Por. 3 and the Portuguese Legislative Decree 
of 1 April 1935 concerning minimum wages. This Decree authorises the Under
Secretary for Corporations to fix a minimum wage whenever there is a systematic 
fall in wages as a result t)f cut-throat competition in any branch of trade or industry. 
Cf. also the Greek Act of 16 November 1935 on the settlement of collective labour 

,disputes (UgislatifHl Seriu, 1935, Gr_ 10). 
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wages. It wjll be remembered that section 10 of the Act of 3 April 
1926 concerning collective labour relations empowered the corpora
tions to lay down general rules governing conditi01l8 0/ employmefat 
in the undertakings within their field of activity, and the Decree 
of 1 July-1926 (sec. 57) gave these rules the force of collective 

- agreements. But section 8 of the Act of 5 February 1934 1 states 
that the corporations are also empowered to .. dra/C rules lor 
the collective regulation 01 economic relatim1.8 and for centralised 
discipline in production ". To this end they have very extensive 
powers of control over economic affairs (cf. Part m' of this study). 

This means that the corporations, which are now responsible 
on the one hand for laying down general rules concerning working 
conditions and on the other for organising the economic relation
ships between the undertakings within their jurisdiction, will now 
be able, with a full knowledge of the situation, to prescribe condi
ti!lns of work on a solid basis and in the light of economic conditions, 
and vice versa. 

Apart from the general problem of wage regulation, Italian 
legislation endeavours to solve the special problems of piece rates. 

Section XIV of the Labour Charter prescribes that .. when 
work is paid for -by the piece, the piece rates shall be fixed so 
that it is po88ible for an industrious worker of normal working 
capacity to secure minimum earnings higher than the basic wage .. , 
but it does not oblige the parties to regulate the system by collective 
agreements. 

As early as 1931, -however, the Central Committee of Corpora
tions had: decided that the action of the trade unions with regard 
to the fixing of wages should include, in collaboration with the 
employers' associations, the 9Qnsideration of the factors - time, 
output and ratiopalisation - all of which have an influence on 
wages. 

Again, at!lo meeting held on 8 and 9 Noyember 1934 the National 
-Committee of CorporationS declared tha~ : 

The adoption of any system of piece-work or wage bonuses should 
be the' subject of collective regulation. Such collective regulation 
should entail the following guarantees: (I) that all remuneration 
resulting from such systems should conform to the principles of 
section XII of the Labour Charter {containing the criteria for wage 
fixing mentioned above) ; (2) that the workers should be able to qnder
stand clearly and simply the elements which determine their own 
remuneration; (3) that the standards of o~tput should not be fixed 

_ I cr. Legialaliue Seriu~ 1934. It. 1. 
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by one party but by agreement between the associations of employers 
and workers. 

The Committee instructed the associations of employers and 
workers to examine as BOOn as possible the conditions resulting for 
the workers from the application of the Bedaux system and other 
systems of piece-work or bonuses, together with the conditions resulting 
from possible variations in standards ,of output. H difficulties could 
not be speedily settled, disputes should be brought before the Corpora-
tions conoerned. . 

These d~cisions show that in I~y the working and application 
of wage systems have been placed under the direct supervision 
of the trade unions and the corporations. 

Actual fixing 01 wages (and 01 lwur8 01 work) by -industrial 
arbitration courtB in accordance witA certain" principle8 prescribed 
by law or utablW!.ed by 1M courtB. - This is the method used in 
the CommonwealtA 01 Av.slralia (in Queensland, New South Wales, 
South Australia and Western Australia) and in New Zealand. 

Mention was made already (cf. above, "Conciliation and Arbi
tration as a Basis for Conective A~ments") of the criteria 
adopted by the arbitration courts in Australia and New Zealand 
when fixing wages' by award. 

The Australian Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitration 
Act, as amended on 18 August 1930, does not contain e~act rules 
for fixing wages and normal hours of work, but it states that 
the decision to change "the normal hours of work or the basic 
wage or the principles by which this wage is calculated requires 
a majority among the members of the Federal Court, which for 
this purpose comprises the Chief Judge and at least two other 
judges, whereas any other dispute can be settled by a single judge 
or even by the conciliation commissioner. 

On the other hand the laws of some of the Australian States 
lay down the principles to be fonowed by the arbitration authoritieS 
(industrial courts or commissioners, wages boards, etc.) when 
fixing the basio wage or the normal hours of work. 

The practical enforcement of the principles laid down in the 
legislation is, of course, always a matter for the courts, and a 
complete picture of the actual working of the system can" be got 
only by a careful analysis of the awards themselves.1 Subject 

I For further details eonceming wage fixing machinery in Australia, cf. George 
ANDBBSON: FV:otioft oJ Wogu '" AUBWolio. 1929; for New Zealand. cf. N. S. 
WOODS: .. A Study of the Basio Wage in New Zealand prior to 1928 no in TIM 
Economic Record, December 1932. 
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'to these rellervations, however, it is of interest to mention here a 
few of the most typical provisions of the laws of one of the Austra
lian States concerning the fixing of the basic wage, simply as an 
example, seeing it is impossible to cite all the clauses of Australian 
laws <,lealing with wages. 

Section 9 of the Conciliation and Arbitration Act of Queensland 
, . of 6 January 1933 1 provides that the Industrial Court, constituted 
for this purpose by the President and two members, may make 
declarations as to : 

(a) cost of living ; 
(b) the standard of living; 
(c) the basic wage for males and females ; 
(it) the standard hours; , 

Provided that: 
The basic wage of an adult male employee shall be not less than 

is sufficient to maintain a well-conducted employee of average health, 
strength, and competence and his wife and a falnily of three children 
in a fair and average standard of comfort, having regard to the condi
tions of living prevailing among employees in the calling in respect 
of which such basic wage is fixed, and provided that in fixing such 
basic wage the earnings o~ the children or wife of such employee shall 
not be taken into account; 

The basic wage of an adult female employee shall not be less than 
is sufficient to enable her to support herself in a .fair and average 
standard of comfort, having regard to the nature of her duties and 
to the conditions of living prevailing among female employees in the 
calling in respect of which such basic wage is fixed; 

The Court shall, in the matter of making declarations in regard 
t{) the basic wage or standard hours,' take into consideration the 

. probable economic effect of such declaration in relation to the com
munity in general and the 'probable economio effect thereof upon 
industry or any industry or mdustries concerned. 

Sections 264-267 of the Labour Acts of 1920-1924 in South 
Australia. (text of 6 January 1926 8); section 7 of the Arbitration 
Act of New South Wales of 18 March 1926,41 as amended on 13 
December 1929,11 and sections 121-124 of the Arbitration Act 
of Western Australia of 31 December 1925,' as amended by the 
Act of 24 December 1930 7a1l define in a similar manner the rules 
to be observetJ by the arbitration authorities when fixing the 

1 Cf. LegiBl4titJe Series, 1933, Austral. 1. 
S With' regard to the relationship between normal working houra and the 

.' basic wage, of. section 10 of the same Act. 
a LegiBl4twe Series, 1926, Austral. 1. 
e LegiBlatifJe Series, 1926, Austral. 7. 

. 'lLegiBl4titJe Series, 1929, Austral. Ii B. 
8 LegiBl4tifJIJ Series, 1925, Austral. 12. 
7 LegiBl4titJe Series, 1930, Austral. 7. 
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basio wage, As was mentioned above, the basic wage is a minimum 
real wage ; a. lower rate of wages is· permitted only in exceptional 
circumstances and subject to the statutory conditions concerning 
certain groups of workers whose ability is below normal and who 
therefore run the risk of being dismissed if the rules concerning the 
minimum wage were strictly applied. Consequently, most of 
these Acts permit exceptions in certain strictly specified cases 
for the benefit of young persons, women, disabled persons and 
older workers. 

As the question of hours of work has been dealt with in special 
studies by the Office, it must suffice to note here that the basic 
wage is always reckoned in terms of normal working hours. 

It may be remembered that in New Zealand the Arbitration 
Court is required, on the' one hand, to fix the basic rate of wages 
at a level 'Sufficient to enable a J;D.an to maintain a wife and three 
children in a fair and reasonable standard of comfort and, on the 
other, to fix the norinal working week at 40 hours. Moreover, 
the reduction of hours' may not entail any fall in weekly wages. 

Simultane0u8 regulation of certain conditions of employment 
- more especially the minimum wage and maximum hours -
and 0/ certain industrial conditions. - This method has been 
adopted ,in the United -States, Canada (Industrial Standards Act 
of Alberta, 1935) and to some extent in France under the Legislative 
Decree of 3 October 1935 concerning the silk industry. 

In the case of the United States - for which the Office has 
already published a detailed study of the machinery for fixing 
wages and hours of work 1 - it will be recalled that the former, 
National Recovery Act of 16 June 1933 prescribed.that the compul
sory regulation, by the codes of fair competition,' of wages, hours 
of work and certain other conditions· of employment was to be 
accompanied by the regulation of competitive conditions and 
the detailed regulation, in some industries, of production, prices 
and markets. 

Since the repeal of the Act of 16 June 1933 by order of the 
Supreme Court (cf. above, p. 81), the Amer~ca.n Congress has 
passed an Act for the reorg~ation of the coal industry which 
applies to that industry some of the fundamental principles of 
the earlier Act. 

1 Of. lNTERNAnONAL LA:aOUB OPFICB : soCial and Economic R~tion in 
the United Statu. Studies and Reports, Series B (Economio Conditions). No. 20. 
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t 
The Gu~ey Act of 30 August 1935' for the reorganisa.tion of 

the coal industry 1 is based on the following principles : 

(1) An excise tax of 15 per cent. per ton of coal, 90 per cent. 
of the yield being· returned to the industries that comply 
with the provisions of the Act; 

(2) Organisation of the industry in accordance with the 
provisions of the earlier codes of fair competition in the 
coal industry ; 

(3) The establishment, in the Interior Department, of a 
National Bituminous Coal Commission, which, in collabo
ration with 23 district boards, would fix: minimum prices for 
coal in accordance with the provisions of the Act, with 
a view to securing a minimum living wage for the workers 
and a reasonable margin of profit for the employers; 

(4) The creation of a Bituminous Coal Labor Board, con· 
sisting of one employer, one worker and an independent 
chairman, to prevent and adjudicate disputes arising out 
of the application of the guarantees granted to the workers 
by the Labor Relations Act (Wagner Act, cf. above, 
p. 79), which a~ incorporated in the present Act; 

(5) Creation of the office of Consumers' Counsel to represent 
the interests of the consuming public. II 

This Act, too, was invalidated by a depision of the Supreme 
Court of 6 March 1936. (The text of the decision is reproduced 
in the International Survey of LegaZ .Decisi01UJ on Labour Law, 
1935-36; United States. No.1). 

There is also before Congress a Bill for the reorganisation of the 
textile industry, which also provides, on the one hand, for. the 
establishment of a minimum wage, .maximum hours and com· 
pe:nsation for dismissal, and, on the other, for a. certain control 
of production and the regulation of piece rates. 

The adoption of the Walsh-Healy Act concerning undertakings 
working for· the State which came into, force on 28 September 
1936 enables the Government to prescribe, inter alia, minimum 
wages and maximum hours when allocating orders, to contractors. 

The Industrial Standards Act of 1935 in Alberta makes pro· 

1 Of. more especially Part III, .. Labor Relations" of the Bituminoua Coal 
Conservation Act, 1935 (Public - No. 402 b - 74th Congress) (H. R. 9100). Of. 
also the text of the collective agreement concluded under thia Act in Mootlilll 
Labo1"Rooiew, December 1935: .. Renewal of Appalachian Agreement .in Bitu
minoua Coal Induatry ". 

I Cf. Journal O//icicl, 31 October 1935. No. 256. 
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VISIon, not only ·£on.{ the preparation of schedules of wages an~ 
hours of work, b1:lt also for the establishment of standard rules 
for the price of commodities for industrial use or for sale within 
the Province. 

The object of the French l)ecree of 30 October 1935 for the 
regulation of the silk industry was mainly to adjust the means 
of production to the state of home and foreign markets, in particular 
by controlling the extension of existing factories ,or the establish
ment of new factories, and to prevent a slump in wages 'and piece 
rates by the establishment of minimum basic rates. The agreement 
was to come into force if approved by two-thirds of the weaving 
and throwing manufacturers representing three-fourths of the 
means of production. As the number of ratifications received, 
was inadequate, it remained a dead letter. 

Wages, and other working ccmdition& fixed ex officio by direct 
representatives of the State. - This system was introduced in 
Germany by the National Labour Act of 20 January 1934, section 
32 of which, as was mentioned, empowers the labour trustees I 
to lay down minimum conditions of employment and remuneration . 
for their respective districts. 

In exercising this power, the labour- trustees are assisted by 
a committee of experts ; they must consult this committee but 
need not follow its advice. It should 'be noted, however, that 
the system of consultation in social and .economic matters was 
recently reorganised on a comprehensive basis under the auspiCes· 

'of the Labour Front.1 Moreover, the Labour Front recently 
set up an Institute of Scientific Research, the <?hief duty of which 
is to investigate thoroughly the best methods of establishing fair 
rates of wages. 

Establishment of a wages fund for each industry, occupation 
and undertaking; which the parties to coUective, a{fTeements have 
10 allocate to the various {fTOUpB of worker~ in accordance with a 
certain number of criteria, the principal one being individual output. 
~ This is the syst~m followed in the U.S.S.R. There is no 
point in studying wage-fixing in the U.S.S.R., except in con~ 
junction with State economic planning, since the economic and 
financial plans regula.te every detail of production and labour, 
including wage rates. As the whole of this question is dealt with 

1 Cf.l.L.O. Year-Bool: 1934-35. Chapter VII: .. The Workers" General Rights". 
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in'Part II~ of the Report (cf. below, p.241), the reader may be 
referred to that section. . 

These are the main methods in force for fixing wages by collec
tive agreements. Part III, entitled "The Place of Collective 
Agreements in the Economic Structure of the Community" 
deals with the application of these various systems and their 
effects on social and economic conditions. 

B. - Other Oonditions 0/ Employment 

When dealing with conditions of employment other than wages 
, and hours of work, the function of collective agreements is to 

pave the way for legislation or to fill up lac1lllre rather than to 
take the place of social legislation, for these other matters can, 
and in many countries do, form the subject of protective labour 
legislation, whereas wages do. not. . 

Consequently, when the legislation concerning collective 
agreements contains any imperative provisions on this subject 
- which is rarely the case - they usually consist simp1y in an 
enumerll.tion of .the conditions of employment that should be 
regulate'd by means of collective agreements, but the way in 
which these rules are to, be applied is not specified (cf. above, 
Italy, Portugal, Germany, pp. 144 and 145). 

In countries with compulsory arbitration systems, of course, 
such as the COnlmonwealth and the States of Au&tralia, in which 
the competence of the industrial courts covers various matters 
dealt with in other countries by labour legislation, conditions 
of employment are determined practically entirely by arbitration 
award (cf. above, p. ;145). Similarly, the Italian Labour Charter, 
in addition to laying down the rules concerning wages that were 
analysed above, enunciates the following principles to be observed 
by the parties to collective agreements when determining wor~g 
conditions : 

XIV. Payment shall be made at a hlgher rate for night work not 
included in regular periodical shifts than for day work. 

XV. Workers shall be entitled to a. weekly rest day falling on 
Sunday. 

Collective contracts of employment shall apply this principle with 
due regard"to ,the provisions of existing laws and the technical require
ments of undertakings, and, subject to these requirements, shall ensure 
that civil and religious holidays are observed in conformity with local 

. tradition. 
, XVI. Every worker in an unde~g ,!,orking througbout t~e 
year shall be entitled to an annual holiday WIth pay after one year 8 
uninterrupted service. ' 
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X\'II. In undertakings working throughout the year, if a worker 
is dismissed through no fault of his own, he shall be entitled to com
pensation proportionate to the number of years for which he has served. 
Such compensation shall also be payable in the event of the death of 
the worker. 

XVIII. In undertakings working throughout the year, the transfer 
of the undertaking to another owner shall not terminate the contract 
of employment, and the staff employed in the undertaking shall retain 
its rights under the new proprietor. Similarly the sickness of the 
worker shall not terminate the contract of employment, provided that 
it does not excood & certain med period. A worker shall not be dis. 
missed because he has been called up for service in the army or the 
militia. 

XIX. H workers commit breaches of discipline or acts which 
disturb the normal working of the undertaking, they shall be punished, 
according to the gravity of the offence, by a fine, suspension from 
employment, or. in more serious cases. summary dismiAA8.l without 
compensation. 

The cases in which the employer may inflict a fine or may suspend 
or summarily dismiss & worker without compensation shall be specified. 

XX. A newly-engaged worker shall be subject to a period of 
probation during which the right to cancel the contract may be exer· 
cised by either party, subject only to payment of remuneration for 
the time during which work was actually performed. 

These are pre-legislative measures, to which effect must be 
given, on pain of nullity, by collective agreements until such 
time as legislation is enacted on these points. 

One problem of considerable practical importance that is 
rarely dealt with by labour legislation is that of the protection 
of workers against individual dismissal. It is specially mentioned 
in the legislation on collective agreements in Spai1l, under the 
Joint Boards Act, and in (knnany under the National Labour 
Act. 

Section 45 of the Spanisla Act of 27 November 1931 1 empow
ers the _ joint labour boards or their local sections to decide 
concerning the legality of the dismissal of employees from factories. 
workshops or occupations in which they were working, in confor
mity with a special procedure outlined below. 

The dismissal of a worker may be justified on grounds for 
which he is responsible or for reasons over which he has no control. 
In the first case, dismissal does not give a right to any compen
sation. In the second case (industrial depression, cessation of 
the undertaking, casual or limited character of the employment 
in question, etc.) the employee may claim his wages for the normal 

I cr_ ~ s ....... 1931, Sp. 15. _ 
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period of nptice fixed by custom or by the employment regulations 
adopted by the board concerned, which is responsible in every 
case for deciding concei'Ding the attendant circumstances and the 
decision to be issued in conformity therewith. 

If an employee is dismissed on the allegation by -the employer 
of any of the causes which justify dismissal, or without his giving 
any reason whatever, the employee may lodge a complaint against 
the dismissal' with the joint board or the competent section of 
the board within a time-limit not exceeding five working days 
from the day following his dismissal. The complaint must be 
submitted by the employee concerned, or, as his representative, 
the industrial association 'of which he is a member, or a person 
of the same category. 

If the b~ard decides that there are no grounds which justify 
dismli!sal, it gives the employer the option of reinstating the 
employee or paying him the compensation fixed by the chairman 

. in the exercise of the discretion on the subject granted hin:i by 
the Act. 

In both cases, provided that the employee has n,ot entered 
into other employment, the employer is bound to pay him the 
wages due for the days that elapsed between the dismissal and the 
date by which the clahn must be established in order to come 
within the normal time-limits laid down by the Act, but not 
exceeding 24 ditYs. 

The . compensation to be paid to the employee for the loss 
inflicted on him by the dis~sal pending his entry into fresh 
employment may vary between a fortnight's and six weeks' 
wages. 

Finally, section 64 of the Act states that employees may not 
waive any of their rights under the Act and under the decisions 
legally adopted by the joint bodies. 

Sections 56 to 62 of the German Act of 20 January 1934 1 

similarly replaces the protective provisions against dismissal 
contained in the former works councils legislation, which it repealed, 
by a certain number of rules concerning the individual dismissal 
of workers. 

They provide that if a salaried' or wage-earning employee is 
dismissed after one year's employment in one and the same estab
lishment or undertaking, and the said establishment or un~r
taking employs as a rule not less than ten persons, he may lodge 

1 Cf. LegiBlat-we Series, 1934, Ger. 1. 
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& complaint with the labour court ·within & fortnight of receiving 
notice to leave, applying for the revocation of the dismissal it: 
it constitutes an undue hardship and is not necessitated by 
conditions in the establishment. 

If a confidential council has been set up in the establishment, 
the compl~t must be accompanied by & certificate from the said 
council showing that the continuanec of the employment of the 
person in question has been unsuccessfully raised in the council. 
The production of the certificate may be waived if the dismissed 
person shows that he appealed. to the confidential council within 
five days of receiving notice to leave, but that the council failed 
to issue the certificate within five days of his appeal. 

If the court decrees the revocation of the dismissal, it must ex 
Officio include in the sentence an award of compensation to take 
effect if the owner of the undertaking refuses to revoke the dismissal. 

The owner of the undertaking must state to the dismissed 
person within three days of the communication of the sentence 
whether he elects to revoke the dismissal or to pay compensation. 
If he fails to make this statement within the limit, he is deemed 
to have elected to pay compensation. 

Both the economic situation of the dismissed person and the 
solvency of th~ establishment must be duly taken into account 
in the assessment of the compensation. The compensation is 
calculated according to. the duration of the employment, and 
may not exceed four-twelfths of the last annual earnings. 

If the owner of the undertaking revokes the dismissal, he is 
bound to pay the dismissed person his wages or salary for the 
interval between his discharge and the resumption of· his em
ployment. However, the owner of the undertaking may make 
deductions in respect of public allowances received by the dismissed 
person during the interval from unemployment relief or poor 
relief funds, and is bound to repay these sums to the authority 
granting them. 

If the dismissed person has in the meantime entered into & 

new contract of employment, he is entitled to refuse to resume 
his employment with his previous employer. 

If a. wage-earning or salaried. employee is dismissed without 
due notice. in the course of the proceedings by which he establishes 
the nullity of this dismissal; in anticipation of the finding of the 
said dismissal valid for the next permissible date of dismissal, 
he may apply for the revocation of this dismissal. 

The provisions that have been thus briefly summarised do 
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not apply ~ cases of dismissal in pursuance of an obligation based 
on the law or collective rules. 

lp may also be noted in this connection that the French Act 
of 19 July 1928 1 concerning notice of dismissal, although it 
does not form part of the system of regulating }Vorking conditions 
by collective agreement, makes a direct reference'to the system, 
which may be quoted. The Act amends section 23 of the Labour 
Code, which now states that" the giving of notice and the duration 

, of the period of notice shall be fixed in accordance with local and 
trade custom, or in default of such custom by collective agreementlJ. 
Exceptions to the period of notice fixed by custom may be made 
by collective agreements ". 

On the other hand, any clause in an individual contract or 
in rules of employment fixing a period of notice less than that 
established, by custom or by collective agreement is ip80 facto 
null and void. The parties are not permitted to waive in advance 
their ,right to claim compensation under the provisions governing 
notice of dismissal. 

Oompulsory Regulation 0/ the Rights and Obligations 0/ the Parties 
to Oollective Agreements 

The enforcement or' the working conditions ,laid down by 
collective agreement is obviously a matter for the contracting 

,organisations much more than for the parties to individual contracts 
who fall within the scope of the agreement. 

it is not surprising, therefore, that the legislation of most 
. countries on collective agreements regulates, often in great detail, 
the rights and obligations of the parties to these agreements. 

The provisions are fundamental parts of the system of collective 
agreements and, as such, have been or will be analysed in other 
parts of this voluma. It' will therefore be sufficient here, to give 
a' few general indicatio~8 as to the main points to which these 
provisions refer. 

The obligation:to give effect to agreement8. - The 'fundamental 
obligation of the parties, which is to give effect loyally to the 
agreement they have concluded, is dealt with by a number of 
laws, which cover: , 

(1) The reciprocal obligations of the parties : regulation or 
prohibition of 'strikes, lock-outs and other forms of collective . , 

1 Ct. LegiBlative Series, 1928, Fr. 4 B. 
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pressure; compulsory conciliation and arbitration; the legal 
determination of the responsibility and penalties for infringement 
of collective agreements, etc. ; 

(2) The obligation of the parties towards their memb.ers : the 
obligation to use all the means prescribed in the rtlles to induce 
their members to comply with collective agreemet;tts - trade 
union discipline, fines, loss of membership, eto. 

This matter will be referred to I8.ter in oonnection with the 
enforcement of collective agreements and the penalties for their 
non-observance. 

The organi8ation 0/ ,.elationB between contracting partie8. -
The problem of the organisation of the relations between the 
parties to collective agreements (trade union clauses) is dealt 
with in a variety of ways according to the different methods by 
which collective agreements are drawn up. These were described 
in Part I, to which the reader may be referred. 

Certain laws, however, deal specially with the question of t. 
preferential employment for trade union members. 

Section XXIII of the Italian Labour Charter, for 'instance, 
permits employers, when engaging workers through the employment 
exchanges, to give preference from among the persons on the register 
to members of trade as!lociations according to seniority in regis-

. tration. 
Similarly, section 40 of the .A U8tralian Commonwealth Concilia

tion and Arbitration Act 1 provides that the court or the conciliation 
commissioner may, by an award or an order made on the application 
of any organisation or person bound by the award, direct that, 
as between members of organisations of employers or employees 
and other persons offering or desiring service or employment at 
the same time, preference shall be given to such members, other 
things being equal. ' 

Similar provisions exist in the legislation of the various States 
(an instance of detailed regulations on the point is section 24 C 
of the Arbitration Act of New South Wales of 18 March 1926, as 
amended by section 4 of the 'Act of 9 December 1927 I). 

The provisions of the New Zealand Act of 8 June 1936 8.re 
specially chatac~eristic in this respect since they tend wherever 

I Cf. ugislative Series, 1928, Austral. 2. 
t Cf. Legi8larive Series, \:927, Austral. '1. 

11 
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possible to give absolute priority of employment to trade unionists. 
To· this end the Act requires all workers who are subject to 

.any award or industrial agreement to be members of a union. 
Every award or agreement made after the passing of the Act 
must contain a provision making it unlawful to employ in the 
industry concerned any adult who is not a member of an industrial 
union bound by an award or agreement. One month after the 
passing of the Act all existing awards and agreements were to 
be. deemed to be amended to include the same provisions. 

No union, unless its maximum membership is fixed by the 
Arbitration Court and is already reached, may refuse to accept 
as a member any person obliged by the Act to become a member. 
Any person. debarred by this provision from membership of a 
limited union may be employed if no member of the union is 
available and willing to perforpl the particular work to be done. 
Any other non-unionist may be continued in employment during 
such time as no member of the union bound by an award or agree
ment is available and willing to do the work in' question. 

Preference may also be granted to organised workers under 
the legislation of Austria, Germany, Mexico, Pmugal, the United 
States and the U.S.S.R. 

Joint actiVities. - Most of these,such as the regulation of 
apprenticeship, the organisation· of joint employment agencies 
an.d the establishment of insurance and provident funds of all 
kinds, are dealt with in the majority of countries by special legis
lation. Other matters, such as the organisation of supervisory 
committees, are generally left entirely to the discretion of the 
contracting parties. 

It may be noted, however, that in Australia apprenticeship 
and placing are regulated directly by the conciliation and arbi
tration legislation. ' 

In Italy, also, section XXVIII of the Labour Charter states 
that collective agreements must, whenever technically possible, 
provide for the setting up of mutual sick benefit funds by means 
of contributions from employers and workers, to be managed by 
representatives of both parties under the supervision of the 
corporative organs. 

a~llective .engagement and dismi88al 0/ worker8. --= The collective 
engagement and dismissal of workers, which is a particularly 
difficult problem in periods of depression, is not dealt with by 
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legislation except in countries that keep a check on, and sometimes ( 
strictly control, the movements of labour. 

Section 20 of the German National Labour Act of 20 January 
1934 (which replaces the Order of 8 November 1920 concerning 
measures to prevent reductions of staff or the closing of under
takings, as amended by the Order of 15 October J923 concerning 
the closing of undertakings and the distribution of employment) 
stipulates that an emploYl;lr is bound to give notice in writing to 
the labour trustee in the following cases : 

(a) In an establishment which as a rule employs less than 
100 persons, before he dismisses more than nine persons ; 

(b) In an establishment which as a rule employs not less 
than 100 persons, before he disinisses ten per cent. of the 
persons usually employed in the establishinent and 
before be dismisses more than fifty· persons within four 
weeks. 

Dismissals of the prospect of which notice must be given under 
this subsection may not become operative without the approval 
of the labour trustee until four weeks have elapsed since the 
sending to him of the notice; the labour trustee may grant 
retroactive approval. He may also give instructions that dismissals 
shall not become operative until at most two months after notice 
thereof is given. In cas~s where dismissals are not carried out 
within four weeks ot t~e date as from which they are operative 
under the first or second sentence, it is held that the notice has 
not been given. 

If the owner of the undertaking is not in a position to keep 
his employees in full work until the date mentioned above, the 
trustee may authorise him to introduce a reduction of the hours of 
work in his undertaking (spreading· the work). . Nevertheless, 
for this purpose the weekly hours of work of aJl employee may . 
not be reduced below twenty-four hours. Where the system of 
spreading the work is adopted, the owner of the undertaking is 
entitled to make a proportionate reduction in the wages or salary 

. of the employees whose hours of work are reduced, provided that 
the reduction of pay does not become operative until the date on 
which the employment would end under the general provisions 
of the law or the terms of the contract. 

In establishments which as a rule do more work at a particular 
time of year (seasonal establishments), or which as a rule do not 
work for more than three months in the year (temporary seasonal 
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establishments), the above provisions do not apply to dismissals 
occasioned by the special nature of the establishment. 

It has also been mentioned that in A uatralia the arbitration 
courts are competent to deal with all matters pertaining to the 
employment or non-employment of workers. This term includes, 
without limiting its general scope, all matters pertaining to the rela
tions of employers and employees, and the employment, preferential 
employment, dismissal or non-employment of any particu1a.r 
persons, or of persons of any particular age or sex, or being or noti 
being members of any organisation, association or body, and any 
matter as. to the demarcation of functions· of. any employee or 
class of employees. 

Equally definite provisions exist in the legislation (codified 
texts) of the various Australian States: New South Wales (section 
[) b, c), Queensland (section Ii c, d, e, f, g), South Australia (section 
4 c) and Western Australia (section 5 c, d, e, f, g) and of New 
Zealand (section 2 of the Act of 8 June 1936). 

Employment and dismissal are, of course, very strictly controlled 
in the U.S.S.R., where the economic plans regulate in detail 
the whole movement of workers. • 

Mention may be made, in conclusion - although its connection 
with the legislation on colleotive agreements is only indirect -
of the important Provisional Order of 20 April 1934 1 in Ozecko
alovakia which was renewed in 1935; it deals with the closing 
down of undertakings and guarantees a considerable measure of 

. protection against collective dismissal. 

1 Of, LellililatWe Ssriu, 1934, Ca. 2. 



CHAPTER IV 

TIlE SCOPE OF COLLEcrIVE REGULATION 

The preceding chapters dealt with the legal significance of 
collective regulation and with the legal value of the provisions 
which could or should form the content of such regulation. 

(Who are the beneficiaries' In other words, how is the scope 
of collective regulation limited in time and space and with respect 
to occupations and persons ! ) 

This question in fact raises two quite separate problems, as to 
the scope of legislation concerning collective agreements on the one 
hand and ~ to the scope of the collective or similar agreements 
concluded in virtue of such legislation on the other. 

I. - SCOPE OJ'LEGISLATION CONCERNING CoLLECTIVE AGREEMENTS 

Since the scope of collective' agreements has been limited, 
in the various countries, on fairly uniform lines, all that is necessary 
here is to elucidate the principles which are commonly applied 
in such limitation and then to mention the laws which depart 
from the genera.! rule. ' 1nJ:'" of the laws conoemmg ooIIective agreemon'./",. with 
xceptions to which reference will be made later, lin f~rce for an 

\, . 'ted time, while, in space, they apply, tQ ,the whole country l 

{
-l~n ilie'Otllernano,'Uelaws'theinSeIves seldom define the 
scope of collective agreements with respect to occupations and 
perso~ 

The very nature of collective agreements, ho'Vever - the fact 
that the initial regulation of working conditions by such agree
ments only becomes effective when individual contracts of employ
ment are concluded - suggests that, in practice, the scope of 
the agreements and contracts is the same.\(In other words. that 
~ope covers all employment relations betWeen wage-ea.rners and 
employers which are governed by private law, whether the employer 
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~~ __ lI.~_ ~divid.!lal, a body cQIl>QrattLOl:.flY~!t~~l>lic bod)' corp.ora.t.e. 
but does not apply to empl~~n~ _r~lati()ns _gover!l~d..by _publiq 
~---·r-------- --_.-- -- ---- -

law.).-!" 
---Therefore, subject to compliance with legal stipulations and 
provided it has been possible to form the trade associations and 
unions which are the legal parties to collective agreements, laws 
concerning s11,ch agreements govern relations between employers 
and workers not only in industry, trade, liberal occupations and 
agriculture,l but also in public administrations and services. 
Only the relations between the State or other public institutions 
and public officials or public servants, whose conditions of employ
ment are laid down in staff regulations, lie in principle outside 
the sc?pe of the laws in question. 

Nevertheless the "normal" scope of laws and regulations 
concerning collective agreements allows, as defined, of exceptions 
which may be either extensive or restrictive. These will have 
to be mentioned. 

The position of certain countries with Federal constitutions 
will be considered separately. 

Restriction 0; the Scope of Legislation concerning Oollective 
Agreements 

\(In the first place, <:2rtain laws which were pro~ulz~~d by_ 
( • Y!.B:Y. ~~.~~]le~en!_~!_.~~1!.I!_yi~w:tomeeting an emergency have 
. a restUQteif soope. );1 ---. '/ 

In Great Britain the Cotton Manufacturing Industry (Tem-
porary Provisions) Act is only to remain in force for a limited 
time, i.e: until 30 December 1937. Further, its application is 

\~~te~ geographically and oC_~llP.~t!~~~.!!L_!O _ the L;;~cashke
cotton industry arid materially to wage regulation alone! 
- In the United States the National Recovery Act of 16 June 

1933 which was found unconstitutional by the Supreme Court 
shortly before its validity expired was to have remained in force 
for two years. 

The Oanadian Acts, which provide for the extension of collective 
agreements to third parties, do so in respect to wages and hours 
of work alone: Thus, under the Quebec Act of 20 April 1934, 
the only provisions in the collective agreements which were, by 
virtue of the Decree extending application to third parties, made 

I Cf. INTERNATIONAL LABOUB OFFICE: CoUective .6.grewaentB m Agriculw.re. 
-Studies and Reports, Series K (Agriculture), No. 11, Crneva, 1933. 

\ 
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binding on all wage-eamers and employers in an industry or trade, 
were those relating to wages and hours of work. 

Similarly, iD-Alberta;-and Ontario, the Acts of 1935 concerning 
industrial' standards provide for the application of the agreed 
wage scales and hours of work alone to all persons concerned in 
·the industry or district. -

Other Acts only apply to given industries. This is true not 
only of the L!Jl~a.shire . .cottoB-. Ma.Il1.Jia!!turing Industry Act, but 
also of the United States Act of 30 AuguSt 1935 concerning the 
coal industry. Similarly in OZec1w8~kia, special Acts were 
passed in 1935 introducing collooiive agreements in the textile, 
flour milling and motor industries, etc. 

Other laws which are in principle of general application exclude 
certain categories of workers. 

For instance the Act of 26 March 1924, amended by the Act 
of 7 March 1933, concerning the prevention and settlement by 
conciliation of disputes between employers and wage-earners in 
the Union o/South A/rica applies neither to employment in agri
cultural undertakings or farms, nor, unless by the. authority 
and with the approval of the Minister, to undertakings run by 
the Crown or the Government of the Union or one of the latter's 
departments. 

l1l~_Act of 27 NoveIIlberJ~31,.amended by the Act of 16 July 
1935, ooi}CE;rDiDg' joint labo~ bo~.in, SPQ.in. like~excl.udes 
domestic servants and' all work, performed in private offices or 
by persons engaged in liberal professions for their own account 
and not in anyone else's interest. -
\~er the_Act.~_<!6sJ~~~ap.p!L~~O!~'p~~~~,~ .i!I~ustries 

and on ~!.~tes c:I!re<:~.!1!IL1>y -pu.bliQ .. 1l.1,ltA.ori.t!~, or to p~b!i~. 
ut~~i~0I>~rated on behalf of.~he ~tateJthe provinces, communes 
or other administrative or public bodies. On the other hand, 
in these oc~upations special provision has been made for bodies 
in which both the administration and the workers are represented, 
and, in all cases, until such bodies begiJi to operate, the workers 
employed in these services may not be required to work under 
conditions which are less favourable than those prevailing in 
similar occupations and trades. ~_&:ll:y':-.~~.}finister of. ~abour 
may introduce special regulations concerning the activities of 
certain publio services of national importance, provided such 
regulations apply the general principles contained in the Act. 

The scope of the Italian Act of 3 April 1926 concerning the legal 
organisation of collective employment relations did .not cover 
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home workers. Nevertheless under Section XXI of tbe Labour 
Charter the 'benefits and obligations stipulated in collective labour 
agreements were to be extended to such workers. 

In the United States, within the meaning of the National 
Labour Relations Act (Wagner Act) of 5 July 1935, the term 
" employer " does not include the United States, or any State 
~rpolitical subdivision the.f or any person subject to the 
Railway Labor Act.1 Similarly the term" employee" does not 
include agricultural labourers or domestic servants or any 
individual employed' by his .,arent or spouse. 

Finally the scope of the Conciliation and Arbitration Acts 
passed in the various States of the AU8tralian Oommonwealth 
is defined in great detail and only excludes certain domestio and 
agricultural workers. 

Extended Sco,!!e of Legi8lation concerning Oollective AgreementB 

Whereas ~the cases mentioned above the scope of the legis
lation co~~~;onective agreements has sometimes been defined 

~ • restrictivtt;~. her countries __ 1.t~y~. ,_.f?;~!ld._~~~he_. de.)inition so ,as __ _ 
to cover A2! pnl:y emplo.Ym.~!lt re~tl~~_'prope!J~ut also economio 
~~~ation~ .b~tlf/ in ~~culture an~ .. ~ . ind,!!stry generally Y . .-

With8;~l'~nce,.to.,(tgricultlll"e, it may be pointed out that 
the ItfLli A9t of 3 April 1933 I extended the legal regulation 
of colle~t: e ~~ployment relations' to' 'coIiiracts for produce
sharing in agriculture and for the letting of smallholdings. 

Under section 1 of the Act, the legal regulations applicable 
in pursuance of the Act of 3 April 1926 and the Royal Decrees 
of 1 July 1926 and 6 May 1928 are to be extended to all leases 
and agreements, compacts and arrangements wmcli"a,£econcluded 
Dy the-competent trade associations for the purpose of regulating 
produce-sharing relationships (sbare tenancies, metayer system, 
etc.) and to accessory contracts relating to special branches of 
cultivation and stock-raising to be carried out on the land, which 
are subsidiary to the principal relationship. 

Such leases, agreements, compacts and arrangements must ~ 
. however be in' conformity with local customs and conditions and 
must not contain any provision relating to hours of work, holidays 

1 Railway labour relations are governed by an Act of 20 May 1934 concerning 
conciliation and arbitration in railway labour disputes (d. Legialatiw Seriu, 1934, 
U.S.A. I). 

I Cf. L~gialatwe Series, 1933, It. 7. 
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l
or probationary periods. or any other provisions stipulated in 
collective oontracts of employment which are contrary to' the 
nature of the relationship. 

The provisions of the preceding section are also to apply to 
contracts for the letting of smallholdings with a variable or fixed 
rent in kind or in money, where such contracts are concluded by 
smallho1ders who cultivate the Ian. directly or mainly by their, 
own labour or that of the members of their family. .. . 

Similarly the Spani8h Act of 27 November 1931, amended 
on 16 July 1935, concerning joint la~our boards, provides that 
in addition to the industrial and rural labour boards there are to 
be joint boards for rural propert) (sees. 79-88) and joint boards 
for agricultural production and industries (sees. 89-94). 

Finally it may suffice to point out that the corporations in 
ltalt/.POTtugarand Austrirt, the rescinded National ;Recovery Act 
in the U.S.A., the Act concerning industrial standarda, in Alberta, 
and to some extent the Decrees concerning industrial ~greements 
in France, all deal in varying de~ees with economic 'as .• well,as 
employment relations. (Of. below: '~The Place of~ective 
Agreements in the Economic ~tructure of the Commucity".) 

The Scope 01 Legislation concerning Oollective Agreement.! 
in Oountries with a FederaZ Oonstitution ~ 

{ Th~~~finition of.theterritorial.scope._ofJegisla.tion_c~c'el'I!inJt 
collective ag!ee.Dl~J!1;§.J1!J~e.L.ll.p~di.fficuJ.ties-.ID. SOJl!.~..cQl1Dtrlea. 

~~c~_~a.ve ~.f~c!e!..al __ c~ll~t~~~~n.j 
In the first place, it should be pointed out that in most countries 

with a fairly pronounced federal constitution, such as Germany, 
Austria, Brazil, Mexico and the U.S.S.R., the problem is as it 
were settled from the very outset inasmuch as under the consti
tutionallaw of those countries the central legislature is exclusiv~ly 
competent ,in matters 'of. labour, legisl/l.ti0!1, and in particular 
the regulation of collective agreements. 

Thus the earlier German Act of 23 December 1923-28 February 
1928 concerning collective agreements, and. the National'Labour 
Act of 20 January 1934; the Austrian Act of 18 December 1919 
concerning the establishment of conciliation boards and collective 
agreements, and the Decrees concerning corporative organisation 
issued in pursuance oMhe new constitution of 1 May 1934, the 
Brazilian Decree of 23 August 1932 concerning collective agreements, 
the Mexican Labour Code of 18 August 1931 (chapter concerning 
collective agreements) and, the Labour Code of the U.S.S.R. 
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(chapter CL?ncerning collective agreements) apply, in each case, 
throughout the national territory. 

Similarly in Switzerland the essential legislative provisions in 
regard to collective agreements are contained in the Federal 
Code of Contract Law,- without prejudice, however, to the right 
of cantons to introduce detailed regulations concerning the opera-
~ion and app;tication of collet!tive contracts. 

On the other hand, in the Oommonwealth 0/ Australia, in 
Oanada and in the U.S.A., the issues raised are different, for under 
the constitutional law of tbese countries both the Federal and the 
State (provincial) legislatures have ,power to enact legislation 
concerning collective agreements. Since, however, the problem is 
'highly complicated and goes beyond the limits of the present 
enquiry, it need only be mentioned and not discussed here .• 

II. -- SCOPE OF COLLECTIVE AGREEMENTS 

It was observed in the chapter dealing with the lega~ nature of 
collective. agreements (see p. 124, above) that collective agree
ments which have received legal recognition and other forms of 
collective regtUation concerning labour conditions have, within 
the limits of their scope as defined with reference to time, territory, 
occupations and persons, the binding force of law. [ Accordingly 
the real significance of such regulation cannot be appreciated 
unless' its scope has first been ascertained:') 

Ho~ has the problem been solved by legislation ? A general 
analysis of the laws and regulations concerning collective agree
. ments suggests the following genera] rule\ ~Llollec
tive agr~e~en!fJ9.<!..not define ~ope..of.suGb_JI,~«;l~J:I'},~p.~s a priori 
~}~Y.:_ dow.;n. .. ~~!:1;ain p~ciples which must, f~~'purposes of 
such definition, be observed by the parties (under a contractual 
system)- o~~y'_,the .b.odies .responsible for introducing collective 
regulation (under a cOmpulsory system)/ The reason for this rule 
-is - and it is one of the characteristi9'features which differentiate 
these two sources of labour law - that, unlike labour laws, which 
directly regulate labour conditions, laws concerning collective i 
agreements merely confer on the " parties " or on certain public 
bodies- authority to enact r~gulations. 

Now as it is clearly impossible to foresee all the individual I 
cases which may arise and it is therefQre impossible to define the· 
scope of agreements or ulterior regulations beforehand and in: 
all their details, the parties concerned must b" left to do this with: 

I 
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reference to the circumstances of time and of pla~ on the one 
hand and on the other hand to, the particular conditions prevailing 
in the occupation or industry to which such agreements or regula-
tions are to apply. .r . 

Moreover, collective agreements could not serve the purpose 
for which they are, intended, which is mainly to adapt labour 
condition~ to changing economic circumstances, if they could o~ 
be concluded within rigid limits laid down beforehand. 

But, subject to these reservations there is' room for legislation 
which will give collective agreemeBts the widest possible scope 
and hence the greatest measure of efficiency compatible with the 
purpose for which they are intended. , 

Enquiry into the provisions concerning the scope of collective 
agreements will show how the relevant legislation has been designed 
to reconcile the need for making such' agreements as flexible as 
'possible with that of giving tIiem 'the maiimum»d~g;;~"~f~ffi~i~~~Y. 

As in the analysis of the oth!'lr problems, the following survey 
will attempt to bring out the features which are common to various 
legislations; while only the provisions which go beyond the common 
rule will be cited. 

The Validity' 01 Qollective A greementB ,in Time 

The freedom of action of the -p'arties or bodies concerned is 
limited by legislation: (1) at the dat~~t ;hl~bthecollectfVe agroo: 

; ment comes into force; (2) so long as the agreement remains in 
force; and (3) on the expiry of the agreement. 

Entry into loree. - It has already been observed that the 

e~~l'l: JJ!t.2.~rce 2! ... ~lec!..ir~,!-~:m.~.~~J~,.~~~,~~io~al on, ()()~ 
Piiance wit a certain nuiii'6er of stipulations in regard tofOrmand 
stiDitaii~e': '~:g:;'''t1ie'-signatiir-eorUledo"ciimentcontalliiiigtIie 
agmilli~ht; the filing: . registration~nd, 'in sonie cases, under a 
contractual sysEemof' reguJailon,-"th.e approval j)f the collective 
agreement before it comes into force-;-unaera-compulsory system, 
the ~m1:J:g:~gQ.~"l;I.Ild publication of the awards, orders, decrees 
and regufations. 

I" As a rule the e:qtry into force ofa collective agreement COin.cides 
lwith the fulfilment of these legal requirements. 

Nevertheless - and here the autonomy of the professional 
legislative bodY,recovers its rights - the parties, wider a contractual 
system of regulation, and the authorities responsible for collective 
regulation under a compulsory system, may provide ,that a collec~ 
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. tive agreement shall apply as from some other date, either before 
. or after that of legal entry into force. They may, for instance, 
provide - and thls is the only case which has any legal or practical 
importance - that the agreement or regulations shall apply 
not as from the date on which they were signed or promulga~d 
but from'that on which a dispute settled by the collective agreement 
.began. 

( 
• In other words, the parties, or the body responsihle for regula

.tion, ~~.make thecollect~Y~d.awemen!.;~e~rospec,!;~!e. If this 
is done, the agreement does .not, as would normally be the case, 
merely determine the content of' contracts of employment of 
persons. covered' by the collective agreement which are in force 
at the time or which may be concluded subsequently, but also that 
of contracts which, although they expired before the agreement was 
concluded, were valid during the period of retrospective application. 

The effect of an agreement can, of course, only apply retro
!llpectively to material obligations which may be fulfilled after 
the event, such. as an increase in wages, the reinstatement of 
workers dismissed in consequence of a strike, etc., and not to 
purely formal stipulations such as the rule that certain contracts 
. of employment must be drawn up in writing, or to obligations 
concerning the form and the instalments in which wages are paid, 

.' etc. 
In short, it maybe said that in most cases the legal provisions 

concerning the entry into force of collective agreements are not 
in any way imperative, and that the parties, or the arbitration 
or trade authorities, may always, subject to compliance with the 
formal and substantial stipulations governing validity, provide 
for such exceptionS as they think fit. 

The duration ,0/ coUective agreements. - As in the case of entry 
into force~~s!~~ion leaves the parties co~cerned free to ]imi~ 
~_ duration. of collective agreements as they think besy This 
follows from the fact that such legislation, in conformit!" with 
the' ordinary law of contract, recognises three forms of collective 'I 
agreements: those which are valid for an indeterminate period, 
those which ,are valid for a fixed period of time, and those which 
are only valid for the duration of a given undertaking. 

In the first case, that of a collective agreement valid for an 
indefinite period~the parties may if they wish.witltdra~ from the 
contract, provided . (and here legislation concerning collective 
agreements departs from the rule of ordinary law) they give notice 

.. ~--~ 
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of withdrawaVthe notice varying, under different laws, from onti. 
to three months. 
~ This ~es~rict~n. was nf:lQesBll,n'. ~ ---.!>_rc!e!" _ !h~t the parties might 

have. an _ ()pp()~unity t<? open n~?t!~t!oIls ~good. time with a 
view to the renewal or a~eJl~ellt_91 tl;lt~ ~.81:eement before the 
~tter expired)< .-- . - -~- -

\In the second case, that of a collective agreement which is 
valid for a given period, legislation merely fixes the extreme 
limits of validity/ (1) in some very rare cases a minimum limit 
which varies, under different laws, from six months to two years -; . -
(2) in all cases, since ordinary law does not admit of permanent 
contracts with an unlimite4 !I!-li<li.t), ama~imum duration varying, 
in differentcountries~· from two to five years. -. . 

\ 1Li~arties_fail to limit the duration of theagreemt'nt, the 
latter is "'presumed to have an indetenninate validi.ty I If the 
agreement is concluded for a period which exceeds the legal maxi
mum, it is not void, save in exceptional cases when the only 
reason for the agreement was its duration, but the latter may be 
limited to the legal maximum. V~a11y, !!!..~~J'!l~Jl~. Jvhiph.. 
expires with.!>.l!~!a$gJ)eenexplicitly terminated by ~he parti~ _ 
is presum~d to have been tacitly~newed/ 

In the third case, a collective agreement the duration of which 
is limited to that of a given undertaking is only a special instance 
of the preceding type. Here again legislation simply fixes a 
maximum period of validity. If the undertaking has not come 
to an end when the collective agreement expires, the latter remains 
in force as an agreement with an indeterminate validity. 

Under,£.ompwsary systems of regulation, it is of course the 
authorities ~Bporun"ble'foithe' collective regulation of employment 
conditions, that is arbitration or judicial bodies and public author
ities, who determine the validity of . labour regulations in time. 
It is in the very nature of the system that such regulations should 
have a limited validity varying, according to the provisions of 
the Act which governs them, from one to five years (as in the 
case of the Australian arbitration awards). 
. Thus, within the· limits laid down by law, the parties, or the 
authorities responsible for regulating conditions of employment, 
have a free hand in determining the duration of collective agree
ments. 

The revision of collective agreements. - In spite of the legislative f 
precautions taken to ensure the greatest flexibility in the conclusion 
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of agreements\it m, ay, ha, ppen that, considerable changes occur 
in the economic position of the undertakings on which the agree-
m~~t~_~~~~i!!4!P:i~ii!iDg:t.~e,Y&1iclity-or .the:·I.8:~VNow- as-has 
already been observed, in virtue of the principle that ' collective 
agreements may not allow of exceptions, and in some cases by 
reason of the penalties for which provision has been made, con·' 
ditions of employment laid down in a. collective agreement may 
not, so long as the latter is in force, be altered except by agreement 
between the parties. tnus rule holds good irrespective of any 
changes which may have occurred.") 

Pains, have therefore been taken, in legislation concerning 
collective agreements to provide reme~~~, _for the disadvantages 
which 'might arise from excessively rigid reguiatfOli:::---.-'· 

In the first place, unqeL.&...con.tmctua.l system the pa.rties- may_ 
themselves prevent or lessen. sucjJ._~!Io<b'~nta.ges. They may, 
~s already been ob~rved, systematically give preference to 
agreements which have been concliiaed'~for'an--'indeteiminate 
period,andlromwhlch they may at any time withdrawprovided 
they giye the notice stipulated by law or agreement. 

(Further, they ~pecifica.]Jy pr~, in the agreement 
itself, for rev1sion and determine beforehand the circumstances 
fuwhi~~ I:eviEiion-@m=tak!LPlace. " " 
-~~j:,jhey~a,£ ~~.,J4~ a~ent in suc~_a way as 
to forestall the effects of, future economic Clianges by making 
'conditions' of employnien,i. '~nd~ more 'especially sti"pulati~~'in 
regarirto 'pay, "vaiY 'With certain economic indexes, such as cost 
oni-ring, price, production indexes, etc. ,r, 

It may be added that the principle of reb,us sic stantibus has 
sometimes been applied by the Courts in order to justify the 
amendment or termination of agreements which have become 
inapplicable. 

Under systems which allow, in varying degrees, for State 
intervention in the regulation of collective conditions of employ
ment) specific legislative provision has been made for the revision 
or termination of collective agreements on certain conditions~ 

rhus, under section 28, paragraph 3, of the Australian Com
monwealth Conciliation, and Arbitration Act 0('"22 June 1928 -' (Consolidated text),l " H the Court is satisfied that circumstances 
have arisen which affect the justice of any terms of an award, 
the Court may, in the same or another proceeding, set aside or 

1 LegilllatWe Serie8, 1928, Austral. 2. 
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vary any terms so affected". Further, under section 38 0 
and 38 Ora)~, the Court may suspend all or any of the terms 
of an award, vary its orders and awards, reopen any question 
and give, an interpretation of any term of an existing award. 

The Arbitration Tribunals of the various States in the Common
wealth and the Arbitration Court of New Zealand have the 
Bame powers of adapting, varying, reco~iderfiig; 'and cancelling 
awards. ' 

Under section 71 of the.~{~i~1I. Royal Decree of 1 July _19_2,_~ 1 

actions with respect to the drawing up of new conditions of employ
ment may be brought even if a collective contract has been con
cluded and even before the expiry of the period of validity of 
the contract as prescribed therein, provided that a. substantial 
change in the circumstances existing at the time of the conclusion 
of the contract is proved to exist. 

Similarly, the Mexican Labour Act of 18 August 1931 II provides 
in section 56 (chapter~ii'~ C~llective Coni~act"o{"EinPlOYment)
that, " every collective contract, whether for an indefinite period, 
a fixed period, or specified work, shall be subject to complete
or partial revision every two years at the request of any of the 
contracting parties, on the following conditions, viz. - if the 
employees' industrial associations so request, the revision shall 
be effected, provided that the applicants represent not less than 
51 per cent. of the total number of members of the industrial 
association which concluded the contract; if the employers so 
request, the ~vision shall be effected, provided that the applicants 
employ not less than 51 per cent. of all the employees affected 
by the contract. The application for revision, by whichever party 
it is submitted, shall be made not less than sixty days before the 
expiration of the contract. If the parties fail to come to an agree
ment during this period or withhold their consent to the prolong
ation of the said period, the matter shall be referred to the compe
tent conciliation and arbitration board for decision; during the 
proceedings before the board, the contract the revision of which 
is under discussion shall remain' ill operation ". 

Further, under section 65. of the same Act, a generally binding 
contract may, at the request of the employers and employees 
who represent the majority mentioned in section 58, be subjected 
to revision by the Federal,Executive within a time-limit of three 

1 Legialattve Seriea, 1926, It. 5. 
I Legialaeive Seriea, 1931, Mell:. 1. 

{ 
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months or' at any other tune when the existing economic conditions 
justify such a step. 

( In Great Britain, under section 54 of the Cotton Manufacturing 
Industry Act of 28 June 1934,1 the Minister of Labour has power, 
on request from either of the organisations concerned, to reject 
an Order setting out rates of wages, provided such Order has 
been in operation for at least 12 months.' 

The procedure for revocation is much the same as that followed 
when the Order is made (see p. 94, above). In the event of immi
nent national danger or great emergency, however, the Minister 
may, without any such proceedings, revoke the Order by Order. 

In £~~. under section 5 of the Quebec Act of 20 April 
1934 respecting the extension of collective labour agreements,. 
ih~'~Lieu~nant-Governor in Council may at the request of the 
parties repeal or amend the Order-in-Council extending· the 
application of a collective agreement. 

Under section 31 v (I) of the French Act of 24 June 1936 
an order to extend a collective agre~t;;tllid-partie~-wm 
cease to have effect when the parties concerned agree to 
denounce, revise or amend it. It may also be cancelled by the 
Minister of Labour by an order, issued iIi the manner prescribed 
in sections 31 v (d) and (e), when it becomes apparent that the 
collective agreement no longer meets the economic requirements 
of the branch of industry or commerce concerned in the district 
in question. 

According to section 28 of the Ohinese Act of 1 November' 
1932 the administrative authorities may, at the request of either 
of the contracting parties, prematurely terminate a collective 
agreement if, since the agreement came into force, there have 
been profound changes in the economic situation of the under
takings. 

Finally, in Germany, labour regulations may be amended, 
revised or abrogated by the labour. trustees who have promulgated 
them. 

It appears from the examples cited above that, while affording 
. the greatest possible measure of stability in collective agreements, 
. legislation in a great many countries has been able to provide 

remedies for the disadvantages which might attend exclusive 
rigidity in such agreements. 

I Legialative Series, 1934, G.B. 7. 
• Legialative SeriI.B, 1934. Can. 5. 
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Expiry 01 collectiV8 a~. - Collective agreements or 
similar regulations normally expire when the time-limit pJaced 
on their duration is reached. Nevertheless, and this is an important 
reservation, most laws provide that the -agreement shall expire 
only: when formal notice of termination lias been given within a 
specified time ; in the absence of such notice, the collective agree
ment is con.~idered to have been renewed for a period equal to 
that of its initialvillidity;-ot' to' h8.veb~n prolonged for an inde-
terminate period. ' 

Further, in cases of loru majeure (e.g. when the undertaking 
is wound up, if the collective agreement applied to one under
taking only ; intention&! and substantial violation of the agree
ment by one of the parties, etc.) a collective agreement may be 
terminated either wholly or in part before the normal date of 
~x~iry. 

(On the other hand, certain extraordinary causes of termination 
which are recognised in ordinary law do not apply in the case 
of collective agreements> Thus, to mention only outstanding 
examples which are to be found in most laws concerning collective 
agreements, i' one of the parties ceases to have power to enter 
into a contract (loses legal personality), if one of the contracting 
organisations is dissolved, or even if one of the parties to the agree
ment disappears (death of an employer bound by a collective 
agreement, cession or transfer of the undertaking) the agreement 
does not necessarily lapse. " 

The reason for this is that a collective agreement is not exclu
sively, nor even mainly, a contract between the parties (trade 
associations and unions) but also, and above all, an instrument 

~~t~g. ~~~t~OI,\S ~~ _eIX~l~loJIDe.~t _~o~ ~~_ ~~_~ns !t. ~ers. 
Moreover, on the employer's side the purpose of the 'agreement 

is not so much to bind the individual employer ~.J,8e undertaking, 
the trade or tbe industry concerned. It follows that the heir, 
in' the event 'of the death of a party to a collective agreement, 
or the person who acquires an undertaking under any title what
soever, in cases of ceSsion or transfer, automatically takes over 
the rigbts and obligations of the employers who were originally 
bound. 

Similarly, on the workers' side, the loss of legal personality 
or the dissolution of a trade union which is a party to an agreement 
only involves incapacity to enter into agreements in future but 
does not relieve the workers of their obligations under collective 
8.brreements which are already in -force. 

12 
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The EDect of Oollective Agreements after Expiry. - .Obviously 
the result of expiry is that the collective agreement ceases .to be 
operative. The expiry of individual contracts of employment, 
however, may not always coincide with that of the collective 
agreement which determined their content. When it does not, 
the conditions of employment laid down in the agreement continue 
to' apply even' after the latter has ceased to be in force and until 
the contracts themselves expire. Further, certain stipuJations 
in the collective agreement, such, for instance, as the undertaking 
given by the employer to pay the wage-eamer a pension, or that 

.' of the wage-eamer not to compete with his employer until a certain 
, i space of time has elapsed, continue to apply even after the collective· 

j agreement· has expired, since by their very nature they cannot 
become effi~ctive during the validity of the agreement. 
. The expiry of,..~~y'~i.!~. ~~~~ent~ ~,Il.<!. siI!l~at: .~~tions 

raises a further· legislative problem. As is well known: it is the 
renewar:orconec-tiveagreementii;-dmmg the period between the 
expiry of the old and the conclusion of the new agreement, when 
there is no contractual regulation in force, that gives occasion 
for the outbreak of the most serious labour disputes./' 

It has already been seen that, in order to overcome this diffi-
. culty, collective agreements are under most laws presumed to 
have been tacitly renewed when the date of expiry has been 
reacher With l.ne"saDie object mvfew,~ certain l~~s and regulations 
compel the parties to submit to conciliation before the agreement 
expires. 

Such measures have certainly helped to lessen the risk of 
disputes breaking out during the period when there is no contractual 
regulation, but they do not completely eliminate that risk. 
. Several recent enactments, for instance, the Danish Act of 

31 January 1933, the OzechoslO1:ak Decrees of 15 June 1934 and 
.29 April 1935, have compii1Sorily"extended by one year the validity 
of collec~ive agreements which were in force when they were 
promulgated. In both cases the enactments were emergency 
measures iiItroduced to avoid serious labour disputes which seemed 
Ii~ely to break out when the agreements expired and to prevent 
an expected fall in wages. 

. On the other hand, attempts have been made in two countries 
to solve the problem once and for all by legislation. 

'The I~~ Act of 25 January 1934"providf'.8 in section 3 that 
collective agreements which have expired shall continue to be 
operative until a riew agreement has been concluded or until 
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an award has been made, in lieu of an agreement, by the Labour 
Courts. 

Similarly, the A'U8tralian Oommonwealth Conciliation and .Ax~ 
bitration Act providesw'sectioii 28, paragraph 2, that after the 
expiration of the period specified. in the award, the latter shall~ 
unless the Court otherwise orders, continue in force until a new 
order has been made. 

, The purpose of such legislation is to bridge over the period 
which separates the old from the new contract and so to confer 
on the parties all the advantages that the continuity of collective 
regulation affords, while enabling them to adapt conditions of 
employment to any new economic circumstances which may 
have arisen. 

Territorial and Occupational Scope 0/ Oollective Agreements 

(It is in this respect that legislation leaves the parties concerned 
the greatest measure of freedom of judgment and of decision. ') 
Most laws require the contracting parties to define the territorial 
and occupational scope of their collective agreements but leave 
them free to limit that scope as they think best. 

Moreover, g;.ven that industrial relations are highly complicated, 
that there is the greatest variety in the operations performed 
in anyone industry and that conditions of employment vary in 
different economic regions, it would - unless, as will be seen 

(

later, economic activities are ~classified first - be very difficult 
to lay down in advance the territorial and occupational frame

I work into which collective agreements will have to fit. 
, In practice, the territorial and occupational scope of collective 
agreements is determined by the field of action and the organisation 
of the parties, that is, of the trade' associations and unions. 

As regards territory, since legislation does not confer power 
to conclude collective agreements on local unIons alone but also 
on their federations, collective agreements may cover one or more 
undertakings. a given locality, a district or the, whole country, 
according as the parties to the agreement are works unions, local 
trade unions or national federations. 

As regards occupation, the agreements may cover only a 
single trade or skilled' occupation, if the unions are organised on 
an occupational basis, or on the contrary cover a whole industry 
when trade union organisation is on an industrial basis. 

But however extensive and comprehensive the agreements 
may be, their flexibility permits of the parties adapting them 
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to the divetsity and complexity of the relationships to be regulated. 
Thus in the case of agreements with a comprehensive scope, a 

distinction is usually made between basic agreements in which 
the general conditions of employment to be applied throughout 
the industry (such as hours of work;, holidays with pay, methods 
'of calculating wages or even minimUm wage rates) are laid down, 
regional agreements which allow for requirements in a given region, 
and finally wage agreements, which are usually concluded for 
a shorter period than the basic agreements and specify the wage 
rates payable to different classes of wage-earners, e.g. manual 
workers, unskilled workers, skilled workers, technical employees, 
,adolescents, women, aged workers, etc. 
, But while mo.st laws do not limit the territorial and occupational 
scope of, collective agreements beforehand and in detail, they 
may, nevertheless, by determining trade union and occupational 
organisation, broadly outline the framework of collective regulation! 
.In· this respect it may be mentioned that in many countries, e.g. 
Austria, Australia, France, Italy, Mexico, New Zealand, Portugal, 
Spain, Union of South Africa, United States and U.S.S.R., power 
to concbide collective agreements has been conferred only on the 
largest union in a given trade, the most representative unions or 
those which are officially recognised. Similarly, in other countries 
power to con'elude agreements has been conferred only on national 
federations and confederations. 

Thus; in !.!!,:-lJ/' under the Royal Decrees of 16 August 1934 
issue,d in pursuance of section 7 of the Act of 5 February 1934, 
respecting the constitution and functions of the corporations, 
with a view to bringing trade union organisation into line with 
that of the new corporations, legal recognition is henceforth to 
be granted only to the national trade federations and the national 
associations for a given industry or occupation, and therefore 
these bodies alone will have power to conelude national agreements,' 
subject to approval by the 'national confederations to which they , . 

belong. ' 
Similarly in ~der the Order of 2 March 1934 concerning 

the ConfederatIOn of Austrian Workers and Salaried Employees 
(completed and amended by the Order of 3 December 1934 defining 
the rules, of that Confederation) and the various Orders concerning 
employers' confederations, responsibility for concluding, amending 
,or terminating collective agreements under the supervision and 
,iith the approval of the national confederations lies with the 
national trade unions. 
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Again in the U.S.S.R., in principle the central trade unions 
are responsible for organising collective einployment relationships. 

In all countries where the collective regulation of employment 
conditions is controlled by the central bodies in the trade union 
system, collective agreements can and will normally extend to 
all occupations or industries within the widest possible territorial 
limits. 

This is in the nature of a facility, and the parties are free 
to make use of it with a view to giving their agreements as wide 
a. scope as possible, but there is nothing to prevent the~ allowing, 
when they draw up their agreements, for geographical and occu
pational conditions, or even concluding agreements which apply 
only to one locality or undertaking, where circumstances make 
this necessary. 

~he tendency to lay down beforehand the territorial and 
occupational framework of collective agreements is even more 
marked when collective systems of regulation are based on occu
pationai or industrial organisation. 

It has been obse~ed that the organisation in question may 
be that of a single industry, as in Great Britain (Cotton Manu
facturing Industry Act of 28 June 1934) and the. U.S.A. (Act 
of 30 August 1935 respecting the coal industry), or that of a whole 
series of industries as in Spain (Act, of 27 November 1931-16 
July 1935 concerning joint labour boards in industry and agri
culture) and 'the NetherzO,ruJ,8 (Act of 7 April 1933 respecting the 
organisation of industrial councils). 

,In the last-named country, -it may be noted that industrial 
councils are set up in'the various occupations as and when the 
need arises, whereas in Spain the occupations and industries for 
which joint laboUf boards have' been set up were at the outset 
classified in 24 principal groups, these being in turn subdivided 
with reference to specialised occupational categories.l 

It should be added that the Codes of Fair Conipetition in the 
U.S.A. (under the rescinded National Recovery Act of 16 -June 
1933) were based, and that the corporations in Italy are still 
based, on an industrial and occupational organisation which· is 
no longer confined to employment relationships but also covers 
economic relationships. In Italy, as is known, 22 corporations 
were instituted under the Act of 5 February 1934 respecting the 
constitution and functions of corporations. These 22 corporations 

J Legislative Seriea, 1931, Sp. 15, section 4. 
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were divided into three groups, each corporation in the first 
representing a cycle of agricultural, .industrial and commercial 
production, each in the second a cycle of induj;ltrial and commercial 
production and the third the service industries and occupations.1 

(Under all these systems the territorial and occupational scope 
of collective agreements or regulations is laid down at the outset 
in the Act.) 

But here again the scope of ~~lation<is. J;lo~e:xtEl~!!~~ 
~~~~~~.pLfJ~~~!>i!i~y;The agreements or decisions given by 
industrial committees or· corporative organisations are, it is true, 
binding on all persons,· whether salaried employees or wage
earners, working in the occupation or industry considered, but 
they do no more than fix, just as the basic agreements in purely 
contractual systems do, general conditions of employment, i.e. 
minimum stipulations, which will, by special collective agreements, 
be completed' or adjusted to the regional or occupational require
.ments of the industry. 

(Finally, it will suffice to mention the bodies responsible for 
-regUlation under compulsory systems: industrial arbitration 
courts in Australia and in New Zealand, labour courts in Italy. 
and labour trustees in Germany have power to determine at their 
discretion and within the limits of their territorial competence. 
the scope of collective regulations.)However, although they give 
the agreements' as wide a territorial and occupational scope as 
their legal competence permits, they are also free to limit sucl]. 
lscope to a single locality or to given undertakings, or again to 
.allow any exceptions or exemptions which may, owing to the 
particular circumstances of individual undertakings, seem 
necessary. 

In short, however wide the territorial and occupational scope 
-of collective agreements may be, care has been taken in drafting 
legislation to ensure that they shall be as flexible as is necessary . 
to allow for all possible circumstances. 

Scope of Oollecti'l:e Agreements with reference to .Per8on8 

tSince the significance of collective regulation is to some 6Ktent 
measured by the number of beneficiaries, minute and detailed 
attention has been given to the problem of determining the scope 
of collective agreements with reference to persons. '!The methods 
adopted will be described very briefly ~ '. 

1 Of. the complete list of corporations in the I.L.O. Year-Book 1934-35, p. 375. 
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As a general rule, at any rate under contractual system!!, 
collective agreements apply at the outset not only, as they clearly 
must, to' the org~sation8 which are parties to the contract and 
which have signed the agreement, but toaD members of 'SUch 
organisations. They do so either in "Virtue of a. mandate tacitly 
implied in the contract of association or" in virtue of a, specific 
. mandate given prior to conclueion of the agreement or subse
quently confirmed. 

This is in fact merely an application to collective agreements 
of the rule of ordinary law in regard to mandates. 

Questions which arise when third parties come into an existing 
agreement or when pa,rties withdraw from collective agreements 
are likewise settled with reference to the ordinary law of contract. 

Organisations, groups or isolated employers (employers being 
in all cases treated a,s collective bodies) may only become parties 
to an existing a,greement subject to tho oonsent' of the parties 
originally bound by that agreement. 

(Individual wage-earners ma,y only become parties to a colleotive 
agreement indireotly by joining one of the organisations which 
a,re parties.') 

As regards withdrawal from or non-acceptance ,of a, oolle<;:tive 
agreement, a distinction must be drawn between collective agree
ments which ha,ve been ooncluded for a, fixed period and those 
which ha,ve an indeterminate validity. 

If the a,greement has been concluded for a fixed period, the 
original parties or a,ny parties which subsequently come 'into 
the a,greement are bound throughout the period during which 
the agreement is to remain in force, unless the latter is altered 
or terminated by common consent. Members of the organisa,tiQns 
which are parties to the agreement may on the other hand withdraw 
from the latter by retiring from the organisation, provided this 
is done within·a, fixed period (generally a very short one, varying 
from three to eight days) which begins to run from the date a,t 
which the agreement legally comes into force. 

If the collective agreement has been concluded for an fude
terminate period, the contracting parties may withdra,w from it 
a,t any time, provided tha,t they give legal notice of withdra,wal 
(varying under different laws from one to three months) and inform 

I
the other parties. Since, so far at least as the workers are con
cerned.. the only parties to the agreement are the trade unions, the 
withdrawal of a, union clearly involves that of its members. 

\ The members of an organisation which is a party to a, collective 
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agreement may at any time withdraw from the latter by ceasing 
to be members of that organisation within the time-limits laid 
down in the Act. 

'Further, in· cases where there are several contracting parties, 
the withdrawal of anyone of these does nota~tomatically release 
all the others from the contract, but under most laws it affords 
them an opportunity of giving noticel 

It should be added that where the principle of freedom to 
'conclude collective agreements applies, there is ~othing, even in 
. an industry, occupation or Undertaking already covered by & 

collective agreement, to prevent rival trade unions from concluding 
other collective agreements on their own behalf and on that of 
their members. -

tit follows from this very rapid survey of principles that in 
purely contractual- SYliltems, collective regulation of conditions of 
employment is exclusively a m/l.tter for the contracting parties 
and in no way concerns third parties, even if these are, as in the) 
particular. case under consideration,wage-earners engaged in the' 
-undertakings covered by the collective agreements. Third parties 
are therefore free to dep~!L~om the .condi~ions!aid ~own in the 
agreement and to consent to~~other conditions of employment 
which are less favourable than those laid down by collective 
regulation. 

In fine, purely contractual regulation does not exclude, but 
'to some extent makes for variety in the systems of regulating 

,employment conditions, 'often within the same industry, the same 
occupation or even the same undertaking. 

Now it is important to note that this variety in systems of 
regulation is not due to differences, in actual conditions of employ
ment or in industrial operation, for contracting parties woul~ 
,be in a position to all9w for such differences, either by agreeing 
to exclude handicapped undertakings from the territorial or 
occupational scope or by making provision for all the necessary 
exceptions and exemptions in the agreement. The differences in I 
question are simply due to, the fact that the persons concerned j 
mayor may not be members of the unions which have signed: 

, the agreement. 
No doubt in c'ountries where trade union and occupational 

organisation has developed to a considerable extent and where 
it is, moreover, highly centralised and standardised, collective 
agreements do in fact- apply to all the ,wage-earners ,in the under
takings they' cover, even if such wage-earners are not trade 
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unionist~. This extension usually takes place by common consent 
between the parties, though such a stipulation would appear to 
be binding on the contracting parties alone and not on third parties. 

In cases where these conditions do not hold good, the conse
quence of competitive bargaining and of the fact that collective 
agreements do not apply to third parties may be so serious that, 
in most countries, legislative steps have been taken to overcome 
the difficulty either by direct measures designed to lessen trade 
union. or contractual com:petition' 'fu'tnelaoour 'market; "or by 
indi~~ct-measures'tlle -obi~,(j(Qf.~hlch.is toextend,as fitr as possible, 
the personal scope oithe ,~greem,ent.' , ' , ' , 

The firSt 'type o'f measure has already been considered. when 
dealing with the methods of drawing up collective agreements, and 
reference to the remarks' made in, that connection should suffice. 
Measures of the second type will be briefly analysed 'here. 

The first step towards extending the personal scope of collective 
agreements, a step which is taken in most Jaws, is to make such 
agreements legally applicable to all wage-earners, even those who, 
are not members of a trade union, in an undertaking or occupation 
where the employer or employers are themselves bound by the 

'collective agreement. In some countries this only happens in 
virtue of a legal presumption. ,In the absence of any other agree
ment, wage-earners are then automatically covered by the collective 
agreement. In most other countries, however, such application 
is compulsory in virtue of the Act ,and consequently over-rides 
any exceptional agreements. 

The second measure consists in prohibiting any withdrawal 
from the collective agreement during the period ,for which the 
latter has been concluded. 

Both these measures are designed to stabilise and standardise, 
for a minimum pt'oriod of time, conditions of employment in 
undertakings where the employers are themselve!! parties to the 
collective agreements. In fact, such legislation merely gives full 
effect to the wishes of the contracting parties, without, however, 
going beyond the contractual scheme on whi$ the parties have 
agreed. 

On the other hand, in the system's which will now be' considered, 
the purpose of the measures adop~d is mainly to extend collectiv!, 
'regulation to third parties such as employers and wage-earners. 
who are not covered by the collective agreement but who are 
engaged in an occupation coming within the territorial and 
occupational s~ope' of that agreement. ' 
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Measures taken to this end vary according to countries. They 
may do no'more than confer either on the Government - that 
is, in most cases on the Minister of Labour, or on arbitration and 
judicial bodies, the faculty to extend the scope of the collective 
agreements so as to cover third parties ; or, in the other extreme, 
application to third parties may be compulsory under the Act. 

, The following is a summary of such measures : 

'<f) Extension of collective agreement8 to third partie8 by admi
nistrative measure8. - This is the method adopted in Brazil (Decree 
of 23 August 1932, section 111); in Oanada: Quebec (Act of 
20 April 1934, section 22); Alberta. and Ontario (Acts of 1935 
concerning industrial standards 8); in Qzech08lovakia (Order of 
29, April 1935 concepring collective agreements in the textile 
industry '); in fJreat Britain' (Act of 28 June 1934, sections 1 
and 2 5); in Mexico (Labour 'Code of 18 August 1931, sections 
58 to 67 6); in ~he fl'fl'ion of South A/rica (section 9, paragraph 
4, of the Acts of 28 May 1930 and 7 March 1933 7), in FranceS 
(Act of 24' June 1936, sections 31 v(d) and 31 v(e) and in 
Greece 9 (Act of 16 November 1935, section 6).10 

In all these countries the procedure for ext~nding the scope 
of. collective agreements to cover third parties is governed by a 
certain number of conditions of form and substance, the details 
of which may vary thQugh in essence they are the same. They 
may be summed up as' follow:s. 

The most important of the conditions of substance, which 
, is to be found in all systems, is that the extension' of an agreement 
to third parties may not b~ applied for unless that agreement is 
already predominant ill its own territorial or occupational field, 
either by reason of the number of persons covered (50 to 75 per 
cent. of, the workers concerned) or by reasQn of the questions 
with which it dealS; i.e. wages, hours of work, etc. The Order 
extending the agreement is not issued automatically but only at 
the request of the parties to the contract or of the trade o-rganisa
tiona ; in other words, on the initiative of those concerned. 

1 Of. LegiBlatitJ6 Seriu, 1932, Braz. 6. 
I Of. LegialatitJ6 Series, 1934, Can. 5. 
8 Of. Legulative Series, 1935, Can. 3. 
'Of. Legulative Series, 1935, Cz. 1. 
I Of. LegulativeSeries, 1934, G.B. 7. 
• Of. Legulative Series, 1931, Mex. 1. 
7 Of. Legulative Series, 1930, B.A. ,5; 1933, S.A. 1. 

'S Cf. Legulative Series, 1936, Fr. 7. 
8 Cf. Legulative Series, 1935, Gr. 7. 

10 Cf. also: Legislative Series, 1936, I.F.S. 1. 
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In order that third parties may be informed of the measure 
contemplated and may be in a position to state their views or 
objections, if any, the request for the extension of a col1ective 
agreement must in most countries. be published. When publishing 
such request, the authorities mention a time-limit within which 
any objection or opposition must be made and given a 
hearing. 

When the time-limit has expired, the competent authority 
is free to 'take any decision it thinks fit in regard to the 
request. It may either accede to or reject the request without 
appeal. 

Under some laws the declaration or decree need do no more 
than extend the collective agreement to third parties without 
altering it, or, on the other hand, it may alter the duration of 
the agreement, provide for exceptions or exemptions in favour 
of certain undertakings, authorise revision within a given period 
or under certain conditions, etc. 

Again, the extension may in some cases be effected only with 
respect to certain conditions of works: wages in Great Britain, 
or wages and hours of work in Canada ; or again it may cover 
conditions of work as a whole. 

Such in brief is the procedure under systems which allow for 
the optional extension of collective agreements to third parties. 
Stress must be laid on the fact that in all countries parties make 
use of this procedure not by way of exception but in the normal 
course of events. Moreover quite a number of laws, more parti
cularly the Act passed in Great Britain and the Canadian Acts, 
have 'been specially drafted with this end in view. 

A:) The ~tensicm o~ ~~ect't)e a~ee~ or ar~it~tion awards 
to "laird parties by conciUatum or arhlfrataon. - This IS the method 
adopted in Austria (Act of 18 December 1919, sections 16 to 19 1), 

and in Australia both in the Commonwealth legislation and in 
that of various States, and in New Zealand. It will suffice to 
summarise, by way of exatnple, the provisions of the Australian 
Commonwealth ,Conciliation and Arbitration Act and the Ne,,? 
Zealand Act of 8 June 1936. 

Under section 38 (/j and (gj of the Act of 22 June 1928 
(consolidated text 2) the Court of conciliation ~d arbitration 

I cr. LegiBlative Senes, 1920, Aus. 22. 
• cr. LegiBlatilJfl Senes, '1928, Austral. 2. 
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has power to declare by any award or order that any practice, . 
regulation, rUle, custom or term o'~ agreement, condition of employ
ment or dealing whatsoever determined by an award in relation 
to ,any industrial matter shall be a common rule of any industry 
in connection with which the dispute arises. 

Before declaring a common rule, the Court must pay du~ 
regard to the extent to which the industries or the persons affected 
enter or are likely to enter into competition with one another. 
further, before any co~mon rule is so declared, the Court must 
by notification published in the Gazette and in such other publica~ 
tions, if any, as the Court directs, specify the industry and thO' 
industrial matter ~ relation to which it is proposed to declare 
a common rule, and make known that all persons and organisations 
interested in and desirous of being heard may, on or before a day 
named, appear or be represented before the Court. The Court 
must, in the . manner prescribed, hear all such persons and organi
sations appearing or represented. 

Further, the ~ourt has power to direct with due regard to 
local circumstances within what limits of area, if any, and subject 
to what conditions and except~ons, the common rule so declared 
is binding upon the persons engaged in the industry whether 
as employers or employees, and whether members of an organisa
tion or not. 

Under section 23 of the New Zealand Act of 8 June 1936 the 
Arbitration Court has power to extend an award so as to join 
~nd bind as party thereto any (and not merely any specified) 
trade union, industrial union or· association, or employer in the 

'same industry, even if the award does not relate to a trade or 
manufacture the products of .which enter into competition with 
those manufactured in another industrial 9istrict and in which 
a lpajority of the employers and unions of workers are bound 
by the award; the previous legislation had contained a proviso 
limiting the power of the Court in this case. However, the Court 
may not extend ali award to cover any employer Unless a majority 
of the employers in' the district· who are enga~ed in the industry 
!x> which it relates are already bound by it. 

Further, the Court 'may, on application within one month of 
the making of any order extending an award to unspecified unions 
or employers; grant exemption from it. 

3. Automatic statutory extension to third partie8 0/ collective 
agreements or 0/ compulsory awards. - This procedure is followed 
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in Germany (Act of 20 January 1934, section 32 1); in Italy (Act 
of 3 April 1926, section 10 2); Decree of 1 July 1926, section 
57 '; Labour Charter of 21 April 1927, section ITI I) ; in Portugal, 
(Decree of 23 September 1933, section 33 6); in the United States 
(Act of 5 July 1935, section 9 8); and in the U. S. S. R. (Labour 
Code of 9 November 1922, section 16 7). 

It should be pointed out that in the United States the extension 
of collective agreements to third parties is a consequence of the 
fact that the trade union representing the majority of the workers 
in a given district, occupation or industry, is, as regards the con
clusion of collective agreements, considered to be the· sole repre
sentative of all the wage-earners, whereas in other countries only 
legally recognised organisations have power to conclude collective 
agreements applicable to all the wage-earners and all the em
ployers they represent, whether such wage-earners and employers 
are members of the organisation or not. 

Similarly, in Germany collective regulations promulgated by the 
Labour Trustees are binding on all the persons concerned who 
come within the territorial or occupational scope of such regulations. 

Finally it will be remembered that in Spain (Act of 27 November 
1931-16 July 1935, section 19 8) and in the Netherlands (Act of 
7 April 1933, section 19 8), occupational agreements concluded 
by the joint labour boards or industrial councils are binding on 
all persons, whether emptoyers or wage-earners, engaged in the 
industry or the occupation for which such agreements have been 
drawn up. 

In conclusion, it may be said that by the various means which 
have been mentioned, legislation has sought so far as possible 
to convert Qollective agreements which are normally· limited to 
the members of the contracting organisations into regulations 
applicable throughout the occupation concerned. 

1 ugi8lative 8erie8, 1934, Ger. 1. 
I ugi8la1ive 8sriu, 1926, It. 2. 
• ugi8la1ive 8sriu, 1926, It. 5. 
I ugi8lative 8sriu, 1927, It. 3. 
a ugi8lalive 8sriu, 1933, Por. 5. 
I ugi8lalive 8sriu, 1935, U.S.A. 1. 
'Legialative8sriu,1922, Rus. 1. 
e ugialalive 8sriu, 1935, Sp. 3. 
t Legialatit'fJ 8enea, 1935, Neth. 1. 



CHAPTER V 

mE APPLICATION OF COLLErnvE AGREEMEl\'TS 

In practice, ~~::::..:~:::-=.:==~--::=:::::.z=-=:::::.....:::..;::::::..~::;;? 
agreements and other 0 tive methods of re atin conditions 
of employment are to be applied. Thus, the legislative authontles 
have two tasks before them: on the o!!e hand, the enforcement 
of the agreements and re ations must be secured, while, on the 
other, propriate measures must be'ta en to settle any disputes 
to which the application of agreements m~ ~e. ~eJThiSinvolves 
the introauction of legislative measures organismg the supervision 
of collective agreements a,nd laying down penalties for breach 
of agreement. 

So far as the collective agreements form an autonomous system 
of regulation, such supervision and saIictions are, as has already 
been stated, deterinined by the agreements themselves.1 

I. - MEASURES OF SUPERVISION 

. Generally speaking, \if a conciliation authority ~le 
for following up chanlis in conditions of employment, i~ may, 
ill order to take the necessary action in time, have to supen:ise 
the 0 eration of collective agreements . (cf. the Danish Act of 

·Janu~ 1934, -section 2. gniJarJ.y, factory inspectors whose 
duty it is to se.e that social legislation is enforced m)!!!lt also SUpet
vise the application of collective agreements/more especially 
with reference to certain Acts, for instance, those dealing with 
hours of work. ' . ' 

Under the Australian Acts/which provide for compulsory 
arbitr~tion, the duties of factory inspectors include t.ha~ of aeeing 
that awa.rde aad eo11ective agreements are enforced. For this 
purpose, inspectors may enter any premises where work is done 
and "!!!yst make any necessary investIgations end. reports (cf: 

'", . ____ oJ·_."" 
" 

1 Cf. above, pp. 63 et 8eq. 
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Commonwealth Act, sec. 50 A; Queensland Act of 1932, sec. 76, 
etc.).,In countries where minimum conditions of employment are 
laid down by lomt labour boardS or indust . ouncils such 
b ay as a e su e the a lication of their decision¢ 
In Spain, under the Act of 27 November 1931, the joint labour 
boards are responsible for securmg the· observance both of their 
own decisions and also of individu~l and collective· contracts. 
With this end in view, they may appoint inspecting members who 
are treated as assistant inspectors in the general service of the 
labour inspectorate (sections 19, 20, 32 et 8eq of the Act). 

'{lp~ial bodies mal.\be set. up to supervise bhe applicatlon--ef 
collective agreements/...:..In-Canada.,--in the province of Quebec, 
the parties to a collective labour agreement ~ade obligatory 
under the Act of 20 April 1934 must set up a joint supervisory 
committee, to which the Minister of Labour may add two delegates 
designated by the employers or employees who are not parties 
to the agreement. In the province of Ontario, under the Industrial 
Standards Act of 18 April 1935, the Minimum Wage Board has 
power to enforce the ,provisions of the Act. 

In countries where laws have been enac~ncerniI!g worP 
confillittees or co~, ...such bodies may have to supervis!, the 
application of collective a~ That, prior to 1933, was 
the ~e J.ilGermany~er the Act of 1920 concerning works 
councils. In.A ustria, the works councils set up by the Act of 
1919 an:d the works communities for which. provision is made 
in the Act of 12 July 1934, have authority to supervise the appli
cation of collective agreements. So have the works councils which 
are set up in Czecho8lovakia under the Act of 1921. 

FiItallytin the U.S.S.R. the workers' representatives in e~ch 
un~ave extensive powers of supervision, and in l!:9:.ly 
the app,:lCat' of collective agreements is supervised by the 
corporative inspection serVIce ------------- , ~ 

II. - PENALTIES 
~ 

,The llature of the penalties and the way ir. which t.~~are 
enf~rced depend on the tyPe of legislation enacted concern~g 

. collective a eements or other me . nditions 
o' ent. ~ a general rule, the principleJULPplied tQ~I
lective agreements are· those of the ordina~ law of cont.ract. 
But since in p~ic~ it is ~UQ.Jtppl~principJ.es 
thoroughly, legislation has in severa] countries been jnt.roduced .--
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either to adapt the principles of ordinary law to the special require
ments. of colIectj.yCil_ ~~rit8·-or to subatit.utk for such priiiCiples 
othel' meaautelLwbich arlL QQnsidered more satisfactory/ 

• 
Righta and duties of individual employers and w(Yf'kers. -

According to the principles of ~dinary law, collective agreements 
take effect as regards both the individual employers and the 
workers who are bound by such agreements, in rights and duties 
created by contracts of employment. Any breacb of a collective 
agreement must therefore be a breach ~f an individual contract 
. in order to justify pa.yment of damages, termination of contract, 
~ That is still the legal position in many countries. However, 
un~r quite a nnmber oLJaws, collective ~~eme'nts· directly 
confer rights and lay duties on the pe!"~o_Il~to whom theyapply, 
and breaches of such ,agreements ent,aj] leii8TM~uence8· for -- --~ ~-

which provision is made ill the Act. This being so, according to 
the piiIiciPles of ordinary law, legislation may either compel 
persons committing a breach of the Act to pay damages, or it 
may make provision for disciplinary measures and penalties. 
In any event, an employ~or a workm:..maY-he. held re~~ible 
only U he lias ~f an off~ce: 

D~ Ma~cts (in' France, Latvia, Mexico, Nether
lands, Sweden, etc.) exp~fo~f.~mages. 
E~ this obligation is 0 expressly stip~, .it ~ollows 
from the wording of an Act which dec res that ~P~~tiYIl agree
ment is binding upon the employers and work~~1UChi1e, Estonia, 
Rumania, etc.). 

In principle, the amount of the dam~g.eU1J.ya.blELcolXeBponds 
to the loss inflicted. Nevertheless, some Acts limit thEUl.mount 
iIi the worker's favou:r (S~den), lay dowiilL"fixed p~~ty (Canada, 
Quebec: 20· pe~ c~nt"t .. of the wages in dispute), or even allow 
of granting exemption from an liabilities to pay damages if such 
exemption seems reasonable (Sweden). 

Disciplinary measures. - As a rule, trade union rules ..E.rovide 
for disciplinary measures in the event of a mem~~reak!!lg such 
~, particular~nnection with coUeCtiv~nts. 

v .a:>l'Qyhrion is made'1or such measures in Italian legislation. 
Th~'~rman National Labour Act of"20 January 1934 likewise 

provide~ disciplinary measures. Under this Act the courts 
of honour ~a~. inflict penalties for any ~riOUB lack of loyalty 
~ .,. '''''''' 

'. 
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to the undertaking either on the part of the employer or on that 
of the worker. The penalties mentioned are warning, reprimand, 
withdrawal of the right to be l1ead of the undertaking or workers' 
representative, and loss of employment. 

Fines and penalties. ,....:.... Under section 10 of the Brazilian 
Act 0123 August 1932, collective agreements are to include pemdties 
for breac1:L?f agreement. The g,mount of the fine is lower for 
workers 8.vd their org8nisations than forempJoyers-oreUipIoyers' 
associatiOQS. Under section 7 of the FinniBh Act of 22 March 
1924, finea are inflicted on employers or workers who intentionally 
act in contravention of CQJ]ectiv~ts. The maximum 
fine stipulated in the case of an employer (5,000 marks) is con
siderably larger than the maximum which may. be inflicted on 
a worker (500 marks). Howeve~, "ncb penalties may be alt~r¢, 
or even suppressed, by collective agreement. -

Similarly, in A'U8tralia (Commonwe8ItJi1 Act) fines are inflicted 
for breach of collective agreements. Such fines should be stipulated 
in the agreements. If they are not, the maximum amounts men
tioned in the Act apply. 
~~ggJ.a.ti~nce~ds 

or industrial COI1!l~ns. For instance, 
unde~iBh Act of 27 November 1931, joint labour boards 
may inflict fines. The Netherland8 Act of 7 April 1933 concerning 
industrial councils even mentions imprisonment. 

In Great Britain, the Cotton Manufacturing Industry Act of 
28 June 1934, and the Oanadia~ Act already cited respecting the 
extension of collective agreements, provide that penalties shall be 
inflicted on persons committing a breach of collective stipulations 
which have been declared binding on third parties. 

Undel'--system atio' ch lay down minim -. wage 
ra s an ke arb' comp o~ ~ sanctions attach the 
decisions of in nd awards 0 ar itration courts or 
~Finall 
p .. ~W~--~L.\,jc~t7iv!!'e~a~~m~e~n?;;;~;S;;;'::re~guIations. 
For instance, section 509, para. I, of the Italian Penal Code provides 
that an employer or worker who fails to observe the stipulations_ 
of a collective agreement or the' decisions of the competent cor
porative bodies may be punished by a fine amounting to not m9re ~ 
than 5,000 lire. I~ .• *' ~ 

", 
.!:!-~'Ure. - lithe o}!igation ~y~~~ the 
c~~~~~where 

u ~. / 
,/ 

\ 
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the collective agreement provid~!I~h.all ___ . be 
su~.. ion an arpitra.ti~
latlOn usually takes. precedence over the official procedure. 
A~~Ii~~arYCoUrts, special 

courts, J.a: ~s, wa:ge-Doar~~ciliation 
ana ~~!o_~"Do~~s, _~~wer to d~~ __ ,!!tJi]ilSpllc~I;1-=~rising 
out of colJecti¥e--agreements-. -----. 

. H the. collective regulation of conditions ~f".~~ployment is 
.accompame(D)j.:::p~~pplica:Bon of these must 
de~d on th! decision of some official authority. Such penalties 
may beiiiI1lcted either by the orCB.ilary-pen8ICoti.i1is or by factory 
'inspectors, who are given power to impose fines, or, again, by 
bodies, which are responsible for laying down conditions of em
ployment (industrial arbitration courts, joint boards, etc.). 

. The responsibility of trade ~80ciations and unions. - When 
tra.de8:ssociations or unions are p&itiestoaoollective agreement, 
or are mvolved in procedure for regu1ating conditions of employ
"ment, legislation must decide how far such organisations may be 
held responsible for anv ~e= o! ~ collective re~tion:s:-and 
must" further dei;ermin;tilA k\g8,tOOn;;quences of sUQhbreach. - -

aoZZectille re8ponsi,bility. - In order that a t~s~ion 
'.or union may contract legal obligations, i~ must have leg~l'p.~~~
ality, otherwise the organisation as such could not be held respon
si~e..J!.nd all its individual members woUld hay~ to answer ~ the 
~each. If the organisation is to be answerable, the AC~IIlu~~ 
prQ!ide for collective responsibili~ This can orily attach to the 
acts of the association or union itself, that is acts performed by 
an organ of the latter within the competence of that organ, or 
performed as a result. of. a decision 'taken by the association or 
union in accordance with its rules. certain Acts deal with this 
question in detail, either by mentioning the organs concerned 
(A 'U8tralia) or by laying down the iiiIes of procedure to be followed 
by associations or unions (N~y). 

Theguestion then arises as to-whether 8sSocilltions...zna,y be 
held responsible for acts committed b their members, According 
to . t e g,enera prIDClp es 0 or nary l~ which apply in &great 
inlLny countries, associations and unions cannot be made answer
able for such acts unless they' have expressly given~~ralltees 
in this respect. The p;rinciple is confirJned by seve!,~ Acts, which 
FOvide that associations and unions must do all they can to 
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ensure that their members will observe the collective stipulations, ' 
but ,are not to be considered as guaranteeing such observance 
(Italy, Netherlands). 

Other laws do, however, make the drga,nisaj.jons answeFa.ble 
for deeds performed by their members as well (Ohile, Latvia). 

Organisations are only responsible for' act.!L-P..erlo.r:med. in 
contravention Of a giVen stipulation. or of the collective stip:u!!ttions 
as a~. This rule follows from the general prmciples Of ordinary 
law, and is sometimes expressly confirmed in the legislation. 

Rights and dutie& 01 a880ciationB and uniOnB. - In so far, as 
collec~J1ations am held ttW!e e~ual, an ~ti~~ -~
union which is responsible for a breach of th~ re ~iab1e 
for YD!ent 0 ~ numb~-of--Acta-h~vel',--
su~odifiea:jhee~rilinary law in this reil~t. 
I~ countries, assQciatiopB and unions a,re require~, by 
la~. guarantee fund so as to ensure that damages W:ilr 
~(Ohile,1taly). On the other hand. a certain PlDllOr:-=
ti2.,n of the associatien's m: unjon>; funds may be declared free from -.. 
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right to .claim. damages on behalf of the trade is confe~.not 
on the union but on the joint committee formed by the parties 
to the agreement. 

As regards the assessment of damages, certain Acts ~aTt 
from the ~les of ordinary law. The Netherlanili Act cited 
above provides, in section 16, that, " If it is impossible to assess 
the loss in money, a sum, fixed at a reasonable estimate, shall be 
granted as damages". Mention may also be made of the Swedish 
Act, section 8 of which provides, that : 

In deciding whether and to what extent loss has been incurred, 
the interest of the person concerned in the maintenance of the contract 
and other circumstances other than those of a purely economic nature 
shall be taken into consideration. 

The amount of the damages may be reduced if this appears reason
able in view of the slight degree of culpability of the person who ha.e 
caused the loss, the situation of the person who has suffered losll in 
respect of the occurrence of the dispute, the extent of the loss or other 
circumstances; complete exemption from liability to pay damages 
may also be granted. An individual employee shall not in any case 
be sentenced to pay damages exceeding 200 kronor. 

The Oan04-ian Act mentioned above provides that the amount 
. of damages shan be fixed at 20 per cent. of the wages in dispute.! 
A similar provision has been made in Finland. Under the Act of, 
1924, organisations and employers who fail to observe the sti-I 
pulations of a: collective agreement to which they are parties mustt 
pay a fine as damages for the other party. In fixing the amount~ 
of the fine, consideration is to be given to all the relevant circum-II 
stances, more especially to the actual loss caused and to the exten~l 
of the responsibility incurred. In the absence of any stipulationB/! 
to the contrary, the fine must be paid to the person who haa,l 
suffered a pecuniary loss, if any, and in other cases to the part~~ 

. which has brought the action. .: 
Some laws provide that a. collective agreement may be terminii. 

ated when, owing to a serious breach committed by one of the othet:;j 
parties (Sweden, Finland), or even by an individual worker o~ 
employee (Sweden), its observance cah no longer be required 01;
one of the parties. In order that such termination may becomeo 
effective, an award must _ be given. Under the Swedish Act, uJ~ 
court may also relieve an employer, worker or organisation of aU 
liability under the agreement when any given stipulation of thdJ 
agreement is not observed and notl$tg is done to correct thil~: 
state of affairs, .even if the breach is pot a serious one. I 

Finally, pubJic penalties may be inflicted on an organisationbi 

I 
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Und., certain Acts, legal personalit) may be withdrawn, or 
the organisation may be dissolved if it fails to carry out its under
takings. Under a number of laws, fines may be imposed (Canada, 
Awtmlia, Union 0/ SoufA A/rica). 

In many countries, disputes arising out of the application 
of colleotive agreements are settled by a judioial procedure, and, 
the conciliation and arbitration authorities take no action unleBB 
the dispute bears on the renewal of the agreement. 



PART III \I 

THE PLACE OF COLLECTIVE AGREEMENTS 

IN THE ECONOMIC STRUCTURE 

OF THE COMMUNITY 

INTRODUCTION 

The earlier parts of this Report have described the scope 
and structure of collective agreements and the legislation enacted 
in different countries to regulate them and to extend their scope. 
Indications have been given of the increasing significance of the 
role assigned by recent legislative measures to collective agreements 

{ 

in the economio organisation of the modem industrial community, ~ 
based upon & growing recognition of their value not only in the 1 
field of industrial relations, but also in the sooial and eoonomio i 
structure of the State. \" 

In the present Part of the Report, the place of oollective agree
ments in the economio structure of the oommunity is coJJSidered, 
attention being first directed to the relation between collective 
agreements and State regulation of working conditions. Account 
is then taken of the tendency in the modem industrial commuility 
towards greater standardisation of working conditionS, ·especl&ny 
wRlirn-each·industri.This provides an economio basiS facilit~ting 
the collective re~~~j9.u. of working conditioIU! whether by volun
taly agreements or by State action. illustrations are then given 
of recent State intervention in the normal regulation of working 
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;:: conditions'in order, by i'apid and uniform measures extending 

'{ >over a wide iriauStrial field, to bring these conditions into proper 
adjustment with other factors of the national economic life. The 
review' of such emergency measures is followed by an account 
of more permanent measures taken by certain States to incorporate 
collective agreements in the national economic structure. 



CHAPTER I 

COIJ.EcrIVE AGREEMENTS AND STATE REGULATION 

\ In many countries, there is a wide meas~ of !Lgreement by 
organised employers and workers and by the State that the indivi
dual method of regulating working conditions independently by 
each emp]oyer is unsatisfactory and that, especially in times of 
depression, it results in cc cut-throat" competition and chaos. 
The alternative to some method of collective regulation is becoming 
steadily more important in industrialised countries. Conditions 
~ay, however, be determined collectively either by Sta~_le~~~on 
and machinery or-volUntarily by 'agreement between the parties 
directly concerned. For some questions State machinery possesses 
clear advantages, but for others, particularly wages, the method 
of collective agreement. usually provides the most satisfactory 
basis. In DlaIiyCOuntOes, however, labour standards are regulated 
partly by the State and partly by collective agreement .4nd the 
relative importance of each method and the degree of colrdination 
between them varies from country to countIl! according to the 
political system established and to the degree of' development 
of industrial relations between employers and workpeople. 
\ In some countries voluntary relations have develoved so 
e~~yely-that workiD.g conditions throughout- a large part of 
industry are regulated by the method of seJi"-govemment, and 
an elaborate code of industrial cc by-laws" is applied with little 
intervention by the State. III su~ circumstances the State o~ 
limits its intervention to: (l)'pegulating conditions in certain 
bra.nCli.es orlriawiiryto"whichthe system of collective agreements 
has not extended and in which conditions are. found on investi
gation to be unsatisfactory ; 1~tablishing standards on questions 
for which State action is more suited than collecti~ agreements ; 
(3Yassisting the processes of collective' bargaining by systems 
oCconciliation and arbitrati0Y 
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-, Among the chief indUstrial countries, Great Britain is one 
in which voluntary methods of collective ba~g'cov~ a large 
part of the industrial . fieta.~oidhe basis of an evol~tion ex-itmding 
over nearly' a cen:tury.l'" it is of special interest, therefore) to quote 
the following passage from a deta.iled and compreheilsive Report 
on Collective Agreements recently published by the British Ministry 
of 'Labour :1 , 

Collective bargaining between employers and workpeople has 
for many years been recognised in this country as the method best 
adapted to the needs of industry and to the demands of the national 
character for the settlement of the conditions of employment of the 
,workpeople in industry. Although collective bargaining has thus 
become established as an integral part of the industrial system, it 
has discharged ~ts important function, on the whole, so smoothly and 
efficiently and withal so unobtrusively, that the extent of its influence 
is apt to be, if not altogether overlooked, at least underestimated. 
It has produced a highly co-ordinated system of working arrangements, 
affecting in the aggregate large numbers of workpeople and defining 
often with great precision almost every aspect of industrial relations. 
These arrangements are embodied in a vast number of collective agree
ments representing in many industries the result of prolonged and 
qontinuous development. 

The Report also indicates that the effects of the war and espe-

t
iallY the post-war teconstruction and readjustment to peace 
onditidns accelerated the rate of growth in importance of collective 
greements in . Great Britain. Their significance is now much 

greater than in pre-war years. Not only ar~ agreements concluded 
for many branches _of industr.y in which co1reCtiveoargaiiiillg 

-'- ... -.~"" .. -.,~ ....... ".~. ",,,~ ... '~--'~- - '-.' .,". '" . -~ .. " '" .... , ,,., . - ',. -
was' alinost11DJmown _be(9..:t:~ __ ~~~_ ,~arJ..~but in.Di~!if1ndustries 

Il~~i~n.~d~~t~m.:~r;~. ,.h~~~t~u~ehr:'eli~~~' l~~all' agroo.li~~~tS, ankill~ ed
in 

some m us nes agreemen s w lC !ormer y app eu 0 s 
workers only have been extended to semi-skilled and unskilled 
workers. . Further, although many workers and firms are not 
members of signatory organisations, the agreements have a con
siderably wider application than that of the membership of the 
contracting parties, and in many of the most important industries 
the workers whose conditions of employment are determined 
directy or indirectly by the provision of collective agreements 
constitute a high proportion of the total number of workers in 
these industries.1I 

_I MnnSTBY OJ' LABOUR: R&porl on OolkctitJe.Agrwments bfllweenEmpWgI!'rBand I 
Workpeopls in (heat Britain and Northem Ireland. Volume I. 1934. 

• See U.K. MnnSTBY OJ' LABoUR: Reporl on Oolkctit:e .Agreements, p •. XIII. t 

• 'i 
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Similar developments have taken place in the regulation of work
ing oondRiOiiSmiriaiIstrVID a. nuuiber -cif other countries among 
which D~~~~, Sweden· and No~.ay are particularly note~orthy.1 
In Franca, where collective agreements were important only in 
a .feWiii~Ustries (chiefly coal-mining, baking, printing, maritime 
transport and docks), the National Economic Council lately 
reported in favour of a development of the collective regulation 
of working conditions. The report alSo noted thatlabour legislation 
is now covering an increasing proportion of the conditions of 
employment, in particular hours of work, and is therefore reducing 
the possible field of a'ction of collective agreements, but referred 
to the official regulation of working conditions on the basis of 
agreement between the parties, which is described as "the spe
cifica.Ily Frenc4 form of the collective agreement". Evidence 
was submitted showing that the Public Administrative Regu
lations, Decrees and Orders applying various labour laws, parti
oularly on the 8-hour day, were based either on existing collective 
agreements or on agreements reached in joint committees repre
sentative of employers and workers.' 

As a consequence of the agreement concluded in June 1936 
(cf. p. 85 above) between the General Confederation of Production 
in France and the General Confederation of Labour, the move
ment in favour of collective agreements gained new strength. 
A network of agreements now covers most of the industries 
in the country. ' 

\Where conditions are favourable tq the conclusion of collective 
agreements this method has claims' to be regarded as a.perior 
to other forms of collective regulation. Un l'¥ching agreements, 
the parties directly ~.E~!}~~~~,~~:first .h~n.d..~h~, ~c~~~mic 
ooiiiIitfonso£ the-industry and the social standards of the workers, 
a:riathey-can "8.iSo effectiveiy supemsethe 'application of agree
m~ts.' Even' where the' Stateiniervenes, . the" conaiilciiiS'whlCh 
{te;tablishes are -limited to those' 'whIch are tacitly approved 
by the employers 'and workers and. which are practicable' in view 
o(prevailing economic ~ondit~o.~~:fery largel~, nationallegisla~on 
establishes some' -general' pnnclple and proVIdes for the setting 
up of machinery, in the opera~ion of which representatives of 

I See Appendix I. which gives statistics of collective agreements for the few 
countries whioh publish suoh data. More information is avai1ab~e ~bout ind~trial 
disputes, the statistics of whioh are given for a number of oountries In Appendix II. 

I CoNBEIL NATIONAL' EOONOIIDQUB: IM OonvenrioM Ool~ de Tnwail, 
1934 • 

• 
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employers and workers participate, for the practical app~Q~~jon 
of thiSpriri,ciJ>~e,/ Th.is method, {or"example, is almost invariably 
adopted when the State intervenes for the purpose of l'egulating 
minimum wages. It is often merely a modified system of~ollective 
agreement, especially where the authority of the ~tate iI\ kept 
very much in the background. \Sometimes the ~~~~o~.is .. reg~~ed 1 
as a stepping':stone towards completely indepenifent conective oar ainin!V," .." .. ". . ..... . . -

._, ~ii~i;r·~n:tJ?ar~~i,ve~~. ~~()8nt years the main purp5>.sl!. .. ~! .§tate 
in\ervention Jor th~.!~~t!~~._of W9rking conditions was hUpian
itarian, but increasing. eInphasis is now.· being. placed upon the 
responsibility o(t~~ .. Sta.te' foi the co-ordination of economic life.~ 
Growmgmtervention in one' line has caused the boundarY be-tween 
the field of collective bargaining and that of State legislation 
and regulation to become less clearly defined. This has led to 
the development of a tendency, much more marked in some 
countries than in' others, to integrate the system of collective 
agreements with that of State reguiation. The aim seems to be 
td secure a sufficient co-ordination of the factors of economic life 
while preserving elasticity and a certain degree of independence 
from the' rigidity of a highly centralised bureaucratic organi-
sation. ' 

Reference to. this evolution, which has come into prominence 
during the depression, was made in the Report 0/ tke Director to 
the 1935 Session of the International Labour Conference, from 
which t~e following passage may be quoted : 

~e attempt being made in a whole series of countries towards 
the organisation of' industry is one of the outstanding features of 
present.day economic development. The sea.rcp .fol:. .. .&-~half·way 
house" between. complete freedom ":and' complete regimentation, 
between··a;·State~pla.nnedlJ.nd directed economy on the Rusaia.n model 
and the 'ald--system of unregulated -competition is being . .diligently 
prosecuted along.widely different .. Jines. The object in each case, 
however, is the same. -what is BOught is BOme means of reconciling 

I the merits of private. enterprise with the need for BOme measure of 
discipline and organisation. In country after country and industrr, 
after industry efforts have been made to prevent "cut-throat • 
competition from bringing the prOducers to bankruptcy and forcing 

,idown labour conditions to impossible levels. It has been felt that 
I unless some means could be found to " put a bottom into industry", 
I to arrest. the .downward spiral of deflation before prices and wages 
had sunk too far, catastrophe would overtake the whole economl: 

\In the regulation of working conditions, the system of !lOllective 
agr.eements, supported and extended where neceBB..!ry:~r __ the 

" I 
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authority of the State, seems well fitted to meet these needs of 
mOdElrli_iPdcistti8lorganisation. It is founded upon the principle 
of8elf-go~_rJ!Ille!l!~_~_cl~~try; and, supplemented and co-ordinated 
by. t~~te..'-ls capable of gradually assuiriirig a responsible place 
in th~ body'.politio. It preserves a democratio procedure which, 
when conditions are favourable, ensures harmonious relations as 
well as' an intimate knowledge of the needs of industry . lIn most 
countries the. State. prefers the methods of self-gove~ent in 
industry.- while ret8.ining general powers of intervention to prevent 
abuses, to secure adjustments by measures of economic control 
during periods of orisis, and to effect co-ordination in the economic 
development of the country.) 



CHAPrER II 

STANDARDISATION OF WORKING CONDmONS 

\ (~ 0lltstanding f(l8.ture 0' social evolution during _~nt 
deCades haS" -been the growing standa~ation and co-ordination 
of workiIlg~~E.di~i<?~.\ Collective agreements have made an impor
tant contribution towards this development. Increasing stan
dardisation of conditions is maiDIy the result of improvements in 
transportation and communication which have ·luid.·theeffect, 

-~--. .._----
through in~reased mobility of labour and goode, of diminishing 
the variation "in methodS of production and utilisation of labour in 
different localities/ Formerly economic life was largely localised, 
and wide differences in standards of productive efficiency and, 
therefore, in standards of living existed even between regions not 
widely separated. There are still wide differences, especially 
internationally, but with a marked tendency towards reduction 
of inequalities. Information about new inventions and improved 
methods is quickly disseminated, and competition compels firms 
to introduce these methods if they are to survive. Thus, the 

\ technical. organisation of industry is becoming more standardised 
hnd this reacts. upon working conditions·. Also the groWth of mass 
methods of production and of distribution is a factor in diminishing 
the inequalities of working conditions and standards of living/' 
, Ptogress ~ t~e :standa~ation of working co~u)~ti?ns.has 6een_ 

most marked WIthin, the natIonal economy. This 18 mdicated by 
the increase ·m niany 'countries"iIi the riUniber and importance of 
national collective agreements and other methods of regulating 
working conditions on a ll~tioiI-wide basis/Even in the advanced 
industrial countries,oolle"Ciive"agreements before the war were 
almost entirely on a. local or regional basis. Most of the early 
agreements were concluded between ~he trade unions and individual 
employers. The only standardising factors were the competition 
of firms for labour and. the policy of the, trade unions of trying to 
secure similar terms in their separate agreements with different 
employers. However, the same factors which, as indicated in the 
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Pnt.,.:Jedin~ p~ragraph, f~he<\ ~ economic foundation for greater 
standardisatIon of working conlutlOns led to regional, national and 
even international consolidation of trade unions and e~ployels' 
organisations ...... This in turn resulted in the establishment· of prin
Ciples "for k th' regulation of working conditions over wide areas, 
and provided the machinery for the application· of these principles 
in collective agreements of extensive scope. 

'{he evolution has not synchronised in the different countries 
even among those which are highly industrialised, and in some of 
them the regulation of workirig~Q4i.!!ons f3.e.J.>arately by iDdiVidual 
establishments still preclOiDinates. iiio, iIi. ·"cerra-ill"- couniries 
where "natfonaf agreementS are now concluded" in many iridlistries, 
their conclusion is strongly resisted in particular branches of 
pro~~!OIy Thus, in iJ.teBritish ~oaJ.:~~g,. ~4!!!!1tYthe" coal 1 
o'Wiiers oppose the demands of the Miners' Federation for national 1 

wage regulation, and separate agreements are concluded on a", 
district basis.1 

As already indicated in Part I, althoug~some national agree
ments fix uniform standards for application tkoughout a country, 
otherS fu: different wage rates and conditions of work for each 
district or alternatively establish general principles which are then 
applled so that the actual conditions vary from district to distric~,.·' 

~
us in Great Britain in the building industry, a national agreement 

fixes different wage rates for several grades of town, and the 
.agreement specifies the towns within 'each grade. This method was 
Ifllso adopted in Germany 'in the former collective agreements, 
several of which divided the country into districts (Ortsklasse) 
with differing conditions. In Australia, basic wage rates and other 
scales of wages have been regulated in this manner. 
,~~ :rne~?<l: Dla:r .be ~garded as ~"_h~-w.~y _~~e .on t;hero~d 

to natIOnal standardisatwo/ It perIlllts adaptation to localcrr
cumstanoo'swhlle it has the 'advantage of bringing each area under 
review from the standpoint of the needs of a. larger unit than that 
of anyone locality", It is particularly suited to the requirements 
ot.~e larger countries whlchare" IDl1de up of distincteoono~c 
~gions, and iis·s~~~ess WIthlll various. countries suggests. that jt 
might Evide a possible basis Jor international collective agree
mentsl The principle upon which it is founded is alreadyemb()died 

'------.- " 

I From 1921 to 1926 general prinoiples of wage regulation o~tive ~ ,all 
distriots were adopted in national agreements and th~ were applied. b;r Jomt 
district boards, but the national agreements were terminated on the mBlStence 
of the owners after the 1926 stoppage. 4' • 
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in certain International Labour Conventions. It provides the (nly 
possible basis for international wage agreements if these are to fix 
rates of wages and not merely establish general principles to be 
observed.in the regulation of wages. , 
\'fhe forces tending towards greater standa~a~ion_ of_con
di~ions are first experienced by those industries which are highly 
C~~Il.~_ti~iyel~buring reCent,years such industries as ~OIi and steel, 
engineering, coal mining! co~ton textiles,) shipp~g and ~pbuildIng 
have been greatly affected in all countries by world factors, while 
building, printing, and public utility services have been affected 
only indirectly and often after 'a considerable time lag. Often in 
an industry, most firms are prosperous 'together or depressed 
together. Consequently, while conditions within industries have 

,tended towards uniformity, marked disparities have arisen in 
conditions from industry to industry. These are illustrated by the 
considerable 'differences which arose in Great Britain during the 
post-w:ar deflationary period between conditions in the sheitered 
and unsheltered industries. These different standards react upon 
one another, but the mobility of capital and labour is so slow that 
the disparities may persist for many years. 
I Two consequences of importance in collective bargaining follow 
1 from the fact that, in _~~ sI:tI?~~.Pe.ri9d .. , QQnditi~~.Jend t~yp.ry 

I 
from~~~~!1.:Ji~ .~dustry. {The first is that the industrial basis 
~:t~_!n:0~~,~~~e~enr for the collective re~,tfoD:,~r.w~rKing I 

conditions, and the second that,' where diffe~nc~~j~ . ..1]:lE~,~tensity 
of competition result ,in. considera.ble inequa~~es Jll.standards, I 

de,.mands are made for a ID:.o.dification of the competiti:ve principIe~ 
There has been a tendency in many countries to abandon or modify I 
the. o.lder craft ..... b .. asis of trade union o.r.ganisation and of c°Ee~~ve I 
b~rgai';l,~1.'$._in.,~I1:~~~ ~(Jhe.,j1:J.qW!tria~ b~is, which is more closely 
,related to the structure of productive organisation and to the short- jl 

term effects of competition. Changes in methods of production have 
contributed to this evolution, and many trade unions which were j 
o~gina1ly organised on a skilled craft basIS have extended their! 
membership to semi-skilled and unskilled workers within the) 

, industry.' Em~loyers are,. ge~erally organised on iIldustrial 'lin,es, I 
while, altliorigh 'vertical combinations cutting across industrial J 

divisions are not unfrequently developed, the more common ten- J 

dency is for the establishment of horizontal associations or cartels.l 
of firms within a, single industry. These both facilita.te the' con"clu,,: ~ 
sion of collective agreements for particular industries and contribute 
towards the standardisation of working conditions. 
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\ (In countries which have introduced 8che~es for the regulation 
ol' working conditions in association with general measures for 
the co-ordination of the national economic life, the establishment 
~f sepl1r.a~D!achinery for each of the chief ind~tri;fg;-o~p;ia 
prominen~ .!~~t~, II,lld .1l8~~:r:.t~is .. II1.~.c!tinE?!Y. j~ .. ~apollllib~, for 
the determmamon ,ofconc¥tions according, to.the. .. f3peciaJ..circum
s_tances of~ach industrtt)'rhus, in the United States a. separate 
code authonty was set up for each of a large number of industries 
to establish conditions of fair competition in accordance with the 
provisions of the National Industrial Recovery Act. In Italy the 
basis of the corporative system is industrial, while in the Soviet 
Union the trade union movement is established on industrial lines 
and concludes collective agreements with the industrial trusts, 
within the limits defined by the national planning Qrganisations. 

\ Although differences in technical and economic conditions and 
the complexities of the industrial structure necessitate a system of 
collective bargaining and regulation of labour standards separately 
for each industry, S~I!l,~.mEl~..9d 9fjnter-industrial co~ordiIlati0!l 
is often consid~!-:~<Lde.~ira.lilil. Without co-ordination, differences i 

in" ~~o'uo~~-irosperity result' in ~dely differing wage 'siancIards i 
and conditions of work. Thes.~.p':!equalities of standard for work- . 
people of 'silnilar ability ,and experience in different industries are ': 
s~c~aJly.~I1_tis.fact()ryy'/The decline during. recent years jn the 
relative wage standards of coal miners, engineers and shipbuilders 
in various countries whiCh formerly were equal to or even higher 
than those of printers, municipal and public utility workers, 
illustrates a change which may persist for many years and for which 
there is no social justification. 

(Various methods have been tried for dealing with these fluctu
ations and consequent inequalities.'"', Some of these are directed 
to the protection of .• labour .standards while others attempt to 
deal with the underlyin~ economic causes. }S~IIle, co~or~ation 
results from the formatIOn of central councils or federations 'of ." 
trade"'imions and"s'kil'arly from the formation of employers' 
associations inwIi.ich thEl organisations in the various industries , 
combiDefor the furthering of their common interests. Or the 
State, usually in consultation with employers' organisatio"iis and 

\

trade.uilions. may intervene and regulate minimum. wage~!. ,either 
by.nxmg basic rates applicable to all industries or by fixing special 
rates for particular branches 'of industry and categories of -work~rs I 

• ~hose wages were below the level considered reasonable in the 
untry. The State systems extensively applied in New Zealand 

14 
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\flo and, Australia illustrate. the former' method, while the latter has 

~been adopted in a larger number of countries, as for home workers 
. in several continental European and South American countries, 
for women and girls in Canada.' and the United' States, and for 
all classes of workers in certain British trades for which the Trade 
.Boards system has been intr~duced. Sometimes, though certainly 
.not inevitably~he fixing of m~~~"':1:~ r.~tesd~(.,!8:~es.~~~~use 
s~~~ .. ~e;Itlplo~~~:r:':~', ~~ic~~2-~~ev~r, m~y b~ _ pr~~~~DI.~ ... ~O. a 
con,' ~~,~.a~lOn o~ ,!o,r~ atwa.ges',m~olvmg mISery. Such ~e~?loy' 
ment then calls for approppate' remedies, including traming an1 
tr:nsfer sc~~mes, an~th~'fos~ring' .of new industrial developmen~~ 

',_ IncreasJ,ng attention IS bemg'directed to methoilS of econOmlC 
P~~!Ij!,g, .~p~t~e object of ensuring ,a, more ba1ance4deve~~pment 

"of the variou!!", .Wd~l!tnes. and of preventing maladjustments 
fr()m arising which inevitably result in disparities in the demand 
for labour and in the conditions, of employment in different in
dustries. ~he methods adopted are very tentative in some coun
triesana-hlghly developed in others, but most Governments have 
extended their co-o:r®ty.tirlK._in,.!i~~~~t!~~. d,uring recent years. 

\In most countriesilltemational' trade ~. re,gu,Ltted in relation to 
, lhe actual and potentlaT' productive , resources of the country, 

subsidies are granted for the .. development of certain ~dustries, 
theus~o:f new capital is co~troiIed, and methods are adopted 
for an orderly reduction of over-expanded industrie.,t Usually 
the measures taken are not. developed 'into a consistent plan, but 
in some countries they are highly, integrated. For example in 
Great Britain, all the measures just mentioned are being applied 
without, however, being co-ordinated into a planned economy. 

5~\ ,In the United States the national rec9very programme, especially 
,:. J ,its agricultural adjustment: scheme and public works policy, 
I ~resents distinct features of planning. In Italy, Germany and 

other continental European countries the Governments have 
acquired powers of co-ordmation which at times are kept in reserve 
but which on occasion are actively applied. In the Soviet Union, 
planning covers the whole' economic life of the country and is a 
continuous process. \These various methods/whether tentative 
or developed, are of iliterest in the present study, as they must 
take account of the intimate relationship between monetary 
factors, cOmmerce,' production, employment, wa.ges,· and hoUrs 

,o!.w:():rk ; also, they\wiua.D.y involve co:<>rdinatio~ of ~he collective 
re~ation of workhlg conditi~~t and they ,tend, to redu~ the 
disparities in .1abo~ ~tand~ds b~een differen~ .i?d~.~riesl 
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Alth.ough modern industrial organisation and especially im-. 
prove~ents in tr~~£.~~t~~~._.~~ .~o~unication are steadily, 
extending the area throughout whicli iiliDilarstandards of working, 
conditions can be established, the period of time during which" 
unchanged real standards are approprlatehas been progressively 
shortened by the rapidity with which inventions increasing pro
ductivity are applied. In earlier times changes in methods of 
production were infrequent, and, except for the effects of ,variations 
in harvests or the results of pestilence and war, standards of working 
conditions remained unchanged for long periods. Indeed, the 
condition was often one of stagnation. Nowadays, however, 
substantial changes in productivity and in standards of living 
are made in the course of a. decade or two. The general level of 
real wages in most industrial countries bas. riSen:.,~t~adil;y with 
mcreased USe 01 ma:chiiie power. Before the war a working, week 
of 53 or 54 hours was common in many fudustries. It was in general 
repraced'atter the war by a week of 48 hours. This was one of 
the ·principles' uuiluded iii. the Labour provisi~ns of the Treaties 
of Peace and developed by the Washington Hours Convention. 
Yet within about fifteen' years the course of economic progress 
had 'brought the 40-hour week within the range of practical dis
c~ssion. Alongside thesa' real changes' in standards there is the 
necessity for frequent adaptation of nominal standards to cha.nges 
in monetary 'Va.rue~·' aiid' price levels and . to the fluctuations of 
the eooiioiii1ccy~e\ (The-'Systemof' cone~t!Vt'l barga~g;, which 
enableirri'equent ~~i~s~~~~ts in conditions to be made and ·which 
brings' together employers and workers possessing the most 

. intimate knovdedge of industrial conditions and the effects of 
changes in methods of organisation and productive technique, 
is . weH suited to the needs of industry and the economic life 
of to-day. In many agreements, the process of adjustment is 
facilitated by the device of the sliding scale, which is capable of 
still wider application. )/ J 

~oth employers and workers benefit from the standardisation 
of conditions of work throughout areas in which . conditions of 
work are similar, and from the establishment of " ratio" regu
lation covering areas with differences in conditions. W orkpeople 
have the assurance that during the period of the agreement they 
will be pr<])iected against a progressive de~rioration of t?eir, 
conditiony'which, as is shown by the expenence of the Umted, 
States during the years 1930, 1931 and 1932, may proceed so .. 
far as to endanger the economic structure of the country.\.They 

<1(" > 
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also kno;W that, when the' agreements are revised, account will 
b~ taken of the long-range interests of the industry as a whole 
and not of the narrow and short-terril interests of a particular 
firm. This advantage accrues to the e~ploy~~, who are also 
safeguarded from the exploitation of labour by their competitors. 
They are therefore likely to concentrate upon reduction of labour 
costs by improved methods of organisation, instead of seeking 

I
to increase their co~petitivepowel' by loweriiiglabour standards . 

. In this way collective agreements tend to give a stimulus to in
~ dustrial progress/,' 
, (T1j.e community enjoys these benefits, and it also has the 
advantage that unduly low standards involving privation and 
deterioration are as far as possible prevented.. )A1s0 pressure is 
put upon firms unable to' maintain standards which are generally 
accepted as reasonable in the industry. If they cannot improve 
their efficiency they are gradually squeezed out and the' commun
ity's resources of capital and labour are directed towards more 
suitable channels. At the same time the agreements can provide 
in various ways for reaSonable flexibility. Thu$ fi.lpls which desire 
to do so can pay higher rates than those fixed in the agreements, 
and special arrangements can be made for handicapped workers, 
or for bl'l1nches of industry experiencing special difficulties. 

ltn concluding this section, it may be noted that\d~ recent 
years a policy o(~()()no:r:p,ic,nation~lism has l;I~n, I1.pplied in many 
countnes which has contributed to the co-ordination of economic 
life' ~Ild.··'has strongthened the trend towards standardisation ..()f 
'working~onditions within national boundarie~) Its objects have 
also included the sheltering of national labOur standards from 
tne~"effects of severe international competition. -rr succesSful, 

. this policy would have the effector resisting the tendency _ towyds 
,greater international standardisation of labour condi~ony and 
would resUltlii 'the long:term maintenance of artificIally isolated 
national stan4~ds more or less independent of one another accom
ing to the exte~ to which national self-sufficiency was developed. I 

Xfhe interdependence of economic life is, however, so close that, 
except· temporarily and within narrow 1irnys, this policy must 
result in Ii. lowering of national standard,r It i.s of only short
range significance and can only temporarily interrupt or retard 
the trend towards less international inequalities of standards. 

" 



CHAPTER m 

,STATE INTERVENTION IN PERIODS OF ECONOMIC CRISIS 

~ In conditions of economic, stress and deflation during recent 
y~~s various Governments have found it necessary to interfere 
with the ordinary course of collective agreements and other means 
of regulating working con~tions in order to secure a rapid down
ward .adjustment of money wage rates over a wide industrial field. \ 

, This has been considered necessary in order to bring internal costs 
of production and prices into closer relation with world costs and 
prices, and the ordinary processes of adjusting conditions, by 
negotiation ind.ustry by industry were regarded as being too slow 
to meet the needs of the emergency~SiJ;nila.rly, a number of 
Governments has taken steps to sJ;ur\ general reductions in 
hours of work as a means of spreading employment over a greater 
number of workpeopl~/ At least one Government - that of the 
United States - has initiated a procedure for raising the wage 
level, which had fallen out of line with the other economic factors. 
General measures to shorten the working week have also been 
taken in the United States and in other countries as a means of 

• dealing with unemployment during the crisis. 
\In making recent adjustments the Governments have acted 

as tar ,as possible in consultation with representatives of employers 
and workers and, where conditions ha~e permitted, have used the 
machinery of collective bargaining, but they have exerted their 
a~o~ty, to a greate~ o~ less extent, to sec~ ~odifications of 
the conw."tioIiSestab1ish:ed by free agreements m order to meet the 
exigencies of the national economic life;.,/It may here be noted 
that these adjustments were facilitated in several ('ountries by the 
existence of an established structure of working conditions regu
lated by collective agreements. 

These processes of general adjustment to meet an emergency 
may be illustrated from the experience of various countries. The 
examples shqw actioIY to redllce money rates of wages during 
periods of deflation. I In other circumstances, general upward 
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movements of money wa~s may be found necessary, as is illus
trated in a later section of this Report by the industrial recovery 
measures taken in, the United States of America. 

In Italy as early as the autumn of )927, at a time of rapid 
appreciation of the lira, the directorate of the Fascist party under 
Signor Mussolini decided in principle that a reduction of wages of 
not less th~n 10 per cent. and not more than 20 per cent. was 
necessary. The reductions were to be made by the trade union 
organisations in each industry, but a National Trade Union Com
mittee and provincial committees had power to intervene if the 
organisations failed to agree upon the percentage of wage reductions. 
The National Committee, which was pres~ed over by the general 
secretary of the Fascist Party, was attended by the Under-Secre
taries to the Ministries of Corporations and National Economy, 
and by representatives of the Federation of Fascist Trade tqrions, 
the national employers' organisations, and the National Co-opera
tive Institute. In each province trade union committees consisting 
of the officers of the various trade unioJ;lS under ;he chaiJ::manshiPI 
of the Fascist Federations were formed to:~dinate policy, 
where necessary, in their areas. All the proce8dings of the trade 
union committees were subject to approval by the Minister of. 
Corporations, and the whole policy was closely supervised by the~ 
Gove~nt. A policy of reducing prices was associated with that! 
of wage' reductions. By the summer of 1928, the Head of thel 
Italian Government issued a CircliliU- forbidding any further!' 
reduction in the wages of any, cI8.ss of workers, considering that in; 
the e,conOmic co~tions then -preyailing new reductions wer~ 
unnecessary. " I 

At the, end of 1934 a plan was adopte4 in Italy for the intro.p 
duction of a 40-hour week for workers in industry without chang~ 

, in hourly rateS of wag ea •. 'The 'varioUs industries were separately ~ 
arrange for the application o~ the plan, and the representative~~ 
of the employ~rs' and wQrkers' organisations were to collaboraut 
in making the necessary changes. It may be added that in 193ft 
the, average nominal wage rates fixed by collective agreemen~J 
were increased by about 10 per cent. in a large number of trade~ .. 
and industries. I 

In 1931, widespread reductions in money rates of wages WerE'1 
effec~rii Germany. largely by governmental action, p.nd measuref,~ 
were taken at the same time to .secure a reduction of prices anci 
other costs. Ari Economic Advisory Council, which includeC~ 

I 

.representatives of industry and of the trade unions, was set UI

I 

II 
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to enquire into the economio situation. It reported in favour of 
wage and also price reductions. This advice was adopted by the 
Government, and on 8 December 1931, an Emergency Decree was 
issued involving a modification of collective _agreements so as to 
secure wage reductions in all industries. 1 1n accordance with the 
Decree, '!Vages were to be reduced to the levels ruling on 10 January 
1927, or where the rates were more than 10 per cent. above the 
level on 10 January 1927, a reduction of 10 per cent., or in certain 
ciroumstances 15 per cent., was to be made. Rents, rates for water, 
gas, eleotricity, the prices of many commodities and rates of 
interest were all to be reduced. The Conciliation authorities were 
given wide powers to modify agreements, compulsorily to settle 
disputes arising out of the wage reductions, and to prolong the r validity of wage agreements. The Federal MiniSter of Labour 

! wIIJ also given power to declare oonciliation decisions binding . 
.. Australia has long ha4 a highly integrated wage structure which 

includes collective agreements, wage regulation by official machinery 
in the States,. and a Commonwealth system of conciliation and 
arbitration.',,:Or many years the Commonwealth Court of Con
qiliation and Adritration took the living wage principle as the basis 
of its awards, and the basic wages of workers subject to its awards 
were adjuste!!~~..£~~Jt...t~~~g~ in the cost of living. The 
Commonwealth basic wages for the lowest-paid ~tegories of 
workers influence considerably the wages of workers in the higher 
categories. They also influence the rates fixed in collective agree
ments and by the various State authorities. In January 1931, as 
part of a general plan to meet -the economio crisis, the Common
wealth Court reduced real wages by 10 per cent., in addition to a 
reduction in the basic money wage in accordance with the fall iD. 
the cost of living. With further reductions during the year' the 
total decline in the money wages of workers under Commonwealth 
awards amounted to 23 per cent., and substantial reductions were 
also effected in most of the States. In order, ho}Vever, that sacri
fices would not fall upon wage and salary earners only, measures 
were taken to reduce interest rates on internal debt by 22 % per 
cent. In 1933 and 1934 when economic conditions had improved 
the Commonwealth Arbitration Court cancelled the 10 per cent. 

1 Cf. Internohoraal Labour RetJtetD. April 1932 : .. Recent Emergency Legislation 
in Germany" by Dr. F. 8rrzLBs. 

I See lNTlmNATIONAL LABoUR OI'l'ICB. Studies aDd Reports. Series D. No. 17, 
M.im_ Wage Fizitt, MaeAw-y ; also Studies aDd Reports. Series A. No. 34, 
Cotaeiliahoft and Arbitranota '" IttdV8kiol DVpuIeB. Cf. also above, p. 109 : 
Generalised Compulsory Arbitration (Australia). 
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reduction in real wages, but made certain other changes, including 
the introduction of a new method of determining the basic wage, 
the net effect of which was that wages were not increased by the 
full 10 per cent. 

Somewhat similar systems ot regulating wages and working 
conditions are in operation in New Zealand. This country was also 
simi1arlya1'f~~d"''by·-the-·-eC01'iotirlif·deptession. As in Australia, 
the severe fall in prices of products for exports caused difficulty 
in paying interest on capital borrow~d frbm abroad, and. currency 
depreciation resulted. Finally in May 1931 under special powers 
granted by Parliament, requiring the Arbitration Court to take 
into account the economic and financial conditions affecting trade 
and industry in the Dominion, a general order was issued reducing 
the rates of remuneration fixed by awards and agreements by 10 
per cent. Already, earlier in the year, the salaries and wage~ of 
persons employed in the Government service had been reduced by 
10 per cent.1 The Arbitration Court system was also attacked 
on the ground .that its awards, which ~ere binding on the parties 
for a period of three years, gave an undue rigidity; to the wage 
structure~ and that even the 10 per ~nt. iwage reduction in the 
·crisis w~s made possible only by sPltciallegislation. The system 
was amended by Act of Parliament iil1932 and the long-standing 
compulsory arbitration of indust~ disputes was replaced by 
voluntary arbitration':l When economic conditions improved, the 
1931 cuts were partly or wholly restored to Government servants 
and by local bodies, but no general increase took place in private 
industry. Indeed, contrary to the tendency in a number of other 
cOlintries, various collective agreements lapsed and there was a 
reversion to individual arrangements. This was due to the abolition 
of the compulsory powers of the Arbitration Court and to the 
fuability of the negotiating parties to reach agreements. As 
pointed out above, the system of regulating wages and conditions 
of work by compulsory arbitration has been reintroduced by the 
Act of 8 June 1936.8 

1 A genera.l account of the situation is given in an article on .. The Depression 
and Industrial Arbitration in New Zealand ", by E. J. RICHES, IfllerrwJtional 
Laboul'Review, Vol. XXVIII, No.5., November 1933. 

I Special provision WlIS made for female workmt. On receipt of an application 
'from a union representing such workers for an order fixing minimum rates of wages 
in the industry or industries to which a dispute relates, the Court, after hearing 
the parties, must make such an order, the period of validity of which sbaII be 
from six to twelve months. 

I Ct. above, p. 116. 



CHAPTER IV 

INCORPORATION OF COLLECTIVE AGREEMENTS 
IN mE NATIONAL ECONOmC STRUCTURE 

The previous section dealt with temporary interferen~ by 
Governments with the normal operation of collective agreements 
and other collective methods of regulating working conditions 
for the purpose of effecting adjustments to the economio necessities 
of periods of crisis. Here a review is given of more permanent 
measures taken irl various countries to give collective agreements 
and analogous methods a recognised responsible role in the national 
economio structure. These developments vary from country to 
country, some being merely tentative extensions of voluntarily 
concluded collective agreements while others represent a consi
derable modification of this system. They are all based in varying 
degree upon the idea of introducing greater co-ordination of working 
conditions in particular industries or throughout the national 
economy. Some of them are intimately associated with the planning 
of the economic and industrial structure. 

It has been pointed out in recent publicationS of the Inter
national Labour Office, particularly in the Report 01 the Director 
that the need for" planning" - that is, for the deliberate inter
ference by the Government with the economic structure and the 
oourse of economic events in order to achieve certain social objec
tives is. becoming more widely recognised./ "The fatalistio faith 
in the benevolent operation of economio'taw was everywhere 
giving way to the demand for systematic collactive action.'. . 
The old self-regula.ting economy was no longer likely to be tole
rated unless it guaranteed the maintenance of social well-being. 
When it failed to do so; it became the business of Government 

I Repon o/1As DirecIor 10 lAs 1936 B-'orl o/1As Inlemalional Labour Cunt-. 
p. '1. 
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,to intervepe in the general interest of society. "l)lt has also been 
indicated that the strength of the popular movement in favour 
of State intervention is based upon loss of faith in the economic 
system as a consequence of its failure to ensure the distribution 
and consumption of the present plenitude of actual and potential 
supplies. lSocial and economic affairs are seen to be inseparable, 
,and social s~curity is taking precedence over' individual profit) 

With this changing outlook, social -legislation and collective 
.agreements for the 'regulation of working conditions are seen to 
be something larger than mere protection against exploitation 
and the securing of exclusive advantages by a limited group 
of employers or workers. They became an essential element in 
an interrelated economic and social structure. The closer inte
gration Of economic and. social factors ~thin the different countries 
d~mands a more systematic regulation of working conditions than 
in· the days of small-scale production; localisation of markets as 
a result of inadequate means of transportation, and a social philo
sophy of almost unqualified laissez-taire. 

The relation. between money wages, prices, purchasing power, 
volume of production, employmentan:a:general economic prosperity 
and socjalwelfare is evident, and the regulation of wages whether 
by collective agreements or by State machinery is seen to be one 
of the essential elements in economic stability and social security. 

. Hours of work, which were formerly regulated to ensure a reasonable 
~um of leisure time for the worker, are now recognised as 
an important link. between the rate of industrial progress, demand 
for labour and. standards of living. 

As has been indicated in Part lof this Report, wages and 
. .}1:.~~_oi.:'Y9r!:repres~1:l:~ ,the chief subjects. of collective agreements. 

Their importance in the orgaiiliiation '0£ economic life is so great 
tha~ their regulation cannot be left in a state of chaos. In a number 
of ~dustrial countries in which an adequate system of collective 
agreements has not evolved, the Governments have found it 
necessary to establish systems for their regulation. These systems, 
the essential features of which are determined by the political, 
economic and social conditions. of the respective countries, differ 
considerably, some of them incorporating the methods of collective 
bargaining, while others are based upon alternative but analogous 
principles. 

The s~plestJ~~.D'(Jn~ry-!'!l,tion.is illustratetl_by the British 
Cottoii"1danmacturing ~dustry (Temp~rary Provisions) Act of 
1934. The chief feature~ of this Act have already'been described 
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in Part II of this Report.1 Its object is to prevent a progressive 
deterioration of working conditions in an industry which, in pre
sent conditions of world trade, has a considerable surplus produc
tive"capacity. Cut-throat competition was resulting in lower wages 
and longer hours without causing any considerable expansion' 
of trade and employment. The workers and employers were 
strongly" organised and had established detailed agreements for 
the regulation of working conditions, but these were being con
tinually 'undermined by a minority of firms. Yet the solution 
of the industry'S problems did not lie in wage reductions which 
left competition almost unchanged. Indeed the process of securing 
wage reductions led to unrest and stoppages of work which aggra
vated the situation. 

The Act of 1934 was, therefore, passed. to prevent a minority 
of the industry from. increasing the difficulties by methods of 
unfair competition. It provided machinery for extendiilg to all 
undertakings the wages fixed in collective agreements concluded 
by organisations representative of a majority of the employers 
and workers, these. wages being given statutory force. Undertakings 
which have substantial reasons for demanding a modification in 
their favour of the terms of the agreements are given an opportunity 
of presenting their case before an impartial body. As the principle 
of extending the provisions of collective agreements to third 
parties ,is new to British legislation, the Act was passed for a short 
period only, and in its application provision is made for elaborate 
safeguards restricting the field of State intervention.- Also the 
parties to the agreements, and not _the State, are responsible for 
enforcement. The general regulation of wages in the manufact~g 
section of the industry will, by restricting the competitive principle 
in the adjustment of labour conditions, enable attention to be 

I 
directed to' more fundamental remedies for the economio reorga.
nisation of the industry . 

By contrast with such tentative measures 3 is the elaborate 

I Reference has also been made to similar measU1'6ll taken in other countries 
for the extension of the provisions of oolleotive agreements to third parties . 

• Although the prinoiple is new in British legislation; various demands )lave 
been made for its application in other industries, particularly those in whioh Joint 
Industrial Counoils have been established. . 

• Reference may also be made to two particular instances in whioh collective 
agreements are assooiated with measures of an economio .oharacter.. . 

In the Netherlands agrioultural employers are :reqUIred to negotiate With 
agricultural workers' organisations with :regard to conditions of employment if 
they wish to benefit from the emergenoy legislation for agriculture. In Sweden, 
under an arrangement between the Government and the sugar manufacturers, 
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integration of collective agreements in the' Italian Corporative 
System arid in systems along somewhat similAr lines established 
or contemplated in A~~~_ ~l)d ,:r2!!~gal. Still more complete 
is the integration of trade unionism and collective agreements in 
the economic life of the Soviet Union. Along different lines 
extensive experiments have'lieen made in the United States, 
under the National Industrial Recovery Act, 1933, to achieve 
industrial recovery and maintain a co-ordinated economic structure 
and development by the establishment, industry by industry, of 
standar~ of_working conditions· approved by the Government. 
Both the National Industrial Recovery Act and the National 
Labour Relations Act, 1935, give to collective agreements a. new 
importance in the industrial and economic life of the United 
States. These industrial recovery measures in the United States 
have not been without effect upon policy in other countries, 
particularly Canada. 

In the present section an account is given of these develop
ments in Italy, the Soviet Union, and the United States of Ame
rica, for the purpose of illustrating recent tendencies for the co-ordi
nation of collective agreements with the whole economic structure . 

. A section on Getmany is also included both because of the great 
extent' to which collective agreements were incorporated in the 
economic structure of the country before the present regime, 
and because, although the former system of collective bargaining 
has been terminated, the provisions of the collective agreements 
concluded several years ago still provide the basis for the regulation 
of working conditions in many industries. 

mE UNITED. STATES OF AMEmCA 

. (Economic and social conditions during recent years in the 
. United States have shown the nee« for some method of regulating 
and co-ordinating labour standards on a. nationwide basis with 
the object of encouraging national industrial recovery and of ensur
ing greate~ stability in economic life.,Regulation of working condi
tions by collective agreements betWeen employers' organisations 
and trade unions had not made much progress, and only in a few 

only those sugar-beet cultivators who undertake tQ pay to the workers in the beet 
fields the wage rates laid down in the collective 19reement (whether they belong 

., to .the emt>loyers' organisation Of DOt) are en.f;~t1ed to supply the factoriee with 

(Oilets, .- . 
. .1<. • , ' . ';' . ",J. . .'- '. 
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industries were conditionsefiectively regulated by such agreements, 
When President Roosevelt's administration came into power only 
abou~,~,O.2;r, 1.~ per~~~:.()f ~d~trial;w.:or~ers were employed under 
collective agreements between trade unions and emplQyers, and 
ilIostbf'tlieseagreements were between trade unions and individual 
firms. The conditions of labour of approximately 80 per cent 
of American industrial workers were determined by individual 
agreement, while employee representation plans, restricted to the 
workers of a. single undertaking, were in operation for 7 or 8 per 
cent. of the workers. 

Throughout a. very large proportion of American industry, 
therefore, wages and other conditions of work were determined inde
pendently by -each undertalrlDg, and wide diversity of conditions 
resulted. During the depression competition between firms became 
so intense and the lnlPply'tit-la;bour--scr-great-iri. relation to demand 
that money rates of wages were seriously reduced. H a minority 
of firms in an indUstry reduced wages considerably, others were 
compelled, owing to the severity of com.p..~1iitiou....to follo,w the 
same course, and this was often"aollesucC'e;sivelyuntil there seemed 
almost no limit to the amount of wage and price reduction. There I 
was danger' of a disastrous disintegration of the wage and price 
structure. T¥s aggravated the depression both by reducing pur
chasing power and by iricreasing the maladjustment between the 
wage ~d price structure and the capital obligations undertaken. 
earlier in the expectatio~ that prices and wages would be maintained 
at higher levels. In the absence of a developed system of collective 
agreements the Government deemed it necessary to introduce a 
method of regulation which would achieve somewhat similar results, 
while at the same time encouraging the development of collective 
bargaining.1 

This was one of the purposes of the system of codes of fair 
competition established under the National Industrial Recovery 
Act, and, although, SecfJon 3 of this Act, which empowered the 
President to promulgate such codes, has been declared unconstitu
tional by the Supreme Court of the United States, the value of 
some method of avoiding unrestrained competition, especially in 
labour standards, is so widely recognised that voluntary arrange
ments have been made in many of the chief industries to ensure 

1 On the questions covered by this section of the Report see Labor cm4 Relations 
BoardB. The f'6gtilaeion of CO~t18 bargaining under the National InduaIriaZ 
R8COtI8r1J Ael. Lewis L. LOllWll'!'. alld Arthur WUBNIG_ The Brookings Institution, 
Washington, 1935." .t~ 
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the maintenance of regulation. Shortly after the Supreme Court's 
decision was announced a number oflarge industries and employers' 
associations declared that they were in favour of maintaining 
the rates of wages and hours fixed by the codes. For example a 
meeting of leaders of the iron and steel industry held at the Ameri
can Iron and Steel Institute adopted a resolution indicating the 
mdustry's determination to preserve standards of.labour and fair 
competition. Maintenance of basic labour standards throughout 
an "industry is now, however, voluntary, and numbers of undertak
ings in various industries are reported to have reduced wages or 
increased hours as' a result of the freedom given by the Supreme 
Court's decision. 

An outline or the code system is given here because to 
some extent it replaces collective bargaining, because it 
has features similar to those of collective bargaining, and 
because, in association ·with collective bargaining, it represents 
an attempt to relate the general regulation of 'working conditions 
to the economie reconstruction of the community.l The National 
Industrial Recovery Act included jihe regulation of working condi
tions by codes and collective agreements among the chief methods 
designed " to encourage national industrial recovery " and .. to 
foster fair. competition". Among the remedies proposed for 
solving the national emergency causing widespread unemployment 
and disorganisation of industry and undermining the standards 
of ,living oftha American people were thE? maintenance of united 
action of labour and management under adequate governmental 
sanctions and supervision, the elimination of unfair competitive 
practices, increase in the consumption of industrial and agricultural 
products by ,increasing purchasing power, the reduction of unem
ployment, and the improvement of standards of labour.· 

. As has been indicated in Part n of this Report, Section 7 (a) 
of the National Industrial Recovery Act endeavoured to encourage 
collective bargaining by providing that" employees shall ha.ve the 
right to organise and bargain collectively through representatives 
of their own choosing", and giving legal protection against victimisa
tion of workers on account of trade union membership and activities. 

I The text of the National Industrial Recovery Act and the provisioD8 of BOme 
of the chief codes of fair competition are given in lNTEmrATIONAL LABOtJB·OwnCB, 
Studies and Reports, Series B, No. 19, NaIMmal ReootJery Meaaurtlll in the UniUd 
Statu. l'he application of the United States Go.vernment's recovery policy is 
reviewed in iNTEmrATIONAL LABOtJB OFFICB; Studies aDd Reports, Series B, No. 
20, Social and Economic R~ m the UniUd Statu. 
. I National IndUBWial Recot16f'1/ Act, Title I, Section I, Declaration of Policy. 
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.The system of codes of fair competition provided the basis 
of the system of regulation, but the President of the United States 
was empowered by Section 7 (b) of the Act to approve standards 
as to maximum hours of labour, minimum rates of pay and other 
conditions of employment freely established by mutual collective 
~ment between employers and employees in any trade or 
industry. Such approved standards had the same binding force as 
those fixed in a code of fair competition, and violations involved 
liability to fine in the same way as violations' of the provisions of 
a code. The President was also given direct powers to prevent 
destructive wage or price cutting. 

The codes themselves fixed standards both for the regulation 
of productive and commercial practices and for the determination 
of minimum labour standards. In both fields regulation was consi

. dered necessary to remedy the situation intQ which the economic 
life of the country had been brought by leaving each firm entirely 
free to act as it desired without considering the effects upon the 
economio life of the country. It was necessary to view the problem 
as a whole. Also, the National Industrial Recovery Act required 
every code of fair competition to include the collective bargaining 
clause (Section 7 (a) of the Act. 

The Act provided that any association truly rellresentative of a 
trade or industry could prepare a code of fair competition and 
submit it to the President for approval. Thus an industrial basis 

• similar to that increasingly adopted for collective agreements was 
established for the code system. The Administration favoured 
industrial self-government rather than Government regulation of 
business, and this method was adopted both in the drafting of the 
codes by trade and industrial associations and in their application 
by code authorities representative of a branch of trade or industry 
with the Government assuming consultative and advisory functions 
rather than direction lmd control. 

Although the codes were intended to achieve some of the pur
poses of collective agreements, they differed from collective agree-, 
ments in the relatively restricted share which the representatives 
of labour played in their formulation and operation. In a few 
codes the labour provisions were determined largely by direct 
collective bargaining between trade unions and employers.1 Among 
the clUef industries in which this method was employed were build-

1 See The NatWnal Recovery AdmmiBwatiotl, A" AlItJlyN """ Clft Appraisal, 
published by The Brookings Institution. WasbingtoD. 1935, p. 430. 
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ing, bituminous coal mining, and several . branches of clothing 
manufacture. In the great majority of industries, however, owing 
to the opposition of the employers to the trade unions, the method 
of collective bargaining was not Used for determining the labolU 
provisions of the codes. This does not mean tha.t the trade unions 
had no opportunities of exerting their influence upon these provi
sions, but, neverthe)ess, organised laboUr consistently protested 
that its participation in the drafting of the labour provisions of 
codes and also in their administration was inadequate. , 

The first draft of a code, including its labour provisions, was 
generally made by a representative .association or group ,of in
dustrialists. In preparing the draft the industrialists were 
influenced by the known wishes of the Government, as indicated 
in the President's Re-employment Agreement; of 20 July. 1933 
which had been voluntarily adopted as an emergeney' measure 
for the period from August to December 1933 by large numbers 
of industrialists. With certain exceptions this Agreement fixed 
the minimum age of employment at 16 years of age, the maximum 
hours of employment in industry and commerce at 35 to 40 hours 
a. week, and minimum rates of pay at 12 to 15 dollars a week 01 

3,0 to 40 cents an hour; wages in excess of the minimum at the 
time of the Agreement were to be maintained or increased by 

f 
equitable readjustment. Also, price increases were to be restricted 
so that profiteering advantage wo~d not be taken of the consuming 

, public. ' . 
This emergency policy, therefore, consisted mainly in increasing 

, the nUIJlber of persons in employment by.reducing hours of work, 
and in expanding the purchasing power of the community, thW! 
contributi:p.g, to industrial recovery and to still more employment. 
It was recognised that, except for a short period ~f emergency, the 

'. provisions of the President's Re-employment Agreement were too 
standardised to meet the varying needs of the different industries, 
and they were to be replaced by separate codes adjusted to theBE 
.needs. Nevertheless, the Government was determined that, 
along general ,lines, the policy of the Re-employment Agreement 
should be maintained; and it indicated that draft codes whicb 
departed too much from this policy would not be approved. AIl 
association of industrialists which proposed a. code showing wide 
variation from the Government's policy was immediately subjected 
to pressure by the responsible officerq of the National Recovel) 
Administration to make substan~ial adjustments. 

Drafts proposed by associations of industrialists were considered 
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at preliminary conferences and at public hearings. At the prelimin
ary conferences a representative attended from the LabourAdvisory 

-:soard, which was part of the structure of the National Recovery 
~dministration appointed by the Secretary of Labour and consisting 
mainly of trade union officials.! Organised labour also had oppor
tunities of influencing the provisions of codes during the course 
of the public hearings. -These methods have been described as 
a form of" indireot representative bargaining " in which proposals 
on labour conditions formulated by organised employer groups 
were submitted to the Government's administrative agency, 

• which· possessed the power ·of final decision, and representatives 
of Labour, by bringing pressure on the agency, endeavour to 
influence its decision.1 However, the trade union leaders com
plained that the system gave the industrialists an unfair advantage 
because "the drafts on which the discussions were based were 
prepared by the trade associations, because those associations 
were in an unduly influential position in the processes of making 
adjustments to meet objections raised during the publio hearings, 
and because the officers of the National Recovery Administration 
before whom hearings were held and who mainly determined 
what attention should be given to critioisms of draft codes were 
largely drawn from the ranks of industrialists. 

As already indicated, the administration of codes was in the 
hands of code authorities, the members of which were largely 
drawn from trade associations or were in other ways representative 
of the industrialists. Only about 5 per cent. of the codes provided , 
for laboUr representation on the code authority. Code authorities 
composed mainly of industrialists might be fairly suitable for 
securing compliance with the trade practice provisions of codes, 
but complaints· of violation of labour provisions and the settling 
of labour disputes required an impartial authority or a body 
upon which labour was represented equally with industrialists. 
An attempt was made to meet these needs by the establishment 
of a compliance organisation within the framework of the National 
Recovery Administration to deal with violation of the labour 
provisions as well as With the trade practice provisions of codes. 
In some industries, usually those in which labour was well organised. 

1 In the interests of industrialists and of consumers respectively, representatives 
of the Industrial Advisory Board and of the Consumers' Advisory Board also 
attended these conferenoes • 

• See TM NaWmol ReootXWy Adm'"iBb'aIioft: A" Analy.riB and Appraisal, lip. 

~., pp. '27-30. . ' 
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industrial a:elations committees or boards equally representative 
of employers and employees with an impartial chairman, were 
set up to deal with labour complaints and· disputes. National 
machinery was also established for dealing impartially with labour 
disputes by the method of voluntary arbitration, on the request 
of th~ parties to a dispute, to regulate the operation of the collective 
bargaining clause of the National Industrial Recovery Act, and 
to investigate complaints of discrimination against workers because 
of their .trade union activities 

.An attempt was also made to overcome, to some extent, the 
· objection of the trade unions that labour was rarely represented 
on code authorities, by the appointment of a labour adviser to 

, the Administration member of each code authority. These advisers, 
appointed on the nomination of the Labour Advisory Board, 
were not members of the code authorities; they attended meetings 
only ort invitation, but had access to the minutes and could appear 
before the code authorities to make statements on specific subjects. 

The Government's hope that the codes of fair competition 
fixing minimum conditions of work might be supplemented by 
higher standards and the detailed regulation of wages and other 
conditions for skilled workpeople by collective agreements between 
employers and trade unions was not realised. Though the rig~t 
to collective bargaining was established by Section 7 (a) of the 
National Industrial Recovery Act, the employers insisted that 
the right to bargain individually was also. implicitly preserved, 
and that collective bargaining did not necessarily mean bargaining 
with trade unions but· that it included negotiations between the 
management of a firm and representatives of the work.j}eople 
employed by that firm. They therefore proceeded to establish 
.employee representation plans, criticised by organised labour as 
· " {)ompany unions " and as affording little protection of the work
ers' interests, while many firms maintained individual bargaining, 
claiming that their workpeople freely preferred this method . 
. The membership of trade unions, however, 'grew rapidly and 

bitter disputes occurred throughout the country on the question 
whether these unions or the company unions really represented 
a. substantial part of the workers in particular undertakings. 
· Conflicts also arose' about the rights of minorities of workers to 
sepa:t:ate representation in collective bargaining in undertakings in 
which ballots showed that a majority of the workers preferred 

. representation by trade unions. In many industries these issues 
remained unsettled arid conditions of work above the minima. 
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fixed by the codes generally continued to be regulated by individual 
agreements or on a company basis. The elasticity of the provisions 
of many codes permitted extensive evasion of the Administration's 
intentions that earnings should be maintained with the shorter 
working week and that existing differentials between skilled and 
unskilled workers should be continued. 

An attempt to meet the collective bargaining difficulty at 
least in part is made by the provisions of the recently adopted 
Wagner-Connolly National Labour, Relations Act. This Act, 
w1rl:clr""WVes"'S'ta'tUtory-'force -ro-"t1ie'''nght of elllployees to self
organisation and to bargain collectively through representatives 
of their own choosing, is applicable only when violation of this 
right would burden or obstruct. interstate COIDnlerce. It sets 
up a N ational Labo~"R~i~ti~~~Board to protect the employees 
against interference or discrimination by employers on account 
of their membership of a labour organisation and to prevent 
employers from exercising discrimination in conditions of employ
ment for the purpose of encouraging or discoUraging membership 
by an employee in any labour organisation, except that an employer 
by agreement with a representative labour organisation may 
require his employees to become members of such an organisation. 
'The Act also requires that the representatives designated or 
selected for the purposes of collective bargaining by the majority 
of the employees of an undertaking or other appropriate unit 
shall be the exclusive representatives ofall the employees, of such 
unit for the purposes of collective bargaining. In cases of dispute, 
the Board is empowered to decide who shall be the representatives 
of the employees,' taking a secret ballot of the employees, if neces
sary, for the designation or selection of the representatives. The 
Act, thus attempts' to remove some of the uncertainties which 
arose on the application of the collective bargaining clause of the 
National Industrial Recovery Act, and to, make ~ difficult the 
evasion of coUective bargaining. In particular it aims to prevent 
employers from encouraging their employees to become members 
of .. company unions". 

fit is too early to reach conclusions upon the practical effects 
of \his measure. The Government of the, United States evidently 
regards as unsatisfactory the independent regulation of WO!king 
conditions by individual undertakings without any co-ordination, 
and it favours the establishment of a system of collective bargain
ing.,,) The terms of the President's Re-employment Agreement 
and the codes of fair competitiolr-PfoVided-a,'foundation for such 

'--~--~"" .... -_ .. , . , .. 
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a system, and the collective bargaining provisions of the National 
Industrial Recovery Act and the Wagner-Connolly National 
Labour Relations Act are designed to facilitate the building of &1 
superstructure on collective lines by joint negotiation between 
the employers and labour organisations. 

GERMANY . 

. An account of collective agreements and the collective regulation 
of working conditions in Germany is included here both because 
there was a tendency, before the advent of the Nation8.I Socialist 
system, for the Stp.te to' intervene in the regulation of working 
conditions in order to ensure their adjustment to the exigencies 
of the economic sit~ation, and because National Socialis~ has 
introduced full control of working conditions by the State but haa 
in practice utilised extensively the standards,' determined by 
collective' agreements concluded before the establishment of the 
new' regime. 

Until 1933, working conditions were widely determined by 
collective agreements concluded by organisations of employers 
and of workers. Under the Federal Constitution of 11 August 1919 
-freedom of association for the purpose of protecting and improving 
conditions of employment' and economic conditions was guaranteed 
to every person and in. every occupation. Freely formed organi
sations of empl9yers and of workers played a. prominent part 
in the preparation and application of labour legislation. while 
an extensive and detailed system of collective agreements regulated 
,the working conditions of workers in the chief industries through
out Germany. Individual conditions of work were not to be 
less favourable to the worker than those determined by the provi
sions of collective agreements. 'Within the undertakings workS 
councils were set up under the Act of 4 February 1920 to protect 
the common interests of wage-earning and salaried employees 

. in relation to their employers, and to support employers in further
ing the purposes of their undertakings. 

, Although German labour laws attempted to secure the regulation 
of conditions of employment as far' as possible by negotiation 
and agreement between employers and workers themselves, official 
conciliation and arbitration played an important part in the 
conclusion of collective agreements. A" procedure was introduced 
by which, in exceptional circumstances, binding a.wards could 
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be declared by the competent Federal authorities. This svstem 
of conciliation and arbitration was established by an Order of 
the Federal Government issued on 30 October 1923, supplemented 
by an Administrative Order of 29 December 1923.1 Provision 
was made for the official appointment of conciliators and oonci
liation. committees, the former dealing with disputes affecting 
large industrial areas or which were of particular importance for 
the economio system, and the latter with less serious and more 
localisl)d disputes. Conciliators were Federal Officers appointed 
by the Federal :Minister of Labour, either permanently for large 
economio areas or temporarily for particular disputes. Conciliation 
committees appointed for smaller districts usually consisted of 
independent chairmen, appointed by the supreme authority of 
each State, together with assessors representative in equal numbers 
of employers and of workpeople. In order to avoid unnecessary 
divergencie~ between the practices of the various conciliators 
on conciliation committees, the Federal Minister of Labour was 
empowered to issue general guiding principles to be taken into 
consideration by the conciliation authorities. 

Official proceedings with a view to the settlement of a dispute 
could he initiated on application by one of the parties involved, 
this being regarded as the normal method, or by the conciliation 
committee or conciliator in exceptional cases when such inter- . 
vention was considered necessary in the public interest. The 
conciliation authorities were required to make every effort to 
secure agreement between the parties by the processes of concilia
tion and, if successful, to embody the terms in.a collective agree
ment. In the event of an agreement not being reached by conci
liation, further proceedings could be instituted and an award 
given. An award not acpepted by the parties could, nevertheless, 
be declared binding by the competent authorities if its provisions 
appeared just and reasonable, taking into account the interests of 
both parties, and if its application was desirable on economic 
and social grounds. A permanent conciliator was competent to 
declare binding the awards of conciliation. committees within 
his area or extending only slightly beyond it; other awards of 
conciliation committees and those of conciliators could be made 
binding only by the Federal Minister of Labour. In practice, 
the official machinery of conciliation was extensively applied, 
many agreements being concluded with the assistance of the 

I These Orders were issued under the Emergenoy Powers Aot of 13 OotQber 1923. 
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conciliators and conciliation committees, and the .method of 
compulsory award was used in the settlement of a oonsiderable 
number of disputes. 

From 1930 onwards, the industrial depression and its social 
effects in Germany resulted in increased intervention in industrial 
relations by the public authorities. The Government indicated 
that, in particularly serioul> disputes, it would, if necessary in 
the interests of the community, assume wider powers of intervention 
than thosl;l under the system introduced in 1923. Reference has 
already been made in a previous section of this Report to the 
measures taken at the end of the year 1931 by the Federal Govern
ment to secure general ,reductions of money wages in ~he interests 
of iridlistry, the national finances and the preservation of civil 
peace. New and wide responsibilities were given to the conci
liation and arbitration authorities to facilitate the wage changes 

. demanded by the Government. Parties to agreements were 
required to fix the new wage or salary rates by means of annexes 
to their existing agreements, but if they failed to reach agreement' 
upon the new rates the competent conciliator was empowered, 
in the . last resort, to fix' the wage or salary scales, and to prolong 
the validity of agreements.1 

Fundamental changes were made when the National-Socialist 
Government came into power. The principle of collaboration 
was to be established, and methods of bargaining based upon 
divergent interests and leading sometimes to industrial conflicts 
were to be suppressed. At the. beginning of May 1933 measures 
were taken for the dissolution of the trade unions and the inaugu
ration of the German Labour Front, which absorbed the trade 
union organisations. 

The German Labour Front is defined as .. the organisation 
of all persons engaged in labour, whether manual or mental, 
Without distinction of economio or social position. In it the 

1 Measures affecting collective agreements were aIao taken by the Government 
during 1932 with a view to bringing about a revival of industrial activity and a 
reduction in the number'of unemployed persona. By a Decree ieeued in September 
1932 employers who increased their etaffa were authorised to reduce individual 
wages in accordance with a eliding scale based on the increase in employment 
afforded. The Decree aIao empowered the official conciliators to authorise payment 
of lower wages than those fixed in collective agreements in cases where the prelll!' 
rious position of the undertaking rendered the current rates too heavy for the ~ntl' 
nued working of the establishment, but with the proviso that such reductlone 
should not exceed 20 per cent. The. arrangement for reducing individual wagea 
where increased numbers were employed encountered difficulties and was later 
abandoned without having exercised any very important influence upon the wage 
situation~ 
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worker $nd the employer are ranged side by side,· instead. of being 
separated by organisations for the defence of particular economio 
or social classes or interests. . . The Labour Front is not, however, 
the place where the material questions of the daily life of labour 
are decided. .. The true object of the Labour Front is to create 
a working community of all Germans and to educate them in the 
spirit of the National-Socia.list State ".1 All occupied persons, 
including members of the former trade unions of workers and 
salaried employees and members of employers' associations, may 
be members of the Labour Front on a footing of, complete 
equality." 

Such a relationship betw~n employers and workers was thought 
to make employers' organisations unnecessary, and these dissolved 
themselves.8 The system of conciliation iIitroduced in 1923 was 
also terminated. The Labour Front is under the control of the 
National-Socialist Party. 

With the abolition of the trade unions & new method of 
regulation of working conditions became necessary, and an Act 
of 19 May 1933 provided for the appointment of" labour trustees" 
with power to terminate, revise or prolo~g collective agreements, 
and to undertake the maintenance of industrial peace. 

Labour Trustees are Federal officials appointed for large indus- ' 
trial areas and act under general instructions of the Federal 
Government. Pending the inauguration of a neW system, ,the 
power to regulate world,ng conditions was transferred from the 
organisations of employers and of workers to the labour trustees. 
Under their authority, however, many of the essential pro'visions 
of the old collective agreements remained m operation during a 
transitional period until the new forms of regulation could be, 
evolved and begin to operate effectively. 

The National-Socialist conception of industrial relations and 
methods of reguJating, working conditions was embodied in. the 
National Labour Regulation Act of 20 January 1934 which provides 

1 Au/rut an alle schall&nden Deuischen, issued on 27 November 1933 by Dr. 
Ley, Leader of the German Labour Front, Mr. Seldte; Federal Minister of Labour, 
Dr. Schmidt, Federal Minister of Economic Afiairs, and Mr. Keppler, Commissioner 
for Economic Problems. 

• The organisation, which is directed by the Leader of the Labour Front, 
includes a National Chamber of Labour and eighteen regional Chambers, and 
these have industrial Sections. The individual undertaking forms the basis. of 
the organisation. 

a The property of the former associations of employers and workers and their 
affiliated organisations and undertakings controlled by them 'was transferred to 
the Labour Front to be used as a basis for financing welfare services. 
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tha.t, in place of the relatjons of employer a.nd worker, there shall 
. be estab:ijshed in each' undertaking the conception of the" works 
community" with the .owner of the undertaking as "leader" 
and the salaried and wage-earning employees as his followers. 
These shall work together for the furtherance of the purposes of 
the establishment and for the benefit of the nation and the State in 
general. The leader of the establishment makes decisions for his 
followers in all matters affecting the establishment in so far as they 
~re governed by the Act. He must promote the welfare of his 
followers, who are required to, be loyal to him as fellow members 
of the works community.l The interests of the undertaking are 
subordinate to those of the State. In undertakings which employ 
at least twenty persons a number of " confidential men" must 
be appointed from among the followers to advise the leader. Under 
his presidency they become the "confidential council" of the 
undertaking.2 These councils give advice on measures directed 
to increase the efficiency of the .:undertaking, and on conditions of 
employment, and must endeavour to settle all disputes within 
the works . community. 

Under the present system, it is intended that the normal 
'basis for the regulation of w~rking conditions, including wages, 
shall be the individual undertaking, this being in contrast with 
the former method of collective agreements extending to a number 
of Undertakings. In each undertaking labour conditions are regu
lated by the leader who, in all undertakings employing twenty or 
.more wage-earning and salaried employees, must issue" establish-

I The National Labour Regulation Act instituted a system of Social Honour 
Courts to deal with gross breaches of the social duties in the works communities. 
A coUrt is established in each of the regions for whicl;1 a labour trustee is appointed, 
and a Federal Honour Court has also been set up to hear appeals from the regional 
courts. The courts deal with cases referred to them by the labour trustees, where 
the leader of an establishment or any other person in a position of supervision 
abuses his authority in the establishment by maliciously exploiting the labour 
of his followers or wounding their sense of honour, or where a follower endangers 
·industrial peace in the establishment by maliciously provoking others. The 
penalties include a warning, reprimand, fine or removal from the post occupied. 

• These councils differ in various respects from the works councils which were 
set llP in many establishments under the Works Councils Act, 1920. Whereas 
the works councils consisted of representatives of the workers to protect their 

. interests a.Iid to support the employer in furthering the purposes of the undertaking, 
the confidential councils include the head of the undertaking. Their chief duty 
is to strengthen mutual confidence within the works community. Members of 
works councils were elected by secret ballot by. the 'workpeople ; while, for the 
'new confidential councils, lists of candidates are drawn up by the head of the 
undertaking in agreement with the chairman 'of the National-Socialist cen 
organisation· in the undertaking, and the workpe,!lple decide by secret ballot for 
or against the list. In the event of diasgreement, the members of the council are 
appointed by the labour trustee. 
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ment rules" in writing.1 His decisions are taken after hearing the 
advice of the confidential council; the followers, therefore, have. 
opportunities for making known their opinions, but the terms of 
employment do not take the form of an agreement between them 

. and the leader. 
Without safeguards, such a system might lead to frequent 

disputes, and, as industrial conflicts are now prohibited in Germany, 
the State must be prepared to intervene in the regulation of wages 
and other conditions of employment with the object of preserving 
industrial peace, apart from the necessity for intervention in the 
general economio interests of the country. Provision is, therefore, 
made by the Act of 20 January 1934 for confidential councils to 
appeal against their establishment rules to the labour trustee, 
who may cancel the rules and issue others to replace them. 

The labour trustee may also, after consulting an advisory 
council of experts,lI lay down guiding principles on conditions of 
employment, thus exerting influence, without compUlsion, over the 
social policy of the undertakings in his area. The provision for 
consulting the council of experts, which includes members of the 
. confidential c01lIl:cils of undertakings in the area, ensures that the 
views of leaders and followers shall be taken into consideration. 
during the preparation of guiding principles. 

Labour trustees have still wider powers of regulation. If the 
laying down of minimum conditions of employment is urgently 
needed for the protection of the persons employed in a group of 
undertakings within their areas, they may issue collective rule~. 
These collective rules automatically replace any establishment 
rules which fix lower standards. This method thus makes possible 
the collective regulation of working conditions in circumstances 
of urgent necessity, but such collective rules differ from the former 
collective agreements in being legally binding acts of the State 

1 Where th~ rules fix the -remuneration of workers and employees, the rates 
must be minima so as to allow scope for the remuneration of individual members 
of the undertaking according to their efficiency. This permits considerable varia
tion of wage conditions within the individual undertaking. 

• The labour trustees appoint these adviscry councils from the various branches 
of industry in their areas. Three-fourths of these experts must be chosen from 
lists of candidates nominated by the German Labour Front, which must put forward 
in the first instance a considerable number of suitable members of the confidential 
councils of the undertakings of the area, with due regard to the various occupational 
groups and branches of industry. The lists must include leaders of undertakings 
and other members of the confidential councils in approximately equal numbers. 
The trustees may appoint one.fourth of the experts from among other suitable 
persons in his district. In addition to the councils of experts, which are permanent 
bodies to advise on general questions, temporary committees of experts may be 
appointed to advise on narrower problems. 
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and not standards based upon negotiations between organisations" 
of employers and of workpeople. , 

In practice, the desire to avoid d,ifficulties likely to result from 
. widespread changes in the conditions established by the former 
collective agreements has led to the continued operation of these 
conditions over a large part of German industry, whether as a 
result of decisions of the leaders of individual undertakings or of 
the influence, and control exercised by the labour trustees. During 
1933, the Government indicated its policy in the statement that 
the abolition of collective agreements must in no case give rise 
to any arbitrary determination of conditions of employment, 
and that it regarded as an important matter the maintenance 
of the stability of wage levels. The maintenance of existing wage 
rates was emphasised as one of the most important duties of the 
labour trustees, changes being allowable only in exceptional cases 
and if the existing rates were no longer eithersocia~y or economi
cally justifiable. This policy of avoiding or restricting changes in 
wages and other conditions of employment inevitably involved 
continuing in force substantiaJly over a large part of German indus
try the' standards established. by the 9ld collective agreements. 
"Subsequently, :\Yhen the National Labour RegUlation Act ,came 
into force on 30 April 1934, the Minister of Labour ordered that 
collective agreements in existence on that date should be promul
gated without alteration 'as collective regulations in order to 
"secure continuity in the regulation of working conditions. "The 
t¥ne for which the validity of these provisions was prolonged was 
not stated, but it was intended that they should remain in force 
only for a transitional period during which the labour trustees 
would Undertake the modification of these regulations according 
to circumstances. 

An important' change was made early in 1935 when the scope 
'Of the Labour Front was enlarged to include the system of economic 
organisation established by an Act of 27 February 1934 and an 
Order of 27 November 1934. This extension of scope was effected 
by an agreement of 26 March 1935. The agreement provides that 
collaboration between these hitherto independent systems must 
take place at every stage of the organisation of production and 

"iabour. The Council of the National Economic Chamber, in which 
are represented the heads of the national economic groups and the 
district economic chambers, was combined with the Labour Council, 
co~posed of heads of undertakings and- provincial administrators 
of the Labour Front, to form the National Economic and Labour 
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Council, the main task of which is to discuss economic and social 
questions. Similarly in the districts, the councils of the economic' 
chambers were combined with those of the district ()rganisations 
of the Labour Front. The general object of the organisation is 
to recommend solutions and establish the conditions necessary 
for the formation of a true community of production and labour, 
and it thus provides a. means for the co-ordination of economic 
and social policies. 

ITALY 

In Italy, the system of collective agreements for the regulation 
of working conditions is highly developed and forms an integral 
part of a co-ordinated national economic structure. Indeed, the 
provisions of agreements, with the supporting authority of the 
State, have become more and more assimilated to rules of law. 

(Also, as they are binding upon persons who are not members 
of the organisations participating in their negotiation, they should 
be regarded strictly as collective rules or arrangements rather than 
collective agreements. ) 

In order to appreciate the position of collective agreements 
in the Fascist corporative system it is necessary to review some 
of the underlying principles of State policy in Italy. The corpora
t,ive system is based upon, the principle of collaboration of all 
the producing groups in the .national economy and the superiority 
of the interests of the whole over sectional interests. The State 
is regarded as an organism having aims, life, and means of action 
superior in power and duration to those of the separate individuals 
or groups within it. Unlike State Socialisni,the corporative 
system regards private industry and initiative in the field of 
production as the most efficient and useful instrument for the 
national ,welfare, and it 'attempts to promote co-operation and 
solidarity between. the various classes. On the other hand, capi
talism is believed to be facing a crisis and the purpose of the 
corporative system is to bring into the economic world that element 
of discipline which has hitherto been lacking. Tle Fascist economic 
system is a reaction against liberalism, under which the organisation 
of production was considered to 'be 'purely a question of private 
interest. This is abolished, the methods of lai88ez faire being 
thought to involve Ii deplorable waste both of energy and of 
material resources. 
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The system permits a form of planned economy to be estab
lished, and the activities of individuals and groups, which 
hitherto had been left entirely free or subject only to haphazard 
intervention, are controlled and directed by rules and regulations 
established centrally in the national interest. Intervention, 
however, takes place only when private industry is inadequate 
or when the political interests of the State are at stake. It may take 
the form of. supervision, encouragement, or direct management; 
but, if suggestion, persuasion and propaganda should not be enough, 
the Fascist regime would not hesitate to exercise restrictive and 
coercive action, even on economic forces. 

An . elaborate mechanism of collaboration and control has 
been established. This includes trade associations, federations 
and confederations representing the group interests respectively 
of 'employers and workers in particular branches of production. 
These bodies, which negotiate collective agreements, are under 
the supervision, co-ordination and control of corporations represent
ing wider interests. Higher still in the hierarchy is the National 
Council of Corporations,' while the whole system is subject to the 

. authority and veto of the Minister of Corporations and the Head 
of the Gove~ent. The essential features of this system are 

, outlined below. 
At the basis of the system are provincial or local associations 

of employers and of workers respectively in a given branch of 
economic activity. These occupational associations are grouped 
into inter-provincial associations and into national trade federa
tions, and national federations are combined into confederations. 
These various bodies include employers only or workers only, 
except that persons engaged in the arts and liberal professions 
cannot be separated in this way. Legal recognition is accorded 
to confederations and to national trade federations, which thereby 
become institutions under public law.l Recognftion is accorded 
only to one employers' federation and one workers' federation 

. in any defined industry or other category of economic activity. 
These federations represent the whole of the employers and 

of the workers respectively in the category, and may conclude 
collective agreements upon working conditions or upon the regu
lation of economic relations. Agreements are binding upon all 
persons, whether members of federated associations or not. Local 

, 1 ExceptionaIIy, the inte~-provincia1 and provincial associations of professional 
workers and artists are legally recognised, 88 well 88 the corresponding national 
associations and the Confederation, and they may conclude collective agreements. 
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associations within a federation may only conclude agreements 
if this power has been delegated to them by the federation. The 
federations and their associations undertake the organisation of 
public employment exchanges, the operation of sickness insurance 
and public reHef systems and the education and training, parti
cularly the vocational training, of the persons they represent, 
and they support the aotivities of the national workers' spare 
time instiiutes. They are also required to promote the technical 
and economio development, in the general interests of the nation, 
of the branch of economio activity which they represent. The 
associations, federations and confederations direct their aotions 
to the defence of the occupational interests of their members, 
but these must be brought into harmony with the national interests. 

The attempt has been made to form a complete and com
prehensive structure covering all branches of economic activity, 
including persons working on their own account in handicraft 
trades. In the establishment of this structure, in accordance 
with the Act of 3 April 1926, the creation of organisations was 
necessary among employers in most branches except large seale 
industrY, and among the workers especially in agriculture. Free
dom of association is not prohibited, and no person is required 
to become a member either of a recognised association or of any 
other association, but legally recognised bodies have the exclusive 
right of legal representation. As collective agreements apply to 
persons who are not members of associations, a unity of em
ployment contracts in each industry and district is ensured, and 
the terms of individual contracts must correspond with those of 
the collective agreements except where the terms of the individual 
contract are more favourable to the worker. 

As already indicated, the federations are grouped into, Confe
derations, the. number of which is nine. Each of the four great 
branches of economic activity (industry and transport, agriculture, 
commerce, and credit and insurance) has one Cpnfederation 
representing the employers and one representing the workers. 
The ninth Confederation represents professional workers and artists. 
The number of federations in a Confederation varies widely, the 
greatest numbers being forty-five in the employers' Confederation 
of Industry and twenty in the Confederation of Industrial Workers, 
while the. smallest numbers are in the agricultural Confederations. 
the workers and the employers each having four federations in-· 
their respective Confederations. The Confederations, in colla
boration with the National Fascist Party and in accordance 
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with powers delegated by the Minister of Corporations, exercise 
political supervision and control over their constituent federations 
and associations. Collective agreements concluded by federations 
are subject to approval by the Confederations. Confederations 
may also conclude collective agreements. 

The principal negotiations of collective agreements of national 
application, whether by fed~rations or Confederations, are usually 
presided oveI' by the Under-Secretary of State in the Ministry of 
Corporations. National agreements often take the form of prin
ciples or standard rules of employment to be applied locally by 
associations to which power has been delegated to conclude local 
agreements. The stJ:"Ucture of trade associations and collective 
agreements was used to effect the general reduction of wages 
at the time of the 'stabilisation of the lira in 1927, to which reference 
is made above in the section dealing with State intervention in 
periods of economic crisis. It is claimed that the success achieved 
was due in large measure to unity of political action and disciplined 

. trade organisation. 
Reference has also been made to general reductions in hours 

of work in Italy in 1934. The method by which these reductions 
were effected illustrates the working of the Italian collective 
system. For industry, a general agreement was signed on 11 
October 1934, to be valid until 16 April 1935, between the Confe
deration ot Industry (employers) and the Confederation of- In
dustrial Workers, with a view to distributing the available oppor
tunities for emploYment among a larger number of workers. 
This. agreement was brought into operation within a few weeks 
by means of over fifty separate collective agreements in as many 
branches of industry. It established the principle of the forty
hour week, without upward adjustment of wages but with payment 
of allowances to workers on the shorter working week who are 
fathers of large families.- Other general agreements on reductions 
of hoUl's were concluded by the Confederations in commerce, 
agricultUre, and credit and insurance. . In the light of experience 
of the reduction of. hours, the Fascist General Council decided 
on 16 February 1935 that the change should be made permanent. 
It was' also this method of general agreements which was resorted 
to in 1936 when nominal wages were increased by 10 per cent. 

Whereas the associations, federations and Confederations 
(except that of artists and professional workers) represent employers 
only or workers only and have as primarY purpose the safeguarding 
of the intereatsof the occupational groups which they represent, 
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the corporative system includes organisations for unifying the 
forces of production. These "central co-ordinating bodies" are 
known as corporations. Their establishment was envisaged in the 
Act of 3 April 1926 on the regulation of collective relations in 
connection with employment, but they were not set up until 1934 
when a special Act on the organisation of corporations was· paesed 
(5 February 1934). The corporations go beyond the special 
interests of occupational groups and attempt to transform occu
pational aims into public ends. As recognised organs of the State 
they may isllue binding rules for regulating relations between 
employers and workers, and may promote and encourage measures 
for co-ordinating and improving the organisation of production. 
They JIlay lay down general rules for conditions of employment 
in the undertakings which they cover, subject to previous agreement 
with the representatives of the employers and the workers. 
Corporations can intervene whenever a monopoly or other privileged 
position makes intervention necessary to protect consumers or 
in the wider interests of the national economy. They also have 
extensive, advisory functions which they exercise on requests 
by competent public administrative departments. Among their 
other activities is the conciliation of disputes.1 

Corporations, which are national in scope, have been set up 
by Decree for each of the main branches of production, including 
services, the total number of corporations being twenty-two. 
Each corporation·has a·council, the number of members of which 
varies according to the branch of production, the smallest council 
consisting of fifteen members and the largest of more than sixty. 
Members are appointed by Ministerial Decree. Employers and 
workers are represented in equal numbers, these members being 
nominated by the trade organisations grouped ~ the corporation. 
Other members are nominated by the National Co-operative 
Institute, while .three representatives of the National Fascist 
Party are nominated as members of each of the twenty-two 
corporations. Representatives of Ministries interested, and experts 
in the branches of production covered by any particular corporation 
attend its meetings. 

During 1935 a number of corporations began their work. 
Most of them concentrated their attention mainly upon economic 
problems, including expansion of production, improvement. ~d' 

1 Their scope also inoludes the regulation of apprenticeship. vocational training, 
and organisation of employment agenoies. 
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grading of products, exteneion of markets at home and ab~oad 
and co-ordination' of the different branches (primary production, 
manufact!ll'ing and commerce) covered by any corporation. Other 
subjects discussed included training and apprenticeship, employ
ment exchange services, and methods of social assistance. 

Although the various corporations do not represent the 
separate occupational interests of employers or of workers, they 
are nevertheless sectional in the sense that each corporation repre
sents a particular branch of production and trade or service. 

,To ensure the fullest co-ordination, harmony and efficiency of the 
national economy the corporations work under the guidance 
and control' of the National Couticil of Corporations and of the 
Ministry of Corporations. The National Council, which was Bet 
~p under aD. Act of 20 March 1930, includes representatives of 
various Ministries and of political interests, as well as of the 
National Confederations· (in equal numbers of employers and 
workers) and of certain social welfare organisations. The National 
Council occupies a central position among the organs of the Fascist 
State. General questions are discussed in the General Assembly 
of the National Council, but the Central Corporative Committee 
.of the National Council, which has been granted full powers, 
usually acts on its behalf. 

The functions of the National Council are partly advisory 
and partly the making of rules for the regulation of economic, 
labour, and social conditions. The Council may draft rules for 
the co-ordination of D).easures covering employment relations 
laid down by collective agreements, for the regulation of collective 
economic relations, and for the co-ordination of all other regulative 
activities of corporations. In practice the National Council has 
only rarely made changes in the provisions of collective ~greements. 

The' whole of the collective structure for the regulation of 
econorclc and labour relations is under the general direction of 

Ii' . 
the Ministry of Corporations, which is the supreme body of the 
corporative system. It issues decrees defining the powers and 
functions of the corporations, and during the period before the 
corporations were established the Ministry directly undertook' 
the work of conciliation of industrial disputes. A number of 
agreements of national scope were concluded under the auspices 
of the Ministry as a result of its intervention in large-scale collective 
disputes. 

The general control which the corporative system exercises 
over collective agreements is supplemented by the method of 
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settling of industrial disputes. Strikes and lock-outs are prohibited, 
it being claimed that in the Italian Eystem State justice takes the 
place of the cla.es struggle. Disputes connected with the regulation 
of collective labour relations, whether concerned with the applica
tion of collective agreements or other regulations in existence or 
with demands for new conditions of employment, are brought by 
lega.lly recognised trade organisatiOn!! before the competent labour 
court. Disputes are, however, referred to the courts only as a 
la.et resort when direct methods of conciliation have failed to 
achieve agreement. If necessary in the public interest,disputes 
may be brought before the courts by the public prosecutor. An 
attempt at conciliation must b~ made before a decision is iesued~ 
In issuing decisions upon new conditions of employment the 
courts, while taking into account the intereets of the employers 
and those ofthe workere, must have regard to the Euperior interests 
of production. In practice, the great majority of new agreements 
are concluded by direct negotiation or by processes of conciliation, 
while for only a very sma.ll number has resort to the method of 
arbitration been necessary. 

! * 
• ./ / . Vow\> 'P(,~"'-.~. 
~ON OF SOVIEr SOCIALIST REPUBLICS 1 \F·:\.~.:,,,., ~ ~ 

-; ~ .l\5 ........ .. --.... ", 
\ The history of collective agreements in pre-revolutionarY' 

Ruseia is closely bound up with that of the lega.lly recognised 
trade unions. In consequence, collective agreement!! were extremely 
rare before the Revolution,y' Among the more outstanding agree
ments, attention may be called to those concluded in 1905 at 
Kharlov and Moscow, the first between a locomotive works and the 
workers it employed, the second between the electricians' union 
and the owners of technica.l offices. The collective agreement 
concluded at Moscow in 1906 between the workers and owners 
of water-supply and sanitary engineering undertakings is also 
worthy of mention. . 

The period of ~action which followed (1907-1912) was marked 
by a complete standstill in trade union activity and a total absence 
of collective agreements. 

\It was only after the ReV<:!I~!i0I!-_ of,¥ebruary 1917, when the 
forrilation of trade unions ~J~g~y authorised, that the tendency 
to conclude collective agreements 'hegan-tODecome genera.l,.,'-Then 

/. 

I This p'-'l't of the Rsport was prepared by Mr. Jan Abel, Chief of the Wages 
Section of the Central Counoil of Trade Unions of the U.S.S.R. 

t6 
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it was that one of the largest trade unions - the metal workers' -
concluded twenty-one local collective agreement! bea~g·· on wage 
rates .and covering 600,000 workers. These agreements included 
three for the Leniiigraa'Ttnen 'Petrograd) district, eight for the 
Moscow district (including the Sormovo subdistrict), eix for the 
D6rietz Basin and fout for the Volga district. These ear1y collective 
agreements' 'Yere caned "wage agreements", for their main 
objectwae to establish a delinittrlninimum wage for the various 
classes of workers according to their trade and qua1ifications. 

These agree~ents, concluded by local trade union sections, 
fixed. wage rates which, in certain cases, differed for workers 
belonging to the same branch of industry and the same district. 
For this reason, the trade unions endeavoured from 1917 onwards 
to centralise the wage-fixing machinery and to abolish wher:e 
possible differences in wages for workers of the same "district. 
To thi.$ end, the metal workers' union referred to above organised 
in 1917 a series of regional conferences to discuss wage rates. 
Conferences of this sort were held, for example, in the industrial 
districts of the Donetz. and Krivorog, for the industrial area of 
central Russia, and in Perm (for the Motovilikhin works) and in 
the village of Kamensk (for the Briansk Makeevsk and Kadieff 
works and for the Dumot and Hartmann factories)~ 

The standardisation of rates by district was fully achieved 
dUring the years 1918-1921. This period was marked by the com
plete disorganisaifonof the economic structure of the country, 
this being a direct result of the world war, the Russian Civil War 
and foreign intervention. The shortage of raw materials and 
foodstuffs made it necessary to centralise the distribution of 
such commodities and to pay the greater part of wages in kind. 

Methcds of centralisation wrre likewise applied to cash wages, 
the ,necessary measures being carried out by the trade unions, 
which issued compulsory. ,rules concerning wage rates. These 
rules, which extended to the whole territory of the Soviet Union, 
covered the general bcdy of wage-earning and salaried employees 

.,in each indllstry, from ordinary labourers to engineers and technical 
',managers. Once this methcd was established, collective agreements 

i had no further reason t'o exist. 
The return to the system of collective agre9ments dates from 

the introduction of the " new economic policy" (1922). State 
undertakings were then cali;;rupori~tt;<·fuke ~~ps to avoid running 
at a loss ; each undertaking had to be organised on a profit-making . . ,.' . 
basis and wages had to be established in relation to profit and output. 
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It thus became impossible' to apply uniform rates of wages, 
and separate rules had to be made for each indllstry and each 
undertaking, on the basis of working results and possibilities of 
future expansion. 

The fundamental conquests of the. Revolution in the field of 
labour protection were already enshrined in the Labour Code 
.of 1922 (8-hour day for all workers; 6-hour day' for persons 
employed on unhealthy work, and for young persons under 18 
years of age ; annual holiday of from 2 to 4 weeks· for salaried 
employees ; measures for the protection of the· work of women· 
ar.d children surpassing those adopted in any other country; 
increased rights for trade unions; introduction of social insurance, 
etc.). As the existence of this legislation guaranteed minimum 
working conditions, there was no further drawback to allowing 
actual working conditions to be fixed on the basis of local rules, 
quite apart from any idea of centralisation. Rules relating to 
wages and conditions of labour were no longer necessary except 
for trusts and large economic groups and they then took the form 
of general collective agreements covering the whole body of workers 
in the undertakings included in the trust or the economic group 
concerned (1922-1923). / . 

It soon became necessary, however, to fix by collective agree
ments not only the general conditions of labour and wages for 
each trust or economic group as a whole but also for each under-
taking}.. ~e re,gi.<m.~H!~~~ .... upion $2~.~~!.~~us aut~orised 
to conciude, a£art from the general collectIve agreementSentered 
into oy thE;-~entrait7ade union committees with the management 
of the trust or economic groups, supplement~ agreements with 
the managements of.individual undertakings..(It should be noted, 
moreover, that the General Council of Trade Unions concluded 
collective agreements only with trusts, economic groups or insti
tutions of importance throughout the whole territory of the Soviet 
Union; in the case of regional trusts and institutions, the collective 
agreements were concluded by the regional trade union committees, . 
and for district or local trusts and institutions by the· district 

. committees. 
Subsequently, the decentralisation of collective agreements 

was carried still further, and at the present time such agreements 
are concluded' by the manager of each undertaking with the local' 
works council of the trade union, after the clauses of the agreement 
have been discussed by the workers of the undertaking. 

It is to be observed that in general the part played by trade; 
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unions in,the Soviet Union, especially with regard to the conclusion 
of collective agreements, is absolutely different from what it is . 
in capitalist countries, and that the actual character of the col
lective agreements is also quite other. The duties of the trade 
unions on the morrow of .the October Revolution were defined 
at the first Trade Union Congress of the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics (Petrograd, 7"'-14 June 1918). 

The first Trade Union Congress declared that the trade unions 
were not to be considered as simple weapons of combat to be 
used to obtain an improvement in the conditions of the working 
classes Under a. capitalist regime, but that it was their duty " to 
~ght side by side with the other organisations of the working 

. fclasses . to establish the dictatorship of the Jlroletariat and to 
Ihasten the advent of socialism ". 

, \Under ,.:.e~~~f. t4~,.~~ti~,~~?~. ~~i~~.,is. ~,~~~.~;?~~~!£..~~ the 
pro~t.aria1i, me trade 1l!!i.,9ns have become se trammg gr~d 

.... ~\..".-fJ~t'}. ~........::*' ,.. ~~ __ 'l ...... 1t1 _._ 

of. (loIttfilillil.siD.; they enable the proletarian masses to take a 
sha~in>'tM·"ffianagement of industrial affairs and group them 
in organisations which co-operate closely in the work of all Govern
ment departments. ~ a which exercise their influence in all fields 
of public activitY, ever ready to protect the momentary and 
lasting interests of the proletariat and to oppose any lapses into 
bureaucratic methods. 

The special situation of the trade unions in the proletariat 
. State naturally influences' the part they take in the conclusion 
of collective agreements. In capitalist undertakings, the conclusion 
of collective agreements leads to a clash between the conflicting 
interests of two opposed classes, but the State industry of Soviet 
Russia knows no. class rivalry, for the means of production are 
the property of the working classes. In the undertakings of the 
Soviet Union, collective agreements are agreements as to the 
reciprocal obligations of the worke~s and the management of the 
undertaking, in which the two contracting parties are united by 
common interests and aims. \ The trade unions which take part 
in the conclusion of collective agreements on behalf a.nd as the 
representatives of the working classes do. n~Y.f'_~~~S~.QD
oppose the State - as they.wouIdao-QIlderacapltitlist J'egiw.e-

blit~~d;~~~~!. .. ~~~.~~~.~their power ~ ~tr~~~~~~.th~ 
S~~~~ .. S.tl!-tea..I!.<!J~!,P.l~,,?-.:'~.if.;W the case of pnvate undertakings 
or establishments working under a. concession, the position of the 
trade union is quite other, being the sa.me as that of trade unions 
in capitalist countries; that is to say, their aim is to protect 
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by means of collective agreements the various economic interests 
of the proletariat. 
,,(Before the periodical renewal of the collective agreements, 

it is customary for the Central Council of Trade Unions, acting 
in conjunction with the People's Commissariats concerned, to 
draw up guiding principles fixing the fundamental tendencies 
and the essential aims of the future collective agreements) '!'he 
central trade union committees then concluae with the central 
administrative departments of the various branches of the industry 
general agreements defining the work assigned to each undertaking 
in the field of economy and production, the output of the under
taking, the average level of wages, the amount of the wage fund 
for each class of worker and the amount of money to be devoted 
to the building of dwellings, social and cultural measures, and the 
protection of labour. On the basis of the general agreement, 
the works council of each undertaking concludes a collective 
agreement with the management of the undertaking. The con
clusion of the agreement is preceded by discussions organised 
among the workers of the various sections and workshops, con
cerning the new tasks assigned to the production services and the 
other clauses of the agreement. 

In order to be sure that the workers as a whole take part in 
the discussion of the clauses of collective agreements, the trade 
unions make use of a. number of methods such as the organisation 
of general conferences for factory workers, the study of the proposed 
agreement by meetings of ~orkers and salaried employees arranged 
by sections or workshops, the presentation by the workers of 

. proposals and observations bearing on the conditions of the new 
collective agreement, the discussion of rationalisation and pro
duction plans, and of the measures for the protection of labour, 
technical measures, safety measures, etc. Observations and 
proposals put forward by workers are discussed at workers' meet
ings and the results of such discussions have a definite influence 
on the final drafting of collective agreements. 

In order to avoid undue uniformity in collective agreementsl and to make sure 'that the workers have as large a share as possible 
in the drafting of such agreements, the trade unions refrain from 
establishing standard contracts of employment. 

The Labour Codes of the Federated Socia.list Republice of the 
Soviet Union embody general provisions which declare null and 
void all clauses of collective agreements which prescribe conditions 
of ~ork that fall short of the standards fixed by legislation. The 
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inclUEion in the collective agreements of clauses making provision 
for conditions of work identical to those established by law would, 
moreover, ,be superfluous. \ The collective agreements therefore 

1 
eontain as a general rule only such clauses as ensure for workers 
;advantages which are not laid down in existing labour legislation. 
The agreements do, however, regulate all conditions of labour which 

. are not already covered by legislation; in this case the rules laid 
down in the collective agreements have force of law, and infringe-
ments of rules{thus established entail penal. reeponsibilities for 
the employerl 

The collective agreements of the various undertakings mention, 
in addition to the figures fixed by the State Economic Plan (relating 
to the number of workers, increast'J'""oroutputalld w!tges, wage 
funds, amounts allocated for the protection of labour, technical 
.safety, cultural and social measures, the construction of dwellings, 
etc.), the rates of wages, the system of remUneration of work, the 
measures actually to be taken with regard to labour protection a.nd 
;technical safety, social and cultural orgaiusation, the construction 
'of dwellings, and the vocational training of workers and salaried 
~mployees~ 

In addition' to certain other details, collective agreements 
.also determine the maximum and minimum wage rates on the 
"basis of plans drawn up by the State organs in collaboration with 
"the trade unions. The establishment of wage limits is made in the 
-following manner: 

The Council of People's Commissaries of the Union of Soviet 
'Socialist Republics (Sovnarkom) establishes in accordance with 
information provided by the State Planning Commis!!ion (Gosplan) 
the general wage fund and the level of wage!! for the whole indus
trial system and for each People's CommiEsariat (Norkomat), 
with particular reference to the People's Commissariat for Heavy 
Industry, the People's Commiseariat for Light Industry, the 
People's Commissariat for Railway Transport, the People'. 
Commissariat for the Food and Drink Trades, etc. For certain 
key industries (coal, iron and steel, engineering, chemicals, tra.Ill· 
port) provision is made for higher wage rates. 

The People's Commissariats, in turn, divide the amounts allo
cated to them between the central administrative departments 
(Glavkam) under their jurisdiction; the latter then make a final 
dietribution between the individual undertakings, giving preferen
tial treatment, here again, to undertaJilitgs of eSl!ential importance ' 
or playing a capital part in indW!trial affairs, and establliihing the . 
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wage funds for the various claEses of workers employed in the 
undertakings: workers, sallj,ried employees, engineers and technical 
workers, auxiliary staff and apprentices. . 

The trade unions take part in all stages of the establishment 
of the labour standards required by the State Economic Plan; 
and are thus in a position to bring their influence to bear on the 
fixing of wage rates for the various branches of industry and 
for each individual undertaking. 

Under this system, the only function left to collective agr~ments 
in connection with wages is to fix the wage rates of the various 
classes of workers and salaried employees for each individual 
undertaking, keeping within the limits of the wage funds allotted 
to them. . 

For this purpose, the collective agreeme~t fixes the w~ge payable 
.for the least skilled work in each clMs (i.e. the lowest grade) 
and the normal relation between the wages paid for the varioue 
classes of skilled labour and the wage for the least skilled work. 

In order to enable the worker's degree of skill to be defined~ 
the State econoIJlic institutions, acting in conjunction ,with the 
trade unions, establish classification tables for skilled work, which 
ehow the various qualifications and standards required: 

In establishing the respective wage rates for a given undertaking,. 
the State economic institutions and. the trade unions adhere strictly' 
to the socialist principle of payment by quantity and quality·; 
the higher the worker's skill the higher the pay, while special 
favour is shown in establishing wage rates for the occupations 
and specialised trades which are most important for the industry 
in question and for occupations involving arduous or unhealthy 
work. 

The use of different wage scales in different districts was 
fairly common in the past, at a time when the price of foodstuffa 
and other commodities varied greatly from one region to another. 
The difference in prices is considerably less nowadays although 
divergencies still exist,. especially in remote parts of the country 
'with a severe climate (islands in the Arctio Ocean, the Sakhalin 
Peninsula, Kamchatka, eto.). Under special provisions issued by 
the Government, moreover, wage rates of workers in the Far
Eastern territories of Russia, Eastern Siberia, and in the autono
m~U8 Socialist Republio of Yakutsk, are much higher relatively 
than those of w:>rkers in other parts of the Union. 

In the Soviet Union, there are no differences of wages based on 
age, sex, race or nationality ; everyone is paid in accordance with 
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output and the quality of his work. Children and juveniles, however, 
receive full wages for a reduced working day throughout the whole 
period of their apprenticeship. 

Workers who are partially incapacitated are transferred, 
on the advice of a medical board, to other employment entailing 
less arduous work. Disabled workers are covered by a. social 
assistance scheme financed by the State. 
l As already stated, collective agreements aim at· ensuring 

the\payment ofl wages corresponding to the quantity and quality 
of the work) l :-

\,The system of payment in, the Union of Soviet Socialiet Repub
llics is based on :p'~~~~_.~a~esl \Wages are paid by the hour or by 
. the day orily wnen It 18 Impossible to apply a piece rate system, 
; such being the case for most classes of office employeel!/ 

In order to encourage the general adoption of piece rates, 
collective' agreements generally provide higher scales (hourly or 
daily) for workers engaged on piece work than for those paid by the 
hour or day. The difference in the wages fixed by collective agree
ments for these two classes of workers varies from 20 to 25 per 
cent. 
\ (Collective agreements also fix different rates of remuneration 
tor piece work carried out on the basis of technical output standards 
or on the basis of experimental or statistical standards.·\In view 
of the fact that technical standards are higher and therefore more 

. difficult to exceed than experimental or statistical standards, the 
trade unions generally allow, in collective agreements, a higher 
rate of remuneration (15 to 20 per cent. as a rule) for work carried 
out on the basis of the former. 

Again, \collective agreements establish for workers employed 
ULa.::r:ciJ!91l!LOt,.unhealthy .work.higher wage rates (20 to 25 per cent. 
as a rule) than for workers employed in normal conditiox{. . . 

The collective agreement further lays down the methods of 
establishing output standai-ds and standard piece or job rates 
(keeping strictly in the latter case to the scales fixed for each class 
of worker), and regulates the procedure and the time-limits to be 
observed for the r~view of output standards. .AfteJ; revision, 
standards of output and remuneration remain in force for at least 
one year as a rule and cannot be altered during that period except 
when changes made in the technical processes or the adoption 
of rationalisation measures lead to ~ considerable increase in , 
output. 

In a certain number of particularly important branches of! 
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industry, collective agreements make proviEion for progreesi~ 
wages for piece or job work; this system of payment, which provides 
further material encouragement to increase output, has proved 
to be extremely eucceesful in Soviet undertakings and its use is 
becoming more and more widespread. 
'I Collective agreements also make provision for various systems 
ot bonuses which allow the worker's remuneration to be increased 
with the quality of his work\l13onus syste,ms are introduced to 
encourage a reduc.tion of wastage, a reduction in the cost of fuel 
and motive power, a reduction in the frequency of work stop
pages, etc. 

The fact that the basic laws of the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics regulate in satisfactory fashion the working hours of 
all classes of workers (hours are 6, 7 or 8 in the day) makes it 
unnecessary to mention the question of working hours in collective 
agreements. The basic laws also define the number of hours that 
may be worked at night, the hours of children and young persons, 
the length of the breaks to be granted to mothers nursing their 
children, etc., and therefore collective agreements generally make 
no mention of such matters. 

\ As a general .rn]~ reco:uJ'Se to _(>yertime~~. f!?!~i!!.~~~.; .. ~e ,law 
authorises overtime - up to a maximum 01120 ho~,a year 
per pel1llQ8 M!.I~'·-il:f"the following exceptional case,,: (1) fol' 
the performance of work absolutely necessary for the protection 
of the Republic and the prevention of public disasters or dangers ; 
(2) for the performance of absolutely necessary work in connection 
with the water supply, lighting, drainage, communications, and 
the postal, telegraph and telephone services; (3) to complete 
work the suspension of which would entail damage to materials 
or plant; (4) to effect temporary repairs or adjustments of machines 
or apparatus, if their deterioration is likely to entail a cessation 
of work for a large number of workers. • 

The law prohibits the employment of children and juveniles 
under 18 years on overtime work. 
0" Special authorisation must be obtained in each case from the 

factory inspectorate when it is proposed to work overtime. 
Collective agreements do not therefore fix the maximum amount 
of authorised overtime ()r the total amount of overtime allowed 
during a given period)'The rates of remuneration for overtime 
or work performed on rest days or public holidays, and for night 
work, are regulated by the labour codes of the Federated Republics. 

In the section devoted to the improvement of working con-
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.. ditions from the standpoint' of health, the collective agreement 
defines the obligations of the administration alii to the adoption 
of health and sanitary measures likely to reduce the frequency 
of injury-and sickness, and the necessary technical safety measures. 

Provision is made in collective agreements for the organisation 
of classes in industrial safety for the workers. A large number 
of collective agreements also require new apprentices to be examined 
by l!- vocational selection committee and to undergo periodical 
medical examinations during apprenticeship. In many cases the 
managements agree to set up their own factory medical services. 

The, clauses referring' to the measures to be taken with regard 
to housing facilities and the cultural andsQcial arrangements to 
be made for the workers of the undertaking form an important 
part of the collective agreement. Such clauses must define the 
measures to be taken within the limits of the funds granted by 
the State and determine the use to be made of such funds to ensure 
a continuous improvement in the living and social conditions of 
all the workers of the undertaking in general and of each class 
of worker in particular. 

The managements undertake in this connection to bear the 

I
, cost of the building of dining rooms, and the organisation of can

teens, the construction of dwellings for workers' and salaried 
employees, and to share the cost of establishing workers' clubs, 
sports grounds, nurseries, maternity schools, etc. 

The management of the undertaking also agrees, in collective 
agreements, to organise vocational training of workers so as to 
allow the latter to become acquainted with the technical side of 
industry and to improve their knowledge of their trade. It further 
undertakes to provide specialised workers with opportunities for 
improving their scientific knowledge. 
\ {According -to the definition given in Soviet legislation, a 
~ri1iective agreement is taken to mean an agreement concluded 
between a trade union as representative of the wage-earning and 
salaried employees on the one hand" and the manageme~~ of an 
undertaking, institution or business concern on the other..., As the 
law does not make the conclusion of collective agreements com
pulsory, the latter are in the nature of voluntary agreements. 

The law provides for the conclusion of general collective agree
ments ,covering the whole of a given branch of industry or the 
whole national economic system, and !ocal collective agreements 
limited to a single undertaking, institution or business concern, 
similar to those mentioned above. Collective agreements come 
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into operation on the date of their signature orat a date specified . ~ 
. h ~. 
lD t e agreement.. [ l\ t ' 

Provisions in collective agreements which specify conditions of ~;. \1 
work less favourable than those in force under existing la.bour 
legislation are null and void. In order to allow a check to be 
kept on 'Collective 'agreements and at the same time to give them 
force of law, the Labour Code requires all collective agreements 
to be registered by the organs of the People's Labour Commissariat; 
since the amalgamation of the People's Labour Commissariat with 
the Central Council of Trade Unions, registration formalities are 
carried out by the territorial or regional inter-trade union organ
isations, that is to say, by the Trade Union Councils. The organs 
responsible for registration are entitled to annul any part of a 
collective agreement which is in contradiction with the provisions 
()f labour legislation, or which lays down less favourable conditions 
than those established by such legisla.tion. Collective agreements 
which are' not registered have no force of la.w. 

( If a dispute arises during the conclusion of a collective agree
ment, the parties to the dispute may by common consent appoint 
judges (and referees) to settle the matter.) An arbitration board 
may be set up at the joint demand of the disputants" or, in the 
absence of agreement, by order of the referee. The parties have 
the same right to apply for arbitration in the case of disputes 
arising out of the interpretation of the clauses of a collective 
agreement already in, operation. 
\ In cases of dispute or disagreement with State undertakings 

()r'institutions, f!:.n arb~!ati!lD-Jlou~e Tay be constituted at the 
demand of one or tte parties fthe administration of the under
taking or the trade union). In such cases, Jihe award of the arbi-
tration court is bindip.g..!w:,...QQtI!~rt;ies/ ' 

The law oi~'n~vtsf6ft">'f6i1-'-m5ffipulsory arbitration in 
the case of disputes concerning the revision or cancellation' of 
clauses of a collective agreement prior to its date of expiry, unless 
both parties agree to submit the matter to arbitration. 

In addition to collective agreements, provision is made by 
law for individual contracts of employment; these may be con
cluded, verbally or in writing, between a worker and the admin· 
istration of an undertaking, whether a collective agreement 
exists or does not exist. Individual contracts of employment 
may not, however, establish less fa.vourable conditions of work 
than those laid down by existing labour legislation or the collective 
agreements in force. 
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Contracts of employment may be concluded (a) for an indefinite 
period; (b) for a specified period not exceeding three years; 
(c) for the time required to carry out specified work. 

The violation of the clauses of a collective agreement or an 
individual contract' of employment or the failure by the parties 
to observe the obligations undertaken may, even under the Soviet 
system, lead to a .dispu~e. The trade unions consider, however, 
that in view' of the common interests of the working classes and 
the Soviet State, a strike in a State undertaking cannot be admitted 
asa method for the settlement of a dispute, 'and they endeavour 
in every case to find an amicable settlement. 

For the settlement of disputes, assessment and disputes commit
tees appointed on a basis of joint representation are set up in all 
undertakings and ,institutions. The awards of these bodies are 

~ made by agreement between both parties and are final. Decisions 
I' taken in contradiction with· labour legislation and collective 

agreements may be cancelled by the factory inspectorate. 
In default of agreement between the persons forming an 

assessment or disputes committee, disputes 'concerning the establish
ment of labour conditions may be referred to a conciliation board 
or arbitration court. 

WO,rkers employed in undertakings and institutions may 
bring a dispute before a spedal session of the People's Court 
without referring it to an assessment and disputes committee, 
provided the dispute does not concern a question which by law 
comes under the competence of a joint institution. 

Deliberate infringements of the clauses of collective agreements 
may en~~~:tl~Lsanctions. 

The law lays down certain time-limits within which disputes 
relating to working conditions must be brought before the compe
tent authorities. Disputes about the dismissa.l of a worker, the 
termination of a contract by a worker on account of the non
payment of wages within the proper period, or unjustified conduct 
on the part of the administr8ltion of an undertaking must be 
notified Within 14 days, and all other disputes within three months 
of their occurrence.; 
, Attention must also be called to another important feature 

of collective agreements in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
which affects all undertakings and institutions without exception. 
It is the fact that in Soviet Russia t.rade unions are organised, 
by economic branch and not by trade, and that, consequently, 
there is only one collective agreement for each undertaking, 
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this agreement covering all wage-earning and salaried employees 
in the undertaking while defining conditions of labour and wage 
rates for each special class of worker. 

Collective agreements in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
also have the distinctive feature of being effective not only for 
members of the trade unions. but also for workers who do not 
belong to the unions (membership of the unions is optional in 
Russia). The Soviet trade unions thus extend their protecting 
care to workers who are not members of a union. It does not 
fpllow, however, thQ.t trade unionists in Soviet Russia do not 
enjoy any special privileges as compared with. non-unionists. 
On the contrary, under social insurance legislation, trade unionists 
receive higher benefits in case of temporary incapacity, incapa.
citated unionists are entitled to pensions under social insurance, 
while unionists requiring care and rest are sent at the cost of the 
unions to. rest homes and sanatoria. 
\ In the above SUlll,!lary of th~,,!e~:-!..tion which, in the S0v:!~~ 

Union, gove~~.~!le..c,t.iy~. 't.~m.~.s.",iWl:&iia;;;tice::1@Liwed 
in:!~,~~:'§"~~lus,i;o~1 .. ~;~ff.o~,;~~.~_.R~~.!! .. }~~~.-!?~!~~, .. ?ut .. the 
features which distinguish the.So.!l~t ,.~ta.~._(!!-.~9mm~1y . .of 
W01'kers·'''an~~t~~~;:~~~J;eats ... wltb:,,4..pla.n.n~.llIga.Dis..1!.ti9.6\ • .Q(.~lt 
branches 'of nation8.t economy and.an .. ~~.~~~v~Ja.-:t>~~ .. legis!~~~oIll 
and whicliDy··theiimtIueP9~ '90a11· ~peQts., Qf.J;ICQl.\qJJ!.j,c,)Jt~. pq'!;lft)r 
on-con~~F]'gieeilient&a.n~portaDoe."'WhiOO-'i&-'UIleque;Ued·'in 

. any other country. Collective a~e~~~!!._.~~~~,!l.ll~~~~1ish bi
lateia.l'·'ol>1ig!!.ti#.!~~.l!!r8Jltee. ~tem,j.tp.prpve1JlW .m.,..BOcial. and 
nvm~3i~o'#.di~i~~Jo.r tJie working ml1$eaas.I(L.,wh.Q~~,~~~.~o!.~anise 
all grades.o.~ .. JVQrkers so tha.t-·they· carrreut-·-or~'e:S:ceed the 
plans m'ad~f9.r:.~a~h individ~aJ. .JlA~~I!l)ing.,M.d...~lJ.II,.,RQ.~~B!>ute 
to the~bei~rn;ent of the material, Q'Pl~1lJ'~. ~n(t li1o<l.ill:tst~ndards 

~!e:e~:=~f:!:~c ~;j~!iC~e:i~~::::~ih:t~~f~ 
,. .~ •• - - ..... y •.•. " '. • ••• " , -'. - .·.····~.".·~/~-:-.~ ••• ,', .... \.-'*' ' 



PART IV 

COLLECTIVE AGREEMENTS 

AND INTERNATIONAL LABOUR CONVENTIONS 

I. - COLLECTIVE AGREEMENTS AND THE RATIFICATION 

OF INTERNATIONAL LABOUR CoNVENTIONS 

In earlier parts of this Report an increasingly close relationship 
.has been shown to exist in many countries between collective 
agreements and nation\tl labour legislation. It has also been 
shown that certain countries have found it necessary in the orga
nisation of their economic life to introduce, with the authority 
of the State, systems for the regulation of working conditions 
which are based upon collective bargaining or which possess some 
of the features of collective agreements. This interrelation between 
collective agreements and national legislation suggests that such 
agreements might also provide a useful basis both for 'the 
preparation and the ratification of international labour 
conventions. 

In acoo~dance With the Constitution of the International 
Labour Organisation, each State which ratified an International 
Labour Convention is responsible for seouring ih effeotive obser
vance within its jurisdiotion. Each State is entirely free to decide 
upon the methods it will adopt for securing'the effeotive observance 
of a Convention, and the question may be raised 'whether, and 
under what conditions, the system of colleotive agreements could 
be utilised to a greater extent than at present to enforce the 
obligations resulting from ratification. 
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Provided proper obserVance were secured, would it be practic
able for States in which collective agreements are well developed 
to base their application of certain Conventions on this system, 
while other States in which these agreements are less effective 
could u~e other methods 1 If this procedure should prove possible, 
it would enable some countries, where certain conditions. of work 
are normally. regulated by collective agreements and not by 
legislation, to ratify Conventions, which otherwise they would 
be precluded from ,ratifying. Neither the Constitution of the 
International Labour Organisation nor the terms of particular 
Conventions require States to apply the same. methods for ~curing 
observance. 

In considering the possibility of using collective agreements 
as a basis for the ratification of Conventions reference may be 
made at the outset to two main points. The first is that in some 
countries the standards of working conditio~ which a convention 
is designed to establish for some industry or group of industries 
may be effectively applied by collective agreements. In such 
circumstances, the essential purpose of the Convention is in fact 
secured. The se!}ond point is that whereas a collective agreement, 
unless its authority has been extended by the State, represents 
a mutual obligation on1y between the parties to the agreement, 
the ratification of an International Labour Convention involves 
an obligation by the State to all other States which have ratified 
the' Convention. 

Is it possible for the State to assume responsibility for a col
lective agreemeI).t, using it as a basis· for ratification, without 
destroying the freedom of relations between employers' organi
sations and trade unions and the adaptability to changing condi
tions which have been outstanding features of the system of 
collective agreements! An affirmative answer to this question 
depends upon a further evolution of collective agreements, a 
development of the relation between collective agreements and 
State regulation of working conditions, and an adaptation of 

. Draft Conventions to the system of collective agreements • 
. There 'seems no Unsurmountable obstacle to these adjustments 

and adaptations. As indicated in previous parts of this Report, 
the necessary evolution 'has already begun and has indeed made 
considerable progress in several countries. Collective agreements 
in a number of countries ,are no longer localised and monopolistic 
contracts based upon craft associations, the State no longer limits 
its intervention in the regulation of labour standards to protection 
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against industrial accidents and disease and against a fe'w other 
of the worst abuses of unregulated competition; while the system 
of international draft conventions is still a very recent develop
ment. In a world of change the conscious continuous adaptation 
of systems and methods is necessary and there would seem to 
be many advantages in the mutual adjustment of draft conventions' 
and collective agreements for the most effective national and 
international regulation of working conditions. Parties to an 
agreement might be willing to modify its provisions if this would 
lead to the application of similar standards in other countries 
by the ratification of an international labour convention. 

II. - CONDxT:rONS NECESSARY TO PERMIT THE SYSTEM 

OF 'COLLECTIVE AGREEMENTS TO BE UTILISED AS A MEANS 

OF APPLYING INTERNATIONAL LABOUR CoNVENTIONS 

The developments necessary to permit the system of collec
tive agreements to be linked up with that of the application 
of international labour conventions will now be examined. 

This procedure would' only be practicable in those countries' 
in which collective agreements are highly developed. A national 
agreement for an industJ;y, or a series of separate district agreements 
which are, however, similar in their provisions and which together 
cover all parls of the country is the necessary basis., Few if any 
agreements apply to all undertakings and all workpeople in an· 
industry or branch of industry, and, further, undertakings are 
usually free to withdraw from the association and so release them
selves from the obligations of an agreement. Some agreements;' 
however, apply to a., very large proportion of an industry. In 
such cases it might be possible to extend the agreements by 
State authority to the minority not covered by the agreement. 
This method has been frequently adopted, it is often. welcomed 
by the parties to the agreement, and it does not restrict their 
freedom in bargaining; it does, however, jnterfere with the 
freedom of the minority. Where this ,method is in operation there 
~ould be no fundamental difficulty in ratifying an international 
lahour convention, provided the stjl.Ildard fixed by the colleo- ' 
tive agreement is not below that of the convention. ,Other 
methods might perhaps also be found which would link conventions 
with collective agreements. 

17 
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If collective agreements are to provide a basis for the . rati
fication of international labour conventions, the scope and content 
of the agreements and conventions must correspond. As already 
indicated, collective agreements and also analogous systems of 
regulating working conditions are framed for separate industries, 
which ensures that the' special conditions of an' industry receive 
full consideration. On the other hand, until recently a large part 
of labour legislation has been of general application to workers 
in many industries. The scope of most international labour con
ventions 'has also' :heen general. Thus the Washington Hours 
Convention; the Conventions on night work of women and young 
persons, on social insurance, weekly rest, minimum wage fixing 
machinery and other conventions apply to all industries, or to 
all branches of commerce. Certain conventions, however, apply 
to workers in particular industries or branches of industry; for 
example, dockers, coal min~rs, automatic sheet-glass workers, 
and workers in glass-bottle manufacture; the seamen's Conventions 
may also be included 'in this group. These correspond more closely 
ill scope with collective agreements. 

General regulations which apply to many different branches 
J of production are of value in establishing basic standards for the 

whole or a large ,section of the community. Inevitably, however, 
these standards represent the least common denominator of 
conditions in the various sections of industry covered. Higher 
standards are applied in many branches and the general regulations 
may be of little or no practical significance for these branches . 

. As already indicated, collective aweements are concluded for 
particular' branches of industry, and if national legislation and 
international labour conventions are to supplement general stan-
. dards by special standards they must deal with the problems 
industry by industry and secure the co-operation of the repre
senta.tives of employers and workpeople within each industry. 
In this co-operation the collective agreements already established i 
have a special value. In national legislation and also in the inter
national field the importance of supplementing general standards : 
by special standardS is being increasingly recognised. This is illus- I 
trated by the procedure recently adopted by the International Labour 
Conference in dealing with the problem of the shorter working • 
week. For the detailed application of the general principle a series i 

of special conventions for particular industries was seen to be ! 

necessary. 
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If international labour conventions are to deal increasingly 
with special branches of industry, it will be necessary to develop 
machinery for consultation with representatives of employers' 
and workers' organisations in the industries concerned and to 
utilise the provisions of collective agreements in operation. Certain 
methods of consultation. have already been established. Experts 
from particular industries are included in national delegations, 
while preparatory technical conferences on hours of work in coal 
mines and on maritime questions have been· held. In addition, 
committees of experts in the textile industry, in iron and steel 
and in glass-manufacturing have met. It might be practicable 
to secure the adoption of methods, in part based upon international 
collective bargaining, although finally using the form of the draft 
convention for purposes of international obligation. 

Until recently the questions regulated by collective agreements 
have differed somewhat from those regulated by national legislation 
and international conventions. Thus, social insurance has been 
of minor importance in most collective agreements but has been 
a prominent feature of national legislation and international 
labour conventions. On the other hand, rates of wages and methods 
of wage payment have been of outstanding importance in collective 
bargaining but, with a few notable exceptions, have been reJ.8.tively 
neglected by the State. Regulation of hours of work is in an 
intermediate position, being included in most coRective agreements 
and also being important in national legislation and in international 
labour conventions. 

Although no arbitrary line of demarcation separates the subjects 
for which collective agreements are appropriate from those for 
which national legislation and international conventions are 
suited, there are certain questions for which the methods. of 
collective agreement are particularly appropriate. If progress is 
to be made in the effective regulation of these questions nationally 
and internationally. there must be adaptation to the system 
found by experience in the negotiation and application of collective . 
agreements to be workabJe. The chief of these questions is wages. 
but that of hours of work, including the regulai;ion of overtime. 
is important, while various other subjects may be selected from 
the complete list reviewed in Part I of this Report. Certain of 
the subjects de.alt with by collective agreements are, however • 

. of only specialised or local interest. 
Here the regulation of wages may be considered both because 
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, of its 'importance and its difficuIty.l It will illustrate the nature 
of the adjustments necessary if the system of collective bargaining 
is to be integrated or co-ordinated with national legislation and 
intemational conventions. Of all q-qestions regulated by collective 
agreements, rates of wages are most frequently subject to revision. 
Even in periods of stability of currency values and of economic 
conditions, rates of wages are rarely fixed for longer periods than 
twelve months. If notice to terminate the agreement is not then 
given the provisions usually continue in force, but the essential 
point is that the parties are free to demand the consideration 
of revision. Therefore, even if the parties were willing to agree 
that the State might ratify an intemationallabour convention on 
the basis of a collective agreement which they had concluded, 
,the ratification could be effective only for the period covered 
by the agreement. 

Hitherto, intemationallabour conventions have been adopted 
with a view to their application for long periods, and.in most 
of them the possibility of revision only once in ten years is en
visaged. If, however, conventions are to deal not only with general 
standards suitable for long-term application but with the more 
specific standards of particular industries, and especially if the 
wage problem is ever to be dealt with in detaU, a much shorter 
period for the validity of ratifications of certain conventions 
will ,be necessary, with, however, facilities for renewal from period 
to period if the conditions of, the agreements remain in conformity 
with the provisions of the conventions. Without such a shortening 
of the period, States would either find it impossible to use collective 
agreements as a basis fQr ratification of conventions, or, by rati
fying conventions for a longer period than those of the agreements, 
would interfere witb the freedom of the parties to the agreements. 
'Objection to such interference would be raised in many countries 
both by the employers' organisations and trade unions. 

1 In the Reports on Reduction 01 HO'Urs 01 Wark submitted to the 19th SeB8ion 
of the International Labour Conference, reference is made to difficulties which 
'would be encountered in the international regulation of wages. The Reporta 
indicate that, in many cases, Governments are not in a position to undertake the 
regulation of wages, and that in most countries neither Governments, employers nor 
workers desire that the fixing of we.ges should become a Government responsibility. 
At the present time international exchanges are subject to continual fluctuations 
which might e.t any time destroy the basis of any agreement reached. Also, the 
levels of wages in any country, being affected by international competition. by: 
internal economic conditions and changes in £he cost of living, are subject to 
frequent readjustment, and the operation of international obligations on wage 
rates would entail a detailed and complicated intervention by the State in the 
determination of wages. 
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Already. ~he International Labour Conference has recognised 
the need for ,a shorter period than ten years for the validity of 
certain Conventions. Thus the Hours of Work (Coal Mines) Con
vention, 1931, provided for the consideration of revision on certain 
points within three yell-rs and for denuriciation ,of ratifications 
after the expiration of five years. A still further shortening of 
the period' of operation of conventions would be necessary if 
conventions are to deal with conditions in particular industries 
which may require regular and frequent adaptation to changes 
in economic conditions. An acceleration of the pJ;ocesses of rati
fication would also be necessary. A study of the progress of rati
fications Shows that a period of four or five years usually elapses 
before a convention adopted by the Conference is ratified by a 
substantial number of countries. If conventions are more and more' 
to regulate standards of importance to particular industries in 
their interp,ational competition it will become necessary to evolve 
methods for rapid and also for simultaneous ratification. 

Not all of the subjects ,regulated by collective agreements 
are liable to change so frequently as rates of wages. Although 
collective agreements are often subject to change each year, many 
of the provisions 'are renewed year after year. While rates c;)f 
wages may be, frequently changed, the provisions regulating 
methods of wage payment, hours .of work, overtime, Sunday and 
holiday work, apprenticeship, discipline and many other questions 
may continue with little or no modification for several years. 
On such questions the employers'organisations and trade unions, 
in consultation with' the Government, might be willing to sign 
agreements for three or five years, leaving rates of wages and other 
subjects which are liable to frequent change to be dealt with 
fu separate agreements. This would in no way restrict the freedom 
of the parties to agreements but it might facilitate the rati
fication of conventions on certain subjects for periods of several 
years. 

Complications would be avoided in the estabIishment of a 
liaison between collective· agreements and internatioriaI labour 
conventions if the conventions (which' certain countries would 
doubtless be more ready to ratify if they could do so on the basis 
of collective agreements) dealt with only one subject. or a few 
closely related SUbjects. Many collective agreements are long 
detailed documents covering a wide range of subjects which 'varY 
from industry to industry and from country to country. It would 
be impracticable to attempt to deal in one conventi~n with the 
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whole or even a considerable part of the field often covered by 
a single collective agreement. 

In addition to preparing conventions in such a way as to facili
tate their ratification by countries in which collective agreements 
play an important part in the regulation of working conditions, 
-the question may be considered whether there would be value 
in the adoption of Draft Conventions or Recommendations dealing 
with the scope, structure and content of collective agreements, 
and also with methods of conclusion and revision of agreements. 
It is recognised. that one of the chief qualities of the SJ stem of 
I collective agreements is flexibility and variety and no attempt 

should be made in the interest of greater uniformity to override 
differences based upon variety in the industrial conditions with 
which the agreements deal. But there are many variations in 

, the form and method of agreements which have no real foundation 
or which are- based upon real differences which no longer exist. 
It might be useful on the basis of experience in different industries 
and coUntries to reach certain conclusions upon the structure 
and methods which have given the best results. These might 
be embodied in a Recommendation which could be nsed by Gov
ernments in the processes of conciliation and arbitration and, 
in any other relations which they may have with the adoption 
of collective agreements. Such indications would also be useful 
to eJ;IlployeJs' organisations and trade, unions when engaged in 
remodelling the form of their agreements. 

The question of the operation and enforcement of conventions 
on the basis of collective agreements may now be considered. 
Governments no doubt rely for enforcement mainly on an official 
inspectorate or on a system of State administration, for example, 
in the- application of conventions on social insurance. The Inter
national Labour Conference has not, however, excluded methods 
in which the collaboration of organisations of employers and of 
workpeople is expressly provided for. The ,Placing of Seamen 
Convention, 1920, provides that the system of employment offices 
contemplated may be organised and maintained, either by repre
sentative associations of shipowners and seamen jointly under the 
control of a central authority, or, in the absence of such joint 
action, by the State itself. Article 2 of the Hours of Work (Industry) 
Convention, 1919, provides that employers' and workers' organi
sations may, by agreement, fix working hours on certain.days of 
the week at more than eight but not more than nine hours, pro
vided that the hours on other days are less than eight and that 
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the limit of forty-eight hours in the week is not exceeded. In 
the Sheet-Glass Works Convention, i934, and the Reduction of 
Hours of Work (Glass-Bottle Works) Convention, 1935, provision 
is inadethat, where additional hours are worked in certain special· 
circumstances,adequate compensation shall be granted in such 
manner as may be determined by national laws or regulations 
or by agreement between the organisations. of employers and 
workers concerned. The evidence available ~eems. to show that 
in an industry in which employers and wo~kers are. strongly 
organised the standard of observance of agreements is high. 

In some countries the Government is unwilling to intervene 
or considers it unnecessary to do so in the application of standards 
of working conditions in industries in which strong organisations 
of employers and of workers have been established. Also the 
organisations themselves often prefer to control the operation of 
agreements. In the application of conventions Governments 
would be free to decide, in consultation with the organisations 
concerned, whether effective observance of a. convention can be 
secured by the organisations alone, or whether the measures taken 
by the organisations should be supplemented by State supervision. 
This might take the form of inspection specially directed to those 
undertakings and districts in which the organisations are weak. 
The recent British legislation already mentioned, which establishes 
methods for giving statutory authority to the rates of wages 
fixed by collective agreement in the manufacturing section of 

. the cotton industry' and for extending their application to all 
undertakings in this section, leaves the organisations free to secure 
enforcement without any direct intervention by the State. There 

• are many other industries in Great Britain and in a number 
of other countries 'where effective observance of the pro
visions of agreements is ensured by the parties to the agreements 
alone. 

In some countries the method of regulating working conditions 
by joint consultation and agreement between employers' orga
nisations and trade unions has been effective for . many years. 
It ensures adjustment of working conditions to the needs of each 
branch of industry by those who are best informed about the 
conditions. By methods of voluntary conciliation and ~bitration 
or by giving statutory ·force to conditions approved by repre
sentatives of employers and workers in an industry the State 
can support the system and extend its usefulness .. The question' 
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- th~refore being asked whether, as the system of collective 
agreements is capable of giving results comparable with those of 
legislation, means could not, be found, perhaps along the lines 
indicated above, for States in which working conditions are 
extensiyely regulated by collective agreements to be able to make 
greater use of these instruments, possibly in conjunction with 
legislation, with a view to the ratification of intemationa1labour 
conventions.' 
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The evidence brought together in this Report serves to show 
the increasing importance of~he collective agreement as an element 
in the social and economic structure of the modem industrial 
community.,\The growth of the ,movement for regulating conditions 
of work by means of collective agreements has been particularly 
marked since the war, and in many countries the collective agree- t 
ment is now a recognised method of determining working conditions. 
Tho movement is primarily based on the desire of employers 

. and workers to settle for themselves the conditions in their in
dustries, 'but it has proved to be not inconsistent with various 
forms of the co-operation, the regulation or the control of the 
State. Although the collective agreement has become widely 
established in a large number of countries as an integral part of 
the industrial' system, it. has discharged its important functions 
on the whole so smoothly and efficiently that the full extent of 
its influence on national life is often overlooked.\ 

The present Report indicates, as a result of a careful analysis 
of the available facts, that collective agreements and analogous 
methods of regulating conditions of work constitute in many 
countries a highly co-ordinated system of agreed working arrange
ments affecting large numbers of workpeople and defining, often 
in great detail, almost every aspect of industrial relations. 

On the basis of the detailed information contained in the 
Report, it would seem pos!lible to draw certain general conclusions, 
which may be briefly summarised. 

1. I The questions actually regulated in the various countries 
by collective agreements, and these questions are very numerous, 
fall into two main classes, first, those relating to conditions of ' 
labour, such as wages, hours of work, conditions of engagement 
and dismissal, apprenticeship, insurance and so forth, and secondly, 
those dealing with the relations between the contracting parties, 
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whether in the particular undertaking' or in the industry as a 
whole,. for example, works ,regulations, disciplinary methods, 
penalties, and the settlement of individual labour disputes, and 
the prevention and settlement of collective disputes arising out 
of the application, interpretation or renewal of collective agree
ments., 

In practice, the Report indicates, two of these many questions 
are of partic~r importance from the standpoint of regulation by 
collective agreement. 

(a) 'The first is wages. Collective .agreements have always , 
been and, stU! are primarilY wage agreements. This is because ' 
the question of wages h~s for obvious economic reasons been 
generally considered unsuitable for uniform and general regulation 
by law. 'The level of wages in each country and in each industry 
is determined both by considerations of international competition 
and by all the influences affecting the domestic market and the 
cost of living., Wage rates everywhere are subject to constant 
readjustment. Wages, which constitute the essential element in. 
the determination of the standard of living of the workers, remain. 
with relatively few exceptions, outside the field of legislative 
action and are settled by agreement between the parties. It is 
thus natural that no other question should have played so important 
a part in relations between employers and workers and should 
have been dealt with in so much detail by collective 
agreements., 

(b) rThe second question is hours of work. Although hours 
of work are often regulated by legislation, collective agreements 
also play an extremely important role in this field., In some COUD

tries they take the place 'of legislation; in others they supplement 
legislation, by regulating matters of detail not dealt with by 
legislation, by fixing higher standards than those laid down in 
the basic legislative codes, or by applying to particular industries 
or branches of industry the general principles established by 
legislation. 

,2. Mter indicating the importance, in actual practice, of 
.collective agreements, the Report passes in review the develop- • 
ment of national legislation on collective agreements. It shows 
that, apart froD! the few countries where colleotive agreements 
have evolved without any sort of regulation, legislation on collective 
agreements has exercised a considerable influence on practical 
developments. Although the various legal measures which exist 
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are of the most diverse character, ranging from. mere ind.iiect 
regulation. to the total and systematic org3.msation of labour and 
economic relatioIlB, the Report leads to the.' conclusion that\ there 
are two questions of fundamental importance on which a consider

. able measure of agreement exists. 

(a) Legal recognition is accorded to collective agreements in 
a considerable number of countries. 

The ,effect of legal recognition is that the conditions of employ
ment laid down in collective agreements necessarily or automatic
ally form part of any individual contracts of employment subse
quently concluded between employers and workers belonging to 
the contracting organisations. As they have binding effect, no 
departure from these conditions is permitted except in the interest 
of the workers. . 

It should be noted that the. legal confirmation of· collective 
agreements does not interfere in any way with the freedom of 
action of the parties concerned, for they mayor may not conclude 

• collective agreements and they may determine their substance 
and duration as they desire. 

(b) \Legal provision is made, also in a considerable number 
of countries; for the possil?ility of the extension of collective agree
ments to thlrd parties :within the limits of their scope. I 

Legislation providing for the possible extension of collective 
agreements to third parties serves the same purpose as legal 
recognition in that it merely supports the efforts made by the 
parties to make their agreements as wide in scope and as stable 
in character as possible. Whatever method the legislation pre
scribes - optional extension at the express request of the parties 
concerned or automatic extension in accordanc~ with the law -
the sole purpose is to extend to' all persons. employers or employed; 
in the undertakings. occupations or industries covered by the 
collective agreement those minimum conditions that were freely 
agreed upon by the parties. 

3. The Report'then goes on to examine the place of collective 
agreements in the economic structure of ' the community. It draws 
attention to the tendency in the modem induf'trial community 
towards greater standardisation of working conditions. especially 
within each industry. This provides an economic basis facilitating 
the collective regulation of working conditions whether by voluntary 
agreements or by State action. illustrationS are then given of 
recent State intervention in the normal regulation of working 

" . 
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conditions in order, by rapid and uniform measures extending 
over a wide industrial field, to bring these conditions into proper 

. . 'adjustment with other factors of the national economic life. The 
review of Such emergency measures is followed by an account 
of more penpanent measUreS taken by certain States to incorporate 
collectiv~ agreements in the· naiionai economic structure. 

This survey-of the in~g significance of the role assigned 
to the collective agreement in the economic organisation of the 
,modern industrial community leads to the conclusion thatl the 
recognition. that the- collective agreemen~. is of importance not 
only from the point of vie~ ,of IDdustrial, .relations, but also in 
connection with econo~c developments, is a particular aspect of 
the growmg copsciousness of.~ interrelatiOli of the social and 
the economiq to which' in the ,last few. years the ,International 
Labour qonference has devoted much attention., 

4. There remains one question with·, regard to collective 
agreements which is of obvious importance to the International 
Labour Organisation: how and to' what extent cimcollective' 
agret:ments be utilised in relation to International Labour Con-. ;, , 

ventlOns t , . 
Some of the Conventions already adopted, such as the Hours 

of 'York (Industry) Convention' (1919), a.ssimila~ collective 
agreem~nts, to legislation for the purpose of the application of 
certain clauses Of the Convention. \It has thus been recognised ~ 
iliat in certain respects collective agreements are an effective 
means of securing the enforcement of regulations in those countries 
and industries where the employers' and workers' orga.nis8.tions 
have attained a ~egree of development and stability sufficient to 
allow such a function to be entrusted to them.' .' . 

-' H, as seems likely, oollective agreements are destined to play 
an increasingly important part in the future, and if industrial 
self=govemment.is to be still more firmly established, it is clear 
that the State will allow the collective agreement to play an 
increasingly large part in the regulation of conditions of work .. 
Such a development could not fail to have important ,consequences 

. for' 'the establishment and enforcement of international labour. 1 

, legisIation~ . , 
The various problems that would arise in this connection are 

ca.refuiIy examined in the Report, and various tentative suggestions 
are made with a vie~ to indicating some'ofth~ important questions 
to which the International Labour ConferenCe may wish to devote . . , 
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some discussion. In particular, the question is asked whether 
means could not be found for States in which workirig conditions 
are extensively regulated by collective agreement to be able to 
make grea.ter use of these instruments, PQssiblyin conj~ction . 
with legislation, with a, view to. the ratification of international 
labour conventions. 
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APPENDIX II 

STATISTICS CONCERNING COLLECl1VE AGREEMENTS 

Tables I and II give Bfati8tiC8 wnceming collectiveagreementB 
between employers' and workers' organisations for the period 1927-
1934 in 10 countries. The. first table relates to statistics of collective 
agreements in force on a given date in each year and shows the number 
of agreements and the number of workers covered by them, and where 
possible the number of establishments covered. The second table 
gives statistics concerning agreements concluded,' renewed or modified 
during each year, and classified into number of agreements, number 
of workers and number of establishments covered. Despite the 
importance of collective negotiations in the field of industrial relations, 
only,s. few countries compile statistics of this kind.1 The meaning 
of the term .. collective agreement", however, is not always the same, 
and the definition may be based on the establishment· as a technical 
unit, an economio unit or a geographical unit. ' The number of persons 
oovered is sometimes taken to be the number of members of the trade 
unions party to the agreement, and sometimes the number of workers 
to whom the provisions of the agreement apply, either in law or at 
least in aotual fact.' ' 

. I For a general analysis of the methods of compiling statistics of collective 
agreements, of. IN'rEBNATIONAL LABOUB OFFICE: Melhodtt 0/ Oompiling Bf4liBttc. 
0/ OollecHve Agreemenf.t, Studies and Reports. Series N, No. 11 (Geneva, 1926). 

• These statistics are reprintsdfrom the I.L.O. Year-Book. 1934-35. For notes 
on 80urceII and methods, _ that publication, pp. 245-247. 
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-tions ofl;er~ advantages to agricultural workers. But the importance 
to be attributed to such a method of regulating these conditions varies 
according to the situation in each country. In no case does collective 
bargaining by itseH provide. sufficient protection for agricultural labour . 
While in a certain number of countries questions of wages, hours, and 
annual holidays can be adequately settled by this method, other ques
tions, such as social insurance problems or the protection of women 
and children, can be properly dealt with only by means of legislation, 

. at least in most cases. . 
In conformity with the difiererit opinions expressed in the Committee 

as to the relative value to agricultural workers of the method of collective 
barg!l-ining, several suggestions for the future treatment of this question 
by the International Labour Org~ation were put forward by the 
W~rkers' members of the Committee. A proposal was made to invite 
the Conference to draw the attention of Governments to the Report 
of the International Labour Office and to suggest to them that they 
should take the necessary steps to encourage the method of collective 
bargaining in agriculture and to remove the difficulties which the 
introduction of this method at present encounters, or at least to invite 
the Governing Body to examine the possibility of putting this item 
on the Agenda of a future Session of the Conference with a view to 
the. adoption of an international Convention or Recommendation. 

Other proposals emphasised special aspects' of the problem of the 
collective regulation of agricultural labour conditions and stressed 
the need either for investing the terms of collective agreements with 
legal force for the purpose of affording sufficient protection to agricultural 
workers, or else for adopting a minimum wage legislation in agriculture 
as the basis of a collective regulation of labour conditions. 

The Committee ventures to suggest that the Conference should 
forward.its report to the Governing Body of the International Labour 
Office for consideration by its Agricultural Committee, account being 
taken of all the observations made in the Committee and of all the 
suggestions set forth in its report. 

• 
Geneva, 19 ~une 1933. 

(Signed): Dr. Rudolf KoLAl. 

Chairman cmd Reporter. 
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STATISTICS CONCERNING COLLECflVE AGREEMENTS 

Tables I and II give 8fatiBtics concerning collective 'agreements 
between employers' and workers' organisations for the period 1927-
1934 in 10 countries. The, first table relates to statistics of collective 
agreements in force on a given date, in each year and shows the number 
of agreements and the number of workers covered by'them, and where 
possible the number of establishments covered. The second table 
gives statistics concerning agreements concluded,· renewed or modified 
during each year, and classified into number of agreements, number 
of workers and number of establishments covered. Despite the 
importance of collective negotiations in the field of industrial relations, 
only ,a few countries compile statistics of this kind.1 The meaning 
of the term co collective agreement ", however, is not always the same, 
and the definition may be based on the establishment· as a technical 
unit, an economic unit or a geographical unit. ' The number of persons 
covered is sometimes taken to be the number of members of the trade, 
unions party to the agreement, and sometimes the number of workers 
to whom the provisions of the agreement apply, either in law or at 
least in actual fact.8 

, 1 For a general analysis of the methods of compiling statistics of collective 
agreements. cf. INTERNATIONAL LABOUR Oll'FICE: Muh0d8 0/ Oorrvpiling Btatistfu 
oj OolZeeRtJfl AgnemenIB, Studies and Reports, Series N. No. 11 (Geneva, 1926) • 

• These statistics are reprinted from the 1.L.O. Year-Book, 1934·35. For notes 
on sources and methods, see that publication, pp. 245·247. 
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'rABLE I. - COLLECTIVE AGREE1IrlENTS IN FoRCE. 

GERMANY AUSTRIA 

Year Agreements Establish- Agreements Establish-Workers iii force· Workers in force ments covered at end ments covered on1 Jan. covered of year covered 

I 

1927 7~490 807,300 10,970,120 2,737 147,596 1,007,723 
1928 8,178 912,006 12,267,440 2,976 163,594 989,884 
1929 8,925 997,977 12,276,060 2,791 192,546 957,940 
1930 * * • 2,259 219,246 . 824,568 

1931 1 * 804,788 1 12,006,255 1,989 196,206 639,841 
1932 - - - 1,552 188,312 514,105 
1933 - ~ - 1,660 174,067 489,480 
1934 - - - • • • 

I 
1 For Germany, new series. - • This figure relates to establishments covered by manual 

workers' agreements only; the number of establishments covered by salaried employeea' 
agreements was 266,209. 

AUSTRALIA NORWAY RUIlANIA 

Year Agreements Agreements Agreements 
in force " ill force Workers ill force Workers 
at end at end covered during covered 

of year ·of year tbe year 

1927 744 846 122,536 281 87,793 
1928 777 1,017 122,756 220 73,316 
1929 605 1,501 141,535 293 94,950 
1930 601 J629 159,651 287 I 95,876 
1931 614 1,522 162,184 292 84,252 
1932 625 1,923 169,177 - -
1933 653 2,418 177,965 -
1934 - 2,534 203,502 - -

NETIlBIILANDS SWEDEN 

Year Agreements Establish- Agreements 
Workeri in force Employers Workers in force ments covered at end· covered cavered on 1 June covered of year 

1927 894 16,976 267,791 2,960· 16,502 494,625 
1928 1,016 17,209 279,597 3,326 17,388 512,542 
1929 1,254 18,548 291,738 3,916 19,316 641,403 
1930 1,546 23,528 385,783 4,422 20,185 580,931 
1931 1,496 ·23,427 358,972 5,288 23,819 618,034 
1932 1,325 21,720 251,715 .5,806 24,630 636,138 
1933 1,221 23,241 243,821 5,635 22,782 696,563 
1934 1,132 25,431 258,185 6,288 25,864 674,700 
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TABLlII II. - CoLLECTIVE AGREEMENTS CONCLUDED, RENEWED ' 
OR MODIFIED 

GERMANY AUSTRALIA AUSTRIA 

Year Agree- Establlsb- Agree- jEstablisti- Workers ment. Workers Agree-
concluded . ments covered ment • ments ments covered 
or renewed covered notified covered 

1927. 3,284 [410,538 7,395,737 137 599 1 53,620 1 ~27,O141 
r-- ---

1928. 3,377 470,384 5,376,009 128 925 1 139,480' ~51,346. 
"1929. • • • 109 813 1 42,033 • ~73,6091 
1930. • • ... 110 572 • 102,597 • ~76,240· 
1931 . .. .. ... ,112 -468" 20,922 1 186,602 1 

1932. .. • ' .. 53 551" 40,712 • 86,152" 
1933. • 

, .. .. 64 611" 50,711" ~28,977' 
1934. .. • • 66 - - -

, Agreements concluded, not Including renewals. - , Agreements concluded. including 
renewal.. ' ' 

FBANCB ITALY UTVIA NETHERLANDS 

National Provin-
Agree- [ Agree-Year Agree- and Inter- cial EstabJish- Workers ment. prOvincial agre&' ment. ment. ments covered !concluded agreements ment. !concluded conclud- covered 

notified oncluded ed' 

1927. 102 .. • 4 • • .. 
1928. 99 1071 1,744 40 512 8,266 74.272 
1929. 112 71 1.156 17 344 9.979 185,496 
1930. 72 

, 
103 1.535 32 1,034 16.691 283,748 

1931 . 17t 119 1,484 1 295 9.903 137,319 
1932. 23 t 166 1.517 27 471 6.428 63,336 
1933. 171 91 1.538 t - 398 9,103 47,623 
1934. 24 215 1,499 t - 434 16,245 124,701 

, Agreements notified since 6 May 1928. - • Year between 2 June of the preceding 
year and 1 June ,of tbe year Indicated.' " 

PoLAND llUMANIA SWEDEN 

Year Agree- Workers ' Agree~ t Agree- Employers Workers menb ments Workers ment. 
concluded covered concluded covered concluded covered covered 

1927. 523 296,882 148 41.505 607 4,355 94.176 
1928 . 565 337,672 135 46,956 868 ' 3,613 133.922 
1929 . 336 l20,252 218 76,495 990 4.322 112.541 
1930. 160 41,502 174 46.461 1,476 7.084 169,763 
1931 . 189 117.090 177 50.670 1,405 4,555 126,408 
1932. 197 215,077 101 25.296 1,588 4.787 257.905 
1933. 240 227,71~ 80 I 23.693 1,445 10.769 198.000 
1934. - 92 24,154 1,500 8.540 139,641 
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UST OF I..AWS CONCERl't"ING COLLECTIVE AGREEMEl\'YS 

ARGENTINA 

-Act No. 2426 to issue regulations goveroing employment. Dated !January 
- 1935. " 

- (L.B.', 11135. Artr. I., 
AUSTRALIA 

Commonwealth 
Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitration Act 1904·1928 (consolidated 

text). 
(L.B., 1928, AUBtnI. t., 

Amendment. 
(L.B.. 11130. AustraL II., 

"New South Wales 
Industrial Arbitration Act, 1912·1926 (consolidated text). 

Subsequent amendments. 

Queensland 

(L.~ •• 11128, Austntl. '7., 

(L.S •• 11127. Austral. I and '7.) 
(L.S.. 111211. Aoatral. II., 

(L.S •• 11130. AUBtnI. I. I (8) and 12.) 
(L.S •• 11131. AUBtnI. 13.) 

(L.S., 11132. AUBtnI. II., 
(L.S.. 11136, Austral.. 4.) 

Industrial Arbitration Act of 1916; amended by Act of 1923 (consoli
dated text). 

Subsequent amendments. 

(L.S •• 11123. AUBtnI. L, 
(L.S •• IIIU. AUBtnI. I., 

(L.S.. 11125. Aumal. " and 8., 
(L.B •• 11128, AUBtnIl I., 

Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act of 1929. Assented to 23 
December" 1929. " 

Amendments. 

(L.S.. 111211. AUBtnI. ... , 

(L.S., 11130. Austral, II., 
(L.8 •• 11132. Aust ..... I.) 

• IlIDIUfATIOlfAL LABOUB Orn:oa, Gelleva: ~ Btriu. 
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An Act to ~rovide for the encouragement' of employment and the 
rehabilitation of mdustry ; to constitute and establish a Blll'6Bu of Industry;
and for other purposes. Assented to 15 December 1932. 

(L.S •• 1932. Austral. 7.) 

Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act of 1932. Assented to 6 January 
1933. . ' 

(L.S.. 1933. Austral. 1.) 

Amendment. 
(L.S •• 1934, Austral. 5.) 

.An Act No.3 to amend the Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration 
Acts, 1932 to 1934. in certain particulBl'll. Assented to 17 October 1935. 

(L.S •• 11&. Austral. 7.) 

South AustraUa 
Industrial Acts, 1920·1925. 

(L.S.. 1926. Austral. 1.) 

Tasmania 
An Act to consolidate and amend the law relating to Wages Boards, 

and for other purposes. Dated 24 December 1920. An Act to amend the 
Wages Boards Act of 1920. Dated 13 March 1924. 

Subsequent amendments. 

Victoria 

(L.S •• 1924, Austral. 1 and Appendix.) 

(L.S.. 1929. Austral. 1.) 
(L.S., 1934, Austral. 3.) 
(L.S., 19311. Austral. A.) 

. An Act to consolidate the law relating to the supervision and regulation 
of factories and shops and to I?ther industrial matters. Assented. to 12 
February 1929. 

(L.S •• 1929. Austral. 13.) 

Western AustraUa 
Industrial Arbitration Act. 1912·1925 (consolidated text). 

(L.S •• 1925. Austral. 12.) 

Amendment. 
(L.S •• 1930. Austral. 7.) 

AUSTRIA 

Act respecting the Establishment of Conciliation Boards and respecting 
collective agreements. Dated 18 December 1919. 

(L.8.. 1920. AU&. 22.) 

Federal Act respecting the right to work and the right of assembly. Dated 
5 April 1930. 

(L.S., 1930. Aua. 1.) 

Order of the Federal Government respecting the regulation of collective 
employment relations for publici constructional works. Dated 13 June 
1933. 

(L.S •• · 1933, A_ 7 (B).) 

Order No. 132 to establish the Trade Union Federation of Austrian 
Wage.Earning and Salaried Employees. Dated 2 March 1934 •. 

(L.S., 1934, Aus. 3.) 
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. -Act respecting the establishment of works councils. Dated 12 July 1934. 
, (L.S., 193, Au.. 7.) 

Act No. ·290 respecting the establishment of the Federation of Austrian 
Manufacturers. Dated 17 October 1934. 

(L.S., 193" Au.. 12.) 

Act to amend the Act of 12 July 1934 respecting the establishment 
of works councils. Dated 11 July 1935. 

(L.S., 19311. Au.. 8.) 

BRAzIL 

Decree No. 21761, to institute collective agreements. Dated 23 August 
1932. 

(L.S., 1932, Braz. 8.) 

BULGARIA 

Legislative Decree on collective agreements. Dated 22 September 1936. 
.' (Drj,wm V ulni1:, 22 Sept. 1936.) 

CANADA 

Alberta 
The Industrial Standards Act, 1935. 

(The Labour OauJl6 of CaMda, June 1935.) 

Quebec . . 
- Act respecting the extension of collective labour agreements. Assented 

to 20 April 193t .. 
(L.S., 193" Can. II.) 

An Act to amend -the Act respecting the extension of collective labour 
agreements. Assented to 18 May 1935. 

(L.S., 1936, Can. 6.) 

Ontario 
An Act respecting industrial standards. Assented to 18 April 1935. 

(L.S •• 1935, Can. 3.) 

CHILE 

Legislative Decree ~o. 178 to ratify the Labour Code (consolidating 
the Acts relating to labour). Dated 13 May 1931. 

(L.S., 1931, Chile 1.) 

Act No. 5405, to amend Legislative Decree No. 178 of 13 May 1931. 
which consolidated the Acts relating to labour •. Dated 8 February 1934. 

. (L.S.. 193" Chile 1.) 

CHINA 

The Collective Agreement· Act. Dated 28 October 1930. Date of 
EnforCement 1 November 1932. 

(Chi_a Labour LmDB. p. 23.) 

CUBA .• " ~l . 
Legislat,ive Decree No. 446 respecting.contracts of employment. Dated 

24 August 1934. ' 
(L.S .. 193" Cuba 7 [AJ.) 
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA . 

Order No. 102 for the-temporary regulation of the conditions of employ· 
ment of workers in the textile industry. Dated 29 April 1935. 

(48.. 1935. Cs. A.) 

Order respecting the extension of collective agreements. Dated 20 
February 1936. 

(L.8.. 1938. C. 2:) 

DENMARK 

Act No. 17 to prolong (until 1 February 1934) the operation of agreements 
betwoon employers and employees and to prohibit stoppages pf work. 
Dated 31 January 1933. 

(L.S .• 1933. Den. 1.) 

Act No.5 respecting intervention in labour disputes. Dated 18 January 
1934. 

(L.S.. 1934, Den. 1.) 

Act respecting the settlement of the dispute between the Danish Em
ployers' Association and the Danish Federation of Trade Unions. the Danish 
Employers' Association and organisations outside the Danish Federation 
of Trade Unions. and other organisations of employers and employees. 
Dated 29 March 1936. 

, (Will be published in the Legiakllif1e S ...... 1936.) 

ESTONIA 

Act respecting collective contracts. Dated 26 March 1929. 
(L.8.. 1929. Eat. &01 

FINLAND 

Act respecting.oollective contracts. Dated 22 March 1924. 
(L.8.. 19U, Fin. !.I 

FRANCE 

Act of 25 March 1919; Act of 25 June 1919 respecting oollective agree
ments. Cf. Chapter IV bia. Art. 31 to 31 z. and 32 of the Labour Code., 

(L.8.. 1919, Fr. 1.) 

Aot of 24 June 1936 respecting colleCtive agreementS. (Cf. Book I. 
Part II. Chap. IV biB. Division IV biB. sees. 31 v (a) to 31 v (g). 

(L.s.. 1938, Fr. 7.1 

GEIWANY 

Order relating to collective contracts. Dated 23 December 1918 . 
. (L.8.. 1923, Ger. I.) 

Aot to amend the Collective Contracts Order. Dated 28 February 1928. 
(L.8.; 1928, Ger. 1.1 

Act for the organ~tion of national labour. Dated 20 January 1934. 
(L.8.. 1934 Ger. L 1 
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GREAT BRIT~ 

• • ~ An Act to make temporary provision for enabling statutory effect to be ' 
,given to rates of wages agreed between representative organisations in the 
cotton manufacturing industry; and for purposes connected with the matter 
aforesaid. Dated 28 June 1934.' ' , 

(L.B •• 19U, G.B. 7.) 

GR~ECE 

Act rElllpecting collective contracts of employment. Dated16 November 
1935. ' 

(L.a.. 193/1. Gr. 7.) 

Act, of 16 November 1935 respecting the' settlement of collective labour 
disputes. 

(L.B., 19311, Gr. 10.) 

HUNGARY 

,Order No. 52000/1935 of the Minister of Commerce respecting the 
,establishment and operation of the Wage Boards competent to fix minimum 
.wages for certAin trades. Dated 30 July 1935. 

(L.B •• 19311. Hung. 8.) 

, INDIA 

The Bombl!y Trade Disputes Conciliation Act. 193'. Assented to 27 
August 1934. 

(L.S.. 193" IncL ") 

I~ISH FREE STATE 

Act on Conditions of Employment. Dated 14 February 1936. 
(L.a.. 1938. I.F.S. 1.) 

ITALY 

Act No. 563: legal regulation of collective relations in connection with 
,employment. Dated 3 April 1926. 

(L.s.. 1928, It. 2.) 

Royal Decree No. 1130. issuing rules for the administration of Act No. 
563 of 3 April 1926, respecting the legal regulation of collective relations in 
cOllIlection with employment. Dated 1 July 1926. 

(L.B., 1928. It. II.) 

Labour Charter. Dated 21 April 1927. 
(L.8., 1927, It. 3.) 

Royal Decree No. 1251, to issue rules for the filing and publication of 
collective contracts of employment. Dated 6 May 1928. 

, . (L.B., 1928, It. 3.) 

Royal Decree No. 200, to amend items (a) and (b) of Section 41 01 
Royal Decree No. 1130 of 1 July 1926, issuing rules for the administration 
of the Act respecting the legal regulation of collective relations in connection 
with employment. Dated 15 January 1931. 

(L.B., 1931, It. L) 

. Act No. 437, to extend the 'egal regulation of collective relations in con· , 
nection with employment to share contractS in agriculture and for BIDall
.holdings. Dated 3 April 1933. 

(L.a., 1933. It. 7.) 
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Act No. 1630 respecting the cOnBtitution and functions of ,the corporations. 
Dated 5 February 1934. . . 

, (L.B., .l9~" It. I.) .,' 

Royal Legislative Decree No. 441 respecting the powers of the Central 
Corporative Committee. Dated 18 April 1935. . ' 

. (L.S .. 19311, It. IS.) 

LATVIA 

Order respecting collective labour agreements. Dated 4 October 1927. 
(L.B., 1927, loat. 3.) 

LUXEMBURG 

Order for the establishment of a National Labour Counoil. Dated 23 
January 1936. 

(L.S.; 1936, LUlL I.) 

MEXICO, UNITED STATES OF 

Federal Labour Act. Dated 18 August 1931. 
(L.S., 1931, JIIex. 1.) 

Deoree to amend various sections of the Federal Labour Act. Dated 
19 January 1934. 

(L.S., 193" Hex. 1 ra].) 

NETHERLANDS 

Act to issue detailed regulations respecting oollective agreements. 
Dated 24 December 1927. 

(L.S., 1927, Neth. I.) 

Aot to set up industrial counoils. Dated 7 April 1933. 
(L.S., 1933, Neth. 1.) 

NEW ZEALAND 

An Aot to consolidate oertain enactments of the General Assembly 
relating to the settlement of industrial disputes by oonciliation and arbitra. 
tion. Dated 1 October 1925. 

(L.S., 1925, N.Z. I., 
Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration AmendmentAct,1932.Assented 

to 27 April 1932. 
(L.S., 1932, N.Z. 1.) . 

Aot to amend the Industrial Conoiliation and Arbitration Aot, 1925. 
No.6 of 1936. Dated 8 June 1936. 

(L.B., 1936, N.Z. 1.) 

NORWAY 

Aot respecting labour disputes. Dated 5 May 1927 (Sections 3, 4, 5 
and 6, subsections I, 2 and 40, relate to collective agreements). 

(L.S., 1927, Nor. 1.) 
\ 

Act to amend the Act of 5 May 1927 respecting industrial disputes. Dated 
26 June 1934. 't. 

(L.S .. 193" Nor. 1.) 

Act to amend the Act respecting labour disputes. Dated 29 March 1935. 
(L.S., 19311, Nor. 1.) 
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POLA..'VD 

. Order of the President of the Republio -: Code of Obligations. Dated 
27 .october 1933. 

(L.S., 1933, Pol. 8.) 

PORTUG~ 

Legislative Decree No. 2304S: to promulgate the National .Labour 
Statute. Dated' 23 September 1933. 

; (L.S., 1933, Port. II.) , 

Legislative Decree No. 25701. to authorise the Under.Secretary of State 
for Corporations to fix minimiun wage rates wherever it is observed that 
there is a regular decline in wages in coneequenceof unrestricted competition 
in anY branch of commerce or industry and that the said wages are falling 
below a reasonable rate. Dated 1 August 1935. 

(L.B., 19311, Port. S.) 

RUMANIA 

Act ~ecting contracts of employment. Dated 28 March 1929. Regula.
tions for the administration of the Act respecting contracts of employment. 
Dated 31 December 1929. (Part IV A and B relate to collective contra.cts.) 

• (L.S., 1929, Rum.. 2 [AJ and [B].) 

. Act to amend certaiD. sections of the Act respecting contracts of employ. 
ment. Dated 10 October 1932. 

- (L.S., 1932, Rum.. 3.) 

SOUTH AFWCA, UNION OF 

Act to make provision for the prevention and settlement of disputes 
between employers and employees by conciliation; for the registration and 
regulation of trade unions and private registry offices and for other incident8.l 
purposes; No. 11 of 1924. Assented to 26 March 1924. 

(L.8., 192', B.A. 1.) 

Act to amend the Industrial Conciliation Act, 1924. Assented to 28 
May 1930. ' 

. (L.S., 1930, 8.A. 6., 
Act to amend further the Industrial Conciliation Act, 1924. Assented 

to 7 March 1933. 
(L.8., 1933, B.A. I.) 

Act to amplify the powers of the Wage Board and of the Minister ....• 
in regard to the -fixing of minimum remuneration for piece work, and to . 
validate and amplify certain wage determinations made under the Wage 
Act, 1925. No. 16 of 1935. Gazetted 10 April 1935.· 

(L.S.,1935, B.A. 1.) 

. SPAIN 

Act respecting contracts of employment. Dated 21 November 1931 •• 
(L.B., 1931, Sp. U., 

Act respecting joint boards for industrial and rural labour, rural property 
and agricultural production and industries. Dated 27 November 1931. 

(L.8., 1931, Sp. 1&') 

Decree to eonsolidate the law relating to jo~t boards. Dated 29 August 
1935. ". . . " 

(L8., 1936. 8p. 3.) 
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Aot of 30 Miiy1936 to repeal the Aot of 16 July 19:\5 and to enforce miew. 
the Aot 'of 27 November 1931.' . 

(WiD be published in the ~egislaUlJe 8"';.,. 1936.) , 

SWEDEN 

Act respeoting oollective oontracts. Dated 22 June 1928. 
(L.S., 1928, Swe. 2;) 

Aot respecting the Labour Court. Da~d 22 June 1928. 
'. (L.S., 1928, Swe. 3.). 

Aot to supplement Aot No. 2(5 of 28 M~y 1920 respecting oonoiliation 
in industrial disputes. Dated 28 J}lil.e 1935. 

SWITZERLAND 

Federal Code of Obligations: Art. 321·323. 

TURKEY 

Labour Aot, No. 300~. Dated 8 June 1936. 

UNITED STATES OF AMEmCA 

(L.S., 1920, Swe. 6.8.) 
(L.S., 1935, Swe. ".) 

(L.S., 1936, Tur. 2.) 

An Aot to enoourage national industrial reoovery, to foster fair oompeti. 
tion, and to provide for the oonstruotion of. oertain useful publio works 
and for other purposes. Approved 16 June 1933. 

(L.S., 1933, U.s.A. 2.) 

An Aot, to diminish the oauses of labor disputes burdening or obstruoting 
interstate and foreign oommerce, to, oreate a National Labor Relations 
Board, and for other purposes. Approved 5 July 1935. 

(L.S." 1936, U.S.A. 1.) 

U.S.S.H. 

Order of the A.R.C.E.C. respecting the bringing into operation of the 
Labour Code of the R.F.S.S.R. (1922 edition). Dated 9 November 192~. 

(L.S., 1922, Ruaa. 1.) 

Regulations and Orders: Colleotive Contracts. Dated 2' February, .19' 
February, 14 June, 17 Ootober and 14 November 1923. 

(L.S., 1923, Ruaa. 'I.) 

Order of the Counoil of Labour and Defenoe of the Union of Soviet 
Sooialist Republios oonoerning theoollolusion 'of oollective contracts and 
the settlement of disputes in the prinoipal industrial und~gs. Dated 

. 6 . June 19,24. 
(L.S .. 192'- Rusa. 8.) 

Order of the All-Russian Central Executive Committee and the Counoil 
of People's Commissaries of the Russian Sooialist Federative Soviet Republio, 
to amend Section 101 of the Civil Code, Section 266 of the Civil Prooedure 
Code, and Seotion 93 of the Labour Code. Dated 11 August 1924. : 

, (L.S.. 192'- Rusa. 6. i 
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'Order of ~he Council of Labour·and. Defence resPecting the procedure 
·for'theconclusion of collective contracts by State industrial undertakings 
. of ~portance to the whole Union. and the settlement of disI;luteli arising 
in connection witb tlie conclusion and carrying out of the Bald contracts. 
Dated 8 Decembe~ 1926. 

(~8., 1926. R';". 8.) 

. Order. No. ·108 of the people's Labour Commi~ariat of the Union of 
Soviet Socialist RepublicJl~ respecting the procedure for the registration of 
collective contracts. Dated 18 February 1928. . 

Regulations No.(r9 approved by "the People's Labour Commissariat 
:of. the' U.S.S.R., ~ecting the conditions of employmeDt of congress 
stenographers. ;oa~d 21 July 1928. 

• (L.S., 1928, RU88. 12 [A.] and [B].) 

O~d~r No. ~29 of the People'a Labour Commissariat of the U.S.S.R., 
respecting t}\e compulsory registration of general agreements and liability 
for delay.in the registration 01 collective agreements. Dated 10 July 1932. 

(L.S., 1932, RUM. ") 

VENEZUELA 

Labour Law, of 16 July 1936. (Part II, Chap. III, BeeS. 32 to 37) . 
. (L.S .• 1936, Van. 2.) 

YUGOSLAVIA 

Industrial Act. Dated I) .November 1931. 
(L.8., 1931. Yug. ", 
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